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DEDICATION 

To 
*l Ithii^ayan Sri Veda Vyas 

AulhOf 

( Ajcimoologiaal Evidence misused.), 

An appeal to the Young Indalogiit*. 

The history of Indie, Particularly of the ancient period, 
=, fount|. in the Test booVa of schools and alleges 

ond fn the writings of research eohotars of Indoiogy, retires 
though reTs^ European scholars, who tempted to 
construct our history, seriously erred Id chronology (1) The 
false assumption that the Aryans came from outside India 
and the wrong identification of Chandre-Gupls-Maurya of 
153J B C , with another Chandra-Gupta, the contempt 
AlsKendcr-s time (326 B.C.), led to several errors In chronology 
and other aspects of our history. (3) The Puranas which are 
a storehouse- of historical information were discredited as 
mere fiction, Several facts from the that-do credit 
to our- history and culture are entirely omitted-m the historical 
writings of Europeans and- their Indian followers, (3) Some 
] ndolocists went to the length of interpolating in and 

vmlQra of India and with the Buddhist .literatus 

4, Many ancient inscriptions like the Kumbhslghar 

Inscription (V. S. 1517) were destroyed. 

5. The genuine Inscription of Jansmejaya (Bid Ant 
333 334'dated Kali S9 or 3012 B,C. has been mected.iis bemg 

3]SS B C nnd 3GG B.C*; were destroyed* 

«/sr com. .nd 

Sn AaTbc used for supporting modern-theories. 

7 The Aiholc inscription and otbero thrfjjtaJW. 
. «ro£tly tho date ot the Mahabharota- War (W8 B.Oi) 

«— v, ^ U g„-,n rip rrl fluted . 
Ci. 
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I 
8.; Sope important .dates which are supposed to be 

Anchor Sheeto ef Ancient Indian chronology have been 
arbitrarily determined, with no regard for or reference to 
ancient literature* 

AM this was to show that the historical literature of 
Bharat was unreliable as a document of history. 

Although later researches by Indian Savants ha ve brought 
to light several facta* that disprove many theories propounded 
by earlier writers, the writings of these savants are not 
accepted by prominent Indologists for the simple reason that 
these writings do not fall inline with their modern theories. 
It is strange to expect that scholars that are bent upon 
showing the errors *, in the modern historians in the field 
should fall in line with the same writer3. The interests 
Of truth will heavily suffer If this attitude towards fresh 
research scholars of Indian history continues. 

For about forty years I have been working in the field 
of ^historical.5 rresear<ih studying both Indigenous .and modern 
histories and inscriptions etc. and during the last 9 years 
I have published genuine Historical facts in books some 
In Telugu. and some in English running into $000 pages, I 
have been sending my. publications to research scholars and 
other prominent persons interested in the subject, • Although 
the bulk of the. scholars are top]eon?ervative even to examine 
my writings, some of them have accepted that my writings 
give a lead to the attempts for constructing a genuine 
history of Bharat. rI am happy to note that there is a 
wide-spread * desire in our ecu n try tod ay, that our history 
should" bo 'rewritten bo to be nearer truth* 

I have done, through my writings, what I could towards 
the achievement of this legitimate wish of our people. I 
appeal to the younger generation to pursue the ■subject and 
do justice to the great culture and history of our country: 

I have laboured, long enough'and am- retiring rn my 
72-nd yoar* L assure my young friends that as they proceed 
with the subject they will find in our ancient literature? 

, 
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inscriptions and coirs, -wonderful material that wilt enable 
them to construct a continuous history of our iMttw-iar.cr 
faun 3(38 B.C. Beware of forged inscriptions etc. 

This Ancient Hindu History consisting of two parts ie 
the last of my works. In the first part of this book 1 
hove traced the dynasties of kings from 313B K.C, the date 
of the Mahohhorato War to 1193 A.TU and I am also given 
the historical accounts of these dynasties. This information 
is quite in accordance with the purante accounts and genuine 
inscriptions In this second part, I have proved that the 
genuine history of Bharat is to be found iu the vast 
Sanskrit literature, that the so-called archaeological evidence 
cited by modern historians is full of mis leadings misrepre¬ 
sentations. and misapplications and that this evidence borides 
being 90- very faulty as failed to help a correct reconstru¬ 
ction of ancient Hindu Chronology but always tended to 

horribly curtail it, 
My good wishes to all those interested in bringing out 

the genuine history of Bharat- 
. ■ n ■ * i 

Koto, Venkata Chalemh 
Author 
M-im 

. V-p.' ' c -I. V- . 
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Ancient Hindu History - Part II 

Life of the Author 
By 

Sri Moduli Sivflkama>yflf m.a. 

Head of the English Department* 

Aandhra Jateeya Kaiasala, Ma&ulEpatam* 

The author Sri VonkaUeheUm belanga to a Brahmin 
famSiy of Bharadwsja gotra end Apsthamba entrap, in the 
Velanati vaidfk regional sect of the Krishna Yajur Veda* 
He was born in the year 1835 in the village of ^Madhu- 
napuram AgraharaiiV in the Nuzvid Division of the Krishna 
District to Sri Chella Subb&rayudu and Sri math! Annapurna mm a, 
parents of two other sons and four daughters besides. He 
was adopted in 1893* in his eigth year by Sri Kota 
Nityanandam of Godugupet, Masulip&tam and hence brought 
up and educated at M&sullpatam by his adopted parents. He 
wits a student of the lower Secondary School at Inukuduru up 
to the 111 form and then a student of the Noble college 
High school for the higher forma up to the Matriculation 
class. His Upanayonam (the traditional ceremony of initia¬ 
tion of hr ah min boys into the duties* responsibilities and 
privileges of Brahmin-hood) was performed even at the time 
of his adoption* i.e, in his eigth year and ever since* he 
was remarkably regular in the prescribed prayers or Samdhya- 
v&ndanem* thrice a day and besides* from his l?th year 
onwards, bo was performing “Sahasra Gaayatri*1*, an act of 

exceptional devotion to the traditional religion and culture 
remarkable in a little bsy* He evinced even at such an 
early age, a natural aptitude for devotion to the prescrip¬ 
tions of the traditional culture uf his community and an 
abiding interest in Duran as and Harik&th&s, the traditional 
agencies for disseminating and popularising it fn the con¬ 
genial eompassionship of a friend and classmate of his* by 
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name Darbha Gopaiam, be cultivated and observed con sis - , 
tently the healthy habits of early rising attending to bis 
ablutions before dawn* finishing bis bath, which included a 
bout, of swimming in the tank on the outskirts of the town 
where we now find the Municipal water works, perform 
his Sandhya with the "Sahasra Gaayathri', all by 7JS0 A.M- when 
he would be ready for attending to his class lessons. The 
two youpg friends were also in the habit of observing a 
special programme of Bhajana j.et singing of devotional 
songs on Saturday^ 

Sri Venkatachelam discovered* oven In his early teens* 
a special aptitude for stories* especially of the national epics, 
and even the stories of the Bible he was taught at the 
school which he attended which was managed by a Chris* 
tien mission., He was soon well-versed In the stories of 
the Hlababharata whose intimate acquaintance he cultivated 
through a prose version in Telugu and developed a special 
liking for the Bhagavata, A curious Incident of his boyhood 
reveals an exceptional seal and earnestness in the little boy 
for efforts towards actual realisation of the values and! ideals 
of the traditional culture of the Nation, He came to know 
of the presence at Vijayawada of a yogi offering to teach 
the practice of Yogs* the science of Physical culture and 
spiritual rtalisationp and proceeded there, with hie friend but 
without the knowledge of either of their families snd presented 
himself before the yogi for initiation into the science. The 
two friends stayed on for a fortnight practising the’exercises 
prescribed wfth Zest and loyalty. It was just the time of 
the lower Secondary E-sa mi nation, which was in tho°e days 
a Government Examination* a pass in which was deemed the 
necessary minimum qualification for admission to Government 
service, and for which the two friends had applied previo¬ 
usly and paid the prescribed fee of Rs: 5/-each. By the time 
the young men had completed the first course In Yoga and 
were advised to go home to practise by themselves for some 
time and bade farewel to the Yogi and returned home to 
MflSUlipBtam> the examinations bad been over and they had 

"JM.. 



incurred the serious displeasure of their families for their 
reck leas stay at Vijayawada at such a time, without the per¬ 
mission or even knowledge of their parents* Sri Venkata- 
ehelam, an adopted son* was however, soon forgiven and 
allowed to continue his Studies and take the examination 
the next year, which he did with success, but the escapade 
meant the dose of the education at carter of hi3 friend 
Master Gopal&m and consequentEy the 0f companion¬ 
ship for Master VenkaUcheiam, 

Sri Venkatachelam subsequently joined the Noble College 
High school for higher studies and continued his studies) 
up to the Matriculation class* in conformity with the social 
ambition of all middle class Brahmin youth of the time. 
But h?s heart was not in his lessons and he proved but an 
indifferent success at school. The main interest of the 
young mao at thts period of his life was in the devotion a! 
songs and philosophical discourses of a mystic by name 
Sri Talaari Rangadas, whose residence lay on his way to 
school* Young Venkituchelam sought and enjoyed regularly 
the company of the mystic every day, on his way to and 
from school. This Rangadas was a local celebrity in those 
day a* and inspired* influenced and enlightened large numbers 
of the people of the locality with his devotional songs and 
philosophical discourses, and even more by bis transparent 
spirituality* It was the company of this mystic which 
attracted Yonkatechelam and the school came to be a mere 
pretext in course of time. With the demise of this Rangadas 
at an early ago of 32, in 1904,, the educational career of 
Sri Venkatachelam regular and institutional also practically 
came to a close. 

But this meant, by no means, an end of hi a education. 
He began to acquaint himself, in his own way* and by his 
own ^efforts, with the religious and philosophical classics in 
Telugu and Sanskrit* practising at the same time, and on 
his own account, Yoga into which also he had been initiated^ 
and attending to the management of the homo and the 
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landed property of the family as the heir of his adopted 
father who was rapidly approaching ojd age, 

Sri Nrtyanandarn was a man of considerable landed 
properties in the vicinity of MasuLipatam and Gudivada, 
with a fancy for cultivation through paid agents and servants. 
But he was an indifferent manager and definitely unsuccessful 
at the game of absentee landlordism* His farm, whith was 
at a distance of nearly 2t> miles from Masuiipatam had 
always been a liability to him. Young Venkatachelam was 
entrusted with the management of the farm on behalf of 
his father as early as possible and even at the tender ago 
of 14 (in JS&9) he was able bo prove ; him self o better success at 
this business than his father in so far as he could afleast ''avoid 
loss and he proved himself definitely more sensible tn that 
he could succeed eventually in persuading his fotbej to 
give up the attempt to cultivate land through agents and 
servants, himself living away ad a distance. Young Venkata- 
chelam was equally successful lit lie Later in the management 
of the lands of the family at Gudivada and thus exhibited 
from his early years extraordinary prudence and efficiency 
in the management of property and practical affairs in 
strange combination with earnest ze-al and devotion to 
spirituality and other worldly tendencies It was during 
this period, in 1902. that he was also married. 

The whirl-wind campaign, undertaken by B. C. PaE for 
national awakening in 190ft, in connection wich the opposition 
to the partition of Bengal was just then stirring the soul 
of the people of .A and hr a to national consciousness, a pride 
in the part of their country's culture and an aspiration for 
national service and political freedom. The response oC 
Ma&ulipatam was the most notable. Young Venkatachelam 
attached himself to the noble band of leaders, themselves 
in their youth, whom Aandbra threw up in response to the 
call of the nation even at that early stage in the national 
struggle for freedom* Sri Pattabbi, Sri Mutnuri, Sri KopaJJe 
and Sri K*uta Srirama sa&trp and others participated with his 
characteristic enthusiasm, zeal ani eamstness, in ail the!? 
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activities accompany mg them on their Eocture tours, (Join g 
propaganda and constructive effort for promoting Swadeshi 
and collecting funds for the Jateeya-Kalasals* 

He was present a tong with his leaders in the camp of 
the extremists at the famous Surat congress in 19^7. He 
managed for one year a Swadeshi doth shop in lfcOS, jointly 
with Sri Neti SomayajuEu and made over the business, along 
with the profefe earned during the year, of over a thousand 
rupees to his partner* 

The sensitive mind of the young man received a rude 
shock in the death of hrs brother at an early age in 1^09 
which led him into a fit of other worldJinesa in which he 
turned to his friend Sri Paipvajj&la Nogabhushanam who 

had captivated his youthful intellect with his eloquent philo¬ 
sophical discourses* In the company of this scholar Sri 
Venkitachfllam embarked on a systematic study of the Bhaga* 
vatba, both tho friends reaiding for some time for the 
purpose, at the Vishnu tom pie at Kara Agmharam near tho 
eastern sea, away from their families and solely devoted 
to their studies. 

The two friends then started on a walking tour through 
tho Ceded districts and m TeJanguna (Manthena etc,) giving 
Bhjgavata, KalaStehepams wherever they went. On his return 
home after tho tour Sri Vonkatachelam lived for a time at 
Undavalli c'ivea near Vijayawada for the practice of Yoga 
in tho necessary solitude and visiting the UndavaJH village 
only once a day for food by rHadht)km*» 

Very soon his zest for apirim&l sadhana and actual reali¬ 
sation of the cultural and religious idea la of his race lod 
our hero to a more sustained endeavour and a deliberate 
organisation of the conditions of his life for the purpose, 
In 19 IQ A.D,, He quitted the decent upstair building that 
belonged to his family in the town of M-a.sulipatam and settled 
with his wife in e parmisala or cottage on tho outskirts of 
Chinnapiiram vitiige* (six malett south of Masulipatun) where 
he observed a multifarious and tight daily programme* pra¬ 
ctising Yoga, making a serious sustained study of tho Upani- 
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shads, Bhag&Vit Gits, Brahmasutras* Puranns end other phi¬ 
losophical classics, and devoting regular hours to Gaaystri 

* repetition of 24 Jackbs (Akshara Jnksha) and silent medita¬ 
tion too • Here, at the ParnasaEa, which came to be known 
os "Anandasbrama*’ and visited frequently by many earnest 
soule of the neighbourhood, he continued to live In the main. 
though with occassional obacnees an account of the tours 
on foot which he undertook every now and then, for 14 
years, till he shifted his family to Vijayawada In 1924. 

v Even thia secluded life of study* contemplation and practice 
of Yoga could not satisfy his restless spirit* The deilre 
for Desnutans, pgoing about the country, not stopping any¬ 
where for long. depending upon the chance hospitality of the 
public for sustenance, gr«w insistent in him and he under¬ 
took a walking tour in 1911, in the course of which ha came 
into contact with (Sri Chidghananancla Saraswati Swami' in 
whom he observed with admiration, the effects of regulated, 
natural (f*e. uncooked) food, an admiration which soon Jed 
to imitation and practice which tasted for a number of years 

(from 1911 to 1936), 

A daughter was born to him In 1912 but the event, 
by which he became a father, meant no change an his Iffq 

or inclination* or aspirations* Very scon he storied again 
on a tour of the whole of South India on foot, covering 
the long distances to Madras, from thorn to Rameawaram, 
and then through the states of Travancore and Mysore, 

travelling alone and on foot, and without any resources for 
sustenance relying on the hospitality of the public, and 
propagating religious and philosophical knowledge, IJo had 
many marvellous experiences during this tour which all tended 
to confirm in him, bis faith in conformity with the tenets 
of his religion, that the result of the Karma of a person 
in his previous lives which has given him this life will 
provide him the wherewithal for keeping tho body in health 
and comfort, even In the absence of any effort or worry 
on hla part therefor, In the course of this tour he visited 

Visfflhtedwaita and D waits Pecttams at Ynnamavula and 
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UdJpi end *3ri Chandra-Sekhara-Bharati" of Srinfi,or]" of whom 
he sought initiation into the order of *Sanyaaof but the sage 
could dissuade him from the step for the time being on the 
ground of his undischarged obligations to the old adopted 
father who had deliberately adopted him into his family* 
(Ets adopted mother died in 1903) 

So he returned home and to his life of a householder, though 
his earnest efforts continued without any relaxation, to 
attain spiritual enlightenment and realisation through his 
programmes of regulated diet, sustained study, contemplation 
in solitude and practice of Yoga, in the Anandashrifma at 
Chinnapur&m where he continued to stay till W24w 

A]] this sustained spiritual endeavour, however did not 
imply or necessitate any neglect of his responsibilities to 
hia family and the family property* The management of 
the family devolved upon him entirely on the death cf his 
adopted father in 1918 at the age of 84 though he had been 
obliged to share considerably in it even while the old gentle¬ 
man was alive- He acquitted himself creditably in this 
task and evidently discovered in himeelf a special efficiency 
and aptitude in the management of landed property. 

Even in 1917^ one year before the demise of his father 
he had purchased in Government auction on credit basis* a 
farm of 3UO acres in Divi Taluk, on his own account and 
engaged with zest in experiments In agriculture,, improving 

the land by providing facilities for water supply and drainage 
levelling the [and and fertilising the soil with appropriate 
manures* He earned no great profit?, however* as a result 
of his experiments, but he suffered no great losses either. 
But productive schemes and work Interested him as such 
and found him equal to the talents and character necessary 
for success in them* He could achieve, incidentally, compe¬ 
tence and comparative affluence, in his own right, by unear¬ 
ned profits, through a rise m the value of the land, In 
consequence of which he purchased a site at Bezwada on the 
Besant Road, near the Railway station constructed an upstair 
building on it, and shifted bis family to it in 1924* The lands 
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in Dfvi were sold sway altogether In 193G- but his experi¬ 
ments in farming did not come to a close till much later* 

He purchased u part of a Mokha^a village named VenkaUya^ 
patam having 400 acres for his share neap Nuzvid, Wo 
find him engaged in his experiments in dry cultivation at 
VenkntayapaLam* attempting to raise garden crops; purcha¬ 
sing a farm of ISO acres wet in Vcmuia-Divi near Narasapur. 
West Godavari District* from the Na rasa pur agricultural Co. 
Ltd*, and improving it. 

But more or [ess since his settling down in his house 
at Vijayawada, he found himself in a position to devote a 
considerable and increasing proportion of his time and 
eventually all his time to public work end study. 11 is sons 
were growing up and proving equal to the responsibility 
of managing his property* 

Hta association with the naitonal leaders at Maaulfpatam, 
In his youth, had implanted in him a ^usiamed interest in 
politics, public life and national service and he continued 
ever since, a modest und unass urn Eng but sincere and steady 
worker in the ranks of the Congress* He was always a 
member of the focal congress bodies, attended the meetings 

Of the tame regularly, participated in all the movements, 
short of courting imprisonment* of political propaganda, 
agitation and constructive work, launched from time to time 
by the groat national organisation during its historic struggle 
for national Independence. 

He was associated closely with the Ramamohnn Free 
Ayurvedic Dispensary at Vijayawada for a number of years* 
having been the Honorary Secretary of it from 194CM3, 
during which period, by his remarkable zest for public 
service, wise and courageous planning, efficient execution and 
prudent management, he was able to report a remarkable 

improvement in the finances of the organisation and the 

utility of its services to the public* The institution continued 
to abate his attention for long thereafter as be was obliged to 
be associated with its management as Vice-President for several 
years and member of the executive committee even longer, 
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Hjs versatile genius discovered during the period another 
field of activity which was destined to provide fuller 
satisfaction to the various rich strands in this jteLlectual *nd 
moral character. He took to the study of the ancient history 
of Bharat as it is available to us in our puranas and other 
indigenous literature &s well as* in the version of it as 
reconstructed by the modern historians inspired by the 
European Orientalists of the ISth and 19th centuries during 
the British rule in India^ He set for himself the task of 
discovering and exposing the injustice and injury to our 
history end culture and the damage to our national honour 
perpetrated by the European orientalists in this direction and 
embarked with his characteristic seat, heroism and tenacity 
upon the Herculean task-, which soon became his life-work 
and constitutes the magnum opus of His versotilo inteheci 
and mighty spirit* the reconstruction of the true history of 
ancient Bharat, on modern lines and methods calculated to 
appeal to and convince the modern mind, but on the 6ore 
foundations of our puranas and other indigenous historical 
literature, which had been discredited despised and rejected 
for their own purposes* by the European historians and their 

Indian disciples* as unreliable and hence unsuitable for use 

as source-material for history. 

In this heroic endeavour he has launched on the publi¬ 
cation, at h» own expense* of the Ary4 Vijnena series of 
which so far 24 volumes have been presented to the public. 
He has devoted nearly 20 years of his ripe age and mature 
intellect, to service to the nation In this inconspicuous direction 
of original historical research, attempting to interest the 
public, convince and convert historical scholars and students 
of history in the country* in his great thesis which he . un¬ 

developed with remarkable consistency and pertinacity in 
volume after volume* inspice of and in the face of, the 
ingrained prejudice against it among tbe professed historical 
scholars, the very basic foundations of whose knowledge 
be fearlessly questions and logically repud fates* His success 
in this effort has been neither complete nor even consider- 
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able but be hopes for the power of truth to vindicate 
itself in GsiTs good time and for tbs spirit of nationalism 
to assert itself and realise, alleast after some generations 
more of political freedom, freedom from the more danger¬ 
ous and more tenacious intellectual slavery to the west which 
we had imbibed and developed during centuries of foreign 
rule* 

Meanwhile age tells upon the veteran savant and he 
hankers for freedom for himself for the pursuit of big 
spiritual endeavours, along the traditional paths of Karma and 
Sanyas^* He therefore propose to bid good bye to the readers 
of his publications, with this last but comprehensive volume 

■on the History of Ancient Bharat, entrusting the responsibility 
of carrying on to its assured goal of full justice and com¬ 
plete success, his work for the reconstruction and propaga¬ 
tion of the true history of Bharat* to the younger spirits 
among the public, endowed with the neeesssory talents, 
qualifications and equipment and even more necessary chars* 
a ter and aspirations, ''May truth prevailn (is his last word 
on the subject.X 
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Archaeological evidence misused 

For the reconstruction of the true history of a country 
the indent historical writings should form the main source 
ind authority Other evidence, archaeological etc.*-my provide 
corroborative evidence of the facta eRtahlished from the 
historical .writing -bet cannot suffecehy .themselves to furnish 
e complete,and continuous account of the -history of the 
country* They give only a limited view of tha 'circumstances 
they deal -with. Ail the events in the history of a country 
extending: over -thousands of years could never have been 
recorded in inscriptions. Some of the kings might not have 
cared to preserve such records of the eventffjof their reigns 
in inscriptions, Some of the inscriptions might have been lost 
or not yet discovered. It may not be possible to.-excavate the 
whole surface of -the earth in the country and satisfy ourseJ* 
ves thait a]] inscriptions of the past have been unearthed* 

Merely because such confirmatory evidence in the form 
of inscriptions is not available-in support of proved historical 
events, the historicity of such events should not be doubted 
or the historical writings recording such events discounted* 

■But strangely, European historians of the early history 

of India held, and proceeded on the assumption, that for the 
reconstruction of the history of ancient Bharat, the ancient 
historical writings of the country such as the Puranas etc are 

untrustworthy and we have to rely mainly on the so-called 
‘'Fundamentals of Historical Research" Viz, coins, inscriptions* 
architectural evidence, and the evidence of foreign visitors to 
the country in ancient timcSj They have inculcated this notion 
in their disciples among modern Indian historians of ancient 
India and act them on the wrong track altogether. 

Tha history of no other country on earth has been 

constructed on such wrong principles* 
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The European orientalists have implanted deeply in the 
minds of their disciples among modern Indian students of 
ancient Indian history in our school colleges, and Univer¬ 
sities, that the ancient historical writings of the country do 
not deserve any attention, and the Paranas and epics in which 
they are available, together wish the regular historical trea¬ 
tises on the history of Kashmir and Nepal are ail unreliable 
and useless for historical purposes. Thus relying on every- 
other thing in the world except the Furan&s and epics and 
other ancient historical writings of the country for the basis 
of their work they have constructed in their own way, a false 
history of ancient India bristling with doubtful facts and this 
is the history taught to our children in the schools. In this 
history there is very little reference to some of the princes 
of ancient Indie. Their reigna are altogether ignored, No 
fact or event is established conclusively fa this history. It 
is full of dubious statements such em¬ 

it might be, we may believe it to be, we may say It 
might have been, many historical scholars tend to conjecture* 
it might have happened Ehus. This will be clear from a 
perusal of the volumes on Ancient Indian History recently 
published by the Bharatiya Vidyjj Ehavnn. There is no 
definite event or date in this socalled history. 

What the well-known Indian historical scholar Mahama- 
bopadhyaya Dr# flara prasad a sastry M. A,. Ph. D , has to say 
with astonishment, of the teachings of his masterst the 
European Orientalists, has been reproduced in page &8 of 
The Chronology of Ancient Hindu EEatory Part I Published 
by this author. As it rove&is clearly the mischief and injury 
perpetrated by the European Orientalists to the ancient 
history of our country, some of the important sentences 
from his statement are again reproduced here, 

“In the eighties of (the nineteenth century} my European 
friends advised me nut to touch the Ram ay ana, the Maha- 
bharata and the Purancs for the purpeso of getting Indian 
history from them. They worked hard with the coins, inscri¬ 
ptions, notEces of foreign traveller^ Archaeology, sculpture 

■ • - * _ 

3 Archaeological evidence misused 

architecture, for extracting chronology and history from them. 
In fact ihcy studied everything but the Puranae, But )o, 
now. Hr*' Pargttor, and Mr. Jayaswal now produced a chrono - 
logy from the Puranaa themselves which agree with the 
outline prepared with so much toils of nearly 150 years by 
the orientalists. (Vide J.B.O.R.5. VoL XIV pp. S25 326). 
Vide else Ape of Lord Buddha, Milinds and Amtiyoka end 

The sentences above, of Dr. Haraprsssda Sastry, disclose 
the terrible injustice and injury perpetrated by the European 
Orientalists to the people of Bharat, their culture and tne.r 
history. It may be attempted to justify them on the ground 
of ignorance, But the author of this volume has alrcacy 
proved with irrefutable evidence and arguments that such 
principles and preferences.and prejudices have oeen delibe¬ 
rately inculcated in their Indian disciples by the European 
orientalists with a view to reduce the antiquity of the ancient 
history of Bharat, in his‘Plot in the Indian^chronology - In 
page 59 of the Chronology of Ancient Hindu History Part I 
under the caption'Modern Indian Historical Research it has 
been pointed out that the historical portion* of the Puranae 
were known definitely, together with the dates given, to 
Sir William Jones who had kid the foundations of the current 
false history of ancient Bharat, a* evidenced by his own 
writings, published in Jones* works VoJ- IV pp, 17-40, (Vide 
pp, 5y. G7 of The Chronology of Ancient Hindu History 
Part I* where along with a criticism of the matter contained 
therein correct account of the Royal dynasties belonging 
to the ancient history of Bharat and the reigns of the 

kings has also been presented.) 

It is unfair to suggest that in presenting the dynastic 
lists of kings and their reigns according to the Puranas1 
we have neglected or ignored the arehaological evidence 

available, relating to the same* If any reader of our 
Volumes has formed such an impression it only show* he 

has not read the book** through and carefully* 



The so-called Fundamentals of Historical Research 

ihese constitute Inscriptions, corns., notices of.foreign trave¬ 
lers, Archaeology, Architecture etc; but not the ancient historical 
writings of the country. The historical information available 
in our Puranas relates to very ancient times. . Among the inscrip- 
tfons and coins discovered so far there are few relating to 
such ancient times. The inscriptions etc discovered ao far 
do not really help us in any way with regard to the recon¬ 

struction of the early history of Bharat of such ancient 
fames* It is generally considered that the centuries before 
cbrjst constitute ancient times and the inscriptions really 
relating to those times are but few among those so far 
available to us. These few confirm the dates recorded in 
the Puranas, But these in particular, our modern historians 
of ancient Bharat have neglected . to take into account and 
subject to serious examination and study* There is a wide‘ 
spread belief in this country that several inscriptions and 
coins rotating to ancient times* that is, the centuries before Christ 
nave been destroyed and also that among the many preserved 
by them relating to the early centuries after Christ, some were 
actuary discovered in western and central Asia, though they 
have been published as if discovered in western Bharat* 
As a consequence of this manipulation the Kushan princes 
have been introduced into the history of Bharat. It is not 
dear from the inscriptions* and coins to which er^the dates 
in them belong. These dates have been interpreted variously 
by various historical scholars according to their various conje-' 
etures and no one can. claim certainty for hts view. There 
is no evidence from ancient historical writings in support of 
or in explanation of the true nature of the writings-in the 
inscriptions. The modern historic a i scholars who1 insist on 
archaeological evidence for the historical material available in 
the Puranas should also concede the reasonableness of our- 
demand for other historical evidence to confirm their inter* 
pretatjon of the writings in these inscriptions & coins. It fa 
Strange that they do not realise that inscriptions and 

Th« so-called.1 Fundanwnialv-Ccf- Hi^Eorifal Research 3 

coins can; never- constitute independent historical 
evidence or provide safe guide to historical research 
by themselves especialiy in view of the fact that there 

are many among these inscriptions which deserve to be con¬ 
sidered forged and spurious. 

Where ancient historical writings exist, they 
should,be considered satisfactory and reliable inde¬ 

pendent evidence, inscriptions and other archaeo* 

logical evidence should he used only as confirmatory 

evidence 6uf can nefer comitate independent evidence. 

In this connection, the opinion of Prof, Rhys Davids 
deserves our attention. 

“It may be asked, perhaps, why we do not try to save 
the intellectual effort necessary to balance probabilities, in 

later accounts ihat cannot be entirely trusted, by confining 
ourselves exclusively to the contemporary documents, the 
inscriptions 7 The answer is that such a method would be 
absurd*.it-would not even eave trouble* The inscriptions are 
scanty. The text of all of them together would barely occupy 
a score of these page** They- give only a limited view of 
the set of circumstances they deal with^ Royal proclama¬ 
tions, end off]rial statements arc not usually regarded as telling 
the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truths To 
put it mildly, there is economy of candour in these docu¬ 
ments, intensely interesting though they are. And they are 
enigmatic. It is not possible to understand them wfth-out 
the light thrown upon them by the later acconuts* It would 
only add to their difficulty to reject* for instance, the iden¬ 
tification of the pjya dssin of the inscriptions with the Asoka 
of the literature or of his relationship to Ohandragupta or 
of bis capital having been at Falaliputrom or any other of 
the numerous sidelights to be drawn from the chronicles/* 

(Buddhist India by Rhys Davids pp' 182*184*) 

The above statement of prof. Rhys Davids implies that 
archaeological evidence of inscriptions etc,, cannot constitute 
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independent evidence for the -purposea-of. historical reaear, 
ches for the construction of Jiistory. on.ifce .Ba$is: :ft.nd- -the 
matter In-the inscriptions can be u&efuj only, ■■ §y[PJ>or-L 
ted fry other historical evidence. The excluaiv^^eapect for 
i n script] on a and coins as independent evidence for purposes 
of historical rewnstmetfon inculcated in Indian students by 
European Orientalists is thus proved to -be^ft^deliberatfr 
attempt to mialead t>qr: research scholars and through thorn 
to injure the history of the country. 

Even so is the case with the accounts left behind by 
foreign travellers, and visitors to the country in ancient times. 
They deserve the status of additional evidence in so far 69 
they are in conformity with the ancient historical writings, 
traditions and customs of the people and ought to be rejected 
outright when they contravene the same. The foreign visitors 
to our country in modern times, fie from 300 B*CL downwards) 
of whose writings so much is now made by the modern histo¬ 
rians of ancient India, were mere travellers or pilgrims to 
the sacred places of their religion, or business people or 
political ambassadors but not regular historians, nor were they 
interested in historical research; and they need not have been 
even endowed with any historical knowledge or critical out¬ 
look. They could never have intended their writings 
to be of use to later generations as histories or for 
historical purposes. They had toured through the country 
for their own purposes and they were perhaps very 
little acquainted with the languages of the country. With 
regard to the mitter in their writings relating to much 
more ancient times, evidently gathered from the people 
with whom they come into contact, we cannot bo certain 
how far they were able to understand and record correctly 
or remember correctly or even how far their informants 
were correctly informed and capable of correct expression. 
Such scrappy information, they had incorporated in their 
accounts of their travels or treatises on their prophets* inci¬ 
dentally* That such material- should be considered authentic 
and authoritative historical evidence of such ■ rare importance 

7 Foreign Notices 

in the reconstruction of the ancient history of our country 
even as against the ancient historical writings and traditions! 
of the country is the hetgnt of folly. 

■ * • i , _ ,» H T , - “ 

Foreign Notices. 

In the writing of Ptolemy, Hleuntsaog* i3egS3thcr.es, 
there are many unreliable, absurd sad ridiculous statement 
cvca according to Gem Cunningham in his Ancient Geography* 
They are not the eye witnesses for any events So 
the accounts of foreign travellers too cannot constitute 
independent evidence for reconstructing our ancient history* 
All the matter in them contrary to our ancient historical 
writings should be rejected without any hesitation. More¬ 
over it is believed that several interpolations have been 
introduced into them with the deliberate intention to reduce 
the antiquity of the ancient history of Bharat. 

It is held by the modern historians of ancient 

India that the references to Bharat in the writings -of Ptolemy 
of Egypt constitute a valuable source or authority for histo¬ 
rical purposes. It is alleged that he has referred to king 
Safc&v&hana as the contemporary of the Saka king Chastana 
and on the ground of his interpretation of his writings, the 
Satavahana princes of the centuries before Christ (ie *s33 B.Cp 
to.327E.CJ have been assigned to the second century after 
Christ in the false histories of ancient India-of the modern 
school of historians. It is now held by competent scholars 
that his wrjtings are not altogether reliable, the names he 
has recorded arc not cleariy identifiable and his conclusions 
wrong- He had never visited our country nor had ho acqua¬ 
inted hlmssdf with the historical writings of this country. 
He has himself admitted in his book that bis information 
was gleaned from the unfettered boatmen who could not be 
expected to have been capable of expressing the ideas In 
their minds clearly or correctly. 

^Ptolemy was a native of Egypt* Neither the time nor the 
place of his birth, nor any of the events of his life, la 
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known* He appear* to have resided ’in AKindria. ■'Bihere 
he made astronomies! ohservatiofis ^during; flrtt-half oi the 

2nd century AJX" ' 
(Vide +'Mr. Me, Crmdle'a "Ancient India, as described by 

Ptolemy-tJ’ intro, *p. Xllft* 
*'Ptolemy had to rsly-^&nd specially so in the caae of 

India, of which ha had not even the til&bfeflt personal 
obser va tion—upon secon d -hand :informfttton—report of t ravel lor® 
pavigatorSt works of previous ‘writers and certain Indian 
scarce ?,** (Me* crtndle, Intro, p, XXI), 

■'’Ptolemy utterly distorted the shape of India- His results 
would place 'P&icbenV m the Bay of Bengal make the Ganges 
flow into the sea somewhere near Canton, (in China) make 
the Mahanadi river (in Orisa&) run over Siam and Cambodia, 
carry Pataliputra to the east of a line from Ton quin to 
Peking and so on1*, (M-c, Grindlo's Ptolemy Ancient India, 

Intro, p, XXII), 
uPtolemy‘e determinations of the positions 'of places 

owing bo the paucity «nd imperfection of the astronomical 
observations, on which, in combination with the then existing 
measuements of .terrestrial distances, hie conclusions were based 
are ail, with very few exceptions .incorrect, .The work last, 
of course, much of its nld authority as soon as the disco varies 
of modern times had brought its gravis and manifold errors 
to light. It did not, however, on this account cease to be 
of high interest and vslu* ns an antiquarian record— 

Philologists, however, have made persistent effort* to 
Penetrate the dt&guiec which conceals the original forms of 
the names so much distorted by Ptolemy.1’ (Me„ Crindles 
Ptolemy Intro, p. XXXIV) 

*'PtoLcniy’a information concerning many parts of the 
earths whether owing to their remoteness the conflicting 
accounts of travellers regarding them* was imperfect in the 
extreme." (Me. OrindleTs Ancient India as described by 

Ptolemy, p. 3). _ __ _ 
"The result, as presented to us in the tables of 1 fcolemy 

is a map of utter confusionj out of which it is very difficult 

9 
-FoK^gk Notices 

^ «!ra« C¥«n in a few iMtances deffn.te eMcluriflBaiJ, 

Me* Crmdle s Ptolemy, p* s,Q)m 

r™ain.aImc,st wholly in th« dark as to the greater 
wrt of h,3 voluminous catalog***; atld wc ,re eqlrany UnSi)fe 
to identify the. localities which he meant to designate and 
to enounce an opinion upon the real value of his materials.1- 
(Me* Crtndle^ Ptolemy, p. 32L 

of JPFt!lenaJ! Sr**? Ch“ he Jealt,cli somo of hte Geography 
of western India from people who traded to SymiiJa and 
had been familiar with ft ftr many years, aad h.d ™ 
from there to him, (Me, Crindle’s Ptolemy, p A's) 

he J2L?Stri°’t2? B‘C- to 19 A-U-J *<™ of indi. 
he himself has admitted that it cannot be absolutely correct. 

th£freof he i!“3 Pointed out the difficulty Of getting 
information snout India owing to its great distance and 

o the fact that only a part of it had been visited by 

a few Ignorant men who were not qualified to write 
an account of it(Strabo’s His, Intro, p. XVII and Me, 
Lrlndfe a Ptolemy, p. 9 and p, 17), 

'Some of the eminent men of Science and letters wha had 

accompanied Alexander wrote invaluable memoirs 

which are now totally lost," (Vide Me.Crindle’s Ale-tan- 
dor's invasion, p. 11). 

n( Pl\!3e'ear fiwa,tlle a!}Svc investigation that the writings 
of Ptojemy cannot be considered a reliable authority for his* 

PtU,P^M* T1,<i an™rjt bUt0ly 01 IndiB ha* boon 
considerably distorted by the European historians who relied 
on such flimsy sources for their information. Further these 

n’^Hta119 ^ deapj'se<1 »nd ignored the entire historical 
hterature of the country, 

Tho actual writing* of the historical scholars who had 
accompanied Alexander the Great in his conquest were all 
utterly destroyed in course of time. Several centuries later 
they have been reconstructed on the basis of stray sentences 
from them preserved incidentally in other writings and in 
the traditions of the people handed down from gcacrtion* 
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to generation, with a good deal of conjecture and interpretation. 
Moat of the historians of the 1st to the 6th century 

after Christ, (to which group this Ptolemy of Egypt belongs* 
prepared their histories on the basis of the ideas then 
current among people and with a large admixture of t;:cir 
Own conjectures and concoctions. The attitude revealed by 
the European historians of ancient India in adopting the 
writings of such historians (of the 1st to sth century A.D., 

such as Ptolemy) us authoritative and rejecting the accounts 
of royal dynasties of the country in the ancient writings 
of the country, is clearly indicative of Intolerance of the 

antiquity of the history of Bharat, 
Wiewn-rsang^Next to the writings of Ptolemy of Egypt 

the writings of the Chinese pilgrim Hieuntswg are «»■ 
cnised by these European historians of ancient India and 
their disciples as of high authority for purposes of histori¬ 

cal research of India in glaring contrast with the contempt 
with which they ignore the vast indigenous historical litera¬ 
ture of this country in the Pursues etc, ^ So these writings 
of Llieuntsang also deserve careful scrutiny, _ 

The alleged writings of -Hieun-Tsang contain intcrpola 
tioni and are therefore unreliable. It is curious that the 
wealern historians rejected Indigenous historical ^ records 

simply because they went against the writings of ■rlieun- 
Tsang. One could consider the Justifiability of this, if only 
‘-"were proved that our historical records contain spurious 
accounts of things by other evidence than the alleged writings 
of Hieun-Tsang. Our Indigenous historical records are copious, 
professedly historical, accounts and they cannot therefore 
be rejected on flimsy grounds. If there is any evidence 
available which goes contrary to the version of our ancient 
.ecords, why should wo at once conclude that our andent 
records are wrong and unreliable 1 Why should wenet 
reiect the recent conflicting evidence of the foreigner itself 
_s spurious and unreliable and concocted by interested par¬ 

ties bent upon reducing the antiquity of our history and 
culture ? Is there any propriety ia rejecting, the. jpdigenoua 

Foreign Notice* it 

asast t «#■£ “H2 
wrS on p. « TO 

Ill of the History of Bharatiya Vidya Biiavan thus. _ 
“The general account of Hieun-Tsang is open to suspicion, 

on the ground 0f his placing Miblrakula severe centuries 

#g0: it is difficult to believe many of the details in thi - i > 

’it has to be admitted that in the writings of Hieuntssmg 
we find many statements from hearsay ccnjectuic and 

therefore inaccurate and erroneous; 
accept SB authoritative every thing we find in his h,s y 
and we have to make the necessary correc iens before 

use them for purposes of history: This is the 
matter given by General Cunningham who says m ■ Ar t 
Geography of India £d, 1921 p. 371-"In this P«* « *• 
pilgrim's (Hieuntsang) travels, the narrative is fre<lU^t'1 
Lperfeot and crrroncous and we must therefore trust to 
our own sagacity, both to supply his emissions and to 

correct h\s mistakes,11 
jlfegoa(Aenes>The history of a country should noll bei based 

on the writings of foreigners. In the 

i-asrjssr^:-3r5tt 
t£LXJ‘TS". AS.' E *■ ,“7^“, 
sSiraff - arars sr~srs 

uotiy of later times. That we should still cling, even to 
thU dav.to such foundations is proof of our degeneracy and 

intellectual slavery from which, we have not yet freed ourselves. 

However long the period of their sojourn our 

country if Would obviously be very difficult for fore, 

ignets to he thoroughly acquainted with the customs 

and traditions of the native population, Mr- Kapson 
-ftmarlrs as follows OH the inaccuracies and errors in the 
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writings of Itegastheues* the-Creak ambassador at the .court 
of (Samudragupta) ?*t Patna in 300 B.C*, [Vide page 400 of E*J* 
Rapson's Cambridge htetory of India). 

"Hfs Separation of the Brahmins into different raster 
according to their employment, priestly, administrative or 
political makes it difficult to suppose that be was reproduc¬ 
ing what any Indian had told him,*' 

"One member of Alexander’s suite. Chares, of Mytilene 
his chief Usher, is quoted as saying "the Indiana worshipped 
a god ‘Soreodeios whose name being interpreted meant 'Maker 
of wine** IE is now recognised that the Indian name which 

Chares heard w»s "Suryadeva** ftSun God*'. Some ilNedueated 
interpreter must have bean misled by the resemblance of 
"Surya Sun to ‘Sura*-Wine*** 422 of Rapson’s Cam' 
bridge History of India). 

"The account of the Brahmins which Strabo extracted 
from Mcgaathenes. docs not completely agree either with 
the picture drawn in Indian literary sources or with the 
present day practice. Its discrepancies may be In part duo 
to the misunderstandings of a foreigner*’* {Page 409 of 
Rapaon's Cambridge history of India). 

"Mogasth cites said* girls were marriageable and could 
bear children at seven years old*** tFage 424 Rapaon’s Cambri¬ 

dge history of India.) 

It ia worth—white noting in this connection a passage 
on 'Megaathenes* by Rhys Davids in his Buddhist India- 

"The work of Megaathenea hag been lost.. The fragments 
that survive in quotations by later authors have been colle¬ 
cted by Schwanbeck and translated in Mr, M-C* Crindie’s 
excellent work. Ancient Indio* Where* what is evidently 
intended to be a quotation from the same paragraph of 
Megosthenes, is found in more than one of the later Greek 
authors* the 1 various presentations of it .do not, in several 

■ -case?., agree* This makes it certain that these quotations 
do not always give the exact words vt Megsthcnes, and 
throws considerable doubE on the correctness of those quota¬ 
tions, which r being found in-one author only cannot be tested- 

Architectural Evidence 13 

A number of Eheae quotations contain statements that ore glarin¬ 
gly abturd accounts of gold digging ants, men with ears 
Urge enough to Bleep in, men without any mouths, without 
roses, with only one eye, with spider legs, or with fingers 
turning backwards, Strabo cal!? these stories mendacious* But 
they arc evidence, rather, of the smalt amount of the critic*] 
judgement of Megas thanes”* (Vide Buddhist India* By Rhys 

Davids pp. 172, 173*) 
The actual writings of Megasthenes were lost Extracts 

from them preserved by way of quotations in other books 
were all collected later and published as *the writings of 
Megaathenes'* But several times these quotations ore mutually 

contradictory and inconsistent 
Extracts from these compilations of writings belonging 

to the Erd or 4th century after MegMther.es have beenJ 
gathered and published by Mac Grind!* (£0tb century A.D. 
with the titles "Ancient India’1 &S described by Ptolemy, or 
as described by Mugasthenes, 

It has already been established that these writers* Ptolemy 
and Megpsthenes, were lacking in the critical attitude necess¬ 

ary for s historian and &s many of the statements of these 
writers were inconsistent and ridiculous, Mac Crindle him* 
self has rejected them aa incredible. Such unreliable sources 

are held up as the highest authorities for the reconstru¬ 
ction of the ancient history of our country while the entire 
indigenous historical literature in our pur*nas etc,, is rejected 
&a unreliable. This is on insult to the nation and a matter 
of disgrace for Indian historical scholars. 

Architectural Evidence. 
There seems to be no limit to their aggression on the ancient 

histories and historians of India* There is not even a shred of 
evidence, in their turn, of coins, inscriptions or buildings in 
support of the entirely fictitious history of ancient India, sedu¬ 
lously built up by Ehese western orientalists, on the basis of the 
flimsiest of arbitrary hypotheses, Inspired by prejudices and pre- 

conceptionsj and the unwarranted rejection of all the really 
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authoritative evidence of our ancient Parana^ and other histori* 
cal narratives of the country. 

Moreover- how-can building's help to establish the times of 
kings of ancient times, we venture to question? It is just possi¬ 
ble that a modern prince or a prince of recent times* takes it 
into hia head to build in'"the style of ancient times. Will it not 
bo an eggregious blunder to assign the ancient biddings in the 
same style to the time of such a prince or the buildings of the 
prince and him to the ancient times on the strength of the sinoi’ 
[arity in the style of architecture of alt the buildings? Can such 
reasoning ever lead to correct history? We are left to wonder 
how such chronological determinations can serve any purpose in 
history. How can we expect any such evidence to be forth¬ 
coming In regard to the ancient history of our country which 
enjoyed a high degree of civilisation and glory at a time when 
the soch!ted advanced countries of the ^est had not yet emerged 
from barbarism? For the ancient history of such a country as 
ours, the native literature of the ancient times can be the .only 
authority. We have to recognise this truth but. instead.our na¬ 
tive historians accept the findings of the foreign scholars based 
on such fallacious reasoning, Tnese European orientalists have 
themselves accepted the historicity of Jarae&ndha, somadhi Of 
Mirjwrf. the first king in Kali of Mogadhah Sisunaga, Nanda* 
Chandragupta Mauiya, Buddha, Pitenjali Fushyamitri Sung* 
etc. But can they adduce any coins, inscriptions or buildings of 
these kings of ancient times?. Bow then are they justified in 
demanding the evidence of coins, inscriptions and buildings to 
probe the eirster.ee of the other ancient kings mentioned in our 
ancient, historical books the Pursnss etc.. Will they dare to 
apply the argument in connection with the ancient history 
of any other country, say their western countries of Greece, 
Rome, France, Germany or England? 

Archaeology 

As in the *'historical5* so in this new '‘archaeological 
fieltH, the dates assumed to be fixed by these western 
oriental: &tg could not stand the test of unbiassed reason 

Archaeology *5 

when subjected to the critical and scientific methods of mo. 
dern logic, for example, when called upon to determine 
the date of an inscription or coio, the historical ^ and tram 
tional circumstances connected with the Em in ‘■lhlctl ^ 
is expressed must be taken into consideration, and only such 
date as strictly conforms to such -circumstances should be 
accepted as correct. Such, at least, has been the PM®ti$8 
of Journals and Societies devoted to European cla1 
archaeology- But our Indian archacloeists confme thetr cwla¬ 
teral inquiries to within the narrowest limits. They have 
agreed to dismiss altogether all ancient traditions, written 
and oral, which in Europe and America, lorm one ol the 
principal sources of verification. Our modern archaeology- 
resort chiefly te philology and paleography—which may he 
wielded according to the caprice and fancy of each writer- 

in arriving at their conclusions. 
While expressing the sheerest admiration for the clever 

modern methods of reading the past histones of nations now 
mostly extinct, and following the progress and evolution of 
their respective languages, now dead, the student of Indian 

Literature can hardly be made to share the 
by western philologists .in these conglutinarive methods. 

when practically applied » hl'3 own wU"toy *nd 
Literature. Three facts, at least, out of many—says the 
great scholar, Mr. Prof. T. Subba Row.-are well calculated 

to undermine his faith in these western methods;- 

1 **01 some dozens of eminent Orientalists, no two agree 
even'in their verbatim translation of Samskrit texts. Nor 
is there more harmony shown in tbejr interpretation o 
possible meaning of doubtful passages. 

2. f"Though Numismatics is a less conjecturei : 
science, and when starting from well-established basic bates 
£0 to say, an exact one since it can hardly fail to yield 
correct chronological data, in our case namely, Indian anti¬ 
quities, archaeologists have hitherto failed to obtain any 

such result* 
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f'The greatest authorities upon Indian Archaeology and 
Architecture—General Cunningham and Mr, Fergueson—re¬ 
present in their conclusion a the two opposite poles* The 
pro vince of archaeology is to provide trustworthy canons of 
criticism and not, it should seem, to perplex or puzzle. 
The western critic i& invited to point to one single relic 
of the past in India* whether written record or inscribed 
or uninsertbed monument, the age of which is not disputed* 
No sooner has one archaeologist determined a date,-soy the 
1st century—than another tries to pull it forward to the 
10th or perhaps the 14th century of the Christian Era, 
While General Cunningham ascribes the construction of the 
present Buddha Gaya Temple to the 1st century after 
Christ.—the opinion of Mr. Ferguson is that its external 

form belong? to the 14th century; and go the unfortunate 

outsider is as wise as ever. Noticing this discrepancy in a 
i?eporf of the Archaeological , Survey of India Cp< GO 

Voh Vim the conscientious and capable Buddha-G&ya chief 
Engineer, Mr. J. D. Beglarp observes that "Notwithstanding 
his (Fergus30n*&) high authority, his opinion must be un¬ 
hesitatingly set aside1* ami—forth-with assigns the building 
under notice to the 6th century, A. D+ While the eonje* 
ctures of one archaeologist arc termed by another hopelessly- 
-wrong'1, the identifications of Buddhistic retags by this other 
arc in their turn denounced as "quite untenable,.” An&ta 
in the case of every relic of whatever age” (Quoted by 
T. s< Nareyana Sastry* in his "Age of Sankara” Part I. c 

Pages 43 ff). 
Archaeological evidence h thus tainted and distorted^ 

misreading, misinterpreting, misrepresenting and misapplying 
and this tainted and distorted evidence at the basis has been 
responsible for the false history current and accepted, of 

ancient Bh&raU 
There is no difinito date in any of the inscriptions end 

coins of the centuries before Christ bo far discovered. The 
determinations of time relating to them1 all has been baaed 
on conjectures and inferences arable ^ the theories and 

t 
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preconceived notions of the European Orientalists* Hence 
such distorted* conflicting and misinterpreted archaeological 
evidence is altogether useless for the ancient history of 
Bharat- Only inscriptions or coins containing a definite date 
with the era specified could be accepted as reliable sources 
or authorities for historical research* 

Alexander's contemporary 

Tho Greek historians who accompanied the army of Ale- 
xander the Great during his invasion of Western Bharat 
have mentioned the names of three successive kings of the 
country at about the time, in their writings. The names 
recorded by them clearly were Xandrames, Sandrocottus and 
SandrocypluSp But European orientalists of recent times have 
been able to reduce the antiquity of tho history and culture 
of Bharat by a wrong identification of the kings* They have 
wrongly identified the three names with those of Maba* 
padmanandaj Cb&miragupta .and Bind □ sura. successive kings 
of Magadha and hence determined (wrongly) the time of 
ChandtagupEa Mnuryft* held he was the actual contemporar3r 
0f Alexander in 326 BC-. and his coronation to have taken 
place In 324 B. C, Fr&m this date thus arrived at as the 
ba^ia, counting forward and backward for the times of Cb^ 

kings of the Koyal dynasties of Mag ad ha mentioned in our 
puranas, reducing the periods of the reigns of kings and 
dynasties mentioned, therein arbitrarily to suit their own. 
convenience, constructed a false history and chronology of 
ancient Bharat Tho Puranas definitely and specifically date 
the Mahabhafata War in 3138 B, Gk, and record the names 
of kings, and the periods of their reigns, from that time 
onwards, in unbroken succession; and according to then 
version* the coronation of Chati^ragupta should have takeiv 
place in 1534 B, C. By assigning it to 324 B. Q* Instead, 
and making this the basic date for their chronology*, the 
entire chronology of ancient Bharat has beets shifted for¬ 

wards by IZIQ years, On the other hand. If the name refe* 
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rred to as Xqndramcs were to be identified ns the Creek 
version of Chandra mas in Sanskrit or Ghftndmftri last king 
of the Andhra dynasty* and the other two, Sandra-cottus and 
Sandrocypfcus, with Chandragupta and Samudragupta of the 
Gupta dynasty of the kings of Magadha. that succeeded th& 
Andhra dynasty, and locating Chyidragupta I of the Gupta 
dynasty as the contemporary of Alexander in 82-6 B. C , and 
counting back along the dynastic lists of the puranas the 
date of the Mahabhorato War should work out to 3138 B, Cm 
^allying with the independent determinations of its time on the 
basis of astronoma cal calculations and the Kali ora. the 
calamity of shifting forward the ancient chronology and 
reducing the antiquity of Indian culture could not have 
occurred* But the European orientalists deliberately rejected 
the more plausible and eorrest alternative and fastened upon 
the less plausible and in-correct alternative for their own 
reasons. SandrotMEus is the 2nd name'of the three* The 
last king of the Andhra dynasty was Chan dramas (note the 
close correspondence of it to the Greek Xandrames% 11:8 
minor son who came to the throne after him was killed and 
succeeded by ChandragupU, the founder of the Gupta dy-t 
nasty. His son and successor on the throne was Samudra- 
gupta (note again the closer similarity of this name to 
Siindrocyptua than of the altogether different word Bindu- 
sara* the successor of Chandragupta in the Maury a dynasty. 
So Chandragupta of the Gupta dynasty was, it is clear 
the contemporary of Alexander the great and not Chandra- 
gupta of the Maury a dynasty. By the wrong identification 
of the European orientalists of this basic figure {of Alexan¬ 
der's contemporary in India), all the chronology built upon 
it lias been vitiated* How can the chronology built upon such 
untenable foundations tally with the chronology in the Furo¬ 
rs? If there £& no agreement between the two* it is the 
chronology of the European orientalists, and the current 
accepted history of ancient Bharat that should be held wrong 

and rejected and not the chronology of the Pureness. For 

the reconstruction of the true history of ancient Bharat the 

Alexander's contemporary *9 

current history and the chronology in it has to be revised, 

into conformity with the information available in the pur anas. 
The starting point in the ancient literature of Bharat, of the 
ancient history of India is the Mahabh&r&ta war of 313S B. C- 
The starting point of the socalfed ancient history of Bharat 
of the European orientalists and their Indian disciples now 
current and accepted uncritically is the date of Atexand£ i - 

invasion 324 B. C* 
The difference between the two is 2810 years* 
1 Modern historians assign the Mahabhar&ta war vari¬ 

ously, some to 16C0 Bw C„ others to 11*00 B. C. They have 
not been able to show any direct inscriptlonal evidence for 
their determinations which is completely contrary to l;is 
evidence of indigenous tradition und historical and scientific 
writings of ancient times, annual calenders and daily repeated 

measure and progress of time, 

2, They (the modern historians) are not able to 

show any direct inscriptional evidence for their 

hypothesis that Alexander and Chandragupta Mau¬ 

ry a were contemporaries mack less have they 

advanced any evidence of ancient historical records* 
The Greek historians who accompanied Alexander in his 
invasion of Bharat noted only the Greek (version of a) name 
Sandrocottus, The identification of this Sandrocottus with 
Mourya Chandr&aupta fa entirely the inference and conje¬ 
cture of recent European historians of ancient Indian 

How Can we accept it as a historical fact to serve as n 

basis and starting point 7, 
gk Mr, E. J. Itap&on is of opinion that (Chandr&mag would 

bo the equivalent in Sanskrit of tbe Greek appellative Xan* 

dramas. (Vide his Ancient India pp* 4G9, 470) 
To identify the Greek word Xmdrames as the equivalent 

of Dh&nunanda. or Muhspadma nan da ie inconceivably absurd- 
The last of the kings of Magadha of the Andhra dynasty 

was named Chandremas or Chandrasri* His minister was 
Chandragupta of the Gupta dynasty* His son Samudragupta 
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was a commander in the M«adhi army and led tfaaferc* 
ill battle The last Andhra king Chundrasn and ha minor 
Lon PnLa wbo seeded him to the throne were 

tent, and Cfiandragopta who was already the virtual ■ 
of the kingdom, seized the throne for himself, putting the 

minor Puloma to death- . 
If we work out the times of the reigns of the success^ 

j-ulers Of the different dynasties ofMagadhaacnording to the 
pnranas from the time of the Mahabharate Warof SlSS S.G^ 

the Andhra dynasty comes tea c, 
rule of the Gupta dynasty eormnencos. _ Then in 32r 
the Andhra Empire of M.g*<iba expired and ttoGotf* 
F’TDire berau At this juncture occurred ||ie invasion 
Alexander. The Greek historians who visited thollan ™J£_ 

company of Alexander noted the names of the “•« Tl 
^ive princes on the throne of Magadha. Ch.ndrasr, the last 
of the Andhra dynasty. Chsndragupta the first ofGuP 
dynasty that succeeded and Samudragupta, his son, a ren 
warrior who extended his empire to the farthest limits- That 
according to the Pur anas. Chandragupta Mauryaoarneto the 

jn 1534 B. C., is admitted even by Sir William Jones- 
SB. the fourth volume of his writings-in the chapter on 

the chronology of the Hindus"- 
In these circumstances, to identify Xsndran.es as BUM** 

dmananda and Sandrocyptus as Bindusara. with no conceivable 
SSSo’^correspondence to justify an. identification is outre* 

treous. With such identifications *t the basis, the ei)tire ^^el1 

£s«isr .x ss 
^TThSie clear proof available in the PoraMa for tho deter- 

ruination of the date of the ^earf after 

puranas date the »CBi ** 
the Mahabhamta war^ The 1UU era ov^ii 
hence the time of the Uahabharate war is fixed as W8B.C, 

Alexander's contemporary ±t 

Another ora, the Saptarabi era, is mentioned, beginning 26 
vears after Kali i. e„ in 3076 B+.C. at the time of the ascent 
to heaven of Yurthishtira; it iaotherwise known as the Ltfnkikabda* 
Dr. Buhlerh the European Orientalist says of this Saptarsbi efai— 

“I do not doubt for a moment that the calculation which 

throws the beginning of the. Saptarshi era back to 3076 B.C, 
is worth no more than that which fixes the beginning of tJic 
KaHyuga in 3101 B. Q* But it seems to me certain that i* 
ia much older than Kalhat^s time because his equation U- 
1070 agrees with St. It may therefore be safely used for redn- 
dng with exactness the Ssptarshi 5'cars, months and days, 
mentioned in his work to years of the Christian era. stride 
vPu 261-263 of the Indian Antiquary Vol+ VI). 

Most of the wel-known European Orientalists, Sir William 
JontSn Dr, Bnhler* General Cunningham, Dr. Fleet.Dr, Ruttaach' 
I>, Wilson and others admit the first year of the Kali era in 
3101 B. a, and of the Sipt&rshi era in 30-6* E C, The Kah era 
a etna) ly commence d at 2-27" -307 on the 20 c h of Fe b, 3102 - *, 
and has been used for reckoning time In ell the indigenous 
calenders published from year to year and current in the 

different regions of the country. 

(a) All ancient Indian historical writings vouch definitely 
that the Kali era begins in 3102, the Suptarshi era in 30‘6 &G< 
and the date of the Mahabharafcs war is 26 years before Kali; 

(b) Some of the prominent among the European orientalists 
also have expressed their approval of this determination. 

(e): According to the native calenders of the country pre¬ 
pared annually from year to year of the Kali era, the current 
year 1353 A, D, is the 505 5th of Kali or 36+5058^5094 years 
after the Mahabhamte war. So the Mahabharnta war must have 
occurred in £034— Ii>5^-Sl38 B« C, 

0} The Puranas give us the dynastic lists of kings and the 

duration of their reigns, from the time of the MahabWata war, 
i je . the chronology of the ancient history of Bharat from the 

year 3136 Br C. 
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(oj Nepal Hajuvamsavali— The dyeostic Ei&Ca of the hinnf of 
Nepal - begins with 3lQ2 B ,C •,, and gives usdiste-of kings before 

and of tar it* 
(f) Rajathara-nglnl, a history of Kashmir begflna with the 

Saptarshi era i .e * 3076 B .C * 
These three eras, or standards for reckoning the passage 

of time and determining the chronology of the kbgs. have been 
in vogue in tho country fn their respective regions. We find. m 
the Puronas, an additional clue for verification, b the observation 
that Bccording to ‘calcu]ationg based on the positions and move* 

■ mept Of the SoptarahEs or the constellation of the'Great Bear^the 
time elapsed from the time of the M&habh grata war to the close 
of the reign of the Andhra dynasty in Magadha works out to LSI I 

years* 
tg) There can be no doubt that the European orientalista 

we re a ware ■ of these three indigenous eras, We h*ve reproduced 
above the sentences relating them of one of them, Dr.-Buh- 
]er- Similar extracts from Vol- IV of the writings of Sir 
William Jones assigning the Kali era to 3102 B+ C", ia givan 

hereunder, _. 
Now the Hindu Astronomers agree, that the Rt January 

1720 was in tH-y^ mi of the Kaliyugs*^ fthfir fourth 
period, at the beginning of which, th*y Bay, the oauEnoctial 
poEnU were in:the first degree oi Mesha and Tala but they 
ore .also of opinion that the. vernal equinox oscillates .from the 

third of Mina .to the twenty seventh of Mete and hack again in 
7200 years, which they divide into four padas, and consequently 
that moves in the two intermediate Padtis from the first ?o the 
twenty-seventh of Mesha’ and' back *gainln 3600-yeate; the 
colure cutting thdr ecliptic In the first of Mesha, |vhich coin. 
cEdes with the first of Aswan!, »t te fat'ginnij\& of every such 
Ostetey period. (Vide -Sir William Jones works Vol, IV 

pagfl-SE)1 
(h) - With-* vie w ■ to 'reduce and discount the antiquity of 

the history and culture of Bharat," these European Orientalist* 
have wilfully ignored these important indigenous eras of whose 

" Alexander's contemporary 

ajusjten^e they were definitely nware* cud farter, initiateda 
falye propaganda tet the liiiidus have no date ip their ancient 
literature for the rceon.^truetion uf the ancient history of their 
country. 

‘‘No date or public event can be fixed before the invasion 
of Alexander, (Vide "History of IpdEa??-5th edition; p, 11 by 
Blphinstono; MtocMuLier’g history of Ancient Sanskrit Literature 
Pp 3-8 ef the 1859 Ed *. and p. $ of the Alltebud edition; and 
Dr,- Fleet’s article in “Epigraphy in the Indian Empire'1, -*Imperi* 
ai gazetteer of India -Vol* II. pp» 3 - 6.) 

i) Thus the European orientalists have injured us doubly by 
their false propaganda (I) that we the people of Bharat have no 
eras of our own for reckoning time with the help of which the 
eorrecC chronology, of our ancient history can be evolved and 
(2) therefore there fy no alternative to their procedure of starting 
with the date of Alexander's invasion, of 326 B. C „, for 
determining of ancient Indian history, 

j} A true account of the ancient history of our country could 
be evolved on the basis of any of the three above mentioned, wol* 
known eras and according to such an account based on any of 
the indigenous eras and indigenous historical writings of ancient 
times and the lists of kings and periods their reigns recorded 
therein, Alexander's invasion in 326 RC„ occurs in the refgn of 
Chandragupta, the founder of Ehe Gupta dynasty of Ma^adha; 
and the Coronation of Chandragupta ILaUrya occurs in 1534 B.C- 

k) Obviously with a view to reduce the antiquity of the hi a* 
tory of ancient India, the European orientalists wilfully ignored 
the ancient indigenous eras of the country of whose existence they 
were fully aware, alleged on top of that, that we had no indigen¬ 
ous eras to proceed, upon; paid no attention to Xandrames* the 
first of the three names mentioned by the Greek historian^ who 
accompanied Alexander to India* Identified only the second 
name Steroeottus but wrongly* deliberately, with Chandragiipiu 
Maurya instead of with Chandfjgupt& of the Gupta dynasty, fu¬ 
lly aware of the greater plausibility of the other alternative; and 
thug shifted te tintft of Chandroguptu Maury a from 1534 Bt C, 
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to SXB C, and matins it the basis w rti«t-,Ti*or 
r mi nation ct othar reigns and events. constructed a . 
faiie history of ancient India. They have no direct evidence, in 
acriptional or literary (historffal) for their aileged contemporan^ 
ity of Alexander and Chandragupta Maury a. It is based 
authontif or authoritative evidence but merely on the strength 

S'— correction and 
While on the one hand they cry hoarse over the lackof imp 
ioual evidence to confirm the facU reoarded in ^ 
these gentlemen, it is strange to reflect. ignore the need 
SSptW evidence to substantiate their conics and 

^Tto set up their wrong doctrines and theories the wes- 

Jm£* have been 

^=^ff£T3fl,S 
assaf ssf— ■— - - —* 
aiuna based on mdt evidence, 

J ascriptions. 

i. ^jrss^rTJi^sz 
tefe utSS M “»* “» “““ * " 

S; *'( IKS■> *■»*«■•8- or 
iff'norirg of genuine inscriptions. 

of CbandraguptB Maury* m 334 B, O, sdvar.Ced 

> ■* ds"withia 

Inscriptions S5 

it* We do not know when it was Inscribed. There are J7 
lines in it. Only 4 of these IT lines are legible and in a fit 
condition to attempt deciphering. They refer to the boyhood 
of Khamve]a and the stage when he was the heirapparant. 
Most of the letters in the other lines &re defaced and hence 
do not admit of reading with definiteness. One two of the 
letters are considered to be deciphered and others are imagined 
to fit in with their preconceived determinations and the whole 
line is published and interpreted os evidence to support their 
eoneluaions. by the European orientaliats and their djseiptesT 

It is alleged that in the 16th line of the ineription the date 
of the inscription is referred to os the 165/164 year after Raja 
Maria and this is interpreted as 321-165»■ 169 an the assum¬ 
ptions that (1) the Haja Mu Ha referred to is Ghandragupta 
Maury a. (2) his time is 324 B.C,h then, taking this date of the 
inscription,, thus arrived at, of 169 B.C., ns a proved fact and 
(3J alleging that the inscription mentions the nemos of Nanda- 
raja* Sungareja and Kanwarajs., (4) it is inferred by these 
research scholars that K ha ravels was a contemporary of three 
kings of the three different dynasties and (5) they also belong 
to 169 B, Cp AH this is mostly their own wild imagination 
as them is no namber like 165 mentioned directly or by 
implication in any part of the 16th line or any other lino. 

E. J.Rapson writes in this connection;— 

''This is one of the most celebrated and also one of the 
most perplexing of all the historical monuments of Indie, 
Unfortunately ft has been badly preserved. Of its 17 Sines 
only the first 4 remain in their entirety. — 

All j the other IEne,: tre •>■■■. ^ff^mentarj •’V 
passages ore irretrievably :osi. 
obliterated amt ■■-■•n or.\: !■ > 

Even the f0 r c? j mei .i* i t - flic,-.* 

* -li.i.ej'p, Lire pr*c£i. i. <■ 
■* i-jMriiralls*** 

-y jflr tbeia:^ Hp* - 
dated or not is o I i ’! in dh \ i l. re. Si ■ j l ? , . a rs contend tl- .*- ■’ 
passage 3n the itixt,-cntb 1 Ine e:-t anb -v i i ' ■ pr- ted to mt*i t v.t 
the inacription vaa CT^-r ived in the j Sfittj y *ar of the 

kings, or of the idiurya king, while othetfl dray the existeswe of 
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tiny such dibs/* fVtde, Cambridge His, of India, VoE L Ed* 

1&22 p, 5843, ' ; 

NrB, No date fa given in the original or in the translation* 
of Prof. Jayjewal or in the Telugu translation of Mflb&m&ho-’ 
radbya Kalapvapuruao Dr. Sri Chtlukuri Naray&namo Patftulu 
JVLA,k Ph.D.. Anantapur, public nad by Mr. K.SubboMC Fantulu 
|n xi i a Kalinga History ofim (^ido KaJjnga.Deaa Charitro in 
Telfign (Appendix p. 25} by Mr. R.Subfcmrao Pantulu.r M- A*. 
B.Ed Hon. General Secretary* Andhra Historical Research 

Society r RajahmundryO 
Text of tbe 16th- line of the Khuiwela inscription *5 

read by JayaswyT and R.D* BfluOrjee;— 

Hzmirt ^3 %^ qftvnft * ". 

'THcirw -i 

gffcw wv®t1 wwwr 1 

tfsrr g^at aigs# I! 

"KharaveU erreoted four pillars- ornaraeuthd with belts' 

with precious clones embedded in them: brought over the Aflga 
Sapthlkara with four .parts and sixty four limbs, bcBtroyeddn rhe 
time of Baja Muria, (Kharavela is) & monarch df Security* pro. 
greas and prosperity, a just king who enjoyed many 1 triumphs.1’ 

There is nothing in the above lines to indicate any date* 
The sentence * brought over the Anga SaptEkatn with sixty-four 

limbs has been interpreted fancifully to mean one hundred and 
sirtty*four and tacked on to Raja Mum in another sentence and 
a reference to the year one hundred and sixty-four after Kaja 
Muria has thus been imagined and accepted sa the date of the 
inscription (164 years after Mauryn Gfanadrogupt*)* 

Aa a matter of fact only the first four lines of the inscrip¬ 
tion, which yet remain complete and legible, c&n bo accepted as of 
Historical value- The rest of the lines of the alleged oexfc 
of the inscription and their sigiufiiiance alike belong: to the wild 
imagination of the western scholars^ In the clear, and there¬ 

fore acceptably part of the inscription there H W mention either 

EtiSCrrpftionj 37 

mmm »-grppz&sz 
the inscription please 

SKSSSSS-5h0 CM in Mi-* Cteo-^ Bv thi8 aUth0r-> 

gBirjSSSEffi Detc«n,*'E«rly »«*>* 

Smith's His. of India F. 2W). ,, a 

-Later bW reined in Konk“!' :ct’p!) 
Ghate and the sea" fVide V.A. Smith's History P 205.) 

' -Petty Mauty* dynasties, aj.parently eon«aetod in a°™» 
uatoKWD wmt With the imperial line, ruled m the K-f«£Jf 
ween the weslren chats and the sea, and some other p#,.. ■ 

western India, during the sinth. Mtb«* "&£££* 
aiidiara frequently menttoned in inacfiptions. 1 

BlB''Thc early Paltava dynasty, and as late as the sevenith 
century, the Chatukya Monwfa subdued Maurya Chief*, in ', 
Konkao. A tradition recorded in an inscription tf the tiveUt 
«i)tury states that KODtala. a province which included the 
Western Deccan and the mirth of Mysore, was ruled b, .c 

Nrodwr. ,(Early His. of India. Bv V A. SnWbP. IJ>* 
(For the Maury a survivals |jt western India, see »r. Fleet m 

K Gazetteer 1896. Vol. I. Part 11, P. *M*4 
' Thus it is evident the Kharaveia inscription does Htn 

any way serve or contribute to fix the time of Emperor Ohan- 

mints founder of the Maocy* dynasty of Magdha, L 
JSSeW tP testate as •Brihespatbi Mitre- the name 

,Sle6ed.tp be found iu line 12 as‘'Babupatln *tr£®d then 
r.fliiph . MrrW as *I’uahnamitra 
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Sunga/ According to the chronology of the Puranas Puahpa- 
mitra Sunga belongs to 121B-IW& B. C-, whereas the Kharavela 
inscription belong to the OthP ?tb or 8th century after Christ* 
Princes of the Maurya, Snnge* Kanwa and Sothavohana 
dynasties of Imperial Magadha could have nothing to do with 
it. It might be connected with the Jater desoepdents of the 
Maurya. Sunga, Satavabana and Nanda dynasties who ruled 

over petty principalities in the Deccnu or others borrowing 

their names, patronymics and titles. 

Maury a Inscriptions of As oka* 

35 inscriptions of Asoka have been discovered so far* 
But in none of them is the time of AaoEca himsetf given. Only 
tho year of the reign of Asoka is mentioned every now and 
then—eg, in the 7th year of the reign of Emperor Asoka, etc- 
IE is therefore not possible to determine the time of Asok® 
with the help of these inscriptions. Nor is any direct evidence 
forth-coming in the shape of literature, inscriptions, coins' 
or buildings. for fixing with certainty the time of Ch&ndmgupta 
Maury a. the grandfather of Asoka, the vaunted sheet’anchor 
of the modern construction of Ancient Indian history. If 

wo consider the alleged evidence in the writings of the 
Chinese pi I grant* Hiucn-tearg', it is admitted and declared by 
General Cunningham a* well as the editors of the history 
published by the Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan that hia writings 
are unreliable and contain more false than true statements. 
We have reproduced these opinions of the worth of the alleged 
writings of Hicun-tsang os evidence for historical purposes already 
in connection with our discussion of Ifieun-ts&ng* The alleged 
statements in his writings, advanced in support of their theories 
of the time of Chandragupta Maurya by the modern historians* 
must have been interpolated into his writings by themselves 
for their own purposes. These could not have been written by 
Hieun-tsang* There could be no reason for Hieun-teang who 
visited India 22 centuries after the time of Chandr&gupta 
Maury a to refer to the groat emperor of such remote past* 

At Jeasfc HjeuiHsantfs evidence is after all based on hearsay 

20 Maury a Inscriptions of Asokft 

and popular tradition. Such evidence could never annul or 
disprove indigenous history by native writers based on the 
court records of tbeemperor„ These modern historians have 
wilfully neglected and ignored tho authoritative historical 
literature of the country and therefore to buttress their unwarr¬ 
anted determination of the lime of Asoka as tho 3rd century 
B.G., they were obliged to resort to several fictitious atatements;- 
i, The Yana princes mentioned in Asoka’s inscriptiona us ruling 
on the frontiers of his kingdom have been identified as Greek 
princes of the 3rd century B.C- ruling in Syria ► Egypt* Macedonia * 
Epirus, and Gyrene by the European orientalists. But none of 
these kingdoms eautd have been, on the borders of his empire. 
The Buddhist historical and religious literature claims missions 
ries Co have been sent by the emperor to the neighbouring 
countries or the northern, bonder like the Yon a Kingdoms on the 
north-West, Kashmir, Nepal. Bhutan, Sinkiang, Tibet, Khotart. 
Kucha* Kusthan etc,, and never bo far as Greece or the Greek 
kingdom* of those times. 

In fact the words Greek or Greece are mentioned nowhere 
in the inscriptions. We find only the term Yona- Yanas are not 
Greeks. They were Indians of ffshstriya Origin- Asoka’s emp¬ 
ire extended only up to TakshasiJa in tha West and to the Hima¬ 
layas in the North. To the west of TakshasiCa there spread the 
Yona kingdoms of I. Abhisara, 2, Urasa or Uraga5 S.Simfaapurap 
4, Divyakataka, and S. UctsrBjyotishm- These five Vena kingdom^ 
were in existence oven in vary undent times. The humanitarian 
activities and missions of xAsak* could have extended only to such 
kingdoms on the borders of his empire and not at all so far as 
Asia Minor, Greece and Egypt. No Greek kingdoms were on the 
borders of his empire. So it is on erroneous interpretation* 
Indian historians had been set on a wrong track by these erro- 
neoue identifications and they have not been able to escape from 
tbdr meshes and discover the truth ao far. Yonas, Kshatriyas 
of Indian Origin, came to occupy, in very ancient times, the region 
now known as Greece, and gave it the name of ■ Ionia* They had 
mixed up by intermarriage with the Greeks who wore later 
i mmigrants into the country. Their descendents were therefore 
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riven mixed Ionian and Greek names- Hence names slightly 
resembling the names of the Yavana or Yonfc Pneces-oo the 
borders of Aseka’s empire conld be found «*« the lone- 
Greek kings of the 3rd century S, C. 

Yavana name, lono»Greek name resembling it- 
1. Amtiyoka-or Atiyoga Antioch ue Theoa, 
2. Amtikini Antigonus Ponatus. 
3. Aiikasudara Alexander 
*. To lam ay a Ptolemy Philadalphos, 
6. Make Magna. n 
Tims among the Iono-Gre ak names came to prevail Yon 

names with Greek admixture and terminations. On account ot 
such resemblance, to claim these names in the inscriptions 
to be Greek names and to identify them, on that assumption, 
with the Greek princes of the 3rd century and advancei„as 
proof of the correctness of their own determination of the 
time of Asoka according to their basic conjecture o. the cor,- 
temporenoty of Alexander the Great and ChandraGupta 
Maurya is unwarranted and presumptuous. The Greeks had 

never been in India or its neighbourhood In such times- The 
inscriptions could refer only to the Y'ona princes on the border 

of the empire of Aaeka {of the 16 th century E. C.) 
absurd to identify them with the lono Cireekj 
3rd century B CX By the time of Asoka 1472 B. C.. there 
was m Grease, Greeks and no Greek kingdoms. In the 

writings oF the Greek historians oF the 3rd 
B. C-, there it no mention of Atoka or hit hami 
taTian missions as toe should expect iF he had realty 
belonged to the 3rd century before Christ an/l fu; 
humanitarian activities had extended to such remote 

lands as modern Greece. The Greeks had mm' heard 
of the religion of Buddha or the mission of Asoks, CiOOJarfs 

Prof# Btfry iu hi a bistort of Greece* 
’+I>ie Greeks do not mention As&kV3 (Ibid- ,p. 1&I1 
Megaathenea, |in hia account of India has not said a word 

about Buddha or his system," (Buddhist India by Rny 

Davids. p.iTOb 

31 Maurya lutccipfioni ot A&oka 

It is a fact that Buddhism was preached and prevail even 
to day in all tho kingdoms of Central Asia between Afghani- 
stani^ and -China, including Sugadha. Kucha; KuaGiana or bno- 
tan, Sinkiaug, Tibet. Mongolia, Manchuria, Korea and Cbm - 
a length of roughly SDU yojansa (one yojana * 4H English 

^ piausihic to infer that the region of Ascka'a missionary 
work beyond the northern frontiers of his empire extended from 
Afghanistan in the west to the eastern borders of China. Buddism 
prevailed in those regions for a long time and prevails even no a 
to b considerable extent. But there is no trace of the preve.ance 
of Buddhism at any time in Syria. Egypt or Macedonia etc. the 
statea to which missionaries were sent In the time of Asoka, for 

propagating the religion, are mentioned in the -Mahavamaa”,a 
Buddhist treatise. 

"When the Thera. Moggoli-putra. the illuminator of the 
religion of the conqueror, had 'brought the 3rd council to an end 
and when, looking into the future, he had beheld the founding 

■of the religion in adjacent countries, then in the month or 
Karthika he sent forth -Tiieras’ one here and one there. The 
Thera idajjhamtika he sent to Xashmtra and Gandhara the 
Thera Matadeva he sent to AfaAis/i«-manda(« (-west of 
Magadhai. To Vanaoasa be sent the 'Them named-Rakkita" 

and to Aparamtika the Yona named 'Maha Mamma Bakkrtb*' 
but'Thera Maharakkita- he sent into the country of the yona, 

Be sent the -Thera Mwjhima to the Himalaya country, 
(U. Northern borderland to Sevan* Bhumi (Kara* 8uvarna 
in Burma) he sept the two Theras sou* and ^mra The 
great Thera Mahir.da, the Theras itthiya, Utttt*. snmuaiu and 
Boddhasala, his disciples, these five Them U sent twin w.i.i 
the charge "Ye shall found in the lovely island oi. Lamtu 
the lovely religion of the conqueror. (Vitto the Mahavamsa 

chapter XILp. 82) As stated in the above P«W « 
vaniSa. the adjacent countries of Atoka’s empire w«. tnr 

it . * i n,E.iLh..A. Sirin . **"■ _ 

. n _ _ilh T?aalnnnry-A LrSr]!iLl'j& 



(■h) Vanavasa (6) A pa rant] ka (6} Yon a coon try me&sis fAbbisara, 
Urs-a, Simhapura, Divya Kataka, Uttarajyotiaha) (7) Himalayan 
country (i e, Nepal Sugadhn. Kucha, Kusthaua, Sink tang. Tibet:, 
Mongolia* Chipi etc). These seven kingdoms wore independent 
kingdoms, They wore not included in the empire of Asoka. 
They were adjacent and neighbouring countries touching and 
contiguous to the north-western and northern borders of Asoka 
empire, It is wrong to identify them with the Greek kingdoms 
of Western Asia, Eastern Europe and Egypt 

The 3rd council was held in the time of Asoka and the 
states mentioned in Afahavatnsa in the passage quoted above 
were all adjacent to the northern border to the empire of Asoka* 
Ratnfttha, Haro, Ifun^, Sakoi Bihlika, and D&rada were all to the 
west and North of the Yona states and modern Afghanistan* 
These states are nowhere mentioned in the inscriptions of Asoka 
or the Sfahavamsn as states to whteh any missionaries were sent. 
Yona is mentioned Immediately after Kashmir and Gandhara, 
There is no mention anywhere of Egypt, Syria or Macedonia etc* 
Moreover the word *Greek1 is not found any where in 

the inscriptions of As^ha or Buddhistic religious 

treatise* or any Hindu Parana or Sanskrit literary 
worki 

"For fuller information on the subject please Fee f'Age of 
Buddha, MfJInda &Amtiyoka and Yugapurana^ by this author, pp 
133 to 158 and ppK 13$ to 143 of "'The Plot in Indian Chronology'1 
by this author. 

Gupta Inscriptions. 
Dr„ Fleet, th^ infallible archaeologist* has given us a 

huge volume on i-he subject (Corpus Inscriptionem fndecsrani 
Vol, III;* At id ■: nost valuable volume, fa one respect* it is; 
ft gives an excellent toll “action of the Early Gupta Inscriptions, 
But Dr. FLoctV imcinMions frem them are quite wrong- his 
eJaim to h*ve d covered the Gupta Era os beginning in 313-350 
iU JX, a9 based entirely, oe I shall show presently* upon an 
Liggregioua misinterpretation* Meat of th.. Gupta inscription a 
i:ic either not dulcdi e; else they ure dacsd in Gupta ere; 
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Gup** W«Pt!oM 
11_ runts Era began. Dr- 

30d .»» do *«— 3stsr u «- «?*■ 
Fleet knows this, mi ._ 0f Kimwagupta sod V i-» 
no. 18, the Uandassr nsc id ^ temple gonstroeted by the 
v ami so. the inscription w„ ruierof the e*rth 
weavers of Mslws *ne* rf Jlslwa; the temple wa 
and Viswavarmtti wiS Sg armafl, son and «#«««' “! 
repaired in the time 0 nt the construction *3 e‘ven a 
Visivavarman. The date of the ^ the date of repair ^ 

expired or «/{;5°S voir’ there fore »«"**£ 
524 th similarly. In L n reads excellent Moakn. 
was king- The text of the maer P „ tfaia!,agana 

poetry; and it ewes the the cation current 

Slity*" “““ Mnlava^sna Stitya. Dr- 
amonE the H*'*™3’ ®“ *£, fseabKehmeiit of the *"W 
Fleet translates as .J And he quotes a parrabel jt* 
constitution °t the which the Sanskrit verse 
gcription (No. 8>of k 5 > . ,> “Malava Gen®'-®? 
S the date .S 589 u. “in the years written 
^asaat-Kaal^^e Wk"^ o£ *e Malawi * 

according to the met®0 Sg». Eat here brim Dr. 
chronologic* (or ^onom e.i^nrpo^ (eatsbl]9hm,nt of> the 
Fleet translates tne hoe . of tha Mslawas”; aiding 
Supremacy of the Trmal Const on significance 

in a foot-note that he d«B - According 

of Vosanif (IWW <*«* rlt &kT B« in the name of 

to (fie «*“•*•*,"f ™fE -tribal constitution of the 
sanity, whatisthia j ^ When was this tr.b«\ 

Malawas”. Dr- Fleet ^ n“ “^deliee is adduced «*•*>•* 
constitution f^^Le that tbis was in 67 B. C. And so 
But we are asked to believe th ^«a 491-57 or 44, 
this Mandaaor inscription. « This most he KumaraGnpta I 
A. D. as the date of Kume^upta. Mb" QRD tbe Gupts, 

whe lived in “o^All this however, in simple English. 
Era began in 3M» A IX. An _skrit words in the msen- 
is nothing but quibbUng^ Tl ^ year according to the 

as.-jss-p"1 <="” - •“““ 

- I 
- i 

t 

“tTl 

■ 

,x 

It 
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astronomers [Xalsjnafl) of Malawi; Mala wa-Gano-Saka 726 B, C. 
-434^281 B. C. or Gupta Era (according to the Pur an as). 
Too inscription [no, 13} thureforo givoa the date 36 ©J EL or 
231 B, C* for Kannaragupta I who reigned between 34-13@ of 
the Gupta Era* which be^aji Jr 32T B. C. [or between £33-191 
B. G+) 

The province Maiawa attained its Independence in 725 Bh C. 
in commemoration of which the Mdawa-Gana-Saka for Era} was 
ufarced in 735 B+ Ct by tho people of llalawa. The western 

Indologists deliberately ignored thisfaeUnd wrongly identified 
tliis Era with Vikr&ma Era of 57 B. G* and consequently, 

brought down all inscriptions of Malawa-Gan^Er* to the fourth 
ajid fifth cerituries A* Df Thus the Gupta Era which actually 
commenced in S27 B C, was pushed forward to ?I9-32oA. D. 

®0, a c]o3u exaiBf nation of this question fa at great historic*) 
value. 

The Ancient History of Matva State 

and ftfalwa Gana-saka 

Befow the Bhirata battle, Malva was an independent kin* 
frdora Since the Bharata Wap. it was incorporated in Hastmapurii 
Empire and was a feudatory State, In the year of dissolution of 
Hastinaphra Empire, in Kali US* or 1634 B. C., “Moba Padma 

Nanda” became Emperor of Bharat, in Magadha, He invaded 
against subordinate rulers, killed Kshatriya kings and installed 
non-kshatriya monwchs in their .places. So. the Puranas de bri¬ 
bed him is "Sarva Kshatrantako Nnpab" or the Destroyer of al1 
the Kahfltriya rulers. In S60 B.C. ft Brahmin by name.’'Dhunji’’ 
with the help of the people, united the hhlavas and became Icing, 
But ho was obliged to be a vassal of the Sovereigns of Magudhn 
Empire, in 730 B.C, a descendant of Dhunji family-declared 
Matavo an independent State. 

"In Indian Manuscripts, we find .Malwa noticed as a separa¬ 

te province eight hundred and fifty years before the Christian 
Era, when Dhmiji, to whom a divine origin is attributed, Is said 

r 

, b,«a,b, “*** 

SSSSSS^m *■» „ re,„rf 
fifth in descent 

ed and eighty seven a E»jp«t clan stall 
dying without i^ue. Ad«bP» throne, establishing the 

Piuvvir I I , ht y6lirs/r 

onetboaflandaBdfi _ Cupp's family held Mai wo. we 
■' During the period * „hi about seven hundred 

find no particular mention o. _ ^h^nji’s successor isaaid to 
■nd thirty years before Chris , w govereign of Delhi, From 
have shaken off' li3 dcpenacnco on the Sovereign o^a ^ ^ 

this time we lost all trace of th • - whortl an Hindu smth- 
“ own ora. whon Vilcramad^ya.n prince ^ #nd ^ ^ 

or3 agree in describing ;r 0f central India /- 
obtained the ®*>ve,Ie*|*lt,y^e 4ota VenkatBChelaai's Kali bti- 
Payne.M.A-. PP- 7 • &> )// 

Vijnanaui, p^rt HI. PP» J' 73ft B* C*» the*e 

When Malawa "Sri Satskarni’1 of 
was a Quarrel with . the list of ‘^andhra 
Magftdhft. He was the , -h * mf,k* hlm accept 
EmperorsSeme time g q, m slaws had its 
She independence of,JSd into friendly alliance 
independence ra«^^- * ^ dat(, the Malwa people 
with the rulers Of Magadha. concerned their commf 

*»*«» t«« 
ntty and termed; it Mai - 95th ycsr of Gupta ^ks. 
year eqnal to 232 B C-. wool might have been 

During that .year, 1 QuotaI. As related in tha 
written by the orders of nt of tts Snptarshi Mandala’ 
Poranas. accord'og i“ tnt,^ the Guptaa came to rule from 
after the I'tndhra sa a q.) mentioned us Mandasc> 

, 307 B. G.. So, the year M («- but not “Vik»m« 
fJ-.-rhfiAn would bo ‘‘llalava-gana _ nowhere b& 
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three thousand years fn K&lf, as stated In the Puranas* 
fCPurr.e Trims at Sate Var&hev and ft f& discussed an our Kashmir 
History reconstructed'k So the king by name Vikramadf%n was 
born in 101 B.C,, Hn wai crowned king of Ujjain, in 32 B.C-+ 
®nd he founded his era in 67 B,C, after expelling the Sakas from 
the country. As Vikrama 5a ka was established in &7 B,C., and 
was promulgated by the Sovereign, its founder, the previously 
existing 'Mfllflva-gana-saka1 went out of use* There were not 
many signs of its reference after the advent of Vjkramarka- 
(For full Particulars pfease sea ''The Indian Eras'* by this author 
pp 41-48; and see “Memoir of central India by C* H. Payne. 
M*A.,PP- W) 

Dr.EhHulf.zach writes about Mihirakula's Date:— 

“King Mihirakula** inttal date as deduced From 

Rajotarangini itself is Kaliyaga Sarrwat 2397 

expired, or B.C. 704; and the end of his reign* seventy 

jenrrs later. Prof, FLH. Wilson brought him down to 200 BC., 

Clot cit. p. SI), A nd Gen* Sir A«Cuningham arrived at the con¬ 
clusion that he should bo placed in A.D,, 163 (loc, cit 18)- With 
the help, however, of newly discovered inscriptions, which are 
thtj really safe guide. Dr, Fleet (ante, Vol XV, p£52) has now 
shown that his true date was fn the beginning of the sixth 
century A-D„ that as nearly as possible the commencement of 
bis career was in 615 A+D., and that A.D- 630, or verj soon after- 
was the year in which his power in Indio was overtbrown.efter 
which he proceeded to Kashmir and established himself there. 
This illustrates very pointedly the extent of the adf 

ustments that will have to he made in Kalhana*s 

earlier details; and furnishes as With a definite point 

from which chronology may be regulated backwards 

and forwards far a considerable time. A similar earlier 
point h provided by Kaihana’s mention, in Tar&nga I, verse IS, , 
of the Turushka king Kanishka. whp, according to his account 

i ' - 

Was anterior by two reign t to B+C. 1132, the date of 

the^acccssion of Gonanda !llf but who is undoubtedly the 

[ 
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king Kanishkn, from the commencement of whose reign in all 
probability runs the Saka era, commencing fn 77 A,D* And a 
stJEl earlier point is furnished by Eslbena1* mention of king 

n = -a in Taranga I verse 101, According fo Kalhana, he 

stood five reigns before 1182 B C* {End paper of E, Hulls- 
sc:h pp, G5. to 97 0/ Ind, Ant, VoJ XVIiJ) 

Mihirakula, the king of Kashmir, was the 121 h ruler, in the 
family of Gonand*'!!!, who ruTed as 53rd king* in ll£2 BkC-, that 
is, he was the 54th ruler fn the list of the Kaghmir Kings, h 
Kshatriy* belonging to Gon&nda dynasty. His father was 
Vasukula, the 63rd ruler and his son wps Bake, the 65 king. 
Huftzsch accepted that he ruled for 70 years and his date was 
Kali 2397 years or 701 B,C„ as was related InRajatcrangini, But 
he mentioned that Wilton put him in 200 B.C , (loc-cit .p IS) 
Cunningham, brought him to 163 A.D f (loc-cit. p 3£>nrd later on 

BrtFleet, on the authority of an inscription (Ant‘Vo], XV, p, 
232) fixed Mihirakula as a Sovereign during the 6th century A.D 
nnd that the inscriptions are sure guides And certain source^ of 
historical facts. This shows how the Kshstriya king Mihirakula 

who existed in 704 B,C , was altered into a Buna king of the 6th 
century A+D,* by the western writers. Further they said that 
Thoramana who existed during 16 B C-, — 14 A.D., was tbe 
father of Mihirakula, The readers cun understand now, how 
these occidental chroniclers tried their level best to diminfsh the 
glory of the history of Bharat. A scrutiny of that inscription 
shows that it was on invention and many inscriptions published 
in the Indian Antiquary ure fabrications Even these eminent 
erudite and enlightened western scholars, os they claimed them¬ 
selves to be* rejected some incriptions as forged and spurious, 
and the above one is the child of their fancy. As they could not 
find the date of that inception mentioned in it, they borrowed 
the date of Mandasor No* 163+ inscription and decided that 

Mihirakula existed In 6th century A+D+ Then they adjusted the 

kings and altered their dotes, forwards and backwards, from 

MJhirakuIa3s forged dote of 632A.D.;snd manufactured a modern 

history of Kashmir* to beguile the gullible readers: In this 
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attempt, the wsa terns deleted thehbtorytf Kashiinir kings for 

about a period of 12 centuries* The same process of 

deception and diminution of about 1200 year*, they 

performed in Nepal and Magadha Histories also. 

Below we give a quotation from Dr, Fleet for the convenien¬ 
ce of the readers. Its perusnE will convince them what a line of 
absurd arguments, illogical reasonirgs, and invented self-contr¬ 
adictory statements, Dr, Fleet adopted to hoftt a false pet theory 
of the modernity of Indian history and recency of Mihirakula's 
date. ( 
•rr 1 . 

The History ant! date of Mihirakufa by Dr. Fleet. 
■ p , ^1 . 

iHThe dates that have been proposed for Mihfr&kula and 
Baladitya ore(ii) by the late Mr, Fergusson A,D. ISO to EQO A.D, 
(3 by General Cuniogbamj during1 the century from AJ>. 450 to 
550 AD., and (3) by Mr, Beal. 420 A,t)lp Mr- Fergusson based 
his date on the opinion, which he then held but afterwards aba¬ 
ndoned, that the reign of Kanishka ended A.D, 21: coupled with 
the statement of Itajatarangjuij that twelve reigns intervened 
between Kanisfaka and MShirakula* General Cunningham’s date 
was ba-ed partly on Fabian’s silence regarding Baladityah? 
samgharamaa and other buildings at Nafanda: and partly on the 
simNarity of the architectural style of Baladitya's te'mple with 
that of a temple nc&r the Bodhi-trce at Buddha‘Gaya, whicht he 
hgd already shewn, must have been built about A.D. 500. And 
Mr. Beml baaed hia date {a) upon hia erroneous identification of 
the Buddha-Gupta of Hiuen TsangJs account with the Buddha- 
Gupta of the E"an inscription; which, coupled with hia adoption 
of the theory that the Gupta era commenced A.D. 190, gave to 

BuddEia Gupta the dote of 349 to 368 A.D,, and for h isff Grandson5* 
■■. 

Baladitya a period of fifty years later: €b> on the fetct that, 

m Fa Him'* time ( 399-414 A.D, ) Buddhism was 

still flourishing and there were five hundred Sangha- 

rntners in the neighbourhood of the ,Swat river* 

The H^rory and date of Mihirakula by Dr, Fi(?tr 39 

whereas in Hiuen-Tsang’s time all the convents were 
ruined and desolate; which shewed that Mihirakuia s 

persecutionp during which Simha u>as killed, must 

have taken place at any rate after that period; 
(CJon the current totalmony of the Chinese accounts, which state 
that a life of Vasubandhu, the 21st patriarch, wee written 
by Kumarajiva in 409 A.D,, and that history of the patriarchs 
Including Simha, was translated in China in 472 A.D,, and id Jon 
.the fact that the twenty-eight patriarch. Bodhidharms, was 
certainly alive in 520 A. D., os he arrived in China, from 
South India in that year; which, allowing one hundred years 
for the four patriarchs between him and Simha, brought us 
again to W A.D* the period already arrived at on grounds 
Co) end (b)” 

H*The real date, however, of MihiraktiEa and Batsditya 
with of course, the margin of u few years either way, is now 
fixed with certainty by the duplicate piEJarringcrlplion of 
Ynsedharman, from Mandasor,. which I publish in page £53 ff 
below. This inscription records that this powerful king 
Yneodharman has worship done to his feet by king MiFilrakula 
‘*whoae forehead was pained through being bent down by 
the strength of his arm. in the act of compelling obeisance/* 

M'8' lhalr he subjugated M (karakul*. And, another M&ndasor 
inscription, published by mo at page 222 ff, above, has already 
given us the date of Majava Bamimt 589 {A D, expired 
for Yasodharam&it we now know very closely the time of 
the overthrow of Mihirakula's power ip, at any rate, western 
and Central India.1* 

* 4® r®®*rt*a- the beginning of his reign, we have only 
to notice that Mihir&kuk’s Gwalior inscription is dated in hit 
fifteenth year. Considering all that ho did subsequently in 
Kashmir and Sandbars. It will be admitted that this date 
must be very near the end of his Indian career* His fifteenth 
year therefore, must fall some-where about 532-33 A.D,, the 
recorded date of Yasodharman; and in all probability a yecr 
or two before it, And we shall probabty be very near the 
mark indeed, if we select A.D* 515 for the commencement 

-&
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of his carter (F. £46 to 252. Vol, XV. Ind. Ant, Ed, 188th 
Text in Page 252.) 

Dr. Fleet changed Mihirakula into a Hun a Sting: and brought 
him con recent date of Gth ceo, A.D, In order to maintain 
the modernity, he invented on inscription and created a 
non-existent monarch, by name Yasodharma, who Vanquished 
Mihirakula and humiliated him to his feet. It is dear that 
this is a forged inscription which was published in Indian 
Antiquary Vo] XV- p, 25E., as No I04h ef Dr, Fleets Sanskrit 
and old Kanarese inscriptions. A duplicate: of this same 
inscription was invented as No 1G5* being engraved on the 
second stone pillar. In caae there existedt at any time, a 
supreme sovereign who conquered tho whole of Bharat from 
the Himalayas to Setu (Rame&w&r&tn) and reigned as the 
Emperor, the Parana3 would have certainly praised his deeds 
of prowess and valour. But the narratives of tho Kaliyuga 
kings in all the Pur&r.Hs have described the monarch* from 
tho dato of the Bharata battle 36yrs B,K, or 3138 B.C„ to 
Kali 4295 or 1193 A,D, No mention of Yasodharma was made 
in any one of tho above hooks; Even Eajatarangtni. which 
gave a graphic account of Mlhirakuta was silent about 
Yasodharman, who by the strength of his arms. could extract 
homage from MihnrakuEa, Roja taring ini related that Mihirakula 
was a tyrant who invaded against Simhnla [Ceylon), conquered 
and killed the king, he gave the kingdom to another, and* 
on his return journey* slew the kings of Cholaj Karnata 
and Lata countries; and imprisoned many enemy rulers in 
his fortress. If there was a great hero who could defeat 
and destroy a despot like Mihirakula, Rajatarangini would, 
indeed. have showered praises and encomiums upon the 
saviour of humanity* In the absence of even the slightest 
reference to such a peerless hero or hfs victories, it is 
evident that the much boasted victor of the whole of 
India. Yn-wdh&rma, was a mere figment of the fancy of the 
foreign historians* who by the strength of their fantastic 
imagination gave to airy nothings a local -habitation and 
a name. There is not even a single line In Rajatarsngim 

^ Translation of the inscription 

tostww a,t MkTMkoia persecuted Buddhist* wddestmw 

to hn ln tbi& ™aE*er‘ writings are to 

SiSSL1-• ■“ “ 
Maadasor Inscription No J64 

Somm 6S9, No, 363 z£*ff7 f Mt^ 

and from the Hi«*lavsa to th^ ” th W08tern °«ein 
have an iftmi>rtant Xjn n ™e Tt We 

countries which not ,-,en the a»2 u 
could subdue and a vtilf tne Guptas and Hunos 

“* “biraMe It is Jt datod ' ^ ^ f j" the ffamt,U3 
is now known j . .1 Yas«bwnttqTs date 

5£» (A. L>. 533—33) expired No °f “*'” S*mm 

reciting the tfory "end'pLX J SS ** ^ 
present tense ;a used £ t th “nd- *«ee the 
andS spe,k of the column h - d also ver*«s 7 
ifmself. the inscription mart^ bf onenf ?t^ VasDdlllrrmn 
posthumous.” one o* Joe own time, not 

i ransEalioii of the inscription 

«»3S ^SUTi-ltsS 

fwmin of) the bud. marked by the 

daughter of the attain (Himal.ynfc who ^ 

1 
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reffiona in which the demons are driven wild with feat by 
this) terrible bellowings, to shake; {and who makes the file" 
of (the mcnmCain)> Sumeru to have their rock* split open 

the blows of his'borne.” 
"(L*2}-He. to whose arm.es if to (th« ot (the GoJ 

Seraneapani, the fore-arm of which is marked with ea lions 
partB caused by the hard string of (hi*) bow. (and which is 
stead-fast in the successful carrying of vows for the benefit 

of mankind, the earth betook itself (forsuccor) when it 

was afflicted by kings of the present age. who manifested 
prde; who*were cruel through want or proper training. wh_ 

from delusion, transgressed the path of good conduct (and) 

who were destitute of virtuous delights. 

“In line 6. there is the reference of Mihirakula, He to 
whose two feet respect was paid, with the complementary 

Af the flowers frani the hair on the top of ( I 
£3 by even that (famous) king Mihirakula whose fereheao 5It) pained through being bent low down by the strength 

of (his) arm in (the aot of compelling) obeiianee, 

“There are nine llnea in this inscription. 

“No 165 Mandasor Duplicate Pillar inscription of 

Yasodharman. There are nine lines. In the■ 6ttthere 
ia the name Mihirakula and in the seventh the name oi 
Yasodharman noted." The text of both the inscriptions is tt. 

"“Si*. two inscriptions Nob, 164, 165 are. Indeed, forged 

ones with no date. .To fix a date which amts their purpose, 
tbeV complicated the problem by introducing the story of 
ST pilgrimages of Fa-Hian and Hieun-Taang. besides extra- 

neous and irrelevant arguments and information Th , 
1 a Mandasor inscription speaks of the existence of o person 
h.. name •‘flaksbi." who hail a great well dug, dur g 

Malava Samvat 689. the time of .^f*„^ tf? 
ViahnuvanJhaQe sThe Ind Ant* Ed, ISfeo VoL XV. P* 222 11J, 
That inscription at the bottom, says that it was cagravtd 

Lvinda) On the basis of this, the name ■Jevinda «* 

inserted in No. 164 inscription and i* w»® concludvu t * 

.■ 
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these two inscriptions were of about tho same date; and our 
western scholars decided that the time of filthirakuin was 
589 MoJav+d gomvat, Tbfcy misinterpreted ilalava SBmv&t to 
bo the flame as ViLrama Samv&t; have deducted B.C. £7 
from 639 and imagined that the date of Mihirakula wus 532 
A* D. On the strength of this imaginary date, by caEculuting 
backwards and forwards, by increasing and diminishing tho 
kings* the foreign historians have brought, the five thousand 
years1 old history of the Kashmir kings to a very recent 
date. This is an inexcusable and intolerable impudent inter’ 
poJatkm perpetrated by western chroniclers. 

To refute the above conclusion of the western historian 
it may he argued that the so-called engraver "Govinda" of 
the inscription No* 164 may be the grand-son or great 
grand-son or grand-father or the great grand-father of 
Govinds* of the inscription No 163* or some other person 
6f the same name. Then the two inscriptions differ in age* 
How can the date 589 of MeJavo'Gana-Saka of the 163 Mandasor 
inscription be borrowed for the undated ]G4 inscription? 

In the pages of the bookP under the little "Indian Era s'r 

{By tbia Author) we have shown reasons and proved that 
the Maluva-Gena-Saka Samvat mentioned in No* 26a Mandasor 
inscription is not tho Vikrama Era of 57 B-C. The full 
name of tha so*oaJEed Maiavp-Sako is iHMa]ova-G.ana-Saka/7 
which means the 3a ka promulgated by the people of fils lava 
and its beginning was in 725 B.C. But Vikratna-S&ka was 
the era brought into existence in 57 B,C-, by Vikramaditya 
king of Ujjain, The name 'Hajavaganasaka^ was abbreviated 
into 'MaEava $ak*' and it is alleged that it was Vikramo'Sakn 
fixed by the astrologers of Malawi And it was stated that 
both are identical. Further they expressed that, in B,C,F 1st 
century there was no king by the name of Vikramadftya, 
and, if there was one* he was the same a 3 Chandra-Gupta II 
of the Gupta Dynasty faccording to them 5th Century A.D,) 
who propagated this era and calculated it from 67 B,C. 
With such illogical and inational arguments, the westerners 
led our historians far astray from the tight track. When 
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the elate of Chandrari?upts II of Gupts 'line wa^BlC.5'£69-33, 
■ h ey hav e ■ cba nged it to 5th century A. D. On1 'ihe* authbrtty 

of the statement found in the inscriptions1 of'Maiava-Gana 
,SakBf we have shown that it was different from ♦Vikroma- 

Saka,’ and it was used in the Maiwa inscriptions'-during- 
the reigning periods of the Great Gupta Emperors who ■ 
flourished between 327-82 BC* 

The No. 163, Mandasor inscription contains 'the below 
Sloka etc, 

1 

The substance of the above sloka is to this effect; 
"'After the expiry of five hundred and eighty nine (589) 
yours, during the traditionally established era by the people 

of M&hva for the calculation of time* a person by name 

'Daksha' the son of Dharmadosha, who wag the minister cf 
king, Vishnuvardhapa, had a great well dug, in memory of 
his uncle (elder father), who was minister prior to his father 
under the king Vishnuvardham1’ They say that this inscri¬ 

ption contains the name of Yasod barman also and this was 

the same Ya sod barman of their creation* Ae the Nos, }&4k 
1GS Inscriptions make mention of Yasodharman, the emperor 
of Bharat having conquered Brlihirakula, get engraved the 
two Nos. 164, 165 inscriptions, which are undated; they say 
that the latter (Miharakula) lived in 533 ASK This ia the 
proof they deduced to support their pet theory but .the 
Yasodharman spoken of in No. 163 inscription was pot -the- 
Founder of that inscription, On the other hnnd,: be might 

have been a petty ruler and not the emperor of - India. 

More-over there is no evidence to confirm that Ya sod harm an 
(of 163 inscriptions to be the same who^ was related3in.-No* 

164- 165 inscriptions which were undated- ■ Besides,the 
Malavagana^akp was 72& B, C. fVide "Indian- &*sM by this 

author), According to that Era, 58& years would-come to-1 
726—589 = 136 B,C, At that period; NarB9rtrrhagfdptfl-of: the- 
Gupta lineage (Gupta Era 191 year) was - reigning- at Fats*-- 
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IlputrSr - Invthe whole range-of Bbarata literature^ there fs 
no.-testimony of any Emperor by name ^YBaodbarman'' having 
ruled at that time. On the basis of Mslava-Gana-Saka being 
written-in-No. 153 inscription, we must think that the kings 
Yasodharman and Mihirakuls to be co-existent in 136 B, G. 

A a Malava-Gaoo-Saka and VEkrama-Saka are notone and the 
same and as the western writer® fell into an error in taking- 
them to be identical, the date of Mihirakula cannot be 532 
A.D , as concluded by them. We cannot accept their history 
to ba • correct,, since they wrote on the basis of this wrong 

calculation. 

Kalhana in his Rajatarangini says that Mihirakula* who 

wra& the twelfth king from Gonanda III, (the 5Srd king in 
the list of Kashmir kings 1182 B.C,) lived in £337 Kali or 

?U4 B-C. This Mihirakula is the 64Ch ruler in the list of 
Kashmir kings and was a Kshatriya* This being the fact 
we have to reject all the alleged inscriptions assigning- 532 
AJX, for Mihirakula and describfng him as a Huns. These 
inscriptions are forgedj in order to show that Kalhana^s 

Chronology was wrong. It is remarkable that they could 

not adduce any other evidence to discredit Kalh ana's Chro¬ 

nology, The - anxiety of western scholars to out down Indian 
Chronology was due to their attempt to bring the Indian 
Chonology on a par with Greek—Chronology, (Vide Max+Mu- 
liar’s * "History of .Ancient Sanskrit Literature'* Allahabad 

Ed* pp, 141-143 and pp S-9 of the same book Ed. 1859 A,D.) 

It was for this that these two inscriptions (Nos. 364. 165 

Mandasor) were forged, 
■ 

As Kanishka existed tw&tve generations (j.-e* 532 A.ID.— 
73 A. D,) -454 years before Mthirakula, according to their 
arguments, Kantshk&'s date should recede to 590- B.C, U36 
B:0,-M54 = 59Q B-C.) The date in No’ 163 inscription was in 
Accordance with Malava-Gane-Saka of 725 BFC.n end as they 
calculated following -the *VikramajSaka of 57 B .C^.-tbeir Chro¬ 
nology and history went wrong. So the dates of the kings 

mentioned in Raj&tarangmi by Kelhana^ore accurate and 
corrects Henco on the contrary, the inscriptions of Mandasor 
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Nos, 164 and 165 are fwged ones, that ware advertised by 
them to have, .been discovered buried in the ground or 
should have been engraved on the old rooks, the remnants 
of o dilapidated edifies Thus it is clear that they are not 
authentic inscriptions carved by the ancients. So these insert* 
ptiona No* 134 and 165, are mere inventions made in order 

to ju&tify their conclusions, that 'Vikrameditya1 and 'Matri- 
gupta" did not live at the 3*me tjmc: that is, they were 
not con temporaries, during the first century A.D,, and to 
bring Mihirakula to their pre-conceived recent date of fith or 
6th century A.D*, the erroneous period of Vikramasditya or 
Chandragupta 11 of Gupta Dynasty, Vtkramadityft. Uatjrigupta 
and Pravarasena were contemporary kings, in the first century 
before and after Christ, Thoramana was neither a Iiuna 
nor the father of Mihirakuia* as stated by the western 
writers. Me was the brother of Hiranya, the £2nd ruler in 
the list of the Kashmir kings [16 B.C* to 14 A,D,} belonging 
to the family of Mifrirakula, the 64th ruler who reigned 
as a tyrant from 704 to 634 B.C- When Toramans was 
Yuvaraja, he, twihout the permission of his^ brother, the king 
of Kashmir had got melted the coins consisting '‘Balavigraha1* 
Cimage of a female deity named ^Bala'1) and had new opes 
struck with his figure: for this crime he was imprisoned 
by his brother where he died in captivity. On this account 
are extant the coins, with the picture of Tommana but not 
because he reigned. On the flimsy evidence of these coins, 
the western writers made Tor&ma ns a Hup* king and father 
of MihirakuJa; got inscriptions to make Mihirakuia a monarch 
of 6th cep, AiD„ brought the above rulers together with 
Cbsndra-gupta II of Gupta race to a later date of 6th 
century A,D.P and thereby, freely and deliberately overhauled 
the material in Rajataracigini and built a new a topsyturvy 
structure of Kashmir history, filled with fads and fallacies, 

2, Similarly, whereas Sivadeva Varma. the 27th king in 
the list of 5th Solar dynasty of Nopal, belonged to Kali 
2764 or B, G B3S specified as Sri Harsha S&mvat 11& 
beginning in 457 E C-) according to history and inscriptions 
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ulleffing the era 0f the date to be an imaginary Sn-HurSha 
Siiaditya era of arbitrary origin in 606 A. D. and aeeordinff 
to it fixing hie time in (606 + 110) A- &. and taking it 
as the b-Jc date and fixing the times of kings and events 
by backward and forward from it the entire 

chronology of «M history of Nepal has also beet, an., w 
forward by Dr. Buhler. curiously by exactly the period f 

“Vtato similarly, by the identification of M.urya 

Chandngupta who was crowned really ln ,163* ,B_ 
,hc eontomporary of Alexander the Great in 3So B. C.. who 
was reallyP Chandragupta, founder of the Gupta dynasty, 

the date Of Chandragupta Maurya has 
by Sir William Jones and Max-Holler, from l&* it, L. . 
32i B C. (about I2Q0 years) and taking It as the bas.c dsU. 
for fixing the reigns and events in the history of Magadha, 
the Chronology of ‘be history of Magadha also has been 
shifted forward by the same period of 1209 years. Thus the 
antiquity of ‘he histories of the three regions of India, 
available in genuine historical records, namely Magadha. 
Kashmir and Nepal, has been uniformly reduced by I2W 
years and they have been altogether reconstructed on the 
basis of the altered chronology- On the ground that tU 
dates of the historical events given in the FOr-O* do tot 
tally with the dates of these histories fabricated by the:,;, 
the Pursues and other indigenous histoncal writings of the 
country have been discredited and rejected as untenable 
for purposes of historical research. Let us liope that the 
historians of the future generations at least will enquire 
into these injuries and injustices committed on the history 
of Bharat and evolve the true history uf their country, 
free from the conjectures of the European orientalists of 

tJiepa&t 2 or 3 centuries of foreign mle- 
Dr. B abler9 s writings Inconsistent* absured and 

Self-contradictory, 

Bhumivarrn^ foander of the Solar dynasty, the fifth 
of tho ktoga of Nepal, secured the throne for 
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™r 
nevop reports that Sri Harsha Siladitya established an era. 
Thera is no evidence of any Ssladitya era of 606 A.D*, in 
any historical! composition or inscription discovered so far 
not even any reference to such an era* It is entirely a 
creation of Dr. Buhler, With hfs obvious intention to distort 
history. There ia another absurd inconutstancy on the part 
of Dr* Buhler which deserves careful attention* The Slst 
king, i,e. 4th after Sivadova Vprma in the list of the j kings 
of Nepal., is Atnsuvarma the fcunder of the sixth or Tbakor9 
dynasty* According to the history of Nepal as recorded tn 
the Nepsia Raja Vams&vali this Amsuvarmn was crowned 237 
years after Siyadcva v arena, f* e. S33—237’^tOl B. C* Dr. 
Buhler has deduced, as a result of his study and interpre¬ 
tation and application of the writings of Hieun-tsang, that 
AmsuyarniB (actually of 101 B. C.) was crowned in 637 A. D., 
and this not only reduced the antiquity but upset the order 

of the kings in the chronology of Nepal* In this zeal and 
anxiety to reduce the antiquity of the history of tbe country 
he has been blind to the inconsistency in his determinations* 
The 3iat king in the Hat, Atnsuvarma who reigned 337 years 
later, is placed S# years earlier than the 27th king in the 
list, Sivadeva varma. 725 A.D. This is 0 tel ling example of the 
standards of efficiency with which European orientalist^ 
have studied and used the inscriptions in their reconstruction 
of the history of ancient Bharat* We are obliged to pause 
and enquire how dangerous it is to rely on the findings and 
the writings of such historical scholars. It is such historians 
that have discounted the reliability for historical research 
of the true and accurate history of Nepal and the history 
of Kashmir, available in the Kajavamsayah and Raja- 
t&rangini, and the history of Imperial Magadhs available 
in the Puranaa, sneered at thorn and rejected them lj£ 
unworthy of the attention and respect of students of history* 
not for any thing really wrong with the splendid historical 
writings 0/ the land but on account of their own bias 
and prejudice. Historical scholars of Bharat who swear 
by inscriptions should- wake up to the truth and recognise 
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how the inscriptions available ,*iw>3*pB sliusea 
by the European orientalists in their reconstruction ■■ Of 

the ancient history of Bharat and realaettthat^inscriptwns 
can never constitute independent evidence .for; bifocal 
purposes, and- that they can aervn at -heat, only to 
cocrobtu-ata the evidence of genuine historical WEinoga- In 

fact it is the other way round. Such of the inscriptions 
hi do not tally with end go contrary to . the indigenous 
historical treatises of ancient times and the traditions 
of the country should be rejected as likely to have been 

tampered with or avon forged, All the inJCriM.** dis¬ 
covered so far have to he subjected to a critical .study and 
scrutiny afresh by the patriotic historical scholars of Uharat. 
with an open mind, free from blind respect.'for the western 
orientalists, in order to reconstruct the true history ■ of our 

an^jent country* 
According to the history of Nepal, available in. the 

Nepal® raja VamSavali. Amsuvarroa was crowned in 101 B.C. 
and ruled for 68 years, up to S3 B.C. During his reign 
Emperor Vikraraadityp of the Panwar dynasty reached 

Nepal in the course of his march of conquest and moused 
AmsUvarman, without war, t° incorporate Nepal as 

kingdom Within his empire, thereby completing 

the extension of his over-lordship over the entire ^continent 

of Bharat. As a matter of fact the inauguration of Vikrama 
Era of 5? B.C„ or 3944 Kali was celebrated in Nepal- 

tVide Indian Antiquary. Vol XIII, p* 411 ff-) 

In the history of Kashmir, available in Kalhana’s Baja- 

tharangini, it it recorded that Vikremadityj, of Unurf ruled 
as emperor or, overlord over the whole-of Bharat. JyotUT- 
vidabbarana of Kalidasa vouches that Emperor -Vikramao its a 

founded an era of his own, in commemoration of his 
Emperorship. Puranas. cherished as genuine historical 

writings in the country. regular historical treatises like the 
history of Kashmir (Kalhatia'a Rojatarengtni). the history of 
Nepai (Nepalaraja vamsavalii, have all described the conquer 
of Emperor Vikramaditya elaborately, ket, these European 

J , H 
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* 

orientalists and. their Indian .disdples whose faith in them 
fas 'unshakable1 ’strange] y( ■ d eny the very existence of the Great 

Historical figure of V-iknama- The author tiroes upon the 
readers, m this ooniieeHonnithd desirability of a careful P£ru5al 

xtf Jtt^ following publications by himself* 1. ChronoEogy of 

Kiatoir: history reconstructed, £. Chronology of Nepal history . 
^Eocoij&i.ructcd Sh Age p£ Buddha, Mi Sind a, Amtiyoka and 
.:yug^purflna, 4< Chronology of ancient Hindu history. 1K£ pairt^. 

Genuine Inscriptions ignored or Neglected 
■. bit r ■ *• , ■ 

All the inscriptions, revealed so far, curiously appear to 

belong to the centuries after Christ (with the rare exceptiona 
of one or two)* Is it possible that no inscription belonging 

'to the long stretch of time between the Mahabharata war 
of 313B B. C*. and the beginning of the Christian era has 

! been discovered? How is it we do not hear of any such? 
la ft possible that the kings of Bharat of those centuries 

1 before Christ were not given to the practice of recording 
' events in inscriptions? But we cannot say so in view of 
the 'inscription of Janamefaya of Kali 69 or 3012 B, C„ in 
which "he records his gifts for the sake of solace to the 
souls of his forefathers, published in PP- 333, 334 of the 
Indian Antiquary. Thfa inscription and the other by the 

■■ssame Janamejaya recording another gift at the same time 
to Kedaranatho of Sivakshetra have been reproduced in 

: pages to 16 of ^The Chronology of Ancient Hindu History 

Bart I.,J In view of these inscriptions, it fa not possible 
to flirg-ue that the prinCES of Bharat of the esntunes otifoio 

the tpiiristian era have left no inscriptions behind or that 

no - such inscriptions have been discovered. I. is more plan* 
- sibJo..to surmise that auch inscriptions might have been 

r( .discovered but all such, might have been suppressed or 
destroyed as they wo^Id certain^ disprove the erroneous 

chronological determinations .in ancient Indian history* Of 

' !;£hi ipipy ■ that miff hi been thus destroyed, one has 
^ rediscovered and hence OUr suspicions are 

ponfirnfad end justified. It is the Kumhkatghar inscription 
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of Vikrame somvat IE 17 which was broken into five? pieces. 
Hereafter there 'Can be no doubt that many inscriptions relating1 
to ancient times have been wilfully and for their own 

■reasons, destroyed, by some mischief makers , 

This Eumbhalghar inscription declares that the Ranas 
of Me war were of Brahminical descent and that Bappa the 
founder of the Renas of Mewar was a: Brahmin, The 
European orient a] Sets have expressed in their writings? their 
opinion that the Ran as of Mewar were the dcsccndents of 
barbarous tribes of alien races known as Sakas* Y&vanas, 

Gtirjaraa and P&llavas, living on plunder and waylaying* 

Here are their findings:— 

'“Consequently. people of most diverse races were and 

are lumped together as Raj a puts: and most of the groat 

clans now in existence are descended either from foreign 
immigrants of the fifth or sixth century of the Christian 
ora, or from indigenous races such as the Gond-s and 
Bhars* This finding will, I fear, be displeasing to many 
families of Indian gentry, who naturally prefer to believe 

in orthodox Brahman-made pedigrees going back to the sun* 

moon or fire pit, but I am convinced that it Is substantially 
true, although the evidence is of a kind difficult to grasp 
and incapable of brief presentation*1* (V, A. Smiths 'Early 

:: History of Indie.1 p> 431). i 

Dr* Bhandarkar writes in his paper on ''Guhilots’’ thus: 

"'The Ran as of Mewar or Udaipur? admittedly the 
premier chiefs in Rajaputana and the leaders of the Rajput 

chivalry, are descended from Nagar Brahmins; that their 
ancestors, after they became chiefs, were known as Brahms- 
kshatr&s. and that they were closely' associated with- the 

kings of ValTabM, who belonged to the Huna— Gurjan group,’* 

(J* and jntic. A^B. <N*S.)VolP V I909>* 

Bhandarkar*s views about the descent of the Ranas are 
disputed at great length by pandit Mohinlal Viahnulal Pandia 

who. criticises his documents and upholds the tradition that 

the Ranas ore descended from the kings of "Vallabhl% (J, 

■v 

I 
I 

1 
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Pr«^A,33. 1912 PP+6S ^9};snd (Vide V.A. Smith's History 

p* 431 foot-note 2), . 
' ,J-f'Dr'BhandarkorHs comments reveal the difmite atm ano 

endeavour of our Indian historcai scholars, to support uncri¬ 
tically, and without any kind of discrimination or scrutiny* 
ev^ry false or incorrect statement of thft European orient n Lists. 

In the same manner it has been the invariable praett* ot 
Indian historical scholars to believe in and justify all *ne 
false determinations of the European Oriontails te in the history 
of ancient Bharat 3nd to despise and discard, after thejr 
masters, aEl the Puranas, which constitute the indigenous 

historical writings of ancient times. So ali tbe historical 

writings by the European Orientalists and the modern type 
of Indian historical scholars, should be altogether set aside 
and, a fresh attempt made to reconstruct the history of our 
country On the basts of genuine sources and reliable 

foundations* 

There are many historical data declaring the Mewar 
Ranas to be Brahmins. Besides, Sri Vishnulal Fandiya has 
proved with authorities that the Ranas of Mewar were 

; Brahmins: further the Kumbhalgsrh inscription of V,S* 1517 
(which was broken into five pieces) declares them (the Ranas 
of Mewar) to be Brahmins and describes in detail their 

dynastic succession* The second piece describing the gene¬ 
alogy of the Ranas of Mewar has been discovered very 

: recently. The text of it relating to the genealogy^ ot 
the Ranas of Mewar is given below- as reported by Dr. G. N, 
Sarnia In *‘The proceedings of the fourteenth Session, Jaipur 

Indian History Congress, 1951, pp, 367 to STB:’1* 

"The inscription under review* belonging to the Mama¬ 

de va^a temple cf Kumbhalgarh, is id the form of a very 
small piece, preserved in the Victoria Hall Museum Udaipur. 
This fragmented slab in its original condition sterns to have 

contained 43 vertex Its breadth at present, from east to 
west is S'* and length from north to south is 5'\ Its read¬ 
able portion contains six lines. It is so fragmented that the 

number of letters roughly diminishes in gradual descent- 
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** potion of the abb rightly appe^ Ji^ft.'E^ 

MP JStiSte:—* form do* 
„ith accuracy as to: why the slab w» 

ns in deciding these controvert* r»i«d on the 
of words. It informs us that Bappa, a BrahBM“ °f 

well versed in *n** ^ «> »*0“fr 
followers sad came to Nadga in t>« wild tract ■ &?■ - 

He served ‘Harit’ who being pleased with him conferr 
SiT2 the dignity of a ruler. Hero Ita «M> 

phrase- ‘ftfl&Hawfa introduces Bappa .».■ 
manner which affords no ground for doubling jo B-PPa j 
origin as a Brahman- This phrase explains the reason wb^iU 

thf writers have used "Vipra> specifically for BappaM shew 

Baoia or his successors have been referred to as “hatriyaa 
it is that Kshatriyaship which he had acquired tnrough a 
hi S“ U for Bhartri Bhatta. the successor of 
Eapps the Chatsu inscription or the iOth centmry. 
the wS’pj -Brahma Ksiwtri’—e Brahman admitted to the order*' 
StaSa 1» epic times the function of e Brahman was 

7S >««*>'«* - (^^T><he 
according to Sanskrit etymology, may mean jWW1 

meanone who shows virtue, though U u^uaUy .mesna a 
Brahman and is generally used assuch. Theory o; «ttr 
Sy^cs end early mediaeval times 
mS ruling Kahatri. dynasties which trach t^r ^ 
Brahmans. Thus Bappa's Brahman* origin i* in accord with 

pie tradition of our ccuntty. ^ ... ^ 

fife*: id 

Bappa's Brah manic origin *6 

“The fact of Bappa's Brahmanfc origin was so commonly 
believed that even Kumbha in bis commentary of Gita Govmda 
lias not hesitated to call Bappa Brahman Bight from the 
7th century A.D, to our own days Bappas Brahminic origm 
has teen a popular fact. Samol. inscnptjon of M« A.D, 

'Aitpur inscription of 977 31 A J).. Chateti .MCnpuon of Mtt 
century « A.D. Basijaki Chhatn inscription of \ .3, 1331. 
Raymai inscription of VJS. 1645 3‘swl many others have 
repeatedly declared Gnhilots as of Brahman origin. Tne 
same fact has also been mentioned by mediaeval writers 

-like Nensi **and Ranchhoda Bbatta. +lL 

"Ttifi Brahman origin of Bappa was ml forgotten as 
late as the reigning p-eriod. of Kaca titeh of t-iC 
20th century A.D, During his period Mauhi Abdul P&rhati 
in his Tofa*i-Raj*sthan mentioned tn dear terms that 
the Hanas of Me war were originally Brahmans- Unfortunately 
thfe hook was proscribed by the then Govern Blent of Mewar. 
Such attempt of suppressing the true facts suggest that 
the destruction of the iir.d slab wsa al-o u deliberate action 
ot some body who did not like to see such records exist^ 

M “ V&4Hh rfr BftSlftWt ” Ft 

Ciu&*n-iir " a 

5# Hb is 

11 “ tou Ptfenrg^ *ihi^hi 
sfiprrmsrccigTr ggrefe STW^itr: * R 
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On account of the injury thua contemplated by the 
European oriental tats to the a potent history of Indian moat 
of the j n sere p it ions of the ancient rulers of Bharat have been 
destroyed by them and are therefore not available to ua- 
We are able to (earn from the solitary exception of (.he 
inscription recording a gift deed by Janamejaya. which 

somehow escaped the attention of these alien scholars and 
by .some mistake or oversight of theirs came to be published 
in the Indian Antiquary, lfthat Emperor Ja name; ay a crowned 

in Kali SO, published this inscription in the 29th year of 
his reign,* Farikshit, the father of Jana mo jay a reigned for 
Gd years end died on account of a serpent bite, when his 

son succeeded him to the throne. So it is clear. Farikshit, 
the grandson of Arjuna, was crowned in the year Kali 1 + 
The PuranaSj the epics, treatises on scientific subjects like 
Astronomy. all declare that Kali commenced on the day of 
the Miryana of Sir Krishna. Even the European Orientalists 

auch as Gen. Cunningham. Sir William JoneSj On Wilson, 

Dr* Fleet, Dr. Buhler. Dr. Stein. Dr. Hultzgeh have ell come 
bo the conclusion* after elaborate enquiries, that the Kali 
era commenced at 2br. (fP-SQ’1 on the 2Qth of Feb. in the 

year 3192 B.C, and that Ka'E 1 corresponds to 310J B. CL 
So in Kali 1 or B*C. 3101, when he learnt of the Niryana 

of Sri Krishna, after he had reigned for 36 years as emperor 
d£ Bharat* after his great victory in the Mahabhamta war, 
Yudhlshtira placed his grandson Pari kg hit on the throne and 
started with his five renowned brothers and their consort 
Draupadi on a pilgrimage to the sacred rivers and holy 
places of the land. Bo we many dedace the date of the 
coronation of Yudhishtira, and hence the date of the Maba- 
bharata war. to be 3G yeprs before Kali of 3102 B.G., i.e.B.C. 3138, 
according to this inscription* So the European orientalists 
and their disciple ore now regretting the publication of 
the text of* this inscription in the Indian Antiquary and 
attempting propaganda now that it is a spurious inscription* 

Our Indian historieaE scholars, their disciple^ are else 
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repeating this denunciation of the inscription os spurious. 
Even by this attitude with regard to this inscription we 
may safely infer that they had an p pressed or destroyed 

every such inscription that might have been previously 
discovered, if they had found it disproving their own chro¬ 
nological determinations with regard to the events of the 

history of ancient India, 

2/ The Mole inscription. 

An inscription has been discovered In the temple of 
Siva in the village of I ball! in the Dhsrwar district, recording 
4 gift deed. The date of the inscription is mentioned in it 
as 3733 years after the Mahabherata war or ooG years of toe 
Saks era" £-034 AJ>J, The inscription is by Pulakesin II. 
The text has been published in the Indian Antiquary vol, V 
pp, 6J"7L The same has again been published in No M of 

the Kavyn Mala series, as the 10th document, with the title 

-the stone inwription(fi]@T^Oof Sr> PddtMof Chalubya 

dynasty, (Vide Prachina Eckha Mala (I6th pt 1. 

pp. 33-72. The author has examined with the kind help of 
Sri Ralhbh&ndt Subbarao Panfculu, Retired History Professor 

in the Govt. Arts college, Rajahmuntky, and Honorary 

Secretary of the Andhra Historical Research Society, the tex* 
published in the Indian Antiquary as well os the photogra- 

phlc copy of the inscription itself which are reproduced below- 

"fkm Erases 1 

*ijg ^ e 

^nJIdig tfsrcprft w’f u 
This has been published in the Praehina iekha Mato 

with a little nUemtion in the 2nd Hue. 

The text of the inscription should readt when arranged 

in the prose order 
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Bhaarataa daahavaaditah, KaZau Kaaie, Trimsatati trisabasre- 
ghu + saptaabda sata yukteshu + Sateshu Abdeshu pancbasu 
pancha&satsu + shatsu + panchasala&aueha, samaasu s&inati- 
taasu Hakaanaam&pi bhuubhujanm/* 
and -when rendered into English:— 

(3? years elapsed) after the Mababharata war (up to the 

beginning of the K*li 1st year) and In Kali 30+360D+7O0 
+50D = 423O> and after 50+6+600 = 656 years after (the 
destruction of] the Saka kings* 

But this reading cannot yield any cogent meaning* So 
a mistake is inferred in the carving of the letters of the 
inscription and two alteration a have been suggested and 
incorporated in the translation and in the text as published 
in the Fra*china lekhp Maala, 

1. ^Saptabda*altered into "satabda' and 

Z “Satesku** into ^Gatesku.*' 
with these alterations the inscription is made to yield the 
following meaning. 

3135 after Kali or £56 after the Saka kings, 
According to this rending of the text: 

Since 55? of the Saka era is equal to 634 A.lh, 3135 
of Kali**S€6 of Baku era or 634 AfD,; Kali lis 3136-634 = 
2501, and the Mababharata war is located in 2538 B.CT 

This does not tally with any determination of any school 
of historians of Ancient India, eastern or western, ancient 
or modern* * 

So we suggest that two alterations arc unnecessary. 
One, the second of “Sateshu** into Ugaieshuir is enough. 

Then the inscription means that 37+00+3000+ 700+5)-{50 
+6+500) —37+ S7£6 ™ 3772 after the Bharat a war minus 656 
of Saka era or 634 A.O. therefore the year of the Maha- 
harata war = 3772^634=3138 B- C. which tallies with our 
determination based on other indisputable historical and 
inscriptions! evidence. 

The expression 'Sakanamapi Bhubhuyam1 

in the inscription has been inter per ted by modern Indian 
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historians, as from the time coronotion of the Baku princes,’ That 
is not correct The expression is to be interpreted not as we 
please hut according to the traditional mage in the country. 
Kalidasa has explained the expression thus m his ‘Joyotirvida- 

bharana Chapter X, verse 100:— 

(f q^fS|^ls35?S!5rS|R, ^5IT I 

9 *raga: I 

^1 Rural 83 WWvsr ” II 
* fJyot Ch. x, 1095 

It meins "whecevet kills the Sake® in large numbers 
would be called e “Saka foaraka", an emperor, and founder 
of 8 new erftf ousting the previous era-T* 

Saliva ban a w ho destroyed large numbers of the Mlechchsfc 
the Sakas. and Protected the country, became the founder 
of an era after his name in Kali 3179 fA.D. 73), and emperor 
of Bharat. After the founding of his era, the vogue of the 
era of his grand-father, emperor Vikrama diminished. 

Beginning of the Salivahanu era, 

Tima elapsed m the Sak* era 
(Salivahara Era) 

Kali 3179 Or T8A.IX 

[ 556 55S 

w 3735 634 Ajy 

leas 3101 B,C, 

634 _ A.D* 

This inscription had been discovered in 1S30 A.D. But 
this date 313& B.C. has not been used oil those years in our 
history ns the sheet anchor of Ancient Hindu Chronology. 

Dr* Fleet's translation of the inscription in the Indian 

Antiquary Vol V, p. 73 u *s follows. 

“Three thousand seven hundred and thirty years 

having elapsed since the war of the Bharat as 

ond (three thousand) five hundred and fifty years having 
elapsed in the Kali Age and five hundred and six years 

Pc-p 



aparjita'.war. 
^proceed; in 

iran city 

of the Saha kings having: elapsed, this stone 

Jinendra* the abode of glory, was constructed by the order 
of the learned RaviWrti etc. ete<* This rendering also does 

not hold good. 

it is clearly revealed in this inscription that after the 
Mahabbarata war, by the year Saks 656 (-634 A. D*} 8772 

years and after Kali 3735 years had clepsed* he. thn year 
of the Mahafahnratfl war is 3772- 634 = 3133 B C- and the 

1st year of the Ka]i era is 373d — G34 -3101 B. C, 

Even after such clear inscriptions! evidence has been 

available, to locate the date of the Bharata war in 3138 
KC, in exact conformity with the evidence of the Pure n as 
that modern historians should ignore it all and persist In 
holding and propagating; even to this day, the erroneous 

view* foisted upon us by interested and prejudiced European 

orientalists., that the Bbursta war took place in 1600 B- Cs 
is significant and disgraceful. Even in the history published 
in volumes by the Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan* under the 
general editorship of Dr. Afunahi, the date of the Mahabburata 
war is given as 1500 B.C* If these modern historians have 

real faith in the inscriptions as they vociferously profess' 
they should now change the visws they had held, previously, 

in view of the inscriptions! evidence advanced- shove, and 
endeavour to reconstruct the ancient history of Bharat ^ from 
3133 B-Clp according to the Puranas, The true histories of 

Mogadha, Kashmir, and Nepot, available in the Fumnas ond 

other indigenous literature ot ancicqt 
uneqtiivocally and with one voice; the 
took place 36 years before Kali (of 3102.,,^ 

Inseripticmal evidence in support oj.g 
is now available. The puranas give W 

of the Juta of kings and their 
unbroken Btfe^sToh from the time of 
But these modem" historical scholars 

their historical researches and hi&! 

text-books of history, oh the basis'- 

' ■ 
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of Alexander the Great and Maurya Chacdregupta, obviously 

a wrong and baseless assumption- What could be the reason 
or explanation for such strange behaviour? Their vaunte 
respect for inscription a! evidence is not^ genuine; but 
they cry hoarse over it only when it suits their convenience- 

and when such evidence is forthcoming in ^favour of their 
own biassed conclusions and hypotheses; and now that the 
inscriptions advanced above go contrary to thejr predilections 

they have no scruples to ignore them or choltenus their 

validity- without proof or argument. 

The aim of these modern historians of India, as the 

aim of their roasters the European orientalists, i--> only 
to reduce the antiquity and range of ancient Indien 

History as far as possible and net bo aScer- tain or 
recognise the truth that tho civilization and culture of 
Bharat can claim a history of over 5000 years- They would 

derive immense satisfaction if they are able to assert that 

Indian culture did not exist before 6u0 B,C, This is under¬ 
standable on the pare of European historical scholars but 

absurd, inexplicable and reprehensible in Indians and betokens 
intellectual slavery. It is mainly due to their ignorance 

mostly, and lack of proficiency certainly in Sanskrit, the 
cultural language of the country* bJo doubt some .of them 
exhibit a rare independence of sprit and intellectual integrity, 

to ascertain, or at least ace when shown, and proclaim, or 
atleast stand by* the truth* A few historical scholars have 
recognised the truth in our positions and boldly advocated 
tho reconstruction of ancient Indian History on the true 
foundations of the date of the Alahabhar&tha war in 3138 1£C* 
the indigenous eras of the country and the authenticity and 

authority of our Puranas, Epics and other indigenous.literature 
for historical purposes. Many of the leading newspapers 
end journals In the country, also have been more forward 
and generous to our views. The gratitude of the nation 

is due to all such lovers of truth and the dignity end 

prestige of our culture and country, But on the whole 

there is a premium, in tho world of historical research in 
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India at present, on the blind and unauestidning *jf$"££B 
of the current histories of ancient India, based on-the wtong 
chronological determinations of the European Orientalists of 

the last 2 or g centuries of foreign rule. 
In addition to the above two inscriptions, mere 

other inscriptions, which reckon time from the Uohsbharotl.a 

8, Grants in the Gupta era (Vide Fleet C. II, N<* 1£U, 

T2» mentions an inscription, in the temple cf 
MadhuKeswara at Banaoan, North Canara, dated the IG8th 

year of the Ytidhisshtira era, {which commenced in the year 
of the Eharata War), i.c, 81*8-163-2^70 B.C, 

Other inscriptions at Eclgaum in Mysore dated .r 
the reign of Yudhishtira (Vide ^urney th^gh ^serc, 

Canars and Malabar, by Dr.Ficet Vol lll PP- •f} ■’ „ 
The author assures historical scholars, that b._ . 

obliged and grateful to any of them that ma* 
in writing to his arguments and conetus'ons baMd^dhs^ 
Ictrical and historical findings and several ot.n-r hinds - 
research. Our endeavour in .11 these wrUing^is to ascer a 
and proclaim and establish the truth m forcible, terms, *. 

not to condemn or criticise others, needlessly. ... 

Attitude of tie Government,.13' 
Since the Government of our indepcndantlni 

is run on the lines laid down by the admm^S 
the British overlordship, and since • hist & 

educated and trained in the methods 
research prevailing in the colleges and umtfp'* 

and administered by the British, <*™®£ 
historical ■ committees and commissions, ■ “WJSfJ 
accepted and held authoritative.. byirtha.-iiOvs 

educational department, the false bis tori ej 
European' Orientalists alone are prescribf 
study by our youngsters in schools, colli 
Hence, their positions and arguments., 

I ’ 4 

Some Alleged revolution At)1 dates 

ere donee and strength and there is little scope for the true 

history ot B ha rot to be reconstructed endeavours for that 
consummation in the right direction to receive the encourage¬ 

ment they deserve* 

Modern historical scholars* even the Indians among1 them., 
with M. A.p and Ph, and other research degrees to their 
credit are out of touch with the Puranas and other 
indigenous historical writings and consequently carry on with 
unquestioned and unquestioning faith in the fa Lae history 
they have le&mt at schools and colieges, They are dis¬ 
inclined and reluctant to consider any argument which 
questions the socalled *'Fundamentals of Historical Research,” 
They do not care or condescend to offer any reply or attempt 

any discussion oft the questions raised. The exponents of 
unorthodox views are unable to find a hearing, for their 
arguments, among the modern historical scholars in the 

country at their conferences, or members of the advisory 
historical commutes end commissions of the Government. If 
the Government of Independent Bharat is really earnest in 
its endeavour to ascertain and establish the true ancient 
history of the culture and civilisation of this glorious land* 
■ t has to invite and assemble at ope plans all the historical 
scholars in the country representing the different schools 
of thought among them, get their positions, arguments and 
writings examined by a competent and dispassionate authority, 
select and patronise such writings as conform to the 
traditions and genius of the country and lay the true 
foundations and complete the entire superstructure of the 

history of Bharat 

Some Alleged revolutionary dates. 

Borne of the modern historical scholars express their 
surprise at the date of ISO? B,C„ assigned in the puranas 
for the Niryana of Buddha, denounce it as revolutionary of 
the current notions of accepted history and therefore reject 
it as unacceptable, They are not aware of* and ^live to, 
the manner and extent to which European orientalists have 
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revolutionised the entire ancient history of our country fay 
pushing forward the chronological determinations avail able 
in the pufanoa and thus reducing the antiquity of our history* 
To restore the events to their original and tru? dates 
cannot constitute revolution but restoration to the natural 
condition of b revolutionised situation, correction of errors,, and 
reparation for damage inflicted. 

It js possible to evolve a connected and complete 
account of the history of Bharat relying exclusively oh the 
puran&s and epics, without any reference to the evidence of 
inscriptions, coin? etc., but it is clearly impossible to evolve 
such a history relying exclusively upon inscriptions, cams 
etc,, without drawing on the information available in the 
puranas etc. So the history based on the piironas etc, can 
alone be true; because truth Ss independent and self stifficient* 
persisting in past present and future and falsehood is always 
dependent, transient a mirage; an illusion. Inscriptions were 
not intended to enable a reconstruction of the history m 
later times. They were meant to record the victory or gift 
charity or endowment of a king; whereas the puranas were 
specific ally intended to preserve and pass on a record of 
the events of importance to the succeeding generations. So 
to attempt a history of the country without reliance on the 
validity and authority of the puranas is vain. 

We are now concerned, in this center with the inscri* 
ptiona that roved the antiquity of Bharat and hence we 
have referred bo only such inscriptions. Inscriptions relating 
to the centuries after Christ have been published in large 
numbers in recent times. But there is no need to refer to 

them or enquire into them now. 

Doubts cleared. 

Some friends hove raised, for clearing the possible 
doubts among readers,* We reproduce their doubts or 
questions along with our replies* for the benefit of the 

readers. 

3) Doubts cleared 57 

Question :^*The author does pot attach much importance 
to the value of archaeological and epigrophic evidence in 
the study of our past. Yet, the magnificent reconstru¬ 
ction of the histories of Egypt, Babylon, Assyria and other 
ancient Sands could not have been possible without the 
painstaking work of a legion of archaeologists and what is 
true of those lands is equally true of India. 

Reply i—It is obvious that those, who complain that 
the author does not attach due importance to archaeological 
and epigraphic evidence, have not gone through his volumes 
in detail and carefully, Tn his history of Nepal, he has 
dealt with Nos. 12* W, 14 of the inscriptions of Sivadeva 
varma, pointed out how Dr, Buhler has misinterpreted them, 
proved the injury perpetrated* resulting from the alterations 
and misinterpretations published by him, explained how 
determinations have after all disproved his own positions 
and arguments, arid by systematic and accurate calculation 
proved that the dotes in the inscriptions published by 
Dr, Buhler tallied with find thus served to verify the 
correctness of the dates given in the Nepala Raja V&msavalL 
This fans already been explained in the previous pages of 
this volume, (Refer also to the author’s Chronology of 
Nepal History reconstructed pp, 34-391 

Unable to detect the damage perpetrated by the European ’ 
orientalists in rendering the contents of the inscriptions, in 
interpreting them and ia applying them, our modern Indian 
historians have taken on trust the verdict of those European 
orientalists that inscriptions constitute a safe guide in his¬ 
torical research, and imagine that the inscriptions help to 
reconstruct the history of ancient Bharat, In the inscriptions 
of the period after the 8th century A. P., the dotes arc 
usually given in the years of the Silivaham era. In some 
they are noted as. ^Salivahana Saka years’1 and in some as 
l(Seka years**1* From early times 'oaka years* has been uaed 
In the country for FSa3ivah&na Safca years1, luterp rating the 
word Sake (-in the Sak»} to menu in the time or reign of 
the Saka kinand alleging tint Saifvahana ,3aka was in 
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voguo in tbo country since the eighth -and ninth centuries 
A.D*k and that it u the era of the Saka kings, and that it 
was named by our writers as Sativahana era, the European 
orientalists have explained away and denied the very ewst^nco 
of emperor Salivah^nm We have already explained in the 
previous pages of this volume how the expression 
came to bs used for the era founded by any king of Bharat 
who defeated end destroyed the foreign Sak*s, acquired 
emperorship by establishing his overlordship over the rulers 
of all ports of the country and became a 'Sakakaraka by 
founding an era of his own* which consequently ousted 
from currency the ora in use till then* according to _ * 
definition given by Kalidaaa in hfe Jyotirvidabb^PanB (10-m 
In the inscriptions of the period extending from the found¬ 
ing of the Salivahana ora down to the 8th century A. 
the dates are given in Sallvehana S&ka or Saka (which 
meant the same). But of these, such in which the express' 
ion‘SaHvphana* was specifically used must have been 
destroyed, and only such in which <Saka* has beep used in 
the dates have b&eo preserved for cur benefit, And noxv 
tm the basis of these inscriptions, it is argued by them 
that from the beginning there was nothing like a Sailvalmna 
Saka in use. Saks means some Saka prince, the founder of 
the era must have been Kanishka or some other Sak° 
prince, there never was a historical king ot tho name 
Sftlivshana, that the Saka era was gradually changed m use 
into the Sativahana Saka era. The true history of ^tivnhana 

*nd Vikramarka is given in the 7th chador of "The chro¬ 

nology of Ancient Efndu History* part L,J 

An elaborate discussion is available in pp* 117 to 155 of the 
author's ‘Plot in Indian Chronology* explaining how Asokas 
inscriptions and other inscriptions have been misinterpreted 
With a View to, and with the result of, the distortion of 

our ancient history. . ■ .* 
It is our contention that inscriptions have not been 

used by these European orientalists and their Indian dram plea 

for ascertaining the true history of ancient Bharat, some 
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of them are suppressed and destroyed, and some of thorn 
published with misinterpretation for the sole purpose »f 
reducing the antiquity of the history of Bharat. Enoilg . 

has b&en said on this subject alre&dy. 
In addition to the genuine Inscriptions discovered m the 

country, much attention has been bestowed by these scholars 

on some obviously forged inscriptions. Wf h"” Jf** 
them in detail in PP T«? of onr Kashmir history 

Reconstructed^ 
In addition to the mischief perpetrated through mm- 

rending, misinterpretation. and misapplication, of Coins 
inscriptions, and accounts of foreign travellers and visitors 
in their unholy endeavours to reduce the antiquity of the eminent 
history of Bharat, these European orients If sts have discovered a 
new composition with the caption 'Yugapurana. »hich ,a 
capable of Interpretation such os to tend support to theirfa 
positions and absurd arguments, and professing that itives 
discovered recently in 1354 by Dr. Kern, and alleging that 
it constitutes the last chapter of an astronomical treatise, 
the weibknown Bargs Samliita, deemed extinct and lost all 
these years, and claiming authenticity and authority for it 
as a valid historical document, they have attempted to 
justify the false history of ancient India, constructed by 
themselves. A note on the contents of the composition, the 
socalied Yugsnurana, the interpretation of it, and the 
comments on It. by the modern historical scholars, and the 
author’s critical examination of it under the caption Critical 
study’ have ell been published in an Appends to his volume 
-Age of Buddha, Milinda and Amtiyoka”. A reference to 
the discussion will convince the reader that this author is 
not indifferent or hostile to the use of inscriptions as such 
for purposes of historical research. But he contends that 
all the inscriptions bearing on ancient Indian history and 
their Tenderings available to us in the publications of the 
European orientalists and their Indian disciples should not 
be taken as genuine and correct without cartful and uispai-j- 
ionate examination, and they should be deciphered and 
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interpreted by competent, fair-minded and disinterested 
ha^torCcal scholars of the land, and several of the Inscriptions 
now accepted as genuine and authoritative, and the methods 
of procedure adopted with regard to them,-are liable ito 
charges of misreading or wrong deciphering, end-.rendering, 
misinterpretation, misapplication etc, which we have detected 
m a result of elaborate and critical study and research. Genuine 
inscriptions correctly deciphered and fairly interpreted, if 
any* are acceptable to the author a? authoritative evidence. 
He has already explained the mhtakes committed by Dr, 
Ftuhler in some of the inscriptions* Interpreted them properly 
in Elis own way and reconciled their contents with 'the 
corresponding accounts in the ancient historical writings of 
the land, in the previous pages of this vary volume* He 
believes that genuine inscriptions of the ancient rulers of 
the Lind etc,* correctly deciphered and fairly interpreted 
could never be contrary to, or inconsistent with, the accounts 
in the puranas and other historical writings of the country. 
These accounts an, the puranos- were the work of scholars 

of ancient times, based on the historical wrilings by their 
ancients, available to them* and not, as frequently alleged 
by the modern scholars, hostile to them or bent on discount¬ 
ing their value, merely on the traditional information passed 
on from generation to generation. 

Now, for the second point in the objection jraised!;of analogy 
with other ancient lands;e<when the histories of,other ancient 
Sands like Egypt, Babylonia, and Assyria, reconstructed by 
modern historical research* mainly on the basis of .the 
inscriptions, coins etc., discovered in the lands, arc accepted 

aa true and correct, why should we not-expect a similar 
result in the case of the history of ancient IjidJa dm> that 
we should Toly mainly On ;the inscriptions discovered 
in this country^* ■ . ^bgfrifnF, Vf [> 

There wre not many inscriptions relating to;.the cultures 
of Egypt or Babylonia. The historical -writings based on a 
correct deciphering and fair interpretitioil^of^heio Inscriptions 
are not considerable- 'It ■ is clearly an &xogg*retion to as? 

Doubt* cleared fj i 

that the ancient histories of their countries are altogether 
based on the inscriptions* Further, we cannot take ft for 
granted that the histories of those countries, such aa they 
are, based to some extent on the evidence of inscriptions 
relating to ancient times* are altogether true and correct. 
Moreover the civilisations of Babylonia, Assyrio and Egypt 
together with the races that peopled the land* in ancient 
times and developed them.* perished and disappeared by the 
6th century R*C, So there was no alternative for recon¬ 
structing the history of their cultures and civilisations than 
to rely upon such inscriptions of ancient times as were 
available and the writings of Herodotus and other Greek, 

historians of the 6Eh century RC., which were themselves 

built up on vague information. In their case there are no 
genuine historical writings of tho people* of the ancient 
times* with which to compare and verify the histories thus 
somehow reconstructed* So there is no proof whether these 
inscriptions have been correctly deciphered and fairly inter¬ 
preted, Even with regard to these Extinct civilisation.?* the 
main endeavour of the researchers has boon to show that 
their histories did not extend backwards beyond 2000 B.C*. the 
time of the beginning of Gii'a creation accord Eng to the account 
given in tha Bible. Those histories have been adjusted within 
the limits set by this Biblical account of creation. There Is no 
possibility of questioning* and no one to question, the 
correctness of the information recorded In tbe histories- or 

the validity of the authority behind it Those races have 
perished altogether and disappeared from the surface of the 
earth. If acy descendants of the people* who inhabited the 
lands in ancient times* arc extant* they must have been 

such as hod- given up their traditional culture, names and 
customs and practices and adopted the Muhammadan religion. 
The adoption Of the Muhammadan religion meant the rentin' 
ciution and the destruction, witli their 'own hands, of their 

inherited culture and civilisation, and belief in the doctrine 
that the Holy Quran is the basis of every thing. So the 
modem Egyptians* none among thorn, arc interested in the 
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history of the ancient Egyptian civilisation, to care for the 
truth, or question the accuracy* of the information given by 
the European oriental] ets in their ancient histories of those 
countries; much Jess arc any earlier indigenous hifltonal 
compositions, relating to the ancient times, available En th®e 
countries. So it is too much to assert that these histories 
have been verified and accepted as correct. They are 
historical composition* of a kind, based on a good deol of 
conjecture, hypothesis and imaginative reconstruction, accepted 
and adopted for went of anything better* They cannot be 
considered histories properly and it is not fair to compare 

them with the ancient history of Bharat* 
In the case of Bharat* the Hindu' race Es still shve, 

maintaining in unbroken continuity, so far w the vaat 
majority of the people are concerned, the culture, civilisation* 
religion and traditions and customs; from times immemorial 
down to the present day, to question the accuracy and 
protest against the injury and Insult to our national dignity 
and honour, of the history of the early time* of mir civi¬ 
lisation, foisted upon us by the European oriental]3 ts with 
the authority and prestige of a ruling- race, while we were 
in subjection, and based upon their own arbitrary and wrong, 
interpretations of the evidence of inscriptions, coins, pieces 

«f pottery, boms, ‘8W. and ™ns of wtuMm.,^ded 
in the earth: we have still with us lock,]/ jgfrnftf** 
literary and'historical compositions of fBfl^eategones 

giving 
the 
ancient 
should be no surprise if we find numerous1 
great variety when the ancient history^ of 
is reconstructed* in their own way arid* 
purposes* by foreigners- Now there are many 
who declare the current histories of sneien 
On the researches of the European oriei 
uncritical Indian disciples, as full of blund 
unacceptable and such protests have beonv 

nation 

;*of repute 
Abased 

iridv their 
:hcr 

jmMinae 
6v ■ 
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to time ever since the unnatural process of the reconstruction 
of our history by foreign scholars began, The Late Mr, 

Teteng HLA.L.DR, a cool-headed and dispassionate 
research scholar observes as follows in 18TB A.D., in hfy 
"Bhagavatgita” translated into English blank verse; 

KAnd now, I trust, I may allow myself hero one general 
remark, suggested not merely by Dr. Lorinser's essay* but 
by various writing* of the most celebrated Sanskrit scholars 
of Europe* It appears to enc that in these days, there has 
set in a powerful tendency In Europe, to set down individual 
work and classes of works of our ancient Sanskrit literature 
to os late a date as passible/* 
;.MNOTertheJe$aH there can be tittle doubt that the 

above deliverances of Prof, Max-Mu iter, put into words a 
fading, entertained more or less vaguely, more ‘or less 
consciously, by the vast major tty of the European scholars* 
Yet* I submit with all respect; but with very great confidence 
that they betray a frame of mind which is the reverse of 
scientific/* "Bat, "What right”, it may be naked* with all 
deference to the learned Professor, “what right has he io 

express or to fee! 1 Liking*' and iSatUfactions' 
regarding one explanation, more than another**? tp^ C&Vm)* 

And again, Mr. Taking adds, •‘ft appears tome, I confess, 

that it is these likings' and ‘satisfactions* and 
'FQreg™ conclusions, lyiM i« the bwktrround of most 
0f the logical artillery which European scholars have brought 

to beat upon the chronology of our ancient liter a ~ 

lure, it is this that is temporarily doing damage 
to its antiquity, These foregone conclusions easily 

throw these scholars into the frame of mind, in 

which, to borrow the terse oi(. - 'of Chilling worth’s 
language, ‘they dream what they desire and 

believe tkeir own dreams,' And it is against this 

frame of mind, and against the often ‘Moist light' of Euro¬ 
pean Sanskrit scholarship of which it is the source, that J 

1 

J 
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ftel hound to lodge my humble bat very emphatic 

protest on the present occasion, (p- 0X1:0 
-I cannor. Mr. Tetaug further observes, leave 

this topic without entering an emphatic protest 

against the perfectly arbitrary method of fixing 

dates* in the history of Sanskrit literature.J 
'■JVof only arc hypotheses formed on the 

weakest po^tbte collection of facts, bat upon such 
hypotheses farther super structures of speculation 

ar* raised. And when that is done, the essential 

weakness of the base it often effectually kept out 
of view, By sack methodst the whole of Sanskrit 

literature* or nearly the whole of 1t, is being 
thoztfft to be much more recent than it has hitherto 

been thought” <Pl>* XXXUnd XXXU) 
This protest of Mr. Tennis waa uttered.even\ *tthe time 

nrof Max-Muller came out with hia determination of the be^in- 
niD(? of Sanskrit literature (The Vedic period) in 12QQ B* U 

1859 that Mai^MuJIer declared that as there 
was no other source for exact chronology of the history of 
ancient India, the contemporaneity of Alexander the Great 
and Ghandripupta Maury a. had to be taken as the uheat- 
-anchor of Indian chronology for the purpose of reconstructing 
the ancient history of India:— 

'There is but one mean a through wnmh the history or 
India can be connected with that of Greece, and its 
chronology reduced to its proper limits* 
in juin in the literature of the Brahmans Or Luddhisk tea 
a™ allusion to Alexander1* conquest, and although it ; is 
irapfflfllblc to iudontify any of the historical events, related 
by Alexander** companions, with the historical tradition* of 
India. One name has fortunately been pwsarved by classical 
writ*,, who deiaerite the events immediately MlcvtaS 
Alexander's tor-quest, to form a connecting link between titfs 
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history of the East and the West, This is the name of 
Sandrocottua or Snndrocyptus* the Sanskrit Chandragupta^ 
(Max-Mu] !er*st 'Ancient Sanskrit Literature, Allahabad edition 
PP, 14M43) 

For thfi correctness of the contemporaneity of Alexander 
tbo Grunt and Chandrsgupta Mauryo, thus made the sheet- 
anchor of Indian chronology, the alleged authorities were 
the Greek historians, who accompanied Alexander during 
hi a invasion of India* 

But even according to Max-muller, the writings of these 
Greek historians who had actually accompanied Alexander 
were lost very soon and the later historians of Greece of 
the 4th, 6th, and 6th century after the events- had gathered 
the information available in the form of tradition handed 
down from generation to generation and built up. on the 
hasig of such vague and scanty materia], and with the use 
of a good dea] of plausible conjecture and imagination of their 
own, connected accounts of the conquests of Alexander, 
It was these writings of the later historian a, and not the 
writings of the eye witnesses, the Greek historians, who 
actually accompanied Alexander, that form the source and 
authority for the European orientalists like Max-Mu]ler. for 
their hype thesis of the contemporaneity of Alexander the 
Great and Chandragupta Maury a which has been made by 
them the sheet-anchor of Indian Chronology* 

“We learn from classical writers, Justin (500 A, D.1+ 
Arrian (209 A.D,),. Diodorus Siculus {160 A*DJ, Strabo (S6 B.C.- 
I3A.DJ. Qaintiua Curtins (A.D, I00J and Plutarch (tOO A,DA 
that In Alexander^ Eime, there was on the Ganges a powerful 
king of the name of Xandrame*f and soon aftar, there by, 
Sandrocottus or Sand racy plus." (Vide, “History of Ancient 
Sanskrit Literature by prof Max-Mu] ler, Allahabad Edition, 
DP. 141-143* and pp* 3-8 of the same book Ed. 1359 A, DJ 

The historians whose writings constitute the authorities 
for the sheet-anchor of Indian chronology for the European 
Orientalists, had no direct knowledge of Alexander the 
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Great or of his conquest of India; but they belonged to 3 
or 4 or 6 centuries after Alexander, and bod attempted a recon¬ 
struction of an account of Alexander's invasions on the basis 
of such material and information as was available to them* 
KtfOn in their writings the names of the Indian princes 
mentioned as contemporaries of Alexander were Xandramos 
Sandrocottus and Sandrocyptus, It was Frori Hax-MuiJer 
and his peers that ignored the name Xandrames end 
Sandrocyptua, and recognised the name of I. handra-gupta in 
the Grecianised form Sandrocottus, and identified this 
Ghandragtlpta as the founder of the Maurye dynasty of 
Magadha, mentioned in the Purooas, and then made this 
conjectured contemporaneity of Alexander the Great and 
Maurya Chandragupta the historic Indian Empetmr, the basis 
of Indian Chronology, and thus vitiated and distorted the 
ootrre chronology of ancient Indian history. 

Even at that time, as soon as Max-Mute came out 
with his identification of Sundrocottus as Chapdragupta 
Maury a- Mr* fll. Troyer another historical scholar, himself a 
European orientalist, raised an objection, and declared that 
the contemporary of Alexander was Gupta-C band rag upta 

and not the Matirya Emperor and conveyed his opinion to 
Prof, Max*Muller* (Prof Mas-Mu) ler himself observes thus 
in bis history of ancient Sanskrit Literature pp 141-143 of 

the Allahabad Ed* 

“Although other scholars, and particularly M+TrOyer, in 
bis edition of Rajatarangini, hove raised objections* we shall 

see that the evidence in favour of the identity of Chandtagupta 
and Sandrocyptus is such as to admit of no reasonable 
doubt/’ 

■ 

So Max-Mu Iter himself admits that not only Mr, Troyer 
but several other historical scholars among his contemporaries 
hud expressed disagreement with him in his opinion wjLjL 
regard to the Indian contemporary of Alexander and bis 
chronological determination was based on his own arbitrary 
opinion.- Further* he explains clerly and frankly the motive 
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which induced him to stick to his opinion doggedly, in spite 
of the objections to it. to be, to reduce the antiquity of 
ancient Indian history, bo bring It more or less within tho 
chronological range of ancient Greek History, "There is 
but one means through which the history of India can he 
connected with that of Greece and its (Indians) chronology, 
can be reduced to its proper limits/' Max-Mu!leria, ’Ancient 
Sanskrit Literature, Allahabad edition (p.p. 141-143.) 

Till Prof. Max-Muller declared this clue to his opinion 
and determinations all the time from 1?7S (when the conjecture 
was first announced in lft£9 A D ) the other European orien¬ 
talists )ike Sir William Jones, Dr* Wilford, Dr, Lassan and 
Dr* Wilson did not venture to reconstruct the history of 
ancient India on the basis of this so-called sheet-anchor* 
Till then they had been content with publishing their 
researches in Ancient Indian History in essays in the Jfcoyal 
Asiatic Society Journal, and other such journals but never 
attempted a regular history of India. It was only after this 
basic chronological determination had been stomped with 
the authority of the great philological sc ho] ar, p rof. Max - 
-Muller, that several so-called histories of India came to be 
attempted by the European orientalists on the basis ofthfe 
contemporaneity of Alexander and Cimndragupta Maurya, 
erroneous and known to be open to question to some of 
them atleast, but so very agreeable to all of them, 

Max-Holler had frankly published the weakness in his 
chronological determination and the motive behind bis sticking 
to it and lending the prestige of his authority to it* Perhaps 
ho did net expect the Indian historical scholars of his and later 
times to ho incapable of discovering the truth which lay sa 
clearly on the surface for any one to see if lie wanted. 
He had confessed the error which he was obliged to propagate 
on account of the pressure of Christian missionaries and 
historians, who were anxious to preserve the plausibility of, 
the account of creation given in the Bible, 

He must have hoped, that at least in course of time* 
Hindus would discover and rectify the error, and reconstruct 
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the true and correct histtry of their ancient'culture Other¬ 
wise he would not, friend and admirer of their ancient 
literature and culture of India as he was. have been a party 
if he could help it, to such irreparable harm to the history 

of Bharat* 

It was on account of the pressure brought to beer noon 
him by the European historians of the 19th century, who 
were endeavouring to reduce the antiquity of the histories 
of all the older nations to bring them all into comformity 
with the account in the Bible* of the origin of man in 4004 
B-Cp, that the great Savant Prof, Ma?c-Muiler; with o view 
to reduce the antiquity of Bharat alaof Sent the prestige of 
hia opinion to the identification of ChsndragupEa Maury a 
with the Sandrocottus mentioned by the Greek historians 
who accompanied Alexander when he invaded Indio* and the 
contemporaneity of the Mauryan Emperor of 1534 B,C* with 
Alexander in 324 B*C. On the basis of this identifiesEion 
and determination, the European historians of ancient India, 
bent upon distorting the entire histoty of ancient Bharat 
despising and rejecting the historical writings of importance 
and authority like the Furanas, favoured the fictitious accounts 
in literary works and dubious statements in other compositions 
jika the Katha so riths ago ra, Lilavati, »nd Mudrn EakshuSa, 
with too much of attention and respect, which they do not 
deserve at the hands of historians, and managed to produce 
such an altogether despicable variety of historical (sccalied) 
writings with regard to the ancient hf story of Bharat, that 
Prof, Msx-Mullcr himself felt disgusted with them Etnd their 
methods. The words in which he bad expressed his recent* 
meet are given below. But it is the misfortune of our 
country that cyan now, the faith of our Indian historical 
scholars in the integrity of the European Orientalists* and 
tho value of their researches in Ancient Indian history, is 
not shaken in the least. Unless we shake off our implicit 
faith in the integrity of those European oriental3fits, and the 
truth and accuracy of thoir findings, and the validity of 
their methods and conclusions, we cannot free ourselves from 

Doubts cleared ^9 

■ 

the meshes In which they have compassed our int-ollentic^l 
slavery,, to our evertaaling .shame and injury. 

Prof Max-Mu Her expressed hia resentment in tho following 

memorable words. 
"Men who possessed tbs true faculty of an historian, 

like Niebuhr, have abstained from passing sentence on the 
history of a nation whose literature had only just been 
recoveredp and had nol yet passed through tho ordeal of 

phi Magical criticism-<> »*■ -■ «** — ■“ *■* -*■ ■*’ 

‘"Other historians, however, thought they could do what 
Niebuhr had left undone, and after perusing some poems 
of Kalidasa, some fabiea of Hiihopadcsa. eomo verses of 
Anartdalahari of the mystic poetry uf the Bhagavat-GIfca, they 
gave, with the aid of MegCathoties and jppolonug of Tyana 

a so-called historical account of the Indian Nation 
without being aware that ihcy were using as contemporary 
witnesses authors as distant as Dante and Virgil. 
Nq nation ft as fn this respect been mure unjustly 

treated than the Indian, Not only have genera: 

conclusions been c?rai£?n fro m the most scanty 

materials bat the most questionable am/ spurious 

authorities have been employed tviihout the least 

historical in&3stigationf\ 

(Quoted by M.Kriahmachwrrar in his History of Classics1 
Sanskrit literature, P.t\ LXXXIV & LXXXV), 

ffcIt is certainly surprising to find that the net result 
of all tho critical labours pertaining to Indian aubjecto of 
this kind, for at least the past 100 years* has been more 
or leas the rejection of all important items as useless and 
irrelevant and the admission of minor ones as essential to 
form the basis of tall the arguments urged forward in 
reviewing such topics", {Pc r ma nent History of BHARAT A 
VARSBA) by K.NARAYANA I YAK, B.A > Superintendent, 

The Mah&raja School of Arts, TRIVANDRUM, 
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The attempt of Mr. Troyer and other historian* of hlS 
school of thought to stand up pianist the wrong: determi¬ 
nation of the date of Chandragupt* Maurya!s coronation 
proved a failure on account of the weight of the authority 
of Max-Muljerifl opinion in favour of it. 

Later Mr. Kupp&iah, an Andhra pleader in bis 1'Ancient 
Indian History'’ oppressed his disagreement with the so-calbd 
sheet anchor of the chronology of Ancient Indian History 
according to the orientalists, the contender aniety of Alexander 
and Candragupta Mqurya, ex plained his objections to the 
hypothesis and the weakness in it, This attempt also proved 
fruitless* 

Later still, in 1915, Sri T<S* Narayana Sastry B,A, E,L_„ 
an Advocate of the Madras High Court, In his "Ago of 
S&nkera”. showed the error in the theory of tha contemporanety 

of Alexander the Great -and Chandragupta Maurya, proved 
by various arguments that the date of the Mahabharata war 
was S13S B.C.* and given the times of the various kings 
of Bharat down from 31&S B*C* 

Recently Sri Nadimpalli Jagannadharao B,A*> B.L, an 
advocate of Narasaraopet fn his ‘Andhra Empire11 and ‘the 
Aga of the MahabharaEa War1* has expressed himself strongly 
on these matters. Sri A. Somnyajulu of Dhavateswar&m, in 
the history on which he is still engaged, has also pointed 
unfc the fallacies and mistakes in the current accepted history 
of ancient India* 

After these pioneers in this field of national service, 
the author of this volume hag bean pointing out* in detail 
and with authorities for his arguments and conclusions, the 
several mistakes and offences committed by the European 
orientalists and their Indian disciples, in their historical researches 
relating to the ancient history of India* and advanced his own 
corrections of the same through Ins numerous publications of 
the ‘Arya Vijnana Series' and worked out in his own way a 
true* complete and .consistent history of Bharat. He has been 
devoting. for several years past, all his energy, talent, time 
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and money, to bring about an appreciation of the injury .0 

our national dignity and self-respect, and to the K ^ of our 
ancient culture and civilisation, by the European Orientalists 
and their disciples in India, and the realisation 0, the need 
for the reconstruction of our history on proper lines, end 
contributed considerably towards the consummation of that 
goal,, the lest gift perhaps of his to the country, m this 
direction, being the present Volume, the 24th in the series* 
The need is clear and imperative fur forming an o&sociatjon 
or society, of patriotic men endowed with the necessary 
scholarship, talent, intellectual integrity, temper and character 
and independent spirit and other desirable dualities, to under¬ 
take the reconstruction afresh, of the true history of 
ancient land and its glorious culture and civilisation, I ..u 
author has gathered the necessary materiat for the purpose 
and breathed i% all to posterity. The realisation of the 

goal rests on the people. 

The author is a3ed U* In view of his age. Physical 
and mental health and other adverse circumstances, this is 
very likely the last publication of bis. He takes this 
opportunity to take leave of his readers therefore with his 
best wishes for the success of his work entrusted to them 
and the hope of enjoying his well earned rest* 

O 



UISTORICAL DISCUSSIONS 
The author has published a slender volume with the title 

*HI radian Eras1' in the journal of the '* And hr a Historical 
ffce&uarcb Society of Rajahmundry, Rqo Bahadur P.Y, Kano, 
advocate of the Bombay High Court, and .ex-president of the 
Indiaej History Congress, wrote an essay criticising one 
portion written about an era in the publication and his 

criticism was also published later in the same journal. 
But, when the Honorary secretary of the Research Society, and 
editor of the Journal, sent the author a copy of the 
criticism, even before its publication and invited n reply to 
the criticism, the reply of the author, justifying his own 
positions, was also published in the same number of the 
Journal. The arguments on both aides of a controversy 
enable the readers to grasp the truth and significance of 
the subject of the controversy very clearly and easily. So, 
in the hope that the publication of his esssy* the criticism 
of Sri Kane* the author’s reply to the same, altogether 
might enable the readers to see the truth for themselves, 
the matter relating to the controversy with Rao Bah ad hr* 
Kane on 'V&rahamihira and his Sake Kala’ and another 
controversy on Ancient Hindu History with Sri, N, Subbamo 
M*A.t Historian and Research worker, of Bangalore, through 
Sri M,C, Krishna3way lyyengar Si* A., S.kS>r etc of Bangalore 
etc, arc also published in this volume below:— 

Discussion on Ancient Hindu History wit h Rao Bahadur 

P.V. Kane, Ex-President, Indian History Congress, 
1953 and 19bthrough the ‘'journal of the Andhra 
Historical Research Society”, Kajahmundry Vol XX 
and XXI pp, 41-43) 

VARAHA-MIHIRA AND THE SARA ERA 
By 

Rao Bahadur P. V, KANE. 
In the Dr. G.Narayan Rao Memorial volume of the Andhra 

Historical Res&areh Society fVoI XX parts 1-4) a lengthy 
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■article is contributed by Sri Kota Venkatachalam of Bezwada 
on 'Indian ErasJ(PP* 39-32). That urticte is full of most 
controversial statements and manifest errors. It is not the 
intention of this brief communication to point out all or 
most of the errors Only .one or two typical matters will bo 
discussed hero,, On p. G2 the learned writer refers to a 
verse in the Brihatsamhita (13.3). That verse states J The 
(seven) s&ges were in the conatellation of Magha when king 
Yudhistblra ruled over the earth: and the time of that king 
is represented by the Saka-kala (3&ka Era) plus 25£6 years/ 
In the preceding verse Varohamihira says that he will declare 
the motion of the .seven sagas by deriving it from the 
doctrine i\. e* Sastraj of Vruddha-Garga.* The first mistake 
of the writer is to hold that verse 13-3 came originally from 
the Garga Sa mbits. Really it is Varaha’a own verse* Utpala 
quotes the verse of Vrddha Garga on this point which is in 
0 different metre though the meaning is the same as the first 
half of 13,3 vfz* the sagos were in the askshairs of which the 
presiding deity Is pitys (Le- Magho) at the time of the interval 
or junction OWfa) betwe&n the Kali and Dvapara Yagas1, The 
Brh&t-samhilia (in 13.43 remarks that the seven sages occupy 
each of the nakshatraB for a hundred years. On Chap. 13 of 
Brhat&amhite {which contain? only eleven verses] Uty&la quote? 
eight and a half AnuHubh verses. Hr, S, 13*3 is not 0 

verso of Vruddha-Garga at all Kccording to the very learned 
commentary of Utpala (who composed hts commentary on 
Brihajjataka in 9ftG A„D3, Therefore it caarot be argued that 
the Sakakala mentioned in Br. S. 13.3 ia the dakakala known 
to Vruddha-Garga. There is absolutely no evidence to show 
that Vmddha-G&rga’s verse contained a reference to Saka 
kala when he dealt with the topic of the motion of the 
seven sages. Then the learned writer (ora p. 54} commits a 

1 In fhis fo:nmunicaiiortt the Edition of [ho Brhat-Samhitu 
with die commentary of Utpala edited by fvL Sudbakar 
Dvivcdi is tel Led upon. 

Footnotes a re, printed separately and shown Al the 

end of the ntticle 
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mistake in saying that the tut quarter of Br, & 13-3 is 
'incomplete* and that it will make a eompSeSe sense if the 
missing: word jg supplied, 1 regret to Bay that tho learned 
writer has furnished hardly any reasons for holding that 
Vara ha’s ver^e is incomplete. The verse (JBr. S* 18*8} is 
metrically complete. It is an Ary* of the first type in which 
the mantras in the four quarters ire respectively 12, i8, IS; 15. 
while in an Ary a of the Giti type th? scheme of mooitct is 
12,13,12,18. If the learned writer thinks that the 4th pada 
is short by one m^tra as Viiendi Gopat Aiyer in ^Chronology* 
of Ancient India1 stated (on p. T3]., then with great respect 
for the learned writer in J*A 1 would he obliged to 
say that the writers knowledge of Sanskrit Metrics is 
lamentably ■incomplete. The rule laid down by the Chanda®* 
-sutra, the Vruttaratnakara and ssmijir works is that ot the 
end of a pada even a short syllable may be held to be long 
if the metre ao requires, The lost quarter of Br £, 13,3 
'Sakekdastasya rojutis’e^ cantata® U matras as {he syllable® 

stand, but if ca ot the end of the 4th pads is held to be 
long following the rules of works on metrics, that quarter 
contains 15 in astrals and is metrically correct and complete. 
This [to deem that a short syllable at the end of a pad a 
js Icfig when the exigencies of th.e metre require) Is extremely 
usual with Varahamihrra. The very preceding verso (13*2) 
has ‘‘Oft’ at the end of the 2nd pads which must bo deemed 
to bo long for the Sake of the metre, Vide also the ’ca' 
at the end of the 4 th pa dp in verges 5 and S of Chap. 12. 
I do not understand what exactly the learned writer moans 
by saying on (p* 64} that if the word 'kalah' be added at 
the end of the second half [of Br. & 13) then it will make 
full sense. The verse fBrP £. 12*3) contains two independent 
clauses in the two halves of it, viz the constellation of the 
seven sages was In the Magbis when Yudhiathira ruled oyer 

the earth, os king and secondly the SukakaJa increased by 
2526 years represents the time of that king. In the first 
half of 13,S and in se ver it other verses of the same chapter 
(vig verses 7-11? Varuhf; states ta Arva verses Vruddba-Gargtfs 
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vie tvs (which were in the Anustubh metre, as the quotations 
given by Utpala from Vruddha-Garga will show) in hia own 

words and in the second half he states his own view about 
the time of Yudhisthira+ The particle *ea’ is added because 
the two halves are two independent sentences and the second 
half comes to tbis-'Sad-dvilka-panca dviyutah Sakakalah lasya 
rsjnoh [kulak, understood from the precedes word SakafceJah}. 
Utpala ta his comment explain in this way Vasya ca Yudhis- 

thirasya rajnah ‘aad d&ikapanckad&iyiiia sakahaia 
gat ah* £l have underlined the words that occur in the second 

half of Br. S. J3,3 and are included by Utpala in bis explanation?- 
The important question is what era is referred to by 

Vnr&ha a& Kaka kalr» Vara ha employs the word Sakendra- 
kala in Br.S. 8, Sfckabhupa kaia in Br,£. 8,21 and mentions 
Saka-kola 427 in the Tanchflaiddantika 18.*, All these different 
words employed by Varaha in his works,-according to almost 
all scholars from the times of Utpala, AJberimj and others 
refer to the Saks Era which has continued to modern times. 
But the learned writer in the Journal of A*HhRhS at P. 54 
lakes Sakakala to mean 'S&k3-samrB.jya-ka]a or the era of 
the establishment of the Persian empire in 550 E,C. and 
thinks that the emperor intended is Gyrus, the founder of the 
Persian empire (p, This is an btghly-nudacfous surmise 
that the learned writer has made. 

There is no reference to any emperor Cyrus in our- 
-pauranfc lists of kings and foreign invaders. It is quite 
clear from Br.5. 1S*3 that the Kala of Yudhfsthira and 
So ha-kola are two different reckoning?. There is no evidence 
to show that Cyrus ever hold sway over or conquered any 
part of India to the east of the Indus. The learned writer has 
adduced no evidence to prove that Cyrus started any era called 
after himself in Persia itself, and to prove such an era' [of 
Cyrus) was ever prevalent in India at any time and was conti¬ 
nued to the time and country of V® rah a (who speak of himself 
as Avantikaj. According to the Encyclopedia Brittanfca [I4{h 
edd, there were two kings that bore the name Cyrus, the first 
became Icing in 558 B. CT and the second was born ta42-:B,C 
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and is highly praised by Xenophon, Even Hero-dotus gives the 
four traditions about first Cyrus, which are more or less 
legendary and unreliable. Cte&ios states that the first 
Cyrus defeated the Bactrians and the Sacra (Sakas), Suppos¬ 
ing that to be true all this happened to the West of the 
Indus and not in Ary&vnrta, Absolutely no reason is given 
and no evidence adduced to show why the defeat of the 
Salt as mere than five hundred years before Christ by a 
Persian king in what is modern Afganistan or Seistan should 

start an ore called Saka-kala or 5e k an ru pa-kata (end not 
Kurskaia or Kurukala after the conqueror’s name) which should 
be the universally adopted era in northern and centra! India 
as far as Avantf, The ver&e in the JyoErirvidabharana on 
which Che writer in the J.A.R.R.5, reiies does not sneak of 
any Sakaksla, but rather of Yndhistim, Vikrams and Salivahara 
Eras. The earliest inscription dated in the era af Salivnhajsa so 
far is in the Tas^aon plates of Yaadara king Krises dated 
Ralieahana baka 1172 fl250 A.]),), Vide Journal of Oriental 
Resfiarch, Madras Vol. 37pph9S-ft3. If that work ia to be relied 
on as authoritative (I do not regard it 90) it gives a complete 
go-by to the learned writer^ astounding theory, since It refers 
to Yudhistira ViJcrams and Saliva bans land not to Sakakofa a 
a(3} as founders of eras in the same breath and no one 
(not oven the learned writer in J«A.H,R.S) would say that 
Yudhfsthiro e&mc after Cyrus or that his era was imitated 
from that of the so-caNed era of Cyrus. There are 
several theories about the origin of the Saks Era, Utpala 
in his comment on Br. S+ ©-20-21 holds that kings of Sakas 
(who were MJeCChas) were killed by Yikramaditya and henea 
the era was called s&ka and starts from the date of the 
slaughthr of the Saks kings*5 In an inscription of the Calukya 
king MazigaJ&sa dated 50Q Sake it is stated that the era 
began with the coronation of the Sake king. The earl rest 
authentic instance of the use of the a ska era among inscriptions 
CLfloriy '.iitcd in the Saka era is the Badami Inscription of 

Calukya king Valiabhesvam in Saka 465 i. ef 543 A.D, (E* I 
Vol, £7 p. 4), An earlier instance of the use Sake Era occurs 
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in a Digombara Joins work said to b&vn been written in 
3S0 Saks t e, m A, D. Vide E, I. VoL 14 at p, 334* In 
the A1 hole Inscription of 634 A,D, vve have the Synchronism 
of the Bh&rats war and Saka-kola. viz, that when. 3733 had 
clapped from the Bharatn war 556 years had gone by of the 
Saka kinga in the Kail age. In this case there is no doubt 
that in the words *Sakanamap] bhubhujam" the reference is 
to the Saka Era fcb&t begesi in 7B A*D* Docs the writer in 
XA.H+R.S. believe that the era of the Saka Kings mentioned 
here is the era of Cyrus? There ia no reason why the 
Sakakaia of Varaha which ia brought in relation to Y'udhi- 
sthird should not be the well-known one. 

The learned writer inJ,A.II,R,S* carries a doubly heavy 
burden of proof on his shoulders* lie has to prove first 
that the Sakn-knh mentioned several times by Varaha in 
his works is not the Saka era daring from 7B A.IX and secondly 
that the era known as S&kakala was started in about B C> 
by a Persian Ling who defeated the S&cae to the west of 
the Indus, For those two and particularly the second point 
he advances no evidence except hts own ijiso and some 
matters irrelevant to the questions of the SakakaSa meant by 
Varaha (summarised on 54- 61), unreliable statements about ah 
scholars being unanimous on this or that point and the 
ascription of fraud and deliberate tampering with texts on 
the part of scholars like Sudhakara Dvfvedi and Buhter (pp, 
52, 67?, Tty way of simple, 1 quote the following two pass¬ 
ages from the learned writer* ^Even Western scholars agreed 
that either Vfkramo Era or SalitaJiano wa« pot prevelent 
at the time of Gargat So the SaEfa Era related in the slokn 
is neither Vikrema nor Saliva bans Era and this face is 
approved by all historians' (p. G£); +Whpt is Magba according 
to Vriddha-G&rga and the Puran&s ia Krittika according to 

Sru tare bis and Varahamibire1 (p. 77)* The learned writer never 
bothers to quote chapter and verso for many of his wild 

assertions. I ask a few questions cm these two passages alone. 

What scholars (never mind all) have stared that the Ssk&ltala 

In Br+ S. 13*3 is neither Yikrpma Era nor SaEivahana Era? 
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Where has Varaha said fch*t what is Msgha according to 
Vriddha’Garga is Krittika according to him or is there any 
one else except the writer in J,A,H R.S. who juggles with 
these names of Nakshatras?. Who are the Srutarshia and 
where do they state the same thing? Scholars should differ 
as gentlemen. Ascription of motives- of fraud and tampering 
with texts is easily made, hot is bound to recoil on those 
who indulge in these things and the compliments may be 
repaid with interest. If sometimes some European scholars 
tried to bring down the dates of some Sanskrit works that 
is n natural reaction to some of our own'■writers’ claims to 
great antiquity or eternity. Not only Pandits of the old 
school, hut even several educated men brought up in English 
schools and colleges believe and maintain that the Vedas are 
eternal even though Patau] all in his M*hahh*gya states that 
the Order of word^ or letters in the Veda is anitya (yafttu^ 
varnspurvjka anitya). Our Epics and Puranas are so full of 
interpolations and fabrications that Western scholars may he 
excused if they are suspicious of the claims to antiquity of 
many passages in these works* There are Sanskrit writers 
of medieval times who believed, for example, that the great 

Vaisnava teacher, Madhya* is mentioned in the Rgveda (ftgveda 
I. 154.-5) 'VisnMi parsms pade znaifctia utsah/ 

lp A as an maghaasumunayah s asset! prtbhvjrn Yudlhischhire 

nrpatau Sadvika pamchadviyusab sakskalasiasva rajnascba. 

(Brhatsamhita chap* verse 3-t*56) 
This ii referred to by Alberuni (Vide SACHAN I* 
pr 300}, This verse t$ quoted in Rajataramgiui, 1-56 
where the reading is k'Rajy«ya for Kajnaseba'1 

*' DhrvanaatTLakopadesannarinartaa Votcarabbtamadbiijseba 
yaischaara luabamtesham Kadbayisye Vfddhigatgamatam, 

Saanusvaaro visargaamto dhgboyukta paraschayah Vaa* 
paadaantotva samjneyo nyomaatrkolaghuh VRTTARATMAA— 
KARAM, i-t> Satnyuktaadyam dirgham saamisvaaram Vijneya- 
maksaramguru pa ad ant as tth am Vik aalpen a - S RT A BO DHA 2+ 

*■ Sapiaasvi Vedasamkbyam sakakala mapasya chaltrasukl- 
adauatdhastramUc bhanau yav anapure saumya divmbdc-Aib- 
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I do not wish to pursue this paper in the J.A.H.RJS, 
further* If scholars in independent India carry on their 
studies in ancient Indian History and culture on the lines 
adopted in that paper and do not write with clarity* moderation 
and balanced judgment, the prospects of true research end 
scholarship are dark indeed* 

The first principle for all who embark on the task of 
interpreting and presenting our past should be what Malinatha* 
the learned commentator of Katidasa/s works- laid down for 
himself, viz, that he would write nothing that does not rest 
on evidence and authority nor would say that is irrelevant 
and uncalled*for {rtaamuulam Ukhyate kincid nctattape- 
ksifam-ucyate)i 

Varahamlbira and (be Saka Kala 

By 

Sri Kota Venkataohalam* 

(A Reply to SH XWs Criticism of my article on "INDIAN 
ERAS") 

Sri R. Subbarao MiA*, L,T„ M.E-S* (Retd) Genera] Secretary 
Andhra Historical Research Society, Rajahmundry has kindly 
forwardedl to me the criticism by F.V* Kane (received by him 
for publication in the Journal of the Society] of my article 
on “INDIAN ERAS” published in volume XX (parts 1 to 4). 

eruni in his work mi India, SACflAN VdlL pTi5 refers 
to this Verse, 

Sakaanaama mleeheha jaatayp raajaanasto yasmiji Kaale 
Vikramaaditya devena Vyaapaadicah sakak^lo lake 5aka ici prisi. 
ddhah tasmacbeba Kemdra kaalaar Sakanrpa Vadhaadiarabbya 
abhistsvaraam yaavatywrni Vat^nlgataani-UtpaU BrWwmhita 
S'J5 

Sakanrpati rajjyiibliuAa samvaesarea vaiikrajnttiBri 
panicbasu satesu Ind* Artt+ VoL VI* pr 363. 

7' Trimsaiiu triuZuar&u Bhafataadaabavasdirah saptaa- 
bdasacayuktesnsa gatesu abdeus pamchasu pamebaasaesu 
kalankaaleaaisu pamchasataasucha samaasa samaticaasu sakaan*. 
tnapihbu bhujaatn, Ep* Jnd,. VoL G, p, 7, 
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It tfvea me ptewur* to find “«“^£ 

m « u.»d «'-».«-» *y-“ « <££* 

History 0™« *“;*the E™," 

-r:S.|^?r-5.r^ri" 

dofca 13^3- Brihatesmhlt*; what 1 meant wan that 
nhnuld be sHW<i«l in understanding the slots. 1 never m • 
it to be verbally interpreted into the slska. So:.11 the l^hy 
bourse by the learned writer on the metre of the Am 

Vritta i3 beaide the point 
At the time of Vriddha Garga (4th of 5th century B.C), 

neither Vikramn nor Salivshana era was current. I hope even 
SK£* “«t contend that Vikramn or SaUvahana ora 
s , f! ", 'Z in the 4th or 5th Century B.C. So. the 

demand for the authority for my view should not 
Nevt Sri Kano aeVs me to give authority for my obser- 

,tion -*wha" is M«b. according to Vriddha Gorge and 
Furnas is Kriltika according to Srutarsbis and Varahamihira 

P, 77 J.A.fO.5* Vol ” XX 
Uc nsks me to Quote chapter arsd verse as to the vie 

f a^utarakla regarding the position of SaptersbiS at the 

time of Peri k shjt, Hera are quoted the w 
[hat Srutarsbis state that the Great Hear was m Kntt.ka 

□t the time of Farikshit. 
The Matey. P«r«Wi Anendasrm. Press Ed. 1907 A.D. Poona says-. 

“araafRifet iW« s rifled: i 

^ otwst %im-. ’idfifc" it 

saftsftsrsiRr tin* 3 " 11 ri13’39) 

sr-ntarahi Mandate is a lengthy and curved series 
The Sapterstl T“““ ^ w ba in a particular star 

"* E*rS ^ m nartSuuL angle from which we view it at 
‘J 'L apparent contradiction in the two statements 

Varaha-Mihsra and the Saka Sra St 

that tlie Saptarshis are in Magha and that they are in Krittiko 
can be warded off if we bear thi* in mind. 

75. 77. 7S, of Vo]. XX and mso to page 17 of 
Alexander CunnJnghaoPs Oook on "Indian Eras”* In my 
assertion that what i$ Maghn for some is KrJttikn for some 
others, I stand fortified by the authority of the Paninas 
and by the opinio a of the eminent Indologist Alexander 
Cunning ham. 

Sri Kane charges mo with audacity for stating that tbe 
Era of Cyrus commencing from 550 B,a, was used in India. 

that Gyms never founded an era even in Persia 
and that it >yas impossible that his era was used in India 
not even a part of which was ever ruled by him. Now 1 
roust answer these charges, 

'■Cyrus the Great, overthrew the last Median king and 
established Persian Empire in the year £50 B. C,1* savs the 
learned author of the article on "Persia* in the Encyclopaedia 
Britannica (9th Ed, VoU XVlll F. m) {Also Vide Article on 

'Media and the Persians-' in Harms wortft!l History of the 
world. ^ 

Sri Kane might not have hitherto been helming in the 

. j i _ ■ _ _ not per pared to revise bia opinion 
owing to the mass of evidence in favour of the Cyrus Era 
.Not only my seif but ako an eminent scholar like T*S. N&rayana 
Sastry, High Court Vakil* Madras and several others are 
satisfied that there was an era of Cyrus, It is up to Dr, 
Kane to refute our arguments and mere discording of our view 
as wild' would serve no purpose. I in vita Sri Kane's attention 
to tbe following passage in TJS. Nirayana Suatri's “Age of 

Sankara” Fart I, C. page 130;— 

“The date of the overthrow of Astyages and the taking 
of Ecbatana. is, according to Babylonian Tablet, the sixth year 
and> as it is in the highest degree possible that the yeurs 
in this memorial are those of Babylonian king Kabunaid 
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0ti»di«sYm muti pl»« these events In theyewiSO B.C.” 
(quoted tom £n- Be. 9th Edition. VgE XVIII p. 56j)_ 

“Now this data-SW B.C..-wh Eon marks the btgmiangol 

the Persian Empire and the end of the Median Uonsrehy, 

must,: certainly, have been a moat memorable one in the 
anjiats. of. the ancient history of the world; we are 
distinctly toJd by fierodvtos th*t Gyrui the Great who camo 
tp:th£ throne of the Perso-Median Empire on the overthrow or 
the last Median kings Astys^fi and his son Cyaxares*, numbereo 
his years from this particular, point of time* and all the 
nations of the world acknowledged this never-to be forgotten 

date a3 the commencement of a special Erat ^ Lj 
natural that the Hindus of that time and the Indian kings—who 
assisted Cyrus the Great in the very first campaign which he 
had undertaken against the Babylonians, even during the 
life time of hie maternal untie, Cy a scares, with "mw1 and 
money’h and who were also, to a great extent instrumental 
in enabling him to found thin Grand Persian Empire {Saka- 
-Samr&jyami should gladly acknowledge this Era as one of 
■the Chief Eras of their day*\ {Also Vide 'History of Gyrus1 
By Mr Bobbin Chap HI* pp, 129-136), 

Sri Kane aaks me to show that Gyrus ever ruled over 
auy part of India. It is quite unnecessary that Gyrus must 
have ruled over India for foia Bra to b? used here. Bid 
not Darius Hystasphes, the successor of Cyrus, conquer und 

rule over, a portion of Korth-western India*? Could not the 
Cyras Era be brought here by that 'conqueror.? But* it is 

admitted on all hands that Cyrus conquered India to the 
vWest of - the Indus, " About the Middle of the sixth century 
Bia, wo fftid the horded of Cyrui t&nS-530 B.C.;, the founder 

;oil"tho- Ac'hhemeniao Empire of Persia knocking at the gates 
of India and destroying the famous city of Kapi&a near the 
JwoffAop of Ghorbund and fanjshir rivers north-east of Kabul, 
The district west of the river Indus became tributary to ft!c 
’Persians*” (Advanced History of India By ft. C. Majundar 

' nn4 iiai ChOUtpry etc ( p. W), 

V^rib□ -Mibira, and the Saks Era 

This district was evidently a part of India and it was 
therefore nothing unnatural that the Bra of Cyrus should 
be used in India, This Era beginning with £50 B.C, is 
not my invention, as Sri Kane thinks it to be. In the 
following sCokd (B ribald a mbita 33-2), there is a clear reference 
to the Saka Era beginning with 550 B C. 

“ 3^: TlfflS S<gl I 

«T3f|* s? fegs ^f5T: ttvm II” <Br- s-13-3> 

The Sloka means:-1*While Yvdhialhira was ruling over 
the country, the Great Bear w^S! in the constellation 'Maghn 
The Cswargarohena) time of Yudhisthira coupled with £526 
years becomes Sakakala,+> ■ 

The Swargarohana lime (or the demise of Yudhtsthiral is 
3<T6 B,C., or Kali 26th year. Coupled with 2526 this 
be&dmes (3o76 B.C,-£525) 556 B.C. or Kali 26+Z526 or' Kali 2552 
years. So, the Sakakala of Varahamihira is 550 R-G* {Beginning 
of Kali 3103 B,0.-2552^650 B.C ) 

The first line of the versa means “When the SapUrshls 
were in the atm? Magha. Yudhistifra was the reigning Monarch ,* 
The Ealivuv* Bo.ro Vriuant* (Bhaga III, Oh. 31 declared that 
the Santa rs hi Msndal&Ube eon3tellation of the Great Bear) 
entered the star Magha 75 years before the commencement 
of Kali Era r33G2 B+ C +7&-S177 B.C ) and that in Kali 26 
(;:076 B*C) on the 1st day of the month of Ch&itra, it^eaves 

’Magha behind and passes on tn the next star and in Kali 
£6 or 3076 B,G». Yudhisthira attained swarga, and the Xftdhip- 

thira Kola or Lovkikabda commenced in 3077-3076 
> "T ■ 1 n _ - ■ i ■* ■ 

B.C‘ Dr. Buhler stated in explanation of the same 

that the Great Bear left Magha in Kali 26 or 

3076 Bj2*t and established that the Kali Era 

commenced in (3076 + 26) 3W2 jS.C. It is char 

from the first line of the verse quoted that Yudh- 

i stir a was the reigning monarch at the transition 

period of time of Dwapara into Kali. So, says 
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■ ■■ 'l . m m m . ■ _ ■ J| ■ F - I ■ 

Vriddha Garget: £tKali*Dwapura sandhautu $titoste 
pitrudawatamSof the Magha $tar century corr¬ 

espond^ to the period 3177-76 to 3077-76* During 
that century, fn 86 before1 Ka!f or 813® B,C,j the Mchabh&rata 
War took place, the victor in It Yudhistira was crowned in 
the game year,, and 36 years subsequently i. o. in. 3102 B.Ci 
Feb, 20th at 2-27 '-30h when the seven PJaneta were in 
conjunction in Masha, and at the transition time of Dwapara 
into Kail, the Kali Era is proved to have enn^menccd. In 
Kali 20 or 3576 B*C+f Yudhistlra attained Swarga. The Sopt- 
nr-shis left Magha and entered the next star and from that 
time Kali 26 or 3576 B.C., commenced the Sspiarshi Era or 
Yndhiattra Kala or Loukikabda and became current- As it 
hns been current its Kashmir, in particular even to this day 
it fa called |JKashm]rabda'** The verses of Kaliyn^ruja 
vrittantn arc giv*n by me on p, 70 nos. II, 12, 13h 14 in 
Telugu and their English rendering ia given on page 7^ (from 

para 6 to 8} in J.A.H+R.S. Vo I- XX. 
The statements of Dr. Buhler in this regard have been 

cited by me on pp. 61-65 J* A. H. ELS. Vol, XX; Vide Di< 
Bphler’s preliminary report on th result of the search for 
Sanskrit Manuscripts in Kashmir* Xnd. Ant, Vol- V* 27th pago 
ff-Ed* 1676 and also page 164 to 268 Ind, Ant, VolP VI,), 

The second half of the sloka may be understood in the 

following words;— 

M (gf&fe^O W (*ra0 (**0 3^ 

C«*J> yTO: 
This is o substantially the same ua Utpala1Vinterpretatipn* 

In the first part of the aloka, the author fixes the YudhJgthira 
Kola at the end of Msgha century in Kali 25 or 3076 B. C.. 
and in the second half he defines hes "Sakaktla" which is 
at a distance of 2526 years from “Y&dhisHifrd Kalaf 

Yudhiatira Kilo (Kali 26^2526-2652 Kalij ue. 550 BrC.fc is 
the "Salta Kola/’or 3576 B.a-2526-55Q B.C, 

Both these Sakas were determined by VarahamShfra 
himself here. 

VafahifniKira and tbe Salt* Kali ^5 

This 3a n nice formula which holds good at all times. 
Now (in 1964 A.D) wfl arc In £EQ i Cyrils Era. Add 2626 to 
this and we get 5035, which is the number of years since 
the commencement of YndhEstMra K&ia (or Lnukikabt-a or 
Siptarebi Era). Going back by 50SO from 1954 A.D.f we get 
3076 BiC.„ ie, the "Yudhisthira Knla.' 

We can apply this formula to 427 of S&ka Era in Famcha- 
Siddhentika of Varmhamshira end we get 550 B.C.-42T- I2d 
B.C. Yurlhisthim kula 2525+427 3aka kala-Z&53ye*rs fiflm 
Yudhisthira kala. Yudhiatblr* kala 3076 B.C--29S3-123 B,C, 
Is the time of Vartihamihir&'s Pamchasiddhantika, 

Going bpek from 123 B.CL by £053 years, we arrive at 
3076 B,C., "the Yudhistbira kata'\ There can he no objection 
to place. In R,C., Yfirahamihifa who flourished in the 
court of Vikramaditya nf the Pen war Dynasty, who was 
crowned in E2 B,C. 

Verahnmthir* was in the court of Emperor Vikremnditya 
of Ujjafn arid might have therefore termed himself on Avnntike, 
But the "family name uMihiro* widely prevalent In 

Kashmir- Mihirakuta, the king of Kashmir, Padma Mihira 
(who wrote a history of Kashmir previous to the Rajata- 

ran gin i of Kftl'hano) and V nra ha mi hira the astronomer wrere 

Kashmiris very liktjy. It i-s not unlikely that Vara harm hira 
of Brihattamhita used in his book the Cyrus Erajhidi 

was current In his home province In his time. The fact that 
we do not find the em nr its founder in our Pur&nas. as tha 
learned Sri Kane thinks* need not in validate the above view 
Th?re is no mention whatever of the Invasion of ATaxatfder 

TH! any of bur Purina s. But wo have not hesitated to take 
%'er*u invasion ss a landmark In Indian history. I 
* wbhScr* why'the learned Sri Ksne who is a seeker after 

truth does not come forward1 to accept my interpretation 
wh'Iab; Reconciles a number of otherwise irreconcilable points 

r) Wd which Is quite plain and docs not deviate & whtt from 
'the itat of the eloko. m 
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According to those that take Silk a Kal*. to mean 'Saljvahana 
S^kaT or AJX, the formula would be Sahvahana Era +2526 
«* Yudhtathim Kata, Salivahsma Sake 427-606 A.D, [427+78 

A.DO 
Saliv»h*jo S&ka kala 4£7+2626*-2963. Going back by 

£&i&3 years from 5QS A,D., we got £44S B,C-P which is ^ot 
the time of Yudhtetira £3076 B.C.) and is quite contrary to 
the time- determined according to the first half of the Eloka 
[13-3 of Br, S.) So, it U clear the Saka year, 427, mentioned 
in the Pamcha Siddhantika of \ arah&mihira quoted by 

the learned Sri PtV. Kane is not the S&livahana Saks year* 
This ia a matttr of calculation and facta and figures an 1 
there ia no scope for opinion or conjecture in it. The interva 
between Yudhisthira Kale of 30/6 B.C, and Salivahana 
of 79 AD , is 3154 years [3076 BC+79 AJ>J; 3154 is not 
mentioned tn the sloka as the difference between Yudhisthira 
Kale and Sakakala but 2526 is mentioned. Sc. the 1c udhisthira 

ke)af Kell £G or 3076 D C . increased by 2526 becomes 2562 
Kali or 650 B.C. the beginning of Vor*haT3 Saka-Kalo 
mentioned ip the second half of the sloba [IS—3 of Br- Samhita,) 
Let us calculate as the learned Sri Kane suggests. "Saka 
Kata increased by £526 years represents the time (3076 B,C.) 
of that king*'* Going back from 78 A D,. by £52& we get 
£2525-79 AXO 2443 B.C. But 2449 B.C-, docs not represent 
Yudhisthira kala. Saba kala 650 B JCH-2&2G - 3976 B,C.* represents 
the time of YudhisHra ksla. Therefore, the Saka ka.a of 
Varaoa ia the Saka k&U beginning with 650 B.C-, and net 

that of 78 A.D. 
Now, let us see how 2552 Kali (Kali 26 + 252o) or 550 

B.C., can be called fiika-kala. It should be remembered that 
the Persians were Sakas of Indian origin, their full name 
being Parasakas in Sanskrit books aa distinct from the ^ber 
Sakas which were simply called Sabas, The word P&arsstk&a 
it- a corruption or a derivative of Parasakas* 

While there is this abundant proof of the Saka-Buupa 
Ksla (era' of 2652 of Kali or &50 B.C, why should Sd Kane 
hesitate to accept it 7 Sri Kane yearns to feel very much 

■ 
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hurt and indignant that motives should be attributed to European 
In do log] y ts who .sid the foundations for the current 1vrotig 

history of Ancient India„ The chief among the motives I 
am charged with attributing to them is Che motive to reduce 
tlie antiquity for our history and culture. This motive was 
admitted by MiK-Muller himself thus: "The History of India 
can connected witb_that of Greece its chronology be 

reduced to its proper limit a.* —Vide history of Ancient 
Sanskrit Literature,, Allahabad Ed pp ;41—143.J Further 

Sri Kane himself has admitted that the European scholars tried 
to bring down the dates of some Sanskrit works. He has merely 
stated that some uf our scholars have claimed greater antiquity 
for our history. I wish to know where. Other European 
Indologist! have all acted upon this principle, To account for 
the 12 centuries struck aff from our history, they have been 
obliged to resorE to various unholy devices and objectionable 
methods* (Vide1'J,Ae plot in tndian Chronology ,f by the 
Author of this article.) 

Scholars are liable to differences of opinion and truly in 
9uch cases* they should firstly attempt to underhand each 
other and reconcile their differences. But where truth has been 

deliberately and wilfully distorted with the intention of 
injuring other people's culture or their history, to maintain 
silence or to attempt tc defend or to conceal the offence, is a 

grave sin. 
L “ * “ 

Sri Kane mentions in h[s criticism the figure S7S5 as 
specified in the A i hole inscription. Here i» his sentence:— 

f,in the Aibole inscription of 634 A.B„ wo have the synch¬ 
ronism of the Bbarsca War. 555 years had gone by of the 
S&ka kings in the Kali age. In this case there is no doubt 

-.that in the words ,sSakaiimnapi Bhubhujam," the reference 

is to the Saka Era that began in 78 A.D Does the writer 

to the J,A-HrR.S. believe that the era of the Saka king* 

mentioned here is the era of Cyrus.?*' 
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It Look* e* though Sri Kane has not bt*o«tf W*ggg 
OH the inscription reproduced on p.7» of Voi. v of the.In.4! 
4ntia«ary or the English rendering of the sentences of t 
255£ given on page 73 by Dr Fleet Nowhere, in he 
inscription, however interpreted, is it po^ioU; t& 
fibres 37S5? The figures in theinsSriDtion are is foil ■ 

Thrlm s a tb - 30 + Thri s ahftrtshu *= 3Q3 &+t>aptabda a at a 
kbeahu-700+S«te»hw*bioshu pamchasu-690. The total comes 

t0 VamchasatSQ-eO+ShatsD-6+ Pamcba Sataasu-500. Total 

"s 5&G 11 

If" 4230 veers after the Bharat* War should be equivalent 
to BMthVear of the Sak. Era, (4339-556 = 3674)-this Sak. 
£a IVhave commenced 3674 years .«« 
of 3LSS E C(. i.e. (3674-813S BCJ in 536 AD.. M '* 
eTidoi.ce for the existence of any such era. So. this eaLMii* 

tion will n0t do. _ _ . 
Dr, Fleet refers the fi^urra fca three Er^i— 

U From the time of the Bharat* War j 3730 years. 
(30+3000+700) J 

2. [3000 a sain borroweil from above i 3^0 
*+500+W) from the begimoff of kali Era- * 

3. (6+500)of the Saks kings nRa< 
3780 years after the Bharata War should be (37M-36) 3694 

bat the Kali year mentioned by r. * cet» 3660 

So Or, Fleet’s interpretation too dees not hold water. 
The ficures Mentioned in the inscription do not seem to 

■^sari. mig. r -—v?ru:3 

t * * * 
inVtr!he convenience of ready reference, we give below, 
the text Of the inscription in Sanskrit and the translation of 

,tbJFor the Text of the inscription. Vide Indian Antiquary 

Vol.V.P 70. 

IP 

N 

8? IJJ Variha-Mihira and the Salca Era 

U ITIRTT ^JfdTfcl; ( 
BffpS*33g%g | 

*ri fcraarg *r I 
Bflfg SJfifafg 3jg5T^ ” (j 

as Tran8l°‘'i0n ifl Ind‘ A"t-6Uary. Voi. V, p, 73. is 

elaweSn JhrM<l “cd anfi «** J-<*rs having 
five hundred a j 7n th° B!,smaSl ond (three thousand) 
and flw kf i f '‘V’ ?e*f* having elapsed in the Kali age 
2L2T t^'ldred Sfld Sfx ^ the Sake kings having 
elapsed, this stone temple of Jfaendra the abode of glorv was 
constructed by the order of the learned Revikirti etc., etc.." 

**££?& t],''0" lh&t S" Kat* * Rifled in his 
X“ tt7ffi!!L w rn rete'3 t0 a «» 3735 years 

others &hTt" If, ^ the inscription and omitted some 
The ijigcrnr 7 jLl1^' !aVQ re,>ro£!oce^ tbo entire sentence* 
theBWs a w! fTJ f+E^9+7«'+5ge+S0 = 42S0 from 
kings. 1 War ,lld io the Kali Age ; 6 +590 »60S of the Saks 

556 £S « tt 55: “fe the 
4230: how he deduced the figure 373ft /Sri ^'J3 
should have cleared. 5 13 a nn3ter7 wilich he 

the Strata War Ktaok 3d£ 373 * ^ A hf inscril>tio’1' 

was *he dat« of that iMBrfptian. 8785*j££ 

!s=rr£EsH“r 
Not only tho^thSef [JSt£. *f df of tha War. 

oa Aihole inscription have to ^ th “ that rt'y 
»p>ron‘nute date of the Epic War sw ™!hi‘ "® WaI the 

yiC • 4r* according to Dt, FJcet*a ? 
1 
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La* °<«»*'■ »gaaffgaSL 

Sic William Jones. Dr- ^«hkr, Gene slarted in 31Q2 IS. C., 
and others, who accepted the 3isg B C, (36 years before 

iSS&rs- 

this date <3133 B. C.) of the War. 
. , th t ,, esteemed critic should examine my reply 

I wish that my este K&ta Vehkat.chalam 

s “„rr: sl “4 -! -»»«*>—•■4 ,b,t 
there is nothing of wildness in him. 

I 

1 
\ 
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Historical Discussions 
Discussion on Ancient Hindu History with Sri 

N.Svbbaraa ftf.A* of Banglore (Research worker and 

Historian) through M. C. Krishnaswamy fyyen gar 

hf*A+ SA.S etc. Banglore* 

From 
Pandit Amarsv&ni Priya 

M.CFKrjsbn&swamy Iyengar, 

M.A-, Sa.SF, etc., 
Retired Superintendent of Accounts, 
and Audit, Mysore state. 

Dear Sri Venkatachel&m PenthuluG&rUi 
I was not a little surprised to receive from you to-day 

a post card intimating me, after so long, the despatch of a 
pet of 5 books and the preface and Introduction, along with a 
foreword to a 6th one which I bad already received at your hands 
direct when last we met each other at the 4th session of the 
Samskrita Views Parish ad held at Tirupathi, I offer ray 
sincere thanks for the receipt of the above by me- quite so 
Unexpectedly* 

I also found from the summaries of the sessions of the 
"All India Oriental Conference11! held at various places, that 
you had subscribed to many a session articles of value and 
of important researches made by you in the historical and 
other fields* 

I am glad to find that you have been taking so much 
pains' individually and singly that it is atl praiseworthy by any 
earnest? student of Indian History and chronology from 
origmaf Indian sources. 

v' With ‘ m arty 1 Pranatnams „ 
onfJ erf . I? T i fltn, 

. yours sincerely, 
(Sd) Pandit M„C, Krishnaswomy Iyengar 

No. 1226/E-13, 

Nagapp&’s extension. 

Srj Ramapurm, 
Bangalore (S) 
Dated 11th April 1956. 
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From „ Dote 3-5-56 
M.C KrishnaswamV Iyyen£»r 

BanglorS' 

“JSi «tr sssasw* 
of the 6 items 

an? »* 1 waswtef^fj. cfircmoisBy** » *» friend.°* 
book “The pM in I _ ^ £lta C0uaborator with 

opposite house S« NSubbl . jng ow 3 bis volumes 
the lots £- C Hay^- ^1T99 Am for sn opt™* 

of the History of atld historian. He has given 

sb a tolEw. cerbatin- 
to tna kis opmi * author 

The Purenic Chronology Bole1^ '^th the mere specific 

authority of Mauryim "JJJ lV)ele dynasties low *£j* 
fix the chronological limits■ “ paniTma (See. D-N.Sircw'a 
to the traditional dates o ‘h@ BUlbor’s criticism 
Select Inscriptions- VoU). _ Mi gj, US-M6 «te) * 
and other sources ton PP- » ^ mach rtUau« on only one 

■ cf.A'rd and is v,t]ated b> * ,, Crftira K&uti^BTl0t 
type of sonrees. Neither theuthwity by itself, ncr 

Megasthenea* -lndtca J p sources and *“*"*"£ 

irr^-ss st:ss^ 
«-*of f'E'Si S*M* «y^£?ES atruction in tcie u that the Parangs 
The author's further entiffl. (hey #rst blind to the 
ignored by Indian scholars »J caOTOt be accepted. 

■ p history of India £pf>< 1 = olhftT sources and 
* As to the evolution of the and oihe 
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the extent to which they tan be utilised as source material 
in the reconstruction of Ancient Indian History, the series of 
articles in the Indian Antiquary (Volumes—for the period down 
to 1925! on the Anc/ent History of Magadha by the Jato 

Prof. 5*V",Vertkates u)arao are worth perusal* Also the same 
writers article entitled li India in the 2nd century B*C- 

in the ■proceedings of the A31 India Oriental conference’VoL 
for 1924n tlntd) N«S* 16/4/56* 

1 am going through various volumes and giving my own 
opinions later on. Yet I hold differently to my own by 
casually going over in my leisure hours* through all the 
volumes in the late group. On the Vikrama Era of_'V ikrama 
Samyat*1 I agree further with the article of Dr, R-B* x ande> 
on PP. 5Q£~f of the A.LO*C, proceedings I Jf . Vol 11, (Benares 
Session) and discount the other 2 on pp* 501-2 and IQU-U 

there Qfa Yours faithfully, 
Ft. MX.K* Iyengar. 

Reply to M.C< Krishnaswamy 

letter Dated 3-5-56, 

From 
+,Bherata Charftra Bhn&kara1" 
^Vim&rsakagresura.^ Pandit 

Kota VenkatacheEam, 

fyyengar for his 

b 

Vijayawadn-2 
9-6-S0 

To, 
Sri M.C.Krishnas wamy ' Ijyengar, 
No. I220/E-L3, Nagappa?s Extentfon, 
Sri Ramapuram, Bangalore. 

Dear air. 
Received your post card doted 3^5'1956# It is unfortunate 

that the learned research scholar Sri N# Subbarao guru should 
have givers opinion differently basing bis authorities not on 
any historical accounts but on the writings of the Western 
scholars* I agree with the learned scholar that the inscriptions 
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etc*, do not give a complete history but I differ with regard 
to Puranas, as only Puranas give a correct, continuous &ftd. 
true History from the Great M&habbs.r&ta war of 31 US BHC„ 
to 1193 A D. I have gone through the Mauryo inscriptions 
and my findings thereon can be seen in,my book (p. 133 to 
leS} "Age of Buddha. Milinda and Amtiyoka and Yugypumma’ 
which I have sent to you previously. Gupta inscriptions do 
not give specific date of commencement of Gupta Era or of 
the kings’ reigns, I suggest to you to please ask the learned 
scholar again to go through pages 1 to 4 of my book ^’Tho 
Plot in Indian Chronology" wherein I discussed the three 
important and ancient Eras of Bharat. (Vish R Kali ora of 
H102 BC., 2, Sopthrshi Era or Laukikabda of 3076 &C., and 
3, The Age or Era of the Mehabharata War, 36 years before 
Kali or 3138 33. C* The Aihole inscription also confirmed 
this date of the Mahabh&rata War. Please ascertain from 
your friend his object!ona if any, for taking the date of the 
MahabharHa War, the anchor "sheet of Indian History, 
3133 B*C, 

Please give my other books also to the learned scholar 
for study and let him give his opinion* 

Thanking you, 
Yours trnely. 

Kota Yenkat&chelam, 
S/&/5& 

From 
M*C.KrishnaS wamy 

Iyengar, 

3rf Kamapuram 
Bangalore-3, 

D/14/5/56, 

Dear Sri Panthulu garu. 
Ip, acknowledging your letter of . the Sth instant,^ with 

thanks, 1 wish to stete.^^had'gw*n the concerned books 
to Sri N^ubba Raa, M.A„ my friend here, who gave™ 4AC1 
viewsr’tyesterday as,-, belourr— He $'confirmsw#?hat: 
already stated ’&nd i.-observes■-■further‘Unless'^othflrwi^elJ 
corroborated by independent evidence, it is. i not -safe,-for any if 
on?! mainly fto rely on literature like the Puranas* Uajatarohgiui« 
etc* The information contained in these has to be taken1 
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only as Tradition enshrined in later Writings* The 
modern critical student has to handle it with great caution 
and discrimination In the work of historical reconstruction. 
Any attempt to use it exclusively to the detriment of other 
sources of undoubted authenticity would land one in confusion 
and lead to the exchanging of facts for fiction*" 

% "An examination of the methodology and materia is 
in the writings before me shows that the fundamentals of 
historical research have been ignored in seeking to push back 
the established dates of Ancient Indian History. It is difficult 
to accept the author^ position in the present state of our 
scientific knowledge of the varied sources unearthed for over 
half a century ere now." 

{Sdl N. SubbaRaO D/13/5/56, 
He does not want to be drawn 
into this controversy any further. 

As regards my opinion on the other books you have sent 
me, I desire to state qs follows:— 

**No doubt, you have thrown out a bold challenge to world 
Historians to come forward with their authorities and cogent 
arguments in support of their views for submission to an 
impartial tribunal competent to deal with the matter, f find 
there 5 stems incontrovertibly mentioned by you as issues 
for the challenge. You have based them all on traditional and 
PurnniC ctcrP bases, carefully worked out, by taking into account, 
the Rtijatarangini, the Vishnu, Vayu, Bhavishya and Bbagwata 
etc, puratias the itihasas, the Smritia, and all aueh Poat-Vedfc 
Sanskrit and Telugu Indian sources, as we]] as the works of 
aome distinguished occidentaltsts versed in Indojogy and even 
certain -other Hindu, Jain Buddhist and other literatures hunted 
out for,--.accurate facts and figures* 

,rYou .have divided Time from its creation into d chief 

divisions. 
]r the very‘ancient 2\ ancient 3, medieval 

apd 4* modern periods and said that the 1st two periods 

and thear history is made available to U3 briefly and succinctly 
from our Puran&a. As regard the medeivel period we get 
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a glimpse of them correct! ? by working out the chief events 
from the series of the most prominent royal dynastic os 
mentioned in the same source, As regards the _ modern 
Katiyuga period and its aftermath in this £Stb Kaliyugaup 
to date, you have based your facta from the killing of 
Jarmandha by Bhima^Yudhtshtira'a coronation. Somadhf 

or Merfjari’s coronation and Sflhadeva’s death in the Maha- 

bharata Wart ^vhich now according to the Pur anas you 

state, took place in 3135 B,G:s as arrived at by independent 
chronologic calculations made by you even astronomically. 
But there are ethers who hove refuted this as boldly as you 
have done. Rao Bahadur K- M Dikshit has said Kan-shka's 

date cannot be placed before the middle of the 1st century 
AD. Dr. D- C. Sircar says that there were 3 Kanishkas 

tbo first one in C, 75402 AJD„ teptgr&phicilly) the 2nd one of 
the Arab Inscription in C 119 A D+f and the 3rd one of the 
Madhuri Inscription of -4 (not 14 of the Ej>, Ind, XIX) in 
C 172 A D.. Smith and R.D, Banerji definitely assign some 
of Knmshka'a coins to a period long after Vasudeva, to the 13,1 
century A.D* SimiEarly the date of the Makabharata War 

has been variously discussed and arrived at by scholars 
distinguished in the research line. G.5, Karendjkar, £.A+. 
LL-B.- of Poona places the beginning of the war on Mar* 
gasirsha Sukla 11, AS days before the day of Uttarayana 
(he. the interval between the 1st day of the war and the last 
day of Bhlahmtfs life! and its end qs on MargasirSha kriahna 
14 of 1931 E.U.i as follows: — 

Brihadratha dynasty 1QQ& years, Pradyota 138, Saisunaga 
365, (Vayu Puranab Nand* lOJ, Cbandragupta's cote nation 3E2 

B.Ci Total 1931 B.G.} But he say a the passing away of 
Bhi&hma does not correspond to Bhishmashtami which is 
rot to he taken as sacrosarict* K.LDaffari refutes him and 

holds on to his pet date (approximately 1197 B.G,f) for the 
wan saying the Makabharata gives conflicting statements 
pnd the astronomical data are nothing but illogtcai-and 
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dangerous or to be exact 32*114198 B.G, Prof. P.C, Sengupta 
says the year of the war has been vitiated by Daffari 
by an incorrect selection of Data and o wrong selection of 
premises, With regard to Vikrama Era, Sri R,B* Panday 
discusses in detail the historicity of Vlkramaditya and his 
Era should be placed on the 1st century B.C., presumably 5V 
B.G. as is invariably accepted hitherto by all scholars Dr. 
C* Sirkaf of Calcutta refutes him and concludes that the 
earliest Historical Vikramadityn is Chandragupta II {376*414 
A.D„ of the Imperial Gupta Dynasty, who extirpated the 
Sakaa, conquered western India end made Iljjain a secondary 
capital of the Gupta Empire, People naturally identified this 
lord of Malum with the traditional Vikramaditya who wus 
doubtless the king of ftlatwa, with trn capital At Ujjain. This 
was the Era, the ScythOparthiaa Era. par-excellence known 
to history. 

Correct chronology is "the sheet frame of History* Nr An 
up-to-date and accurate list of South Indian inscription* 
on the lines of the one completed by Dr, D.R Bhandsirkar 

for North India is a desideratum. It most be framed and 

based on correct data obtained from literary Archaeological 
Epigraphies!, Ethnologic aE and nil other available sources and 
provided with a reliable md accurate index. Even the most 
Insignificant data, so far as it could aid the building up of 
history relating to Bharata Varshs, must be taken to account 
and properly find appropriately placed On record without undue 
haste or personal bias or such other weakening or depreciating 
factor, in comparison with this gigantic frame work, l think 
your individual efforts will he crowned with succeed and ■ 
chaplet of roses as I could find from the fine matter coo tabled 
in the hooka you have SOnt me which are all -veil argued out 
and con a true tod from various standpoints* so far available and 
known to Indologists of your type. I have nothing- but praise 
to offer to such individual efforts as yours* done at gz-eat cost, 
time apart. But none cun £ay the last word m Historical 
resonstruefronj so boldly as yourself as to throw out a cha- 
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ll&ngs and invite refutations and arguments to the contrary from 
Historians aud Indologists, whether occidental or oriental. 

My hunger after chronology and history could not yet be 
satisfied unless I could difinitdy know the dates of Bhar- 

triharij bis brother Vikramarka for Vlkramaditya) and his 

inveterate enemy Salivahana aged £1 years, born of a Brah’ 

min maid of a years by Adisesha^the detailed story of 

all of whom we find in the Vikramarka dharitram 

printed and published in Sanskrit by the famous booksellers 

VPR.Saatru]ui£sonst Madras. 1937J. Tho birthplace and capital 
of this boy of heroic deeds is given there as Pratishthana- 

Puri and it is stated that this Vf/irajticrAii died in battle, 
by a sword cut from this boy hero of exceptional prowess. 
It 13 Also mentioned til ere that, long after, one Bhaja Nripa 

tof DhPFJi or so) came to Ujjaip on a hunting excursion: 
when he was entertained in a right royal fashion with all 
his followers by a Brahmin to whom a plot of ground was 

given free for maintenance and lodging, I think, this Bhoja 

and Vikramaditya are referred to in all our ancient classical 

works at whose courts our great Poet Kalidasa lived* as 

some of the benedictory works of his dramas ore contained 
h 

in this char it am, as well as the stanza beginning with 

ffj? etc,, which we daily repeat after 

our Sandhyu japa io the towards the end. The 

author of this Charitram and his data else are not 

mentioned anywhere and it is simply stated as 'the 32 stories of 
the same no, of Tolls celestial' that adorned Vikramarkq’s 
Irvine Til rone of Gold, set, with wonderful gems, imbedded 
for safety underneath the Brahmin’S Plot which afterwards 

Bhoja purchased for an immense sum but could not ascend* 

lest he be burnt* if he stepped thereon. He therefore placed 

on it a figure of la wars cnrl worshipped it tell the end of 

life days, and afterwards it disappeared with the dolls unto 
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heaven* Please rcconeil this, with your findings so laboriously 

made all these useful years as you are a great master-historian 
of a unique type* 

Yours sincerely. 
Ft, MnC.IL Iyengar 

N.B, (I trust you will attend the All India Sanskrit 
Sahitya Sammdan the £3rd sewnon of which will be held at 
Bombay, on the 2nd, 3rd and 4th of June ns inagurated 
by the Governor of Bombay, and make it a grand success). 

-o--- 

From 
KOTA VENKATACHEbAM* Vijayawada 

Gandhinagar,: Vijayawada-2* 1-^5G* 

To 

Pandit Sri M.C. Krishnaswamy 
Iyengar, M,A, S.A.S.,etcr 

Dear Sir. 
Your letter of the 14th instant, to hand. I am grateful 

to Sri N. Subbarao for the opinion which ho has expressed on 
m_v works but I regret his decision to refrain from further 
discussion on the questions raised therein. Truth can bo 
ascertained only by free and fu)l discussion by both sides in 
any enquiry with regard to- a controversial question. Most of 
the research scholars of these days, even M.A., & Ph-D's., 
ore in the habit ,pf declaring, as soon a& they come across any 
strong difference of opinion, that they would refrain from 
any further discussion in the matter. This has been my persona] 
experience with them, jn variably, In any discussion of a 
controversial issue between two partiesJ either party must be 
prepared to understand the arguments of the other party* 
to show the fallacies in them and convert the opponent to 
their view* or to see and admit the fallacies in their own 
arguments and allow themselves to be converted to the view 
of the other party. This has been the tradition of the scholars 
and controversialists of Bharat. Great religious leaders like 
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Sankara, Ramanuja, and others have pursued the Same 
policy in propagatins their respective religious philosophies 
Truth can be ascertained only if such a policy is pursued 
consistently, Sri* Subbareo has not cared to advance any evidence 
of inscriptions* coins or other materia]: in refutation of my 
position, but confines himself to a vague assertion that such 
evidence exists and that the authority of the Puranas atone 
cannot suffice; no useful purpose can be served by such 
rejectionb ond vague assertions. 

A cogent history of Modern Bharat can be constructed 
if the date of the Mahabhorata War can he correctly deter- 
mined. It has been proved conclusively, in the first three 
pages of my publication "The Plot fn Indian Chronology” 
under the caption *‘The three important Eras of Bharat” 
that the Kali Era began in 3102 B*C,. the Saptarahf era in 
3076 BkCh. and the Mahabharats war took place 3G years 
before Kali or in 3IE8 RC* Extracts from the writings of 
I>r« Buhler* Dr. Cunningham, and other European Historians 
of India are given in support of the date. Sri N. Subbar no 
has nothing to say to it. In chapter IX of the same volume, 
in pages 167—the essay of Sri T<S, Naraymia Sastry RAi, 
KL., High court Vakil (Madras), on the astronomical calculation 
with regard to the date of the Mahabharat* War, dealing 
with the subject .scientifically and elaborately, has been 
reproduced. There is no reply to this argument from 5ri( 
N-SubbarAo, I have complained* in the same volume, of his 
reading* misinterpretation, misrepresentation misapplication 
of inscriptions by the European historians of India and their 
Indian disciples and referred to the Khar&veb inscription as 
an example. There Is no reply to the complaint from Sri. 
N* Subbaroo. I have pointed cut in page lQf chapter II, how 
Sir William Jones deliberately* knowing the truth misrepresented 
Indian chronology* This revelation has produced no effect on 
the faith of Sri N* Subbnrao. He has offered no reply to 
my challenge in chapter V. The true history of our country 
cannot be expected to result from such an evasive attitude,. 
It is to be regretted that our Indian historical scholars are 
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inspired with such deep*rootecl faith in the European orien¬ 
talist1; and their research eg in the history of ancient India, 
Further in the inscriptions] evidences vaunted by these 
historians, there is no direct evidence of Kaoishk^ s time,, 
There are no dote* there* The era to which the years 
mentioned therein belong, is not specified. We cannot he 
sure whether the picture in tho design is the picture or 
Kanishka, and if so, of which Kamshka. of which time. All 

the dates determined by them on the basis of these inperi- 
ptiops arn the results of their imaginations and inferences 
but not specified directly in the inscriptions* Our Modern 
Indian historical scholars have been imbued strongly with 
the notion that historical ac fence consists of the fabrication 
of Imaginary structures of historical fiction on the basis of 
some stray historical evidence of a dubious character* 
To name this historical science ia e mistake. To 
record the events as they happened* to report the occur ranees 
ds seen, heard or otherwise observed, or learned from books. 
Is an art* but not a science. There is no scope for Imaei- 
nation or argument in it* Events do not happen according 
to cue1 theories- It is the business of the historian to record 
the events as they occur. The alleged historical dates of 
our modern historical scholars are all based on hypotheses 
and inferences. Such dates can never represent facts. The 
histories in our Fur anas, epics and other historical writings 
of ancient times like R&jotarangmi are rejected as untrust¬ 
worthy and unreliable "by these scholars * for purposes of 
historical reconstruction* What is it they accept vs reliable? 
Only the theories and conjectures and imaginary accounts 
based on them by the European Orientalists* If there is 
definite archaeological evidence regarding the date of Kanishks 
how was St possible for the different scholars to infer differ¬ 
ent dates even as shown in your letter? Of these different 
views* which is to be accepted by us as authoritative? The, 
author of the historical tread so Rajatharangini proceeded 
with his work on the basis of 12 other historical treatises 

of anterior times and inscriptions and other evidence available 
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jn his time and arrived at definite dates. Rejecting such 
determinations* what better evidence have these modern 
historians been able to advance in the matter? AH their 
vaunted wealth of historical material like the inscriptions 
altered to have been discovered in recent times ha5 enabled 
them to indulge in imaginative historical romances and net 
to arrive at any definite and true date. The true date can 
only be one and not admit of differences of opinion and 
variety of views. 

The Puranas* the epics, the astronomical treatises. Yearly 
Calenders, In short, all the ancient literature and tradition of 
Bharat definitely declare the date of the Mah abba rata War 
to be 36 years before Kalin The histories of Nepal* Kashmir 
and Magadha confirm the same date. Further if inscriptional 
evidence,, considered the most authoritative and Indisputable 
e&n be adduced in support of the same* it is hoped there 
could be no scope for questioning the determination► We 
now advance such evidence* 

ip 

The Aihole Inscription 

According: to the reading of modern historians of the 
A thole inscription, the Mahabh&rata War took place 3735 years 
before the year 634 A.D, which was* the date of that 
inscription* 3735 years before 634 A*D., means 3!01 B,iC. 
which id the date of Bharat* war according to the modem 
historians reading of the inscription* This does not very much 
differ from S13S B.G.* which, according to the Puranas and 
the Mah abba rata is the date of the war. Not only those that 
rely on the I'uranas but also those that rely op the 
Aihole inscription have to admit that this was the approximate 
date of the Epic War, Even according to Dr* Fleets reading 
of the inscription this is the correct conclusion. Even Sir 
William Jones, Dr- Buhler* Gem Cunningham* Dr* Hulf/scb and 
others, who accepted that the Kali Era started in SHJH B,C.f 
can be said to have agreed upon 3133 B*C, {35 years before 
31&2 B,CJ as the date of the Bn strata war. 

Th* Aibole Inscription 103 

The text of the Inscription runs thus;— 
"TJirimeatau, thri sahasreshu* Bharat a adaahovaaditahl 
JSaptaabdei Sat&yukfceahu ga(sa) tbcebvabdeshu ponebasu! 
Panchaasateu kqlaukanlc shatsii Pfaocha satan&ucba! 

samaaeu samatbi thaasu Sakaanafcmnp! BhubhujumH 
Dr. Fleet’s translation in End* Ant* Vol, V, pH 73 is as 

follows:— 
“Three thousand seven hundred and thirty tfears having 

elapsed since the War of the Bhuraitas and (three thousand) 
five hundred and fifty years having elapsed in the Kali Age 
and five hundred and six years of the Saka kings having 
elapsed, this stone temple of Jlnendra the abode of glory, 
was constructed by the order of the learned Ravftirthf etc., 

etc.1* 
Kindly ascertain and let us know the reaction ofSriN.Subba 

rao to this inscription* If he has real faith in inscriptions, when 
the date of the Ma hah ha rata War according to the Purpose Is 
confirmed by this inscription should it not be accepted by 
him without hesitation? After the discovery of this inscription, 
it is not known what attempts modern historians of India 
have made to aitcr the wrong date of Mahabharata War 
in their history of Ancient India. Please ascertain and let 

me know* 
Besides, m the S3th (Plavanga) year of the Jayabhyudays 

Yudhishtira Era (beginning in the 1st year of the Kali ora) 
Jap&mejaya, sod of Pari k shit the grandson of Yudbistira has 

inscribed two gift deeds. One of them is in favour of the temple 
of SItarania and the holy men residing Its the Munibrindaraka 
Kshetra on the banks of the river Tungabhadra. This has 
been published on PP- 333,334* of the Indian Antiquary by 
tbs Archaeological Department. This inscription (regarding 
the gift] Is dated SMi year of Jayabhyudaya era or 33th year 
of-Kail which Corresponds to 3103 E.C* (It is inscribed by 
J&namejaya in the 23th year of his reign^ Parikshjt the father 
yf Jarmmejflyc was crowned m Kali h (Promadhi) He reigned 
for years and again in Praraatihi he expired on account 
pi a serpent bite* Jamtfnejaya was crowned in 60 Kali and 
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inscribed this gift deed in the £9th year of his reign or 
IUii (FLavangn)* So it is evident that Pnrikshit was crowned 
in 3101 BrCj the first year of Kali. Before him, hie grand 
father YudhlehtEra, the eldest of the Pandavae* after his 
victory in the Great M&h&bharata War, bad ruled for 36 years. 
So the Mflhabhsrata war should be dated ]>ear9 before 
Kali or 3102+3G before Christ or 813B B£L 1 may be 
permitted to refer you to pp. 10-23 of my 'Indian Eras" for 
conclusive proofs with regard to the date of the Muhabharato 
war, the Kali era, and the Snptarshi era and to pp, 4 8 on¬ 
wards for detailed information regarding Saute rahi era, Cyrus 
tra and other eras. If you will kindly peruse p, 51 of the 
volume, dealing with the Sri Harsh a era, I am hopeful that 
all your doubts regarding Bbartrihari, Sri Harsha ana \ 
will be cleared. Kindly bring it to the notice of $n N, 
SubbafaO alsfl and persuade him to go through the entire 
volume of my Indian eras, The copy of it aent to you ss 
without proper cover or binding. Please do not neglect it 
on that account but pereUe it. All jeer doubts wiU be 

cleared 
Sri N* Subbarao writes, according to you, ‘'Unless other¬ 

wise corroborated by independent evidence, it is not safe 
for any one mainly to roly on literature like Puranas, 
ituj.«turn wini etc. The inf ormation mWM m them hM 
to be taken only aa ■tradition enshrined Jo later writings . 
The modern critical student has to handle it with great 
caution and discrimination, in the work of historical recon¬ 
struction. Any attempt to use it ercbisively to the detriment 
of other Sources of undoubted authenticity would land one 
in confusion and lead to the ^changing of facts for fiction. 

If Sri N. Suhbarao stands on such ground, may I ask 
with respect and in ail humility "What is the undoubted 
authority for the contemporaneity of Alexander the Great 
and Chandrugupta Maury a in which he believeswin miplifl t 
faith as the sheet-anchor of Indian Chronology! It is well- 
known that the writings Of the Greek scholars who had 
iiocompanied Alexander during bis conquests ware ail dcs: 
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tr^yed En course of time. The writings of Eater Greek 
Marians rsgnrding Alexandra invasions, of several centuries 
afterwards, which alone are available to us, come under 
“tradition enshrinttS in literature,1' according to the principles 
enunciated by Sri R Subbarao. So they cannot claim conclusive 
authority. No independent evidence of undoubted authenticity 
has been advanced to corroborate them. There is no Inscri* 
ptional evidence whatever, to mention. It we take the 
accounts of foreign travellers into consideration, they were 
not historians, they had no historical knowledge. They did 
not write as historians with the point of view of a hiitonap. 
It was pot the purpose of their visits and travels They 
were ignorant of the language* of the land. They were not 
the contemporaries of Alexander. They visited this country 
10 centuries after the invasion of Alexander and incorporated 
in their writings materia! reported to them by the way farero 
who have no historical sense and recorded incidentally in * 
langur they did not know, as they ^foreigners! understood 
Et Moreover the information thus gathered by them regarding 
the events of a thousand years previously, might have boen 
misunderstood by them on account of the confusing nature 

of the tradition itself, 
one king being mistaken for another of the same or similar 
name. Further, in the translations, so called, of the writings 

of these foreign travellers to our country in ancient times, 
modern Eowpeap historical scholars of Indian history might 
have interpolated, accord Eos: to some competent critic* stated 
merits tv render plausible, their own false and wrong deter¬ 
minations of ancient Indian chronology + 

How could such statements of foreign travellers, incomplete 
and corrupted, supersede the. clear accounts in our ancient 
indigenous consistent and complete Uterary and historical 
compositions? Ealhana, the author of Rajatarangmi claims 
I. that for £ period of 4&&G ye:*rs before him. the historic3 

of the reigns of kings of his country Kashmir, were composed 
by their contemporaries who were actual eye witnesses to 
the events recorded by them* 2. that later historians had 
compiled continuous and tsemperheasiva histories of ail the reigna 
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on tb« basis of such aueb^tto^al 
3. that he had examined crlticalll had int0 them 

and 4, to remove *hB ""'lp d thsir mUtonl inconsistencies 

due to later * ^MtUd all the inscriptions. eiHo^es, 
on that BCCflUiU, be hafl c . 3 liable to hmt 
scientific and other Utorature of theja« v ^ 
and the incidental reference, to M***1* csmprehenaive 

traditions, and h‘“ ™"in the I-SAW verses of his 
.and cogent history bv tialhana was not ^thered 
Rajatarargml. The me.er ^temporaries but from 
from the traditions extant among contemporaries 

3T7 22LSU ““ * — ‘“•““fi 
M MX bta »W ,-' K“1f 

«a >» ““ '■*»• h ■ “ ■" ’"3\£h „M »« 
V.A. Smith and others have g. ^^rjfa, tTCa ti s* by 

Raptarongini- There is no ■ _ . Aj; (jje historical 
any European orientalist, more h * ^ bawd on tlwir ow!l 
writings by the western his a potll grain of truth 
conjectures and by pi'theses- 1 d oninscri* 

or fact in thorn. If it &<Vre gSl£They haVU 
ptions, not ail the of tiie inscriptions are spurious 
themselves admitted tha^ s ■ that ground 
and forged and they foJ their 
when they found them . them, obviously as they 
purposes. Among those accepted purposes, there 
found them suitable or convenes* ^ «„ forged, 

are many that can uc Pr0V* ■ th(Jln have been misread. 
Some of even the genuinea “. fi Jn gymo 0f the important 

misienterpreted js „„ dutt or era specified to 
among these macriptions *1,^ ^ ^ Xhe dctcrmi- 
enable us to assign them ■ ^ ip tbe inscriptions 

nations of t** dates princes mentioned therein are 

-atrsffsfi-p V ii ,3 ^ 

Historical Di&castEoPs 
jay 

inscriptions and accounts of foreign travellers that «'*£"£ 
U> constitute Independent evidence fs the history at Infra 

to suffer forever from all the errors and ^gersof 

interpreting tack evidence? All the research connected 

with inscriptions for the last one century has 
on with a view to reduce the Mtignity of the ancient history 
and cuiture of Bharat but no new prince or dynasty of arc^ 
times has been discovered by the.r ho.o beyond the j 
dynasties mentioned in our epics and Poranas. While ait the 
Puranas "ive us details of the raya! dynasties of the different 
kingdoms’in the country and the reigns of the kings of each 
dynasty from the lime of the MahabharatS wsr (3138 B.C,. 
retting aaide this date of the Mahabharata war, the natural 
Starting point for Indian chronology for modem timw, the 
European historians of India have selected the l»v«» 
Alexander S3 the storting point and foundation sad wrong y 
(deliberately or by a mistake which they have 
to rectify! identifying the Indian contempm.rrrf Alexander 
a* Maury a Cha-idragnpto instead of Gupta U S - 
and threw into confusion Che entire 
and declared them wrong and unreliable as they did not 
tally with their own wrong determinations based onanarbi 
trary hypothesis. While Dr. Buhler eod Other Eutopean 
scholars have recognised the loginning of theR^ 
3102 B.C., and of the Saptarshi era in 3U7G B.C, -c. 
disciples among the Indian historical scholars are retuchmt 
to recognise them though they are not able to Justify 

position or views. They bluntly refuse to «"«*‘jSft 
though (hoy are not able to advance arguments to just.fy 
their position or disprove the views of their opponents. 

Indian historical literature locates the Mahabharata war 
in S138 B.C. We have advanced inscriptiona! and otner 
independent evidence in support of the same. May we expect 

cur learned friend 3ri N,Subbarao to accept our position? 

If be rejects the same, should he not come forward with 

reasons and arguments for such rejections? We are prepared 
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+. _ j-j u?e them 
to study his argument? snd aWept his. 
ConvindnE, to Kl« UP Mr P pQblicstkfl» 5«m 

Sri M. Subbarao determine to *• 
to aim at throwmg back all « y(,at8, But wc 

insoripiious discovered *“*« inscription which 
challenge him to show at1e^ * be cWrtidered independent 
affords evidence which desert * Alexander and Maury a 

to prove the of such inscription^' evidence, 
Chapdragupt*- In the ■ ^ to hin-. H 
B„j- arRument or view ^ evilJen[fe in the in&criimena 
the absent of direct and d_ J* strSrjgth of 
ail the arguments hu.lt P £onsjdfred tt5 calculated to 
eridence in the ins^ptwms “w J shifting forward 
reduce the equity of « “ \9 nt)t Sri N. Subbaran 

the chronology w ou/ __3„t»o»*l" evidence to prove the 
bound to produce wj*jjj and Maurya chandragupts 
comtemparaneity of Alexan Mnt(werey? hmty 
which alone can reive the b„, 

ascertain if he has *M gubbarao to declare that he 
It is not proper for Sn, , Jiacujsiov in the matter, 

will not participate in ar'!' n.rties to a controversy 
PM ascertaining thojuth, ^ My nwrwtlw*, 

should engage ia SwaljTi, scholarship 
according to the traoition J *» r atlr| the basis of 

As you say the crux of ■*«“"£ of the Kail or* 

the five points in it »* tho ^-babharata War. This 
the Saptershi era »ud date « ^ of Indian history 
Should be the foundation and WjJJ ^ ^ PuraflaS ar.d 

and chronology* I h" j tjon of them but based it on 

rS1 

-tfsr swv — - ” 
information, , Mahabharata war, evidence 

With regard to the date _ ^ and the writing? 
from the Puranas and cpi , ced in my publication 
of western scholars have all beenacia 

Historical Discuswons j 09 
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on Indian eras, The same views are elaborated in my other 
works. Please consider if Sri N. Subbarao could still hesitate 
to accept our position when we are able to show that 
evidence of the Parana?, of the inscriptions discovered so 
far, the writings of modern historical scholar? alt point to 

the same conclusion. 
Further, with regard to your doubts I have already 

suggested that a perusa! of my Indian Eras will clear them. 
The death of Vflcramrka at the hands of Scbvahana and 
the books describing the same do not come under bislcry. 
They are fiction gathered round the name of a ^e!I-known 
historical ^hnmefeer. The historical facts regarding V (krBms- 
dltyn and SaUvthana ate found in the Bhaviflhya Mah^qmca- 
They belong to the Faramira or Pun war dynasty- Sab van an a 
is the garndflOfl of Vikrama, The sprite narrated by the 
3£ sculptures on the throne of Vikrama ar* alt foetid in 
the Bhavishya purana but they arc not the fame as 
stories in the publicatiwiB of the Vavilla prs?s. The later 
are derived from Sanskrit literary fiction, Gunadhye’s stores 
are transformed into the Kattwsarttbsagprs. The stories of 
the IWirimsat Salftbhaftgika hnte been transformed iatotfie 
fTtnriea of the 32 sculptures on the throne of Vfkrama -oU 
S3* hL perused parts of these literary work, but they 
do not constitute history, The Bhavishys Por*na retards tint 
Vikraroadstyrt rot mads a srolden throne with «£ steris to 
ascetic! it with 32 goMen sculptms one on each step. As 
he was about to ascend the throne, on the occasion of Ms 
enronution, a certain brahmin appeared at his court and 
advised him not to proceed with the coronation before leaning 
from him the science of politics or B*juuthi; Vikratll* acted 
on this advice, leamt Rajsmithi or politics from him through 
the 3’2 stories and then the coronation wEs completed. This 
is the version in the Fratis&rga parva of the Bbavi&hsa 
pur ana. The S2 stories are found there, Vikramaditya was 
born in Kali BWI or 101 B.C, His coronation took place in 

BC, His era was founded in &7 B.C, 
Bhmrtrihari, Sri Harold Bhatti and Varpruchi were the 
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four wits of a brahmin scholar by name Chandra Sarma 
born of wives of different castes. Of thefoor(^I t.Mtnbo 
and Sriharsha were born to Silavati, daughter . 
of Ujjain who was following the; Brahmin and ^hstnys 
traditions of the ancient culture of the land. IW bclo t 
to 490-457 BC. Ref, Indi*n Bras, pp. 51-=J 

I regret my inability to attend tbe conference at Bomow 
this year as my h«a!tb is very poor just now* 

Yours sincerely, 
Kota VenkstfifcbelBai- 

Fosted on 5/6/56 56 

1226/E-13* Nagapps's 
Extension* 

Sri Ram&puram^BaPS&bre 
D/M-56. 

Dear Fantulugani, 
Your kind remarks (St pages *t typed mOmr ««« 

about the opinion given by my esteemed friend Sri - ■ 
so as to bring him round and accept your final 
challenge it convincing, was duly to hand. I E»v _ back 
on T/n/pf> as soon as I returned from journey* k 
the 2t pages of your remarks and the books to^ay from Sn 
N. Sob ha Rao, with directions to intimate brs views M ^ • 
It is very elaborate and pricks any man to tbe quick, JWT 
how 1 am quite convinced of many of the argume 
forth by you cogently and eorroborstingly injupp;* °*ter 
VI#ws on the subject of chronology and history- in 
portion of your lector as regards 

, do agree as Legate further to 
evidence. Yet I think we nave inseriptlonat Or 
f- J .... if ||lere are any epigrapn'Cal or inscripuu 
Sertidencesln the matter to justify, rectify or nullify 

"£1 SubbaRao says he Is otherwise bus,, -J££- 
be te not further interested in toe -«er »eJa^onc 
to rough all the books you have sent me. on 

Historical DiKu»ion» in 

you on the commendable erudition and industry you hsve 

displayed in the matter. 
Yours sincerely* 

M C.K, Ayyengar. 
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Correspondence betufcen Sri K+ O, Scthna Mm Au 

Editor, 'Mother India' Aravidashrama. and the 
author of this buok* 

la Koe Radgnpoulle, Pondicherry 17-7^56 Dear Pandit 
Venkatachni&ro* 

I am grateful for your reply on that point frum the Puranss, 
As I want to quote you as ait authority <m thia matter of 
dirivraj and Pat&iiputra I wanted to be absolutely sure. 

The question of Amtiyoka is more serious and, though I 
feel that you have a good case, 1 don*t fee) very confident* 
because* ease for case, the opposite view baa a little more 
strength* But* of course, if 1 can make all the rest of my 
arguments for stronger than those of the other party, what 
ygu say about Amtiyoka will demand and command attention. 

I feet 00% inclined to the identification of Sandrocottus 
with Samudragupta. But l am not pledged a priori to any 
view. 1 am not after a theory, I am after historical truth, 
and I am sure you too are also concerned about that. So 
I make it a point to cheek up nil things an my side no 
less than on the other. Hence my questions to you. 

ifrWRDA Saatri's miscalculation may he small but it is 
vci-y unfortunate. For he himself has a aid;r* Unless we satis¬ 
factorily explain away this difficulty (about the Aihole 
Inscription)* we cannot bo positively certain about our con¬ 
clusion that the Saks Era dates from G5D B.C.,J Well, if 
the Aihda Inscription, even with the alternative reading of 
S13S instead of 3736 years from the Mfthftbharata War does 
not confirm his Saks Ka!u, many serious complications arise 
for us. And here, again, it Sc only if the rest of our case 
is exceedingly strong that we can put aaEde this Inscription, 
I think I cap make the case strong enough, but the point 
about Samudr*ffupta's Allahabad Pillar troubles me very much* 

WhaL yon my in your postcard doe* not at all satisfy me. 
It only shown thet you have depended wholly on Narayana 
gastric statement that the Yavanay are mentioned in the 
Inscription, i am jfraid you have not thought of going to 
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the original text to eheek hta statement. WelUbsW*^ 

the Inscription in several M ^ that> whi|e there 
nothing was omitted or .addej’ meaka, gamatnpa 
is mention of frontrer kmgs ofSsm^ , Malles, 

Nepsla, Kaftipnr and thw» Plii^a, Sana- 
Arjunaysnas, Yaudhei^s, , ’other tribes and then of 
kahikaa, K»kas, ^thT iLbanushahis. Sakas, Murundaa and 
the Daiveputras, Sb«h.a, Ska dwellers in islands, 

s? r-rs mSr&i" .* «"-*• 
. irt nrf'ttv tjfffat corn&^s 

yoU most ^*nit that^ am SBmQirWUpta>s varied 
We have here a £utl aecc,un . d suzcrainty, and 
congests end widespread ^ J incomplete state-- 
mat the point we need a.««*"*■ “ A, it iB, it is the 

ment were there, lt J*»onsider the ouaMton highly significant 
most natural thins to consider the •» Peptops some 

and seriously «»*«"*• * ™ that just 

3-tSirtSi - *— - —— 
- LTSr-. - - - -r^SS 
« ujkwse W. thcrt 

"The Vishnu Parana states _ >>1akaq. E Yavaaaa* 14 
shah he 7 Aabhirf » SW 

Tusharas, 13 «"jj* ^ter this confusion, shall come 
Kailskila Javanas t108If thia aioka is there, we 
the Gupta DytiMte °^er)f, tcnturic between th«iAandhras 
get an interval ot ***** „ some light from your Ln- 
and the Guptas- p aa-i picpse reply »s soc>ri 
timate knowledge of the Puranas. 

y°U fa* type out that article on the Kaliy*SM°- 

VTiltanta se:il! 11 t0 >'0lj*with kind thoughts, 
Yours sincerely 

Ji.p.Sethns. 
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HiscoricaS Dhtus&lom 

From 
KOTA VENKATACHELAM, 

YU AY AW A D A,2a 

26/T/66 

To 
Sri K.D.Sethnae 
IS Rue* Rangftp&uIlP, 

Pondicherry* 

Dear Sir* _ ,. 
I am very g]nd to note the attempt you are making 

and the enquiries you are carrying at for the reconstruction 
of the true history of Bharat, 

j That the religion of Buddhism had never spread to 
the Greek Kingdoms has been admitted by Rhys Davids, Dr, 
Bhsnderkar and the historian of Greece. Prof, Bury. The 
empire of Asoka extended only up to Toxila and the missionary 
and humanitarian activities sponsored by him were confined 
to the Yona, Kainbhoia and Gandham Kingdoms to the west 
of it and extended from there to the east, to Kashmir, 
Derails. Sinkiang, Kutcha, Kusthana, Nepal and other king¬ 
doms of the Himalaya region and across Tibet to China ar-d 
never so far to the west of Bharat as Egypt orGreece. 
Please peruse again my publication entitled ■‘Age of Buddha, 
Milinda etc., (Already despatched to you) and refer to the 
map also provided therein. The Yavanas were of Bharatiya 
origin. The Greeks were descended from ,the• uncivilised rdces 
of northern Europe a The Yavanas w$re quite different from 
the Greeks originally but the two races came together and 
minted with each other in the region comprising modern 
Greece, giving rise to the mixed race of lono-Gree/.s whose 
names naturally contain both Vavana or.d Greek elements. 
If this truth is once grasped, the mystery tf Amtiyorfa could 
be resolved easily. The history of the Yavonas is available 
jo plentiful detail in the furanas. They are mentioned among 
the armies that fought on the side of Duryodhana in the 
Mahobharata war. There is a detailed description of their 
pert in the wer in the epic. They were reputed for their 
proficiency in the Science of astronomy. Amtiyoka is o 
purejy Yavana name. Antiyochus-theos is a mixed, Greek 

name* 
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2. Tho Saka ora of the Aiholc Inscription is not .the 

i ass 
bharatawpt. nenc k mi~be the Salivah&na ere. 
The Sate eramentlwed m it coma otiiF 

The Aihole Inscription. 

An inscription has been discovered in the temple of Siva 
in the So Iballi in the BMtm* district, record^ 

deed The date of the inscription is mentioned in it 

„«+#»*«-• after the M.hsbherate ~ 

after the Kali to - ">**-*£. S,Sji 
A.D), The inscription is by PolaWsm-i. ^ Tte- 
fiubliahed in the Izidipn Antiquary r+ ■ „ ^ ^ 

=5 

(Vide Fraehina lekh* Mela 1 H^ry Part IT, entitled 
The author {of Ancient Hincii Uistory r 
■^rchoeoloRical Evid^ce ^^,„0 

college, Pajabmundmendjonararyjf[ the 

S2St55T» wdi as’ the Ph^bic_c°py of the 
inscription itself which are reproduced halo*. 

PWnssS; 2S£S?E22 gaarJgSi — ■***—:. 
samaasu samatitaasu aakaanaamapi Ehubhujam 

Thig has been published in the Prescbina M** Uaals* 

" Vhe^t «*"«"**■ 

111 '^Z^******* Ka.le, Trimsatcu trie*- 

Historical Discussions iA7 

hisreshtf, +£ac?taubd<s sata yiikteshu+Sateshtf Abdesbn DaDC- 
haap^ panchaasatau sbatsu jmoehas&taftsuchtf MJn&asu flamu- 

fcitoasu sak&anaamap] bhuubhujaam, 
and when rendered into English:— 

'37 years elapsed) after the Mohabharata war (up to 
the beginning of the Kah 1st year,) and m Kali 30+3000+ 
700+&PQ-4230, and after K0+G+5P0-5&6 year? after the 

destruction of the Sake kings. 
But this reading cannot yield any cogent mooning So 

a mistake is inferred in the carving of the letters of the 
inscription and two alterations hove be"n suggested and 
incorporated in the translation and jn the text as published 
in the Praaebeena Sekha Hadea. 

l. ^Saptaabda” is altered into l!Sataabdat>T and 

2', “Sateahu*' into ^Gafesftiri' 
with these alterations the inscription is made to yield the 

following meaning, 
3135 after Kali or 556 aFter the Saka kings. According 

to this reading of the text:— 

Since 555 of the Saks era is equal to 63 i A«D.P 8135 
of Kali = 556 of Saka era or 63# A,Dt Kali 1 is 3135-634* 
2601T and the Mahabharatn war is located in 253S E/C. 

This does not tally with any determination of any school 
of historians of Ancient Indio, eastern or western, ancient or 

modern. 
So we suggest that two alteration^ are unnecessary- 

One, the second of ^SafesiW1 into £LGat^ihu'% i® enough. 

Then the inscription means that, 37+t30+300Q+703,+5)” 

(50+6+500) 
• 37+3735=3772 after Bharata war minus 556 of Saka or 

G34 A.IX, and 3735 of the Kali era minus 55S of Saka era 
or;-634 A.D., and in 556 of Saka Era or 634 A,U, 

Therefore the year of the Mahabternta war = 3772— 
634 = 3133 B.C., which tallies with our determination based on 
Otter, indisputable historical and inscriptions] evidence, 
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W-tto « 

Antiquary VoL V- * 73 '* B&d thirty ye«a bovine 
“Three thwwnnd se^nhun aTld (thwe thousand) 

elapsed since the war of the elipJ * fee Mi As* 
five hundred and fif y ■ e Saks kings having 
and five hundred and BlX fdra, the abode of glory- 
elapsed, this ** learned Eavikirti etc. 

I^T™Lng siso does not hold good. 

H is clearly «veaied ln this S7J2 

sfff-s* -h r J-S * *£*£*«" 
(634 A.D.) «ns M wasf*£ and the Ht year 

0f Kali era is 3735 - 634 - 3101 B.C, 
if Allahabad inscription. nee- 

3. With regard to tin■ «£■ word Yav#na does not 
not regret so »' S(tainlflbis belonged to the 
appear in it. Yahoodtas, k , kingdom* or modern 
region to the north of the w n ^ ^ ^ #wt 
Afghanistan. The Sakas and M#d A1)hjras and others, 

of the Yavana kingdoms ttn? nf gAmudra-(5iipta had extended 
to their south. TheconqUeats fSamudra-Gu^ ^ ^ Umjt. 

UP to Herat and included _ - ■ S(>tic,n .he must have 
Resides the rates mentioned in smal) atates within 
conquered the peopics of sever 0ana!i Barbaras etc- 
their region like the B>UM' ^ ar9 mentioned in 
None of these and not only the ^ ^ the conquests of 

the inscription. *>° we h#v® ,We ‘entire region of the north- 
Samudragupta had comprised #fld ^ sUtea in between 

west including the stat"™ mentioned in the inscription, 
them and not merely tbi>*■*■ ^ sped(lcaUy mentioned 
leaving out the interv g rad by the expression ‘and 
which may be *eLd 10 y 
other tribe s+,+ rv&alz 

_ rflferencft to the alleged Gr™ jJSTS SSA S Anywhere ■»«*— 

F 

Historical Dtsciisrions 11 £ 

(or other ancient literature of Bharat*. The historicity of 

these invasions is based exclusively or, the writings of k.e 
Europeans, in obvious glorification of their past. We cannot 
be sure that thsse invasions hs.d rcutly occurred. 1 he modern, 

historians of ancient Bharat have nowhere advanced in proof 

of these Invasions any evidence of th^ kind .satisfying1 the 
principles laid down by then) as ^Fundamentals of Historical 
research". The alleged Writings of the contemporaries of 
Alexander and Seleuk&s were lost long ago and later historians 

had recontrusted the same 4 or 5 centuries subsequently. 

Such writings constitute only "tradition endhrined in literature’* 

and hence should not be acceptable to modern historians as 
independent evidence according to their own vaunted principles, 

Inscription*! and numismatic evidence demanded by them 

and acceptable to them as alone independent evidence and 
indisputable, fa not available to them in support of the 
historical truth of the invasions of Alexander find Sefaucus, 
There is not even a single word of reference to them in 
the literature of the country ^Bharat). They cannot there¬ 

fore be advanced or accepted us proved facto. 

4+ As regards A.K,Mazumdar on the Vishnu Parana:- 

His finding that the Gupta dynasty came to power long 
after the close of the A and hr & empire, after an Interval of 
400 years during which many other kings had ruled the tand 
cannot be accepted. His interpretation of the verses of the. 
Vishnu Furana is not correct. He has ignored the expression 

Aandhra Bbrityas Santa". In the verse on the close of the 
Aandhra Empire we find at the outset *'Andhre Bharityas 
sapta’, ‘Abhira probhrutayah dasa gardhabhinasoha1 Ehubhujo 

Bbavifibynntj," (Vishnu Puraria 4-24-51). meaning 'Seven 

Aandhra Bhrityas, Abb Eras npd the Gardabhina kings ten 
will reign. The Aandhra Bhrityas are the Guptas, who are 
thus specified immediately after the Aandhra kings. 

Thereafter in the verses up to 4-24^69 several kings are 
mentioned as ruling in the different states of North western 

garret, Sakn, Yavans, illcccha and other kings and it 
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U Stated specifically in the MW 
Kalassaf ve Bhubhuio w.th tb0 Aandhra 

Kings will reign put„Bs that all the* 

Bhrityas- It 18 M t eonUs*t ruled over »e «*“! 
kings mentioned ™ th> ^ ft ;a stated in the 
country one after the cth^S J he3e kings had ruled 
Brahtnanda and Vayu' the ^rt of Sri ** 
contemporaneously. It 1 dedaririg the contemporaneity 

tlX^ Jwii *p “areunient “ the """ 
of their successive r£Z definite and specific 

Th* Matey* LTeLL* kin«»V-»W*"*to the 
with regard to tho Aano r kings of the Aandhra 
l6th verse the 2H&& ChBf_ and in the and 18th 
dynasty ruled in “U °L ’ of Pfter times—'''Aanaiira- 
verses with rs^ar" r _ . Btanityianvays nrupaah bnp ai 

— “K-~h M ^ 
v&ndhr*—bh&visnanti, xWIvtku" me*nto« 
dhabhil&ach&pi Sftk&iKhe* _ „ ^ the role o£ on y 

OTl„ r«a to » ‘5JS5IwgX. d,m. «■* 

“.r-rrr--sw-as,r. 
killed the king and h* arf L^ty, known ** Aondh-a- 
seven kings of the Gupt* ^ ^ _m otl,er Mloccha 
Bhrity a dynasty rued <W«Y ^ bc the contempt** 

king, t^ ero™ ruling I* «- *“* * 
of the Aandhra-Biint&a emo f ^ country aud 
Northwestern Bham and Jth ^ A#TldSroB. Even if the 

not rulers of the ««»> ) ? ^riftna. tha- the* kings rule., 
position, taken UP *>?»>“ ^ be held that they 

S £ JSSilft " *pr 

i $] HlstCfLcal Discussions 1S* 

prejudice to out interpretation and conclusion, Even if they 
were the contemporaries of the Guptas* they might be 
feudatory princea, conquered by S&mudragupta. 

Yours sincere] y, 
(sd) Kota Vonkstaehelam. 

26/7/66 

Flesse send a cony of Samudragupt&s conquest on the Alla¬ 

habad pillar along with the copy of the criticism of Kalfrugartga 

Vrittanta at an early date.______ 

13 Rue Eangspouliej Pondicherry* 30-7^56* 

Dear Pandit Venkatachclams 
I hasten to acknowledge your long letter. I am Indeed 

grateful to you for the trouble you are taking for me. 

Your explanation of the Aihole Inscription is entirely 
convi ncing. ‘An execIlent piece of researc hWhat one realise s 
in general is that Che words *fSaka Eran are understood m 
diffepent ways by different people and the chief thing in 
reading either an inscription or a win rightly ia to decide 
which Saks Era is meant, I am of the opinion that the 
Seka Era used for instance, by Rudredaman is neither Sali¬ 

valuma Saks nor toe Cyrus Era of 5J0 B,C„ but the Harsha 
Era mentioned by Alberuni as starting exactly five hunnrea 
?eirs before Vikratna Sam vat. Then atone the chronology 

of the Mahakshetrupu and the Andhns make sonce. Your 
datings of these Mabakahatrapes in Age of Buddha, 

MilinJa and Amtiyoka are a little off thc ra*rk- They 
do not agree exactly with any of the inscription-dates of 
Rudradaman and Chnshtana* according to any interpretation 

of Saks Era. Follow the Herslia Era and everything will 

come rights . ... 
I shall ba gtad, however, to know who precisely this 

Hnraha is* In none of your books do I find any hdfcation> 
You just mention the Harsba JErs in your list of Important 

Events. ____ ____ ___ _ 

# Salca ^2 of inKctpiion$ at Andhan and Saka 72 of the 

Junagarb inscripEicn. 
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. * vnu any sources to quote, outside 

Another point. Have yo „ CYfU3 Era followed 
Narayano Saetri, that there w*"Mg* Herodotus, but 

bj Persian w f*6 tare 5i& Era is extremely suitable 
I don't have “^uaoo* and ffivea meameff 
for u& and aet5 rt®bt *ev_f . ho tnexDlfe&tte* But what 

to thing* M -T Her’ T may mention, by the way, that 
are our authorities. He ® , .J noT)ta Era begins 241 years 
Alberuni distinctly a*}'* ‘*at J* P‘ ^ 1£ the Era COO 
after the coanmenoement of th th#t o£ 78 AD, *e 

cerned is* aa modern 1,1 aD If U is the Harsha 

get the general'y' " date. If it is the Cyrus 
Era we get HJ »0. n thjt this „ ^ re*) starting 

Era we get 309 B,b. w;tb Samudragupta who is 
of the Gupta Era »nd it sta wh;|e Chandragupta 

the real founder of' the Gup^ ^ empire. Alberuni has 

S'fo-VelLmeira^rate in many respects and I •* 

«7; rrtr.——ts 
jra-vr 2Jts Sr's 
STSL-SS and 22 take — «• 35 

pt tinier aTfl Up against 

Talking of truth, 1 “®? /^thesis* The work seemed 
huge difficulties in .e£tab^h'"e raora 1 researched in °rdsr 
ess? a* *• and Lstri'a and Achsrye'S, the more 
to prove your contention and We should do 
TrLiised how strong the m. We 

injustice to our own cause 11 .n£, criticism at several points 
shall expose ourselves to devssteu ^ plausibility 

unless we have fully W»«J“ ^ days 1 worried about 

of the modern view. For g^am, because if rejecting 

Rod Iranian and Gautanup Cyrus EJt* we bnos 

73 JU>. as the Saks fa " impossible, because 

S««.*=S2-« 
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rou.fldabaut 50A B.C- It is <wJy when the Haraha Era fUmbed- 
on me that florae meaning could be got out of the itispriptious* 
StIU* all the trouble is not over.. Ptolemy's Geography is 
a tremendous hurdle, for it makes it extremely likely that 
Cha&htana ard V&aishthiputra Fulumayi flourished in about 
130 A,Dt Ptolemy mentions them as Tiestsnea and Slriptote- 
mains and (fives as their e&pstale Ozene (Ujjain) and Baithana 
(Paithan or FrAtishthanah He wrote in 140 A+D« out of 
materials gathered ten years earlier. 

In my article 1 am going to state at first the opposite 

case in it& full strength and then see if I can demolish it 
and substitute a better one. Sometimes I wish I Could make 

a trip to you and thrash out all my problems^ 
Your correction of AXMmjumdar is very satisfying. The 

quotations from the Pur&nas which you give are most apt 
and help us considerably, I have no special knowledge of the 
Puranas end your erudition here is indispensable* 

PH typo out the article on Kaliyuga Rajavrittenta in □ 
day or so. Also the whole inscription of S&mudr&gupta 
which I consider the most magnificent inscription in ill history. 

Hi write on the point you make about Samudragupta 
and Yavana and Alexander, I need to think on it a little* 

With kind regards, 
Yours sincerely 

K.D*Sethna 

PyS. Do any of the older Panama give any hint of the 

accounts on Kaliyuga Rajapnttanta gives of the firjrt 

two Guptas? J am almost persuaded that tbe&a accounts are 
false. Samudragupta's inscription runs counter to one of themP 

II /S/tt. 

written immediately 
sent by me of the 

and of H&riabepa^ 

J3 Hue Rangapoullc, Pondicherry, 
Dear Pandit VenkaUch&lam, 

You must have received my tetter 
on^eltiog yours - and also the opies 

article on Kaliyuga Rajaifrittanta 

t-' p.r®$a*tivnih$ AUshaM Pillar* 

. 
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,. ., ,-^t-ofluctory pdrto'f'W «*<&* wil1 
■ ^ first short Ww«* _ j aVlaU send you a copy. 

appear this month m o third, fourth and 

real labour win * the ^ 

fifth instalments* te at jta strongest 
m the second - talMJ dly independent 

the case against our tneon^ ■* _ ch3^ragwta epochs by 

evident supplt^ aWuments* We simply hate to 
means of inscription ‘^ jf we are going to ma« 

tcslise the strength of th jn £he third I &Hall 

any impress'®11 ™ ,'cW»r-cut and definitive m this 

shove that *V’ r/ k *. feeling of clear-cutn^ 
casa is nut really so end that to ^ ^ haS been 

and definitiveness comes - ec - ^ Sandrtcottns and 

a melting up of the mmd “e flaws in the ease get 

Cbandragupta Maurye re-examine the so-called 

slurred over. Ip ‘he ■ wupta *nd what we know 
errespondenee between the GreCK ^ ^ j ^ present 

about Chandragupta Meurye. I evidence, anticipate 

cut alternative based on the *«■» ft , sha« etlemp 

ail dejectionh to it mi '? f. opponents in support 

to reinterpret the t shaU take help from your 

t£V3 2=r-. ^ „ .WMtb, 
Y°U of^avani’MritSdragupU'e inscription. I dunj 

«*»•** ^"iSSfegt - 
all,' when you accept the , a(Mj when you specifically 

mention of it in all our \ aCoept Alexander's Indian 

sfcF that you accept '* “ jt is to bn found in 
campaign although ““ ‘lene ^ ^ round 

our ancient! literature.,it •# We must preserve 

snd declare that comP^n em9 aa pTnbleros ° 

3 whibh solves nothing. Besjdes>o t 
finding ati ea^J way. ., <;amudreguplc giving bald- 

5^*4 %iS ^d Wling him: 

jJbsjirtfw * ^piea9e e 
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mr critical remark, but sometimes I feel that you have a 
lot of valuable matter but spoil it here and there by either 
taking somewhat imaginative flights or showing 
indignation against scholars.! Again, in several place*, you 
£ve sookeii Of Sandrocottus. If Alexander’s campaign is 

pure invention for glorifying Greece we should *«**£ 
about Ssndrocottu*. Eut can we forget him? No Greek 

historian could have invented him. He it the indubtaj 

reality which makes Alexander's eampa.gn re l on the 
It is true, however, -that Alexander fluttered only e 

north-western tribes and left no direct impress on India a- 

all and therefore India ignored him* 
If Samudragupta had dealings with Scleucua Nieator as 

commonly believed, we should expect some mdteali™ °“ 
Allahabad Pillar-. If it is not there we should loov for 

genuine reason for its omission. My studies convince me 

Chit there was no actual passage of armaf q^s 
and Sandrocottus. There was only a treaty becauseteCM 
realised in advance what they were UD agmnsh I Shall 

on this subject when I eome to it Sn my article. 

I had asked you for enlightenment on two or three points. 

But 1 haven't heard 

Si« r-TSSJ: cniyfivo™ 
states in the north-west of Bharat? It would be extremely 

favourable to our case if there were only five a«h btn* 
doma, for then we shalt provide an explanation for A, ,, ' 

£*>* «» ». *«» -"h h'r.S E” -S round about the middle of the third century B.G.. when 
Asoka is supposed to have mentioned his five rajas, there 

S moreTan five Greek kings. Why did ■»»*»«*« 
themT This (s a point against the usual identifications. So 
t'-^m anxious to know the precise grounds of your statement. 

Secondly why do vou make Amtiyoka tha king of Simhapura? 
Seeding to AsoU. Amtiyoka is the nearest to him and 
the four other kings are beyond Amtiyoka. In the big map 

you have provided in The Plot in Indian Chronology, 

I 
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Simhapuri « Hfbt fa the middle of the five Y.uan. ktag- 

5SLS»H"i* tides of the Kushanas o, ^," general 

a» r sr.TSS S-'j—- 
to yoa they ore beyond the fades. Ate yon see* nbtfrt tiM 

Now a word about the Potatias? What exactly 

„ho will bo in the JiSprnnM 
itself." In Narayono tabi I find that all 27th 

W« that the eycie beg.na «ain * the cycle 

Andbra king- ^ Wfl(T se0 1 7“ V.M You 
complete itself in the time of the ^‘^.^^iayana 
make the original cycle _l)egtn_ from ‘ J ^ Laukjkabda. 

»,".Vtn M4hr. king is M .*' 

a. . Mk .*«■" "TP v* .“.S 
translated sanwfttflJH lafcanamapv bhubhu]a 

the destruction of the Sake Kings”. But «*□» * 
be taken with the number of years and refer to thjrhftv if 
passed’ Would not that be the mere natural rendering? if 

it is taken with tha kings there is a note in the inscription 

which is appropriate because Salioatiena Era is Mejtac 
the destruction of the Sake*. But is there any gramma^ 

inevitability in such a construction? 

Lastly, in that sloke about Udayi and 
is the point Of the words "purav»raTO...P«faivrata . 
they imply the making of Kutommnr* chief cty orMart - 
I am asking this because 1 want to be one hundred P^cent 
sure thaf Baiter is pot justified in saying that the 

Hiitorfca-l Discussion? 
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capitaF was changed from Girivraja to Pataliputra. After, 
Udayi up to Chandragupla Maury a, how many times, if at 
fill ate kings said to have been crowned at Girivroja or 

Rfljagriha? 
I hope m hear from you, I have in all these matters 

no one except you to whom 1 can form with confidence. 
With kind thoughts, 

KDJSethna 

From 
KOTA VENKATACHELAMj 

To 

VIJAYAWADA* 

Date 24/3/5G, 

Sri K.D-Setns, M.A, 
13 Rue* Rangapaulli, 

Pondicherry. 

Dear Sir, 
The two articles namely 1. KuEiytiga Rajavrittant* 

and Hariaenftss Praaasti on the Allahabad Pillar kindEy sent 
by you have been received by me with thanks* A a I have 

been busy with printing affairs I could not reply to you 

earlier- I have to give the following replies to Ehe questions 

raised by you in your letter dated 3G-7-I95CI, 

Alberuni stated that the Sri Harsha Era commenced 4Dq 
years before Vikrama. eta but not SOO years. Please refer 

the Indian eras pp. 61 to 39 and (2) My s+Chronology of 
Nepal History Reconstructed £p, 3a), copies of these and 
other books of mine had been sent by me for Ar&vindashram 

to the address of Sit CkNnrayana Reddy. 

Rudradamano lived about 4jJQ-40d B, C*, Gautamiputra 

Sftta Kami lived in 433-4418, [Vide my Age of Buddha* 

Milinda etc., pp, 123 and 

Both of them were contemporaries* The year 62 mentioned 

iii Progress Report of Archaeological survey of India* Western 
Circle 1914T 1915 No 67, Andhan Inscription* does not refer 
to ^ny Era* G«J. Dubrieul in hfe 1'Ancient History of Dflttan" 

t ■ M r 
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28 K. »id ** B » >1“ “• h‘” 

reisn. Yasmotic* ptltrMB Rdjna Rydrada- 
'■Rajna ChaiartnaStt Y-« dWip«i<!b«B6 (63)**) _ 

v : ■”*“ JayadiRiana Put | (0( th* «3f« or tb® l|fe 
Mfanmsp In the 62n ? j^adamana. ^ranclson o£ 

time) of Rudraderoana son 0 y 

cTJlffSl. t'S KfiE 
i j ^ ^ —**■ iifetoe 

Of Rudradamatia’’ junasadh inscription. I 
Kind* *pd «• y-W - ^ j5 n0t found. Thereto 

believe even id that the wore 
72 may not refer to any ™- m6S0 I3.C.)Please refer 

As. for the Oyrua era “I j(l hia 
w my book “^irm Braa tp. «j ^ ^ £ra blgte 2526 

~~ rr £ B c6, wb£ EE* *559 B'& 26 Kail or i»7b B.u.i wpiul cDrretL 

What Alberuni has wriUet1 » ^ ^ t!ie Arabic lawO- 

Alberuni wrote hi*™°Bhask»r BeharyI’a vTOfk'KaruahuthUh#^ 
age, Albemni aays that Li-ab the 9tfc century A,D* 

had been current in bis Literature Ed* 187& A.D®, 
Dr. Weber in ht\H’S*°Vis as to how to reconcile 
pp. 261, 2Ai. says that h« '* Kved in or before the «i 
the two statements that■ Bhwk ^ ^ 12tb century A.D.. 
century and that he tlM Bhaskaraa were different 
except by euppoewsr tb“‘ these 
persons. 1S15 A p 0f Albemni’s book 

fn the English of ghiskara and has 
Dr.Sach.au has rem0v,Vj wa[,a. for Bhsskara, Such is the 
substituted the name _ '■■■- . . j to which I often 

nature of the to*™* 0 EitrfW and ******* 
refer in *J 's'rltlnCa a!! V. JL. ;n the field, I have the 
honest historical rosesreb Gup.0 Era of 319-ZQ m 

suspicion that • .«*«" uJl**>*+ work of tamperora. 
Alberuni's work is only “ wlwv 

[7l fiisC^rjral Discussion* 129 

Dr. Fleet gives the Gupta inscriptions in his 'Corpus 
Ityficripljonum Indicium1 VoE, III [Edo 177Q A,D, or thereabout). 
Nowhere in those inscriptions do we find $ny indication as 
to when the Gupta Era began. On simple surmises be fixed 

_ 319-20 AiD., as the beginning of the Gupta Era. In that 
□onttaetteh h* dc*« not «vtn rn*htfon thpt Albertini point.* 

to the same ye&r as the beginning of the Gupta Era, (Vide 
my 'Chronology of Kashmir History Reconstructed, pp. 73.74J- 

Therefore Eh)3 may be an interpolation! jn Alberiint's Book, 
All the modern historians have accepted the royai 

dynasties from the Mahepharata war to the Aandhra dynasty 
as listed in the Pursnas. The correct date of the Maha' 

bharata war is EI3& B.C, According to this the Gupta 
Dynasty begins in 327 B.G. Sir William Jones gives a list 

of Hindu Royal dynasties from Slfll B.C, to 4>2 BhC.* which 

according to him is the end of the Aandhra Dynasty, By a 
few errors here and there he arrived at 452 B.C* insteed 

of B27 B.Ch (Vide 'The plot in Indian Chronology pp, IS-If?-). 
Otherwise his list Is correct* 

It is accepted by all the Puranas that the Guptas came 

immediately after the A and bras* The greatest strength in my 
argument Is that pursuing the several periods of the various 

dynasties given in the Furanas right from the year of the Maha- 
bharata war of 3I3B B.C.* down to the end of the Aandhra 
dynasty, we arrive the year 327 BPC, As the Guptas 
followed the Atndhras. the Gupta dynasty and the Gupta 

era evidently begins with the year $£7 B.Cb As the date 

303 B,C.f suggested by you, our difference is negligible^ 

Modern historians cannot show any insfiriptional or other 

evidence for their assertion that the Aandhra Dynasty came 
to power in the 2nd or 1st century BrC. Recently some 
putichmorked coins of the Aandhras were found near Patna* 

It has been a common idea for a long time among tha 

historians thaE the punchmarked coin a were all of the 9th 
century E,C Thus they bound to accept the Purenic 
data of S33rB*C. for the beginning of the Aandhra dynasty - 
Gaotamiputra Sat&k&mi and Rudradam&na wore contemperatiea 
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° „C Thus- we «e the basis 
both living in the Sth the de« of the MM*1 
Of Indian Chronology * «“ . m we will he able to 
bhatata war. If *e we do not understand, 
understand several tbl1’1*3 -.T ^isjead ob in several ways. 

Failure «o «•*»* £jl» of my book “AW of Buddha- 
(please *ee p. anu 

ylilinda etc.) nthenlicity. please rente tu . 
As for Ptolemys ‘^milted that he had no direct 

western historians have d ^ biSed hj3 writings on the 

knowledge of India on boat-men and that there 
information furnished by ll''_ ^ and other detail 
been much confusion in ace several interpolations- 
in Ptolemy’s work. M«under Print. **»■» 
More of this you may ,0*® JLiogtcd evidence_misused.> 
Hindu History U\ L There baa bead published m 

Ptolemy's work tos ’tied Me. Crindlo’s Ptolemy in 
the 2Qth century a ~ tavahana are made to be c^r> “‘ ' 
vrbich Chaat&na and Sa _ credent as Crmr4e 

porariefl. This need «J ^ u nttt reliable. Further the 
himself admitted that hi w9ck mjSht be one of 
Sat.vahana referred to ■«.' Awdht*-.bearing that title. 

•-JSSTrtS* * 

doubtful fre^j£Dfnd knowledge of the authors about 
first hand information auv 

their own country. , BD0eiaiiy so in the cas® ° 
'■Ptolemy had to rely and «*c «V phonal 

India, cl whiCh he ,^d.hand information -report of t™ 
observation-upon ***“Jbo£ pteri«,ttS writers and “rlai 
niton. navigators.workotpre^^ ^ P XXI. 

Indian sources." (Vide. Mc- thtt the history of the Guptas 
Jlodern historians have ^ composition based on 

ICaIj yURarBLiftvrittantft i9 intersidutlon to the 

s/ss*u - rr.r.sri«- «*irc 
yugarajuvrittamta, ^ an interpolation, because th 

rejetiog this P*«; - piece fully tally vnth th® 
information contained in 

Historicsl Discussions 

material of the inscriptions. Even H this 
™Tatbn the whole book cannot be said to oe a K 
SSSU%J how the list of the Gupta kings has b n 

missed in the Puranss, but yet the Purauas clearly mention 

that the Seven Gupta kings followed the Aandhres. 
The names of those seven kings were gathered from 

other sources, and these names have been m^rporn^ > 
KaUyugar.iavritt.mti. There is nothing wrong about it- 

Thus we see that the author of this supposed interpolation 

in K.R.V, has done great service to historical literature by 

supplying a missed list of kings. 
aenlv to ycnJf Letter II Laced Ii-b-jj. ^ 

The Cyrus Era is mentioned in the ancient Astronomic.] 

works- I have dealt with- the subject of Cyrus Era in 

detail in my Indian Eras. Please refer to that. 
You have given certain reasons for the absence of Y.vana 

on the Allahabad Pillar inscription. Those reesonsaremore 
sound than the reasons given by me. with regard to belucei® 
15 reasoning is unite acceptable I feci alway 

indebted to those that make 3 critical study of my works 

find show me the dcfwts therein* 
If I am a bit harsh, here and there, towards modem 

historians, it is not because I have any contempt for them 
but because that much harshness is needed to rouse our 

people from the deep slumber of superstitious adherence to 

unfounded and untenable historical theories. I woulo be very 
glad if you awaken them without the use of that harshness. 

As regards Alexander, I nowhere said that he was not 

a historical person or he did not carry Oil histones! expedi¬ 
tion, I maintain that he reached only the Yavana territory 

(Afganistan) but never crossed the Indus. 
Regarding Yavana a and their kingdoms ptease go through 

the Vll tb cUtor .pp, UM» ot my hook "The Plot m 
Inuiao Chronology1’. There 1 hsve given in Telugu characters 

. the references to Yavana kingdoms in the Puranas, Maha- 
bharsto, Uanusmriti etc. I have given the same quotations, 

at the end of the Bart In Nagori Script in the same order, 
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PK»m «IB0 nee pp, 239 £ 2*0 of Ko^mir 
history Reconstructed" s copy of which I have sent to 
Sri. C-Nawonn Reddy guru, who knows TcUiguwell nod 

e(,n ^request you to go through my books’before'you begin 
to publish your history in ‘‘Mother India”. 

From references in the Puranss, in the MahsbharaU and 
in Rejotamneini, it is clear that even before the Molwbh*- 
rat* war there were five Ywai* kingdoms, totte! wort of 
Kashmir, a l'svona town .n the PwdjB kingdom and B 
Yavnna army in Pragiyotish*. M* this ra the Bhishma. 
DrOna and Shnlya tf.rvu of Mahsbharata there .re many 
references to the Yavanas and their skill in warfare Ei 
that time Greece or Greeks did not come into existence, 
- Of all the Havana kingdoms “Simhapura” ki^denr was 

The town ‘Nyda\ the birth-place ctthesT&vflnp 

%'Stt£5Sm.There was *?*£** >%£ 
tain summit ‘Kohimor’ and another Summit “^u .M which 
the Yavana god ‘Dionysius* is said to have perl 
When Alexander visited that kingdom he camped at to 
He could understand the people of that, place belonged the 

—to *■ «• ”* •“* «" 
aedrient Yavan* Puranas. (Vide PP* 1S5 1- 

Indian Chronology 1 
Abhisara and Ursa* were smalt Yavana kingdoms Tho 

kings of Kashmir frequently conquered and •*“* **£ 
Further ‘Simhspurs’ was just by-the western side of Gandh.ra- 

S" cai». -» to OtoW-tof •«; 
of. Asokan Empire. The territory to the wert** 
Emnire was Simbapura’ but not Aohwara which was t» 
north of Asokan Empire. That was.why *Shnh.pUr- was 
=ai»rrod -.3 the province of the Yavana Empire: 'i FieaSe iec 

hn the -to.* M* 
is more accurate than the big map given in Tb« Plot-i« 

“'SSTTi. *»««-■ -«■»•* “r"™”*, 
the Northwestern frontier extended upio Herat, please read 

I 
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myi "Manavaarishti VE^ana"’ from page 7&\ A copy of this 
book was sent by mo to Mr* Narayana Keddh In the game 
book a map of the Ancient Eharatayarshn is given between 
pages 28-27. 

There were three Yavana kingdoms in Afghanistan viz. 
Simhapura, Divyak&taka and Uttara jyotfeba. ‘Heerat* lay in 
the North-west of Afgantstan, The throe Yavana kingdoms 
an3 the western portion of Gandhura constituted modern 
Afgantatan. ‘Tak&haafla* was tha capital of Eastern Gondhara 
and ^Eso the western frontier point of Anoka's Empire. 

Shahfa, Sh&hinushahig were TuruskflS also called Kushans, 
belonging to Russian Turkisfcan. The Rajatarirngini Bay* (163 
to 17^ of Chfc l) that Kaniabka Was a Thurusbka king also 
f&ys that Hoshka^ Jusbka and Kanishka ruled Kashmir 
simultaneously* 

"Xulyam £ rayed ha Hush k&dya sthuruakanbhi Janodbbhavah” 
(VoL II, 3-6) 

The fact that Samudragupta conquered these Rushans 
meant that he conquered Afgb&nisthan including Herat and 
thfl land beyond it to the end of Russian Turkisthan. The 
tribes Yabodiyan might have resided net only in the place 
located by you hut also in North- west India, The Kiratas 
and Sftkas inhabited not only Eastern Indie but also western 
India, Although the reside nee of all these fleets was to 
the west of river Indus, many of them miurated to the 
regions north of the Himalayas, The region contained amidst 

tbe branches of the Indus was the original place of the 
Bahlikas, As their number increased they migrated to the 
region to the north of Afgamsthan, their chief town there 

being "BalklTV 
hv Shahi’ or Sbahaanshahi waj a seperats sect and it was 
different from the Saka^ whoso country was 'Sakastan' lying 
in.)! the bent of the rEver Hdmond and to the west of the 

’ territory of 'Arm’ with 'Herat' as capital. 
, a* ■■Puronic Sinks* referring to the movement of the Great 
Bear* are given in Telugu Characters on p. 34 of my book 
“Xhfr Plot in Indian Chronology"- The corresponding Nsgari 
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„ i-h at* book. An Entflteh 
version 13 gtveti in Ap^"f'Xja iven on page 35. 0n P0*10 

commentary <* itbo9* Pumii* (no-41) whose Enghsti 
34 ia given * e'9** fr0 ' . ;g por &)okia number 46 and 

,rt^n t. y»"LM L «l«» « »«' ”, 
4^ on page f ^.rrt ana B.C. wtosn th® Gm*G 

lit'is ^ * •"**■ ■“* 
Ce'llThe' statement of Parg‘t« thrf in''Ch!8141 eloka 

the Great Bear is «Mn»* H . fw ^^tion, while «# a 

of Msteya Btfano 19 f. correct. 3133 B c- ,1S 
matter of fact the faloka i ^ Gr4.t Bear was m tn^ 
time of Farik&ths birth, Mutsya Parana and other 

catenation of W‘“£* ^ bank the Great Bear W 
ancient works. Par^il.r P He m-s that the 

Pushy ami a«d he ^oeS 111 tfe *r0T, pushyami to Hughs. 

Gr... F.»r M* »» »"■ “ TSm te >W »*“ >» 
while only two hundred y*a™ *™o ata,3 fr0(n PuahyamUo 
to mnva over a distance of original wa arc asked 

S«m. » ?«*«;• &. ®»« b« 
to believe that the next PuaViyamt Instead of from 
started from the 24th |s evidently wrong , 

Magha the 271(1 “ft,ar‘^ 0n this point between myself and 
There U no difference ™ o£ the Saptarshi Era 

Xaruyana Sustry. He was apeaKi S Bear from 

13076 B.C.) »lld ! bt ,tha q pur one revolution from 
Parikahit’s Bi«b vir. 31^J^ year9 and we arrive at 

this date the Q«J A.ndhr. king is 1G1‘433 ® J 
4SS B.C. Toe time oE th'« ^ startine from SMBB.C. 
On a revolution of «*« <-l €* Q t B<.#r into Maghe, we 
the time Of the entry of'<*“* Aalldbra kiflg. Hr 
arrive at 476 B.C.. the of £** Eri flr Sake, which 

Narayana S-W ^ ^oUtion of the 2™ * 
started in . d te Would lead us to S76 B.O-, 
the Saptarshi «n*«“ . of the tfth Aandhraking. There 
the beginning of the reign « h points in mmd, 
would be no confusion vf 

Histtuicjl DiiCUSltonJ 

An for sloka no 41 of Ch. 271 in M&tsya Parana, pie-use 

see pafifei 34t So and 36, It ia said that by the tim$ Of the 
beginning of trie Aandhra dynasty tho Saptarshi would 

be In the of the 24th Star century (In 2S05) The 

Slokaa 41, and 47 clearly indicate not only the time of the 

Aandhras but also the length of the period from theMaba* 

bharata war to the end of Aandhra Dynasty (2811 years). 

In the following words of the Afhole inscription the 

number of years id not gfiven in lkS4mathitfl&u SikBDamapi 
Bhubhujam.” If wre add the rdeoent word^ ref erring to the 

number of yeare the passage would be like this. '■"Fancha* 
satau (50) shat^u (6) PonchaaetasucEift L50Q)-65S years having 
elapsed from the destructioji of the Saka kings. 

Whoever kiEied the Sakas in large punibera would be an 
era founder and an emperor of E h a rat, fits era would replace 
the previous era. This is what Kalidasa says in his Jyotl- 
rddabharana. Wo should interpret ancient texts in the light 

of such traditions. 

'Puravaram' RisanS:— f*A beautiful tom.** 
Prudhivyam means (<,on the earttf* Le. (in, the kingdom) 

Full moaning: “Udayi will buiid a beautiful town (not city) 

named 'kuaumapura* in the kingdom on the southern b&nk of the 

Ganges in the fourth year of his reign.» 

This is the moaning of the verse. There is nothing here 

referring to the transfer of the capital. 

No Pur ana says that any king from the time of Udayi 

to Chandragupta Maury a had his coronation perfomed at 

Girivraja, RaJ^griJia, FatalLpUtra Or Kusumapura- No whore 
is it said that the capita] shifted from Girivraja. So we 

should fake it that (amvraja continued to- be the capita). 

[Sdl Kota VenkatacEialam 

24JSI56, 

IS Kue Reofapoulftip Pondicherry» BD $ 66. 
Dear Pandit Venkatachalam, 

I have started replying to you, but haven't been able 

to finish* In order not ho keep you waiting* I hurry toack* 
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nowledge your incereatinR letter. 1 am gfatefwl far the trouole 

you are taking over my problems 
HI send you my reply in a day or two- 

With kind thoughts, 
fjSdjK. D* Sethna 

It will be a great pleasure if 1 couU) heee for myself 

copies of all your English books, expect the plot and '; 

Ajre of Baddh* which I ha« •llt'ife bought from JOO.'Can t 
y0U send me a little gift? PD pay for the postage. 

13 Rue Rengspoutle, Pondicherry, SI-8-56. 

Dear Pandit Venkatschalam, 
Thanks for your long and interesting letter. I was thinking 

nf replying to you every day but could not find time* 
afthoug? I was so eager to discuss the subject dear to both 

°Ur Y^bemni states that the Harshe Bra began 400 years 
u thfl Vikrnm* Era* “S00u wan a slip of the typewriter- 

Cf I have consulted Kielhorn’s translation^of the Junagarb 

inscription in Indian History from Ongtnal Sources 
There the phrase is: “In the 72nd year of the king-, after 
which Rudrftdeman's own name is given. But thw does not 
seem to make much sense. You have given Rudrad.-in.an tta 

reign-period 4M-4W B.C. Hew ttosj 

daman s 52nd year, because, a9 far as I remember, he 
considers Chasthana the founder of the Saka Ksla. Dr .UC, 
Bi-car savs that both the Andhau and the Junagarh inscnp- 
tionfare in the Sake Era whereas those of Nahapana are 
in an era which is unspecified. My own op.mon, for what 
it way be worth, is that both Sircar and Dubmnl are being 

rSft t^’seka EranofSSalivS"nr“ BuU their genera! 
Thorne5 of chronology that historians like Sircar a^ume 
Chasthana to be referring to 78 AD. But it is cunousthtf 

*«] Hsstfificil Discussions 1 $7 

Sircar makes a distinction between Nah&pana’s wording and 
Rudradaman’s. What fa there in the latter’s inscription that 
can be read as * reference to the Saka Era? I say Dubreuil 
&teo is fanciful because his trapstation seems quite wrong:* 
As Raychaudhuri points out, the literal rendering is; "In the 
5£nd year of Raja Ghasthnna son of Y&amotika,. of Raja 
Red rad a man non of Jayadamana/’ This shows a joint ruler- 
ship and then it is natural to assume that the 62nd year 

’refers to neither th* reitfn of Chasthana nor that of Rudrsr 
daman but to some Era. I chose tc read this Era «s the 
Harsh a Bake* This would give Rud rad q man's reign as 407-387 
(beginning: in the 52nd and ending in the 7£nd year of the 
Harshw EraJ As Gsut&miputra does not seem to have lived 
beyond the date of the Andhau inscription your chcronolORy 
for him can standi 433, 40? B.C. It is generally understood 
that Rudrad&man defeated Gautarmputra twice before be 
(Rudradaman) became Mahaksha traps - that is* before at least 
the Andhau inscription, 

As regards the Cyrus Era* it may be a genuine thin#, 
but it may also be a brilliant invention of Narayana S&stri. 
The date 050 £►€- yearns to be involved in Varahamihfrv’a 
words if we assume that he must have meant 3076 by the 
phrase **the time of YudhSshthira",. and Sastri must have looked 
about for some important event in that year and struck upon 
the victory of Gyrus over the Medea* He has triedt by a 
good deal of emphasis in hie writing, to impress us with 
what he called "this ever memorable year"* But how was 
R more memorable than 338 B,C. when Cyrus declared him., 
self “King of all the quarters**? Sastri refers to' Herodotus 
as mentioning the Eta, but I have looked into Herodotus 
and found nothing. You have also referred to the Encyc¬ 
lopaedia Britannica1 as recognising the Era. 1 wish you 

would not make such irresponsible references* Have you 
looked into tlie Encyclopaedia Britannica? Sastri merely 

refers to it for information on Cyrus CBUipsijjns: you have 
misunderstood this as a reference to a mention of the Era, 
I have found nothing in the Encyclopaedia, Unless you 
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#re ref™ to un old — JSSblK 
found a mention, you a 0aying this, but we moat 
editions of your book. _ iacJngEiD the true spirit of 
»* expose ourselves onywbere ^ the Mp 

historical research. * ;n any Ere bearing bis 
tinga ^ flowed Cy ^ oa]F in their own 

" A3 At l^t in o^of the latest histories of Per-, 
reign-years* At least i , aboat any era »uQ- 
Olmstesd's Study, J ^ ^ happened in ^0 B.G., 
vet v# To fill that soiuem s jU s I am con.' 
if our interpretation of v#ra'*mj 'hBye Mlten AlPeruni also 

siderabjy P«*« * when he s.ya that the Gupta 
to be meaning the Cyrus ^ o.baKale. This statement 
Era was founded £41 years ^ also 

* hie » **** * end 
mentions ]tr ltU 241 years after the 
new. But it is If^g ^Adharya says that after the 
Sahvahana Era. i.e. hy aw) confusion and 
Aandhras there were 18 T»« Thjs .A,01lld be aouie- 
then the Guptas startc . ^iefn historians say. You 
what in agreement, with everybody believes that the 
are mistakcn ,n tniP,.mg he(j tha Aandhras. According to 

Sn BSMS ^ ended in m ,.D.andthe 

Guptas came nearly * C" v„y curious indeed. But I 
The point about Bh*sia . jjl br saying that Sachau 

am afraid we cannot solve [(J a3 wSU be that 

has tampered with the text. sb^ substituted VStleswara. 

the older ^«*^“8fTfS2^ «be hasnot 
I should expect him to _ . 00 our 0wn. 1 have got 

said so, we ahf°'lld,st.aQtt' Arabic scholar who will look «P 
the matter referred to an Ara Bbesk*ra or rather 
Alberuni in the anginal. 11"* wesball def;nltely 

2*5S £ SSJTS '&■ sn —« 

”,er;:lit;r~ -—“■• 
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In my opinion Ptolemy's evidence is the strongest for 
Ch&athsna and Vasibthiputra Fulomavi having Jived in the 
second century A.D, No doubt, Ptolemy ltd no first-hand know¬ 
ledge, and we may disqualify him in generaJ; but I should 
like to have more details about his inaccuracy* Have you 
got a copy of his Geography? I am trying to get hold 
of the best edition of it but apart from Me CHndJe’s, about 
which I hive heard, I don't know what to look for. Why 
should a. fjve-hundred-years-oSd bit of information be connected 
by Ptolemy with Pratishthana and Ujjain? Unless we can 
prove to the contrary* the probability is strong that he was 
giving us contemporary news.. I wish you would do some 
research in this matter. You must be fed up with my 
hesitations and qnestionst but, believe me, we cannot truely 
establish our case unless we demolish every argument in 
favour of tha opposite* If Ptolemy's information is based 
on the accounts given by illiterate boatmen, I cannot under¬ 
stand how he could so accurately name Chasthana and 
Fulomavi as Tias tapes and SI rip totem lies and connect them 
with the precise towns that they were connected with. I 
was also astonished to find that Ptolemy has mentioned 
Baieokouros of Hippekoura. Vincent Smith guesses that this 
king may be Gao tarn Eputrs, but he has no proof, I think 
I have come closer, by noting jn your list of Hindu Royal 
Dynasties that Gautamiputra is also called VihVayakura, 
BaJeokoures is definitely Vilyay&kura. I can’t identify Hipp* 
okours, his capital. To find three kings belonging to the same 
nge mentioned with so much accuracy commands consideration. 

The point about KaUyugarajavrittcmta £s not that it 

tallies with inscriptions! evidence. That would be something 
in its favour. It tallies in a most suspicious way. First, it 
tallies only up to a certain period of historical discovery. Nothing 
discovered after 1897 is to be found in it- secondly the mistake 
about Sthiragupta current from 18 to'1903 is found in it. Af| 
this suggests though it does not by itself prove, that the whole of 
Kaliyuga-rajavrittanta is a composition of the Inst decade 

ot the nineteenth century, and wherever ft is correct it is depen 
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dent wholly on moderen discoveries, What are we to think of 
those parts that are not in agreement with these discoveries ! 
What authority is there for our believing that Chandragupta 
of the Gupta dynasty murdered the minor of theAandhra 
dynasty who were put in his charge or that he had a second 
wife who was the sister of Chandrasrpa qneenl Again, why 
should we believe that Semudragupta killed his father when the 
Allahabad inscription clearly says that Cbandraguptfl with 
great joy appointed Samudragupta king? I do wish these 
stories about the Guptas were true. They would suit us &o 
well, for the account about Chandragupta ha? several points 
of resemblance with two or three stories given by the Greeks 
about Xandrame?, By the way, I am inclined to equate 
Xandrames not with Cbandraarl but with Chandragupta 
Gupta, Chandrasri was not at all a powerful king, nor was 
he an upstart like Xsndrames, Nothing the Greeks have 
said can be said about Chandra §riF As between. Xandnames 
and Eandrocottus, there is a curious complication which has 
not been sufficiently noticed but which will solve many of 
our difficulties in relation to the Allahabad inscription, Eo 
you know that in the Greek writings we have at times an 
identification of Xandrames with Sandrocottus ? I am sure 
that Sandrocottus stands at the same time for Chandragupta 
and Samudragupta and all that is ascribed to Sandrocottus 
before the coming of Selene us Nicator is the work of the 
Sandrocottua who was the same asXandrames* To be more 
exact Sandrocottu a-Samudragupta began his work in 30£? B,C, 
only the time when Seleucus had more or less established his 
power in Asia and was turning his eyes towards India- 
I have to work oil this out in a scientific manner, Perhnps 
the faifth or sixth instalment of my -article will be devoted 
to it* 

To return to Kaliyagorajavrittanta: its account will 

suit me very well, but if it was composed so late as abou^ 
sixty years ago what is its basis in history? On what has 
the author drawn? There is no tradition traceable, which can 
bear out this account in the points where it does not roly 
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on inscription a! and epigraphic testimony collected by modem 
historians. A Group of research students should be set to 
find out whether before the last decade of the nineteenth 
century any manuscript copy of this Purana existed. No 
reputed scholar of the last century has mentioned it. And 
yet there fa one thing that occurs to me; Wilson in his 
introduction to the Vishnu Purana says, 'Inscriptions on 
columns of atone, on rock?, on coins, deciphered only of late 
years — have verified the names of races and titles of 
princes - the Gupta and the Aandhrn Kajas mentioned in the 
Pur*nastJ* If, as you say, the history of the Guptas is 
missing m the older Puranas, how could Wilson speak of 
Gupta rajas'*? The older Puranaa, according to you don’t 
even use the word '"Gupta" but only',Aandh^abh^ityas,^ and 
modern historians don't take the Aandhrabhrityas to be the 
Guptas. So where did Wilson get his Gupta kings from 
the Puranas? Will you try to enlighten me here? 

About the five Yavana kingdoms, you have referred me 
to your books. Well, I gather from them that the Mshebbe- 
rata and the Pur&nas mentioned Abhisara, Ursga, Sfmhapura? 
Divyakataka and Uttarajyotisha as part of Uttarapaths, but 
nowhere do they distinguish them os Yavana kingdom* or 
indicate that there were five Yavana kigdomsr Is it not 
only from Kalhana that you call these five particular places 
Yavana? But Kalhana lived in the twelvth century A.D. At 
that time the word Yavana had come to mean a lot of 
thing*. It had already been applied to the Bactrian Greeks 
and to other foreigners. '"Yavana" had come to mean "'fore¬ 
igners'* In generau And we don't exactly know what people 
Kalhana had In mind. Also, he speak* of kings close to his 
own time conquering these kingdom*, So the Yav&nas of h?s 
history are likely to be different from those of our ancient 
writings* There seems to be no positive proof that the five 
kingdoms were known as Yavana ones in ancient India. 
Doea Kalhans say anywhere that the old Conan da dynasties 
conquered Yavana kingdoms? Even with regard to the Yova^ 
Has of Kalhana I find that there were not only five king* 
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dams. If wc add "Carva" and "Ymvana Kashira'* we get 
seven In ill. If Darva gats Included in Abbisara, Yavana— 
raehtri still remains as a sixth kingdom. This *poil& my 
pretty picture somewhat, but I suppose we must nut bo too 
particular. 

There is also the question : Are we obliged to think of 
five Ys van a raja# in connection with Asoka? Actually Asoka 
mentions only one Yavana raja.. Have you noticed that ? 
Amtiyoka alone is called “Yona raja1’ and the other four are 
merely Rajas. Asoka could easily have repeated that the term- 
^Yona": why didn't he ? Perhaps he wanted us to understand 
that all who .were mentioned after Amtiyoka were also Yonae* 
But the doubt must remain whether he meant them to betaken 
as such. 

In the para before the last I have spoken of the Bac- 
trian Greeks, You must have snorted at my mention of them. 
J know that you consider Diodotus and company as no 
Greeks but Rshattriya Yavana? of the 13th and 14th centu¬ 
ries B.C. But. believe me, Diodetus (or Theodotus) is part 
of Greek history* He rebelled against Antioch us Theos round 
about 250 B.C. and became independent* just as Area«s of 
Farthia did at almost the same time,. We cannot conjure 
him away from bis time and place. We are faced with the 
problem of reconciling these Bactrian Greeks with the pre¬ 
sence of the Guptas in India But it is really not before 
the beginning of the second century B.CL that their cor.* 
nectfon with India starts,, according to modern historians. 
This is bad enough, for at about that time we have Sksn- 
dagupU on the throne, according to the Pu runic chronology* 
What are we to do ? All we can do ie to confine them to 
places outside the Gupta empire* We may have to diminish 
the Gupta empire a little. Of course the Yuga-Fur&na is an 
unreliable document; even Dr. Barual did not put much trust 
in it. Or etse it refers to me remote periodh perhaps 1J0G 
B C or thereabouts, when Pa tan j ah may have lived. But 
the B&ctrtan Greeks can’t bo whisked off to a similar date. 
Our very trust in the Buraias should forbid us to do 
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the whiaking off, for you have yourself said in your second 
letter to me that the Vishnu Purana gives several groups 
of kings as contemporary with the Aandhrabrityas and these 
are precisely those of whom the very first arc theBactrian 
Greeks and the Indo-Baetrians. You must be remembering 
the list: 3 Yavan&s (Bactriang and Indo-BactriansJ 13 Mundas 
(IndoParthian. "Marundas'* probably from Mem or Maurin 
Persia, Ptolemy's ".Morudae^b IQ '-Gardabhilas (dynasty of 
KadphesES whose name becomes in Prakrit J,Gaddabhes” 
from which the Sanscrit!sed forma ''G&rdabho, U&rddabhin, 
Gardda'bhil&s” would arise) 14 Tush&ras (Turushkasor Rushans)' 
16 Sakes (Iado-$cythians)* Perhaps the Bakes start with Naha, 
pens, even before the Guptas, and continue up to Chandra- 

gupta II who destroyed them* 

Now a word about the Saptarishis, I know that you and 
Naray*n» Sastri arc not at loggerheads regards the periods 
both of you deal with- If you start from 317b end be from 
3076, naturally you come to the £4th Aandhra and he to the 
£7th and still both of you are equally proceeding with the 
Saptari&his as your guide* My point as that you quote a 
sloka to the effect that the S&ptarisbis complete their cycle 
in the reign of the 2Jth Aandhra,, whale he says that the 
Pur anas unanimously make the cycle end at the commence¬ 
ment of the reign of the 27th Aandhr* or, to be more exact, 
with the reign of the 27th Aandhra. Surely thePur&nas 
don't say the two things at the sam^ time* Do they speak 
of the 34th Aandhra or the 27th? Ferhap& they speak of 
aetoher and just say that the cycle completes itself during 
the Aandbras. But from SasEra’s language I get the impression 
that he attributes to all the Puranas the statements that 
the cycle’s completion i& connected with the £7th king. 

My question about did not mean that the 

years are mentioned in the East three words of the inscrip¬ 
tion. I only wanted to know whether samatiiastM could be 

applied to the years as well as to the Saka kings. This 
word is in the plural and e&n grammatically go with both. 
.r - 
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You have said: 4*oE?& years having elapsed from the destruction 
of the Saka kings.” But where is ’^having elapsed" in the 
original? Samatilasu can mean rthwmg elapsed**, but then 
it cannot go with the Sab* kings and also mean ¥tfrqm the 
destruction. We can either say ‘'556 years having passed 
after the Saks Kings or years from the passing (or 
destruction) of the Saka kings* I hope I have made my 
point clear* Kindly comment. 

Thanks for clarifying the issues in connection with Udayi- 
What you sty is right. There is nothing to suggest a 
transfer of the capital* I thought 41 Pur a vara m” could mean 
^supreme or chief town’* At least that is how PargSter 
scorns to have understood the word, for otherwise he could 
not have thought in terms of capital-transfer. 

Let me thank you also for everything else you have 
written. Sometimes I feel I am bothering you too much. 
But I am new in this field whereas you are a tried warrior, 
and I have no one else to turn to in this particular com 
troversy, I am enclosing the first instalment of my article' 
-just an introductory instalment, I hope it wOI please you 

a little. 
With kind thought, 

Yours sincerely, 
tSd) K.D*3ethntn 

13 Rue Rangapoutle, Pondicherry, 10/9/fft* 
My dear Pandit Venkatachalam, 

Thanks for your present* I shall value the books* I am 
sure you wOn*t mind my doing it with a critical eye* We 
always need criticism to get the best out of us. In connection 
with my own articles which have now begun to appear, I 
make it a point to a how it first to a professor of history 
who subscribes to the current view on Sandrocottus* While 
presenting our own case we have also to meet all the diffi¬ 
culties raised by the current one. Whatever criticism this 
professor can make will render my own position stronger if 
I am able to take it into conaideration* EsaUy speaking, the 
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evidence against us U only from AsokVs edicts and from 
Ptolemy's Geography. We can answer other objections with 
some easof but here we have to strain every sinew* If a 
knock-out can be given to Asoka, for Instance, three-fourths 
of our work will be over. Or else if Ptolemy is countered 
A presumption will be created against Asoka, I think Ptolemy’s 
book to be the greater hurdle in itself but us As oka precedes 
It a smashing of the edicts should undermine the whole case 
and prepare ua for doubting the contemporaneity of the 
Information put into the Geography. 

Your new compilation is a mine of information. I wa3 

just hoping for some such thing to come out, so that one 
may have a lot of matter in a compact form, I am happy 
to find Narayana Sa5try's King* of Magadha incorporated 

here* After I read it critically I shall write to you where I 
agree with you and where 1 donNt. At the moment I have 
given the took a general glance* I hope the second part 
will come out soon* Will it contain things like your reinter¬ 
pretation of the Aihoie Inscription? 

By the way, l omitted to say in my last letter that the 
dates of the Kardamaka dynasty of Mahakshatrapas is 
obviously of some ora because they go on increasing with 
the number of Rajas: we have numerals going beyond 100 
both on coins and in inscriptions. That the era is of 7£ 
A.D, is, of course, a guess of our historians* We cannot 
agree with them. 

With kind thought?, 

Yours Sincerely, 
KnD.Sethna* 

I am looking forward to your comments on my long letter 

0 
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From, Kotd Yepkatuelialam 6-10-56. 
To Sri K D.Sothna,, M.A t 

1 am in receipt of your letter dated 31-S-5G* Lteimg pre¬ 
occupied with the preparation of my ‘‘Ancient Hindu History 
Part 0” for the press, part of which haa already been 
printed. I have hardly had time to reply you earlier for 
which I may be excused. 

I have noted the views of Hoy Chowdari on the dates of 
Chastsna and Rudro damana, I am unabie to enter upan 
an enquiry into the question just at present, 

Sri Mareynna Saatry has suggested that the Saha Era 
mentioned by Varahamihit* might be identified as the Cyrus 
era, But no Cyras era as such is mentioned in the Ency¬ 
clopaedia Brittanies. Sri Nareynna Sast»y simply suggests the 
plausibility of attaching some importance to the achievement 
of Cyrus, in view of his conquest of three separate kingdoms 
and the establishment of an empire comprising ail of them 
especially as the Hindu kings also helped him in the process 
by lending large sums of money and their armies to him, 
and reckoning a new ora from the event. But no Indian 
historical scholar of the indigenous school Of thought is 
prepared, so far aa my knowledge goes, to identify the era 
used by Vnrahamihira »s a foreign era. Since it is not 
agreeable to our historical scholars, I have no objuction to 
refrain from altering the original word and to continue 
to retain it in its original form "Varaha-Saka-Kalt”. Since, 
with b vEcw to describe and define the era in vojfue in 
hia time, Varaharaihira worked out u relationship between 
the movement of the S&ptarshi Mandpln on the zodiac and 
the times of the ‘‘Yudhistlra” and the Sw-ir^rohona kala 
Of the kaqfr tKali 26 or RC. 3076) and established the equation:— 

The Yudhiabtira Swarfforohana K&lu ’h&SEG-' Sakti-Ivak , 
of his tto. It is plausible to name it the Variha-Saka-Kala * 

The Swar^Brohara Kola of YudhiatEro L& SG+2636-26S12 
Knli or RC■ ie the starting point of the V#rah*-Saka-K*Ja * 

ALbcrunj^ equation reads:- 
Time on the 5a ka era + 241 - commencement of tlui 

Gupta Era. 
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]f the Sska era in this equation is identified a* our 

ta»s.i, bk. •» « *.1dj"S»'w it "’S .«SK 
-r ZXAZZZZ- in .n,.r ,b,r.nn. 

. . , . nn Lhp otker hand they declare uneqm'vocall.■ 
that^After the Aandhras seven Aandbre-Bhiritysfl will rdgn 
(Aandhra Bhrityea Saptu' (Vishnu! and "A.ndhrenum*1 Satnthitha 
rsiyc teshaain Biirityaanvaye nrupaab SaptBivaandhrs* bhavish 
vinii' ftfataya) so there is no scope for suspecting a per 
p nsr y Bu if we take it that the Gupta era was 
established, not by Chandra Gupta first, the founder of the 
dynasty but, mere plausibly, by his son Samudra-gupta who 

TurkmUn, it ituy wor-t opt to 509 B,C. I he ma t 

£l,r"The modern historians are net ablo to Droduoc ^ 
shred of evidence in support of their tboory tha the GHtos 

came into power and established their 
val of ICO years of anarchy after the dose of the Aandhrs 

Fmnire tin 2P7 A*D.j 35 they W?>- _ 

sar »»s. vr * xi. *»+ ^= 
Btated that you wsre attempting to get « the 
text of Alberuni’s Indies. Please let mo also know be 
result of your inquiry. It is a desirable enquiry but the 

text to be scrutinised .hould be an 
manuscript copy Mar than Dr. Weber’s of 185UA.D, or any 

PtiflWith°r5ird to Ptolemy I suggest that you should peruse 
at first hand the Introduction in “lie- Crinde’s Ptolemy 
Pkasw do not form any opinion without gome through it. 
You will find In it many statements to prove the lime* 
liability of Ptolemy’s writing I ^ reproduced only one 
KI m Saw. Moreover tt, of Ptolen, 
hove boon long extinct. Me. Grind!* merely compiled the 

. j- *.b.* jp.f T^mif rtfnters of 4 or o 
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centuries after Ptolemy, as the statements of Ptolemy and 
preserved as such in the tradition of the peopl# of hfs 
country and published the aa me in the Eg Eh century AJ>< 
under the title ""Me. CrindEeps Ptolemy*. We have reason 
even to suspect that gome statements might have been 
deliberately interpolated into this compilation itself by the 
modern historians of ancient India, with a view to lend support 
to their baseless determinations and conjectural theories. 
It fa alleged that gome of the statements in it indicate the 
contemporaneity of Chastano, Aandhra raja and Ptolemy but 
there is no mention, alleged, of any other king in them. 
So we cannot accept Ptolemy or h?3 alleged writings as an 
authority for histories! research. Me, CrindEe himself says 
f,Ptotomy1s determinationg — ... ... arc ail, with very few 
exceptions, incorrect. The work loaf, of course* much of it* 
Old authority, sa soOn as the discoveries Of modern Limea 

had brought its grave and manifold errors to light*’ .*..) 

[Me, Grind]e’s Ptolemy, Introduction P, XXXlV.b 

While it is admitted that the text of Ptolemy’s writings 

is all unreliable for historical purposes, at the same time 
fdterpdating into it state merits calculated to lend support 

to their own erroneous determinations of historical issues 
and on the strength of these statements declaring the entire 
Indigenous historical literature of our country os unreliable 
for historical purposes as it is inconsistent with them, is the 

limit of absurdity. Such historians and their writings have 
to bo rejected outright* So the socalled writings of Ptolemy 
should also ba rejected aa unreliable and unworthy of the 
status of sources or authority for historical research. And 
you need not worry over the alleged statements of his, 
interpolated into the socnlled text of bis writings* You.will be 
justified in rejecting them as unrefiablc on the strength of 
statements in the 3am,e book and proceeding with your his¬ 
torical study independently. 

I had answered the criticism, of Sri, R. C, MftzUradaron 
the *KaliyUg*,-Raja-Vrittanta" It will appear in my next 

publication* The statements advanced by Srl Mazumdar in 

Historical Discussions 

support of his arguments can not stand scrutiny* He has 
misrepresented them taking them out of their context. The 
treotiae was based on the court records of the Gupta em¬ 
perors or on ancient writings and not on the inscriptions recently 
discovered by modern archaeologists. One member of the imperial 
Gupta family was named 'Sthlragupta1 and alternatively Turu- 
gupta1* Even these modern historians hove stumbled on the&e 
two names and reconciled themselves to accep ting them as both 
as referring to JPttrngupta\ after futile worry and hesitation. 
In the circumstances, the ^SEhLragupta* found in the Kali- 
ygga«raja-VritEant&’ based on court records cannot be a 

mistake or interpolation. The contents of inscriptions could 
only be the reproduction of some of the eartjer statements 
in court records and approved by the rulers* iVe should not 
imagine that the ancient kings had no court records other 
than the inscriptions and expect the entire history of ancient 
times to be revealed by the inscriptions discovered so far- 
The history of the Aandhra Sutovahana princes is revealing 
in this connection. The lists of the princes with their titles 
and their reigns specified in the Pure n as were all ignored 
by the modern historians as fictitious for some tinncj till 
their ■ inscriptions were discovered subsequently when the 
wrong notions were revised* Inscriptions cannot therefore 
constitute negative evidence, that is statements in other 
ancient records and historical writings should not be dis 

counted on the ground of lack of inscriptions! evidence to 
corroborate them. We have to remember that the history 
of the reigns of the Aundhra emperors of Magadha with 
their titles Satavahsna and Sntakarni had been recorded in 
the Purina presumably on the basis of the official records 
available. Such histories have been current in the country 

for centuries, the old manuscript copies being replaced by 
new ones from time to rime. We should, not expect to 
discover the entire history of ancient Bharat in Inscriptions 
of the kings. Moreover the Puranas, cur indigenous his¬ 
torical writings were the work of scholars who aimed at 
preserving the events of the past in the memory of the 
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people whereas the inscriptions could only be made at the 
behest or with the approval of the kings and potentate)- 
concerned, which may therefore smack of exaggeration or 
distortion of the events to suit the whims or fancies or vanity 
of the master* The pumnaa, on the other hand, were free 
from this defect, being the. work of scholars independently 
undertaken and carried out for the benefit and culture of 
the people^ The words of Rhys Davids are significant in 
this context. 

"Roya) proclamations,, and official statements are not 
usually regarded as telling the truth, the whole truth end 
nothing but the truth. To put at mildly there is economy of 
candour in these documents, intensely interesting: though they 
ere. And they are enigmatic etc.,” (Ruddhist India’ by Rhys 
Davids pp, IBS-lad or ’Age of Buddha, Milinda and Amtiyoka 
end Yoga Furana\ by this Author, p, l&l). 

With regard to ihe version in the ‘Kaliyuga-raja vrittanU* 
of the secession to the throne of Samudragupt*,. it should 
bo remembered that there could be no motive, in the absence 
of formidable evidence leading at least to strong and generally 
shared suspicion, to attribute such, a heinous crime as the 
murder of his father, to a renouned emperor respected by all 
the people m the land. It is more plausible to infer that 
the story haa been modified and presented in a less repulsive 
Gout in Allahabad Inscription which records that Chandra 
gupta embraced his son who had earned great fame by his 
conquests and renounced the throne in hss favour voluntarily. 
This ia quite natural if true but the mention of it, such a 
natural event, in the inscriptions itself leads to suspicion 
that there must be some thing more in it, that it is perhaps 
intented to slur over a known hostility between the son and 
the father. It was the tradition of monarchs of the Solar 
dynasty to renounce tha throne in favovr of grown up and 
Competent sons and resort to the forests on the Hjnula>as 
for a life yf retirement and meditation* But it is not known 
what Chandregupta did or where he went after the accession 
of Samudragupta, Ho could not have lived on in the country 

us a subject of hia son. 

H^CGflCil Discussions 

Again, it is absurd to make much of the omission on 
the list of the Imperial Guptas in the <Ka]iyuga-raia-VrjttatitaJ' 
of the Budha-gupta of the inscription discovered after 1897, 
who was a feudatory of the Guptas., Even if he were, as 
some times contended, the second son of Skandn-gupta, we 
need not expect him to be mentioned among the Imperial 
Guptas as only the eldest son was the heir to the throne and 
the s econd son was entitled only jto main ten ante* It i@ 
preposterous to conclude in haste, on the ground of this 
omission that the *Kaliyuga-raja- Vrittanta1 is a forged 
document. 

It is more reasonable to accept, on the authority of the 
ancient, and hence authoritative, historical treatise, the 
'Kaliyuga Raja^Vrittanta’ that Chsndragupta ascended the throne 
of Magadha, putting to death the last emperor of the A&ndhra 
dynasty and Samudragupta his son, the renowned warrior* 
succeeded him on the throne, after removing from his path 
his father and elder brother,, by some violent d«d. 

I find no reason or basts to identify the Xandrsmesof the 
Greek records with Chandra# upta. Mr. E.J.Rapson has 
clearly vouched that Xaodram&s in the Greek Language 
corresponds to "Ghandramas’ in Sanskrit* Hence theXan- 
drames of the Greek writers could only be Chandra&ri, the 
lust Aaodhra Emperor. Instead of taking up the three names 
Xandrames, Sandrocoitus and Sandrocyptus of the Greek 
writers, independently, Max-Muller has mentioned all of them 
as ono sometimes* asi two at other times and created a 
Jot of confusion in the matter. There has been no systematic 
attempt to identify each of them separately. You should 
examine all aspects of the matter and publish your considered 
opinion. It may draw the attention of historical scholars to 
the need for settling the dispute. 

The allegation in ihe writings of Sri. R.C.Masumdar that 
the 'KbIiyuga-Raj&-Vrittanta* is a forgery of some 60 years 

back is not supported by any reasoned argument or evidence^ 
To reject a document because it is inconvenient and goeJ 
against one’s own theories aud views b not worthy of a 
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research scholar in history. His interpretation of the state* 
merits in the puran&a is vitiated by the obvious intention 
to reject this historical document, I have refuted his position 
in a separate Chapter in the end of this hook. I a in quite 
definite that the *Kaliyugft-r&ga-VrittanU' is a genuine his¬ 
torical document* aimed at integration and prsencation in a 
continuous and consistent form, of the history of the Guptas* 
baaed on the writings of historical scholars of the different 
reigns who recorded the contemporary events of their times 
and the court records of the Emperors and it gives ua not 
only the history of the Guptas but the entire history of 
Bharat from the Great Mahabharsta War (3138 B.CJ down 
to the Stb century A.D. It is therefore unquestionably a 
valid and authoritative histories E document* certainly more 
reliable than the inscriptions discovered recently* It is quite 
in conformity with the ancient historical Uterture and tradi* 
tions of Bharat. The modern historical scholars who neglect 
and discard such valid historical writings of the land are 
blame worthy, We cannot eypect them to give them even the 
publicity they deserve* 

The term Guptas has been used tn our Pursues, 'Gupta 
VamsajBS% only for the later Guptas who came after the 
Im peri si Guptas. Wherever they refer to the Imperial Guptas 
the Matsya, Vayu, Brahmanda Bhagavata and Vishnu always 
employ the term ^Aandhra Bhrityas*', The reference by you 
in this connection to the words of 'Wilson* is to be appreciated* 
I congratulate you on i£. So far as my knowledge goes it 
is only the 'K&ltyuga-raja-Vrittanta" that states that Gupta 
king* Oatne to power immediately after the Aandhr&s. That 
Wilson could make the same statement in 1325 may mean 
that he had seen the book. He must have neglected or 
deliberately refrained from bringing it out into publicity as 
it went against the theories of the modern historians and 
European orientaliats. Perhaps copies of the manuscripts 
that fell into their hands were even destroyed. 

About the five Yon a kingdoms—Yona, Kambhoja 'and 
Gandhara have been shown together* all the three in £ 

B. 
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group in the 5th a fid the I3ch Inscriptions of A&Oka, Ancient 
Kambhoje was only the Southern part of Modern Kashmir* 
To the west of it the central part of Modern Afghanistan 
was known as the Yona country (including Simhapura* Divya 
kfttak-4 and Uttarajyotisiin) Gandbara was a contiguous twrl 
to-ry extending on the east as well as the north of the Yon a 
kingdom and on the south of the Kambhoja kingdom* The 
western p^rt of G aud Kara was included in the Yon a king¬ 
dom and eastern part-In Asoka's empire,. with Taxila as 
the capital of the province. Toe European orientalist Rhys 
Davids and Dr, Bhandarkur h^va also he!d that the Yona 
kingdoms mentioned in Asoka's inscriptions lay on the 
(western} borders of his empire. The Buddhist tneatfce 
*Asokavadana* a pacific filiy mentions tha Yona kingdom, Kash- 
mirsm and the Himalayan territory as the regions on the 
borders of his empire to which Buddhist missions hud been 
despatched by Asoka, Nowhere is it mentioned that Asoka 
or any body else had sent Buddhist Missions to Greece, Syrir, 
Egypt* Ceienc* or Epirus. The term Greek is nowhere 
found in the inscriptions of Asoka. The names of the five 
Yona kings specified in the inscriptions are only 'jromj1 

names and neither orthodox Hindu names nor Greek names. 
So they should all be identified as Yona prSneef* without 
any doubt* Moreover a Yona brahmin by name Trostaka* 
is mentioned in the Rajatharangini of Kalhann (Vide Kashmir 

History by this author p, £33) tho Yona people with Brah, 
min and other caste distinctions among thorn should be 
held to be descendants of Bharatiya Yavanas, outside the 
Bharatiya fold, on account of their neglecting and discarding 
the discipline of the Vedic Dharma, They could never be 

i 

immigrants from Greece. The Yavana kingdoms of North¬ 
western Bharat are reckoned in our ancient literature as six 
in number but the kings could have boon only five as 
perhaps Urasa might have been in itbose days merged in 
Simhapura. Yavana pur E mentioned in Asoka's inscriptions 
as a city within A?oka*s empire w&g situated in the Pandya 

kingdom in the South tbaidg mentioned in the tfababharata* 
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among the southern kingdoms sobbed by Sahadeva. (Vide 

m -plot in Indian Chronology p. 129). Asotorti empire 
e^taadeA only up to Taxila. Since Ksmbhoja Gindh.w *ni 
Yona are mentioned together and Yoni as lying to -bei 
west and contiguous to Kashmir and Karnbboj*. there could 
he no obiectiou to identify them as the Yona kingdoms. 
We may have to note also the details of the terrain men 
tioned by E I Rspaon as recognised by Alexander tne . 

ST 5 in «» «•«» “» f “S5 
rsnr stars 
s?ls^ss“ 
the Plot in Indian Chronology PP- 134, U6 and Me. Cn _ 
Ancient India as defviibed by Mcgasthenes and 

' __ \ there can be no doubt that Lh° 
kingdoms have been correetiy identified by ns »> ibm 
KeT They were only five in the d*y of Asoke Tb. 

combined evidence of Rajatbarar.gloi the JjWj* ' 
fereneea by "Reason to the Yoaa traditions and MtU* «. 
Ci-indie’s quotations from Mfgssthenes and Arrian, t.ic 
nlaee-nemes said to be identified by Alexander such as 
EUoV end -Nysa’ should set the matter above need of 

^ JETTS « in the 4th canto of £ 
sre STM -If 

ho Come across there, encamped on tic b 
ar,d subdued the Kambbojas also. He.ce '* ® <?*"V tlW 
Ysvana kingdom had the Kambhoja on its eastern bo . 

Your impression that by the time of _K*lh#na, the t r 
Yavans was used in more than one sense is not QUi-0 *' 
Ya vans' was always used in the seme sense as an ex¬ 
communicated Hindu Ksbatriya aset’1. H was only 

HistorEfi1 a] Discussions *55 

European Orientalists that tried to confuse us and justify 
their false history of Bharat that interpreted the term 
Yona to mean Greek, and identifying the Bahlika Yavsn&s 
as BactrEan Greeks* distinguished them from the Yon&s of 
Bharat a whom they identified as Indo Greeks^ But Yavanas 
had nothing to do with Greece jt the Greeks, They wore 
only Yavana^* an excommunicated section of the Hindu 
Ksbatriyas and were treated as such in all pur ancient 
writings. \Ve should not forget that EnCtria was part of 
Ancient Bharat. The BahUka Kshotriyas of the regEcn of 

the river Indus and its tributaries spread over to the north 
of the Himalayas and occupied the region they sailed ‘Nor¬ 
thern Bahlika* (or BactriaJ. The Yavanas also crossed over 
into BactrEa on their border and settled m ‘‘Northern 

Bahlika* J4 

They are called the *B*h1fk* Yavanas’ in our Puraiioe, 

The puranaa apeak of the 'Bahlika Y&v&nas, the fKiMdi& 
Yawnas*, Tuahyamitm’ and ^Demitras* as the contemperoriea 

of the Guptas of the Scd and 2nd centuries B.C, I am now 
engaged in a detailed study of their history. I am able to 
find clear statements in the Furams describing the dynasty 
of ^Dcmetrias as *BaMka Yavanaa*. Since the modern his¬ 
torians have described thfem sa the contemporaries of the 
Sunga kings and P&tanjalE, l had formerly assigned these 

Bahlika Ynvanas to the 14th or 13th century B.C., the time 

of Pushpamitra Supga and P^tanjali C^ide pp* llh to of 
Buddha, MQinda and Amtiyoka etc. of this Author). But I 
now think in view of the evidence discovered in the Puranas 

recently by me, that since the Bshlika 1 fivana?, the Pushya.” 

mitras, the Demithras, of the clan of Dimitri us, are to be 
held as the contemporaries of the Guptas, they might be 
assigned to the 3rd and 2nd centuries B.C* The details of 
my study of the Subject will be published in my 11 Ancient 
Hindu History1" Part L With regard to the history of the 

Ionians of Greece I hold: 
“In the oth Lcentury B. C, all tN Ionian Yona subdivi¬ 

sion; the denominations, were abolished by a legislative 
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flew** Mid the term *ba 
for all. 80. m f jXU from J. B. Bury'* 

S3, «2i r»i !?*«••— ■***01 
Milinda and Amtiyok* and YugapuraM . 9Cribed tn 

The BMtrfMYSSS, mVwore not Greek, 

s.'sir* r- *s^,5tfs,t= 
ruling in Syria and other MTtai of **« only 

of Bactrls wore not *** *"■.** 
Yavanas who had gone to w of indj,n origin. 

Yavonaa called Ionia"® °* ^ j’dia gradually to Greece 
who might hare migrated *»“““■ with the Greek, 
and their descendant® by intermaraafi Baetri# 

might ho called ?*««** "** -TT* mistake to 
should be called the Bac ia forthcoming to 
call them Bactrian Greek,. If J^dcoce i ^ ^ ^ 

prove that tlwl™ |^d ^Iono-Gr6eks in Baetri#. But 
Baetri a, they M^e c*!; Bactrisn Yavanaa and 

s tsS^£ yjA 
Ahoct the Saptarah, Mandale^ ^ on 

Please refer fines again „ 41 Plot in Indian 
p.35 of the verse no. 41 on s> in the 
Chronology.*' There you will md -ft "0 • ^ 

time of the very Aandhra kings, the oyci 

Sri Narayana saatri writes thus : 
., . ., tSfl nuranas that the second Cycle O* 

"It i® a*'d “ ll1 "f P“7*r era commenced with the 
of the 5«pfar*Ai or Louki dvriaety" (Vide my 
reign of the 21th king of the Aandhra dynasty 

« crvhitt n s 
“rJ'fn * e—w. 

, F, »VM■>*** ■ *,T--0 

Historical Discussions 

*The Great Bear was at the time of tha birth of 

Parikshit <■*„ Site B,C.) in the Magh a century etc., elc 
Regarding the Aihote Inscription 1 had expressed mv 

opinion that wo have to understand that the *5n¥e”“OBO’- 
expression "from the destruction of * is implied an n ■ ■ 
that It i* expressed in the sentence I said ■Samatitnu s#U- 
namapi Bhubhtijam' should he taken to mean ' httv 
elapsed after (the destruction of} the Saka kings, lsugges 
that the conventional term meaning 'the destruction o 
implied and should therefore be supplied in the interpretation. 
The era was more prohahiy founded on the defeat o. lie 
Saka kings by Salivations rather than at the time of '<• 
coronation of the Sake king,. This should oc clearly grasped 

pp. 176. 177) 

Your letter dated 
1 havo proved conclusively and with many arguments in 

support of my contention that the Yon* princes mentioned 
fn Anoka's Edicts were not Greek princes at all hut oiily 

the Yavana Kshatriya princes of Bharat who ruled over 
the Yavana kingdoms on the Northwest border oi Armas 
Empire. fVide my A^e of Buddha* Mihnda etc. pp- 13S-MBJ 

Of the princes of the Kard&maka dynasty* the period 

of their reten* their number, the region over wto-ch tney 
ruled please let me know the details you have been a o 

to gather so that I may pursue the enquiry and pass on 
to you any additional information I may be able to gather 
in the ancient Sanskrit literature of our land on the subject. 

Yours trudy , 
K. V. Ghelam* 

6-10-56 
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Kaliyugaraja-V rittanta. 
A Forged Purana-Text on the Imperial Guptas, 

By A. C. Masumdarm 

From the u Indian Historical Quarterly*'* VoL XX, 

Calcutta, IB44„ 

Supplied by Sri K* D> Sethna- 

In the Introduction to his History of Classical Sam* 
hrit Literature* published in I9d7, Mr+ Krishnemachariar 

sought to prove that Sandracottu?* referred to- by the Greek 
historian?, whj not Chandragupta Maorya, but a king of 
the Imperial Gupta dynasty, In support of his contention 
be quoted a passage from Katiyuga-Vrittanta* which we 

ere told, forms a part of the Bhavtsyottara - Put ana*1 

No notice: was taken of this passage b_v other scholars until, 
quiet recentty. Dr. B. Ehatfacharys, in the last issue of the 

Journal of the Bihar Research Society1 pointed out 

that although the proposed identification of Mr. Krishna* 
machariar was untenable, the1 passage contained a true 
account of the history of the Imperial Gupta^ Dr. BhatU- 
chary a has strong^ denounced the writers of Gupta history, 
like late R. D. Baoergee, Dr, H,C+ Rarebaudhtiri and Dr,R.G, 
Rasak who, in imitation of their European gurus, merely 

relied on coins and inscriptions for the construction of the 
Gupta history and did not consult the Purunas as that 
would constitute a guru~droha f disobedience of guru'- In 
righteous indignation. Dr^ Bhat£*charya p0\m 0LU. tha^ a!1 
the problems of the Gupta History* which have so [cmg 
perplexed the scholars, would ^ha re been easily aolved if 

!♦ Pp. di-civ. The author does not 5ay aoythir.gTbout the 
Afs> Consulted by him but simply puts at the end of the 
quotation “Bhaga III, Chip, HI," 

2. Vol. XXX, pp. 1 fl. 
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the scholar, ha* spent, on the study of the Pdranas, one 
. ^ j»>, nart nf the time end energy they wasted on coin 
5d£2LS£ S«h Cheat, Jibes at eminent scholars are 

quite unbecoming, even if Dr, BbaStacherya’e claims prove to 

ft 3 ?rsr r£ 
5~2 ^ “ 
lnt°ChsnVafrT'SaUtimi, known also *s the J“™t 
tha enioyed the kingdom for 3 ^t6r h ? 
another Puloma ruled for 
of Chandra-gopta, son of Ghatotkachs. J 

“ 2J-S- —« 
kn^r/zr£* serfs .re*-** 

of0' wS*aohr^r&£L»devi Oi dau- 

hai-anie the commander-iii"Chief* , , . 
0 ^Chandra-gupta married1 a Llchcbbavi etrt w 0 w" 
the younger sister of the **m of Ch»M. »* * 

.l tkn brother-in-law of the king (ro'jsfri'^c 

M“S. £S£l b, » «— to « Cton- 
g£^ ™to .to wwv* * 
Sr sots-. Seven yearsjate^ C^odragWt^atcended_the 

“T^Thls. is the translation of the phrase ttaeunf« 
raiv£* by Kciilmmnichidte [op. at). 

rs ;“r;r ryffSSS 
■to *-»- to,«■ “ “Ji'L£r£3.± b 
KcK PPa 4^ 7*J* 
preferable. 
4, Set nejtc page. 

31) Kal iy ug a raja-Yri11 ant a tSi 

throne after killing Puloma. Having thus forcibly seized 
the kingdom of Magedhs from the Aandhras he ruled eon^ 
jolatly with his son Kachu, born of the Liehehavi wife. 
He assumed the tide Vijayaditys, established an era (Salem) 
and reigned for seven years* 

His son of the Nepal princess, killed his father with 
sons and relatives with the heEp of mlechckha soldiers, 

took the title Asokaditye, and became a ra ja -chakra-* 

Parti or universal sovereign. He conquered the whole 

earth and pet formed the Asvamedhti sacrifice. He was highly 
honoured by kings* both of bis own and foreign, countries, 
and was well-versed in sastras literature and music and 
was eulogised by poets- He ruled for 51 years. 

4|iHis son Ghandra-guptn drove away Che Ysvanas and Htinas 
from the country. Like Vikramaditya be was constantly 
surrounded by learned men and was himself versed an 
Srutiy Smriti^ Parana, Ithihasa and Konya* He was 
famous In the world by has title Vikramaditya. He crossed 
the seven Sindhus and conquered the VabJikas and ocher 
tribes, planted pillars of fame up to the Surastra country 
and reigned for thirty-six years. 

His son, born of Dhruvadevi* was Kumaragupta, who 
performed the Asvomedha sacrifice, bore the title of 

Mabendraditya end reigned for forty-two years* 

His :son Sk&nda-gupta humbled the pride of the 
Hunas and destroyed Pusyasena* He took the title Parakra- 
maditya and reigned for twenty-five years. 

4,N«ct ruled Naraarniha-gupta, known as Baladltya, son 
of Sthtra-gupta Prakasaditya, Nara was appointed king by 
his uncle Skanda-gupa during his life-time, and ruled along 
with his father for forty years. 

MNaraS]mha's son Kumaragopta IT was famous as Kra- 
maditya after his war with the Hu nag. He defeated 
Isanav&rman and others, was loyally served by BhaCUraka 
sod ruJed for forty-dour years* 
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'These Gupta kings who used the imperial titles Maha- 

rajadhimja fife, ruled for 24& years, ’ 
Any one who reads the passage will oe struck with 

the fullness of details, and the very close agreement of 
many of them with the data furnished by the coins and 
inscriptions of the Guptas* such as we do not find m the 
Puranas with regard to any other dynasty, This very fact 
ought to make us very curious about the ^uoinenew or 
the text as an old and authentic Furan&, But Dr. Ehatta- 
eharya ha a not considered this aspect of the question* and 
unhesitatingly accepted the account os true, even when it 
differs from contemporary records. For example, he regard 
SamudragupU as a parricide although we learn from the 
Allahabad Pillar Ins. that he was selected king by h:S father. 
Many manuscripts of the Bkavi&yottara-Parana are known 

and some of these contain sections dealing with 'future kmgs, 
or 'kings Of Kali *m'-* It does not appear that Dr Bhatta- 
eharya tewk the trouble to find out of these agreed in any 
way with the account on which he eo implicitly reked, 
though such a comparison is essential in arriving at a decision 

about the genuineness of this work* 
If we now examine the contents we find in the first 

place how the passage radically differs from such authentic 

befoit 'married1 next 4.~Dr. BEuttcadwya adds ,he word 1 
which would Ynexn th*t Chandra gupia mimed a «cotid isme 
tut three is no authority for this in toe Iflw . . . 

s This is Dr, Bh ait achat)1 a s translation. The original 
expression-fat putrapratibhutive- ptobahly means that he 
was appointed regent during her son a minority. 

6. M, A, Stein’s Catalogue of the Sanskrit Mano- 
scripts in the Raghunatha Temple library of Hit 
Highness the Maharaja of Jammaand Kashmir (pio-S) 
ref*s to ‘Bhavisyottarapnrane Bhavirajansrapanatn, 
Kielhom also refers to ‘Katinjavirnana, .rom the Bhavttya- 
purana on p. 8, of his Report on the Search far Sans- 
krit Manuscripts in the Bombay Presidency during 

the year IS8Q-81, 

jCriiyirgafaja-Vririanta *63 

Furanas as Vayu, Matsyar etc. These Parana s also mention 

SrhPflrvatiya Aendhras, but regard them as quite different 
from the Guptas. Dr. Bbattacharya* in his article* has omitted 

all reference to that part rf the passage in which the Guptas, are 
Identified with the SrE-Farvatiya Aandbra-bhrityas* His account 
begins with the verse referring to Chandra-gupta, But there 
also Gupta ig mentioned as lord of Sri-Parv-it a, and belongs 
mg to the family of the PorvatSyas. Without any reference 
to the preceding verses which distinctly state that the Guptas 
were known as the SrKParvatiya Aandhrebhrtya kings he 
holds that the Guptas were descended from a hill tribe* and 
locates Sri-Farvata, their original kingdom, near the Himala¬ 
yas* But Sri-Far vata is mentioned in the Pur anas and is the 
name of a lofty rock which over-hangs the river Krishna. The 
j4gnf Parflflfl mentions Sri-Parv&tii cn the river Kaveri* 

but Its situation in the Aandhra country makes the former 
identification mote likely* so far as the home of the Aandbra- 
bhrityas is concerned 1 

Next it would appear from the passage that the Aandhra 
kings ruled only over Mb gad h a and Cbandra-gupta I muarped 
that kingdom hy killing the last A and bra king* Nothing 13 
saEd about the Deccan which according to all reliable evidence 
formed the home province of the Aandhras. If the passage 
implies that Chandragupta^ dominions included these as well 
it would be against the testimony of all authentic Furanas 
which describe the Gupta dominions as comprising only the 
territories along the Ganges. 

The historical background of the JCa//yVri'ffnnfa 

is thus radically opposed to the testimony of all the older 
Pi* ramus, As to the history of the Guptas themselves it is 

surprising how the author shows very accurate knowledge 
regarding the reign-periods of some kings and their Aditya 

titles which were known from coins and inscriptions long 
ago* but shows lamentable ignorance in respect of similar 

7* For the Eocitiun of Sri-Par vat a cf, Markandeya-* 
Parana Tr. by Pargker, pp apo. 
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detail0 about others which have come to light in compara¬ 
tively recent times. Thus Skan da-gup ta is said to have 
ruled for twenty-five years, a view held by scholars on til 
the discovery of the inscription of Kumar ft’gupta dated 
473-4 A D Again there is no reference to Budha-gupta* 
who was not regarded by the scholars as belonging to the 
imperial Gupta dynasty until the discovery of the Damodarpue 
copper-pl&teg. TheNalanda seals, recently discovered prove 
that Budhfi-gupta was a son of Furu-gupta, and we know 
that ho ruled for nearly a quarter of a century- Vet the 
K<tliyuga-Vrttanta knowa nothing of him* It makes Bhattaraka 

a general of Kumam-gupU II whose reign period, according 
to the details supplied, cannot be earlier I ban 523 A fin 
yet Bhattaraka must have died long before 502 A*D, when 
the second king after him was ruling Vailabhi* 

The passage seeks to solve two controversial matter 1 

which have been agitating the historians for & long time? 
vis the identity of Kacha and king Chandra of the msha- 
rault Pillar Ins. It even describes almost in the language 
of this inscription, how king Chandra-gupta It crossed the 

seven Sind bus and conquered the Vahlikay, 

Dr. Bh&ttseharyft also cuttingly points out how the 
reign-period of seven years assigned to Chandra-gupta 
fits in with! the genuineness of the Goya Copper-plate of 
Sampdra-gupta dated year 9. Unfortunately he overlooks 
similar Copperplate of the same king that has recon tty been 
discovered at Nalanda and 10 dated year 5/ This does not 
fit In with the seven years* rule of Chandra-gupta I after 
he founded the Gupta era as assumed by Dr. Bhattachetya- 

The very intimate acquaintance with certain faot* flnd 
problems known long ago from coins and inscriptions, and 
the complete ignorance of others which have recently come 
to light, raise & very strong presumption that this passage 
of KaUyuga-Vrittanta t& a modern forgery. Fortunately 

this presumption is definitely proved to be correct by the 
mention of Sthira-gupta Frakas&ditya as the father of 
Hflro&imha-gupta Bal&dityo* Now every student of Gup a 

K?liyug*"ajaTVrittarita 3 b' 

history knows that the father of Narasimha-gupta is named 

Puru-gupta, and there is no king called Sthira-gupta in the 
imperial Gupta dynasty. What is not, however, 00 generally 
known is that when the Bhitari Seal was discovered, re¬ 
vealing for the first time the names of Furugupta and 
his successors, there was a difference of opinion obout the 
reading of this name. Dr. Hoernle read it as Furu^gupta 
in JASB, 1889 {Parti, p, &9), and Fleet agreed with him 
(IA* 18B94 p,226-3* But in bis on the Gupta coinage 
published in JR A3* 1S93 {pS3J, V. A Smith observes that 
according to Dr, Buhler, 'the correct reading was SthSra- 
gupto, and Sir A, Cunningham was inclined to accept this 
reading/* Later (ibid., 127) Smith s&ys that ‘the read¬ 

ing Fura is certainly untenable" and that Mr. Rapsor. agreeij 
with Dr-Bublcr and Sir A. Cunningham that the word is 
1'certainly not Pura*f and may ba Sthirc. Smith reite¬ 

rates his view in JASB, 1394 (Fart 3, p. 186) end informs 
us that "Dr* Fuhrer, in his label on the seal of Kumara- 
gupta IJ, in the Lucknow Museum, definitely adepts the 
reading Sthira\ Later, in the same journal (p, 219] 

Hoernle supports the reading Pur® 0rc^ points qsj. CI.at. 

Cunningham read the name as Puru-gupta in his 'coins of 
Mediaeval India1, Subsequently the reading Puni-gupta was 
‘generally adopted, and Smith accepted this form cf the 
name in his Early History of India (published in 1904)* 
The recently discovered Maiftnda Seats show that the name 
is really Pumgnpta a* suggested by Cunningham* So far 
about the name Stbira-gupta* As regards hi a title Fra- 
kasadityup Hoernle was the first to suggest in JASB., 18$9 

[Part h p. 93 y that this title probably belonged io Peru- 
Gupte. Other scholars have accepted this suggestion as 
reasonable, though definite evidence is lacking, but Allan 
regarded it as highly improbable in his Catalogue of 
Gupta Coins published 1914, 

The occurrence of the nfime of Sthirn-gupta in Kail* 

yttga-^^frittantet [eaves no doubt Ihst (l js a modern for 
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and the person who composed it was familiar with 
the’ writing# of scholars named above, who adopted this 
erroneous form due to the wrong reading of the ^ Bbitan 
Seah for It wou!d be nothing short of a miracle if a 
■•■■•inline text composed before 1890 A-D. would contain 
exactly the seme misteiien form of the name as was 
erroneous!v adopted by modern scholars. The dates giren 
above for' each publication show that the erroneous form 
was current for about a period of ten years between 1893 
and 1908, and we can reasonably fix the date of the forgery 
within this brief interval. The forger adopted the form of 
the nnme( backed by such high authorities as Rapson, 
Buhler, Cunningham, and V. A. Smith, and also the theory 
current at the time that Prafcaraditya was the title o, the 
king. ’ Fortunately his adoption of the wrong form has 
given us positive evidence about his forgery for it would 
otherwise have formed a subject of interminable discussion. 
But his example should he a warning to scholars that 
before accepting any new literary text as historical evidence, 
they should carefully examine its authenticity. 

R.C.B1AZUMDAR 

'EL, XXV. jo 

Kaliyugafaja Vrittanta is a Genuine Ancient document 

Reply to the illogical criticism of Dr R.C Mazumdar 

MmA>PhmD, (By Pandit Kota Keri&nfflcjftafam ) 

Dr* tfaaumdar begins h's criticism of KaliyugO' Raja’Vri 
ttantfl with the following sentence;— 

*'Any one who reads the passage will bo struck with the 
fu lines#, of details, and the very dose agreement of many of 
them with the data furnished by the coins and inscriptions 
of the Guptas, such as we do not find in the Pn ran as with 
regard to any dynasty* Toes very fact ought to make us 
very curious about the genuineness of tho text as an eld 
and authentic Purana>h 

Dr. xMaEumdar suspects that tho Kaliyugaraja- Vrittanta 
is of recent origin* based on the in formation found in the 
inscriptions recently found* for the reason that it gives details 
about the Gupta dynasty such as we do net find in the 
Ptiranaa with regard to any other dynasty. But a eloEe 
study of the Furonas wiit show that this suspicion is kase- 
less* The pur&nas have given in detail the names of the 
various dynasties, with the name# of the several kings and 
the periods of their relgo. sines 813S K CM the date of the 
Mah&bbarata war* They have also mentioned important events 
If any. during the times of tho various kings. In a similar 
way tho Ka liyuga-Rija-Vri ttan ta gives tho names of tho Gupta 
kings, their periods of reign and their common title, “Aditja^. 
There Is nothing for wonder or suspicion in this. All tho 
puranis say that a]] the Aa&dhra emperors had the title 
of ‘ gatavahmuL or Satakarni". The Eatlyugeraja*Vrittanta 
says the same* It also says that the Gupta, kings had the 
title of ',Adityal\ 

The puranas have stated that immediately after Hsha- 
bharaU war “Somadhi or Morjari% the son of Saha dev# was 
annotated at Girivraja in Magndha and that he reigned for 

58 years* It has described 'Marjari' as a "'RajarshifJ.(^T^Rr) 

Further, describing Maharaja "’Riptmjaya^, it has said that 
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he was an ‘'A.jwnab.ahu*’, (with long arm* «*<»*"» down 
to the knooi with ‘'keen intellect'* and great vdloUC. 

mwg irjrsfe unsit'* 
Ki ng 'Srutasnw* waa also described as valorous. It ha 

mentioned the individual reigining PM** of thei kings■ . 
the total number of years 0<™ 7»> °f the wholC 

Barhadradha dynasty consisting of "2 kings- 
The purarms and Kaliyugiraja-Vuttanta say that tne 

minister of the last Brihedradha king MW him and 
anointed his son (21S2 B.C.l. The names of 
Pradyou dynasty and their ruling pertods are ahio given 
It is also said that Sieunaga the king of Kwrt Mbd the 
last Pradyota king in a battle and handed over_ the I 

MT? * 
Esstt-ja sr/!i=i« 
southern bank of the Gangs. The **” AJ 
Kshatriyas- They ruled for 360 years (till«** B-Ok Ah 
these details are given in the Puranas and Kaliyugaraja 
Vrittanta. In a similar way details of Gupta dynasty w 
given in Kaliyogaraja-Vrittanta. There is no wonder in this. 

The Barhadradha, Pradyota and Sisunaga dynasties <xhmi£ 
ted of ST kings ruled for t504 ye»m- Contemporaneously 
with them were ruling several kings in the other parts of 
India, The puranaa give the following details about them:- 

1, Ikshvaksi kings (Ayodhya) 
2h Fanthalaa (PanChals) 
3, Kasi kings (Ka&i) 
4* Hnihaya kings (Mmhlshmati) ^ 
5, EiliBgi kin era (KiLioga des^ f 
6, Saka kings {Sakasthan in N, W. India) 23 
7, Kurava kings (Kufpva Deft) ™ 
S. Mithila kings (Mlttula) " 
9^ Suraaenp kings (Sur&senadesa) 

10[ Vithihotra kings (AvantiJ 20 

2 a] It* R. V, ii a Genuine ancient document t6p 

sifa^Ri ”11 

Brahman da 74-IS®; Vayu &9-325* 

^ nftfer: ”n (M.thys m*i7) 
*fAli these kings simultaneously will rule over their 

respective kingdoms'*. 
Afterwards "Me ha Nandi'* the last o| the SUunaga dynasty 

will have a son *Mah&padmanandaf by name through hts Sudra 
wife. This Mabapedma Nanda will destroy all the Kshatrtya 

kings and will bear the title of ‘Sarvakshatrantaka’ ‘SiH’Tfa?:’. 
He will become the sole monarch of Bharat. Since that 
time (1601 BPC.) all the kings will be Sudraprayas* He will 
refcn forSS years. After him hie eight sons Eum&lya etc., 
will rule for 12 years (till 1504 B.C.). They will *j; be extir¬ 

pated by KaUtftra, a great Brahmin He will instdl 
on the throne, Chandrogupta, the son of Mahapadm&nanda 
through his wife (IS04>+ Brihadradha* the last of the 
Maury a kings will be killed by hie military commander, 
'Pusbpamitra Sung*’ (1218 B^ CX The fest of the Sungs 
kings will be killed by his minister 'Vasudeva KanwsJF wEjo 
became the king (9|3 B.CJ. There were four Simgabhrutya 
or Kanwa king*, the last of whom, Summa, was killed by 
hie minister ’Srimukha' or 'SlmukhV, an Aandhra^ Srimukha 
will also kHI the remaining vassal kings of Kanwa and 
Stmga families and will become the emperor of Magadha 
ESS® B,C.L The thirty two A and hr a emperors of his dynasty 
will have the title of ■Satavahana1 and 'SaUk&rpi5 and: wilt 
rule for 60S years (till 327 B. C.b 

All these details are given in the Puranas and in 
Kaliyugaraja Vrittanta. 

The Puranas have added Satav&hsna and Sstakarni to 
the names of the Aandhra kings* The western historians 
did not accept for a long time the existence of Aandora 
kings* Afterwards, when some inscriptions and coins of 
Aandhra kings were found, they could not but believe the 
existence of the thirty Satavahana kings and their titles. The 
titles of th*5c kings were fouad in the Paranas even before 
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j-he Inscriptions were found out* In a similar way the 
A a tries of the Gupta kings and their titles are found in 
KaliyugarajirVYEtt&nta irrespectively of the inscriptions. 
These Aandhrnbhrutyt or Gupta kings were seven in number 
and they ruled the empire for 245 years (from 327 B, C, to 

&2 B+ C*). 
The draft of the texts of the inscriptions must have 

been previously approved by the royal court. So the court- 
records of those kings contained* in substance* the contents 
of the inscriptions, Therefore the court-records must have 
formed the basis of any history constructed either during 
the times of or subsequent to the times of these kings. 
The Puranis and the Kaliyugaraja Vrittanta drew all the 
information from the court-records or from the histories 
constructed in those times. The importance of the inscri¬ 
ptions etc*, therefore* should not be exaggerated. 

It is wppog to think that the word JSri Parvata**. where 
it occurs* should mean 'SrJsaila\ on the bank of the Krishna Id 
Aandhradesa. Dr, Mazundar himself admits that there is a refe¬ 
rence of SripurvaEa on the bank of the Can very in the Agni 
Pur ana. A mountain Summit in Nepal is also called Sri parvat& 
The word ‘Sri1 in the compound only means ‘splendid, beautiful, 
Lskshmi-prads (elver of all sorts of wealth) etc, 

2* The Mastya purana speaks of a royal dynasty, coming 
Immediately after the Aandhra Dynasty, In the following verse:* 

“ajiHioit feral Slf sjtt i 

B^Nrtssar ©qr w " if 
tMatsya CTS-J7] 

Substance:—Seven Aandhra-bhutya kings wilt rule over 
the Aandhra Empire after the Aandhra Satavahana Dynasty, 
these Aandhrabhrityas belonging to the dynasty of the servants 
of the Aandhra Satavahana Emperors; in the same way ten 
Abhim kings will rule in their Abhira kingdom) 

The Vishnu purana also mentions the Aandhra Satava- 
hai.B Emperors with their 4&G years of reign and then 3ays that 

* ' the seven Aandhrabbrutya kings 

K. R. V. is a Genuine ancient document iji 

will rule over the Empire and Abhiras ten. Thus we see 
^hat the word lAandhrabrutya> Is an ancient word found in 
the Puranas and not the invention of the Author of Kallyuga- 
Kaja. vrittanta. 

The Gupta kings were called Sripaaryateeya Aandhra- 
bhnilya kings* "Sri Paarvateya* indicating that their original 
place was Sri Farvnta In Hepal end ,JAandhra Rhrtitya,t 
indicating that they were in the service of the Aandhra 
Emperors of Magadha. 

There is a hill by name Sri parvata on the bank of the 
Krishna River* This is In the Aandhra kingdom] and the 
rulers of that kingdom might be called Sri Paarvateya 
"Aandhra kingsJ' Thus we see* there need not be an 
identity between the Aandhra king}# of the Aandhr&desa 
and the ^'Aandhrabhrutyas^ (ke.* Gupta kings} of Mag&dhe. 

Dr. Mazumdar docs not seem to note the difference 
between the ('Aandhrabhrutyas,+ and Sri Parvateeya ^ A and li¬ 
ras’V From the contexts In which these two words were 
used it would be clear that these two are entirely diffe¬ 
rent, The Vayu Puraus, mentioning the contemporaries of 
the Gupta kings that followed the Aandhra Satavahftnss of 
Magadha, says "Aandhra bhokshysnd vasudhaam Sate 
dweeha Sotam Semaah.’* ECh- 99-361 verse) 

'The 'Aandhra kings will rule fewer Aandhrs-Desa) for 
three hundred year?, (As contemporaries to ^Aandhra- 

bhra£yaa,)’J The Matsya Purana (273*17) says:— ^3?^^ 

etc. The Matsya Purana says that seven kings 

of "Aandhra bhruty a Dynasty" (Gupta) would rule after the 
Aandhra Satavahami Kings* their master*3, and it gives a 
list of contemporary kings of the "Aandhrflbhruty&s,t tor 
the Gupta kings) In different kingdoms* Verse 23 of eh* 

27S of Matsya says; tflftfc sfl<II$dtar: 5T^ | ^ ¥tiTT;,t|| 

The *Sri Parvateoya Aandhms** will rule (over ^.ndhradesa) 
for 30P years, fAn error his crept Into tlS^ sloka In 

Matsya CT;*’ - 52 years) with regard to the 

number of years. The Vayu, and Brahmanda Furanas, how* 
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ever, still contain the tmcorrupted version. It is that 
uncorruptcd version that Is given here* 

The Paranas say that the ,lA*ndhr*bbnity*fl>' ore only 
seven In number and that they would rule over Magidb* 
Immediately after the Aandhra Satavahanae. We know clearly 
from history that the Guptas were seven In number and 
followed the Aandhra Satavaban* kings even after a ftw 
years of the «e*ea]]ad anarchy of the modern historians. So 
ft Is quite logical to conclude that the word "Aandhrabhru" 
tya111 here is synonymous with the "Guptas*'. The K^R. V, 
makes this clear using the word “Guptas’' for "Aandhrabhru- 
tyas1' The statement of Dr. MgzUmdar that the Aandhra- 
bhrutyns ara different from the Guptas is incorrect. He has 

no right to attribute this view to the Furan&a. The Parana? 
Hnd ILILY* say that HSri Parvteeya Aartdhraa" were the 
rulers of 'Aandhrade&a' contemporaneously with the'Aandhra- 
-bbmtyaa or Guptas’ in MaLgadhon but not that the‘Andhra- 
bhrutyas' are different from the ‘Guptas', 

Tho K.B.V* styles the Aandbrabhrutyas iGupt&a} aa “Sri 
Fanrvateeya Aandbrabhratyaa^ because they liD.il from Sri 
Parvsta in Nepal. The Sri Famatwa 1Aandhra kings’ 

were different from Sri Paarviteeya li4andftrafeAr«f^o 
kings {Gaptas\ The former ruled over 4Aandhra' and the 

latter over ‘Magadha’ as contemporaries The former bad 
not got the appellation “Bhrutya*' while the Utter had it. 
Some inscriptions reveal that several persons belonging to 
Gupta family were in different positions in the service of 
the Aandhra Satavahana Emperors, 

The word ^Ehrutya” is not such a rare word aa should 
be associated with only a particular Dynasty, It was a common 
word* For example the K&nva dynasty was called the "Sungo 
Bhrucya’* dynasty* in the Puran&s. 

(Vida Vayu, Ananda&ramo Edition 1905 Ch. 99-346) 

OTS ** II 
iMat&yaj 272-Bb Anandaarsma Ed* T9Q7-) 

i?3 K. R, Va is a Genuine ancient document 

3. The Aandhra Satevahona kings that reigned over 
Magedha were Emperors The Aandhra kingdom waa a part 
of their empire. The Aandhra king w'p& a vassal of the 
Aandhra Satavahftna emperors. It is wrong to identify the 

Aandhra kings with the Aandhra S&tavahana Emperors of 

Magadha.. ia . _, k 
The Furanas say “An Aandhra by name rnrnnuk.ia 

tSfmuks) killed gumma, the last Kartva Emperor of Magadhs 
bad been & minister and commander-in-Chicf under hem- » 
This Srimukhn was never a vassal king ruling Aandhra desa. 
The kings of the dynasty founded by Srimtikba adopted the 
title of S&tevahann or Satsk&riii, The kings of the Aar.dnra 
Country hat! nothing to do with the Aandhra $ata%fuhane 
Emperors of Magadha. But both of them were A&ndhres and 

Aandhra was s vassal state under the Aandhra SaEavaham 
empire of Magadba, So long es there wan the Aandhra 
Sativahana empire in Migadha, the kings in Aandhr&desa 
never had the title of Aandhra Satuvaharca* It was only 
Iateron that the kings of AandhradeSa began to a do pc that 
title* There is no evidence to show that the Aandhra do9a 
was Che ‘Home-Province' of the‘Satovahanas’. Dr. Mtuumdar 
erred on this point, Magadha ttaalf whs the ‘Homo-province’ 

of the Satavahana Emperor?* 
The other provinces were the vassal states of Mogadha. 

‘W ss4 qqwft qfwr * hrvF' " ii 
“Now I will narrate the History of the 'Ufag&dhit kings 

beginning with Brihauradho,1* 
Se saying the puranas niirrote the dynasties that ruled 

ever Mogedha; they do not speak of the Aandhra kings of 

Pekhapp In fact they need not. The Kall?ugaraj*-VritteUta 
also follows the puronas in this respect. There is no point 
in Dr* Hazundar finding fault with the Kaliyuffi-raja-Vrittanta 

for not mentioning the Aandhra kingdom in this context. 

3k Tho following puranic elok&a say that the territory 

of the last Gupta king of the imperial line who succeeded 
Kumargupta Ht was lying along the coast of the Ganges 
extending over Fray&ga* Sokcia and part of Magadbn etc- 
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wST3^Ht imrrfan SfcB qr^rfePIT 1 

asw®^5 *’11 

OBrdknm^ Upodjh-t. Pad* Ch. 74-186) »d ft- ■»• 

Sloka in Vayu Furana (99-3B43 

d» 
conqueror, SamudraKupt*. waa' 8sk>n(jagUPtat Narasimha 
raids of the Hnu to the times of Skanaagupta, ^ 

Gupta and KuraaraguptaIf, *1) the ™s*® wgg tUia piece 
Umpire d#fJ*red th«r I, the 

of territory—which was q , „m,fnCr! 'or the last 
founder of the Gupta dynasty—that MfflM f g C„ 

Gupta king who ^2£^W»V* to the 
-ViswasapanP, the king of £rpm the 
Nava Nags dynasty conquered this tert! y tntD ^ 
successor of Koiiisragupta 11 and 'n«Tf0 . k{ of 
Meg-dll- kingdom. He extirpated .1 the MgJ ^ 
Ary.varta and established non-kshatnya ptmcea 

kingdoms* 

The Vishnu purana 

“Hm?sr g 'wK ii^ ^ 
f 

[tig] *"qr^ " (^z) 

“wsrunfaagaaft si^r’TT- w 3^ 1 
» ,f n (4-24*6&) 

Hg^nrmtn *nT5jjtf*f *n,wr 

The Bhagavata Per an a Bay* in clear terms i- 

“pfiniHr 3 Bft®' S*^11 . 

II 

it: 
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tiwr^gpra: tt 

pn*r * % gft U 

^rmffrTO^r get ntesfs ftfMf ji 

The Brnhmanda and Vtfl purwtiaa algo confirm the 

above statement of the Vishnu and Bhagav&ta Fur&naa 

about VIswaspburjT for Vlswaaphsni), the king of Magadhi, 

and describe the kingdom of the last Gupta Kang* the 

successor of Kumaraguptfl IIf bat not its disruption The 
information of the Brahmands and Vayu is not complete 

in this reaped. 

But the Vishnu and Bhagavata Paranagt along with the 

information contained in Brahmands and Vayu puranas* are 

alao supplying additionnt information of the destruction of the 

later Gupta kins: who succeeded the seventh imperial Gupta 

and the disruption of their territory by ‘Viswaapbani1 the 
ttavanagu king of Magadh*. &r,d they say that he ruled the 
Gupta territory along with his own kingdom of Mugadha 

with Padmavetf (or Pataiiputra) as hie capital. 

The Brahmsnda and Yayupuranaa mention the territory 

which remained to the Guptaa at the time of the final des, 

traction of the Gupta kingdom. The Bhagavata and Vishnu 

puranas mention the same thing and in addition to that they 
described the final destruction of the kingdom. So the puranas 

in this particular piece describe only the last stage of the 

Gupta kingdom and they do not refer to the early stages 

of that kingdom os Dr. Mazumdpr thinks. 

Fuloma II was murdered by his regent and Commander 

in-chief Chondragupta of the Gupta Dynasty. Chandrngupta 
had his coronation nt Patalfputra and made it the chief city 

of hia new kingdom ond annexed a Parc of Magadha only 
to hia dominion Ayodhya etc. The relatives of the Boyai 
Dynasty of the Satavuhanas retained the remaining portion 

of Magadha* 

The viceroys in the‘ other purls of the Empire declared 

their independence and proclaimed themselves as tho indepen- 
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dent king* of their SEJS&SS 

Ww«~** the in their 
not become emperor- Ihe wnwn « attention 

c ount, of the Jfafdh- Empire ^ ^rr at eot»on 
from the disrupted Maffadha emp.re of 

the petty kings of Sake, 

SSS.’SS. JS ^.SMSSW 

numerous arjarChv in the country at that time. 
some infer a atate orj * «r«rchica| condition in the 
put there is ™ description of any ^ 
Puranae. The Andhra Empire ^ MTltra| 

man¥ ^‘Lp'lT^ of the different parts of the country 
power to keep the ru, s of anarchy. There 
under control. But *** J:n°**of the country and they 
were kings Wt the= d’H J P ^ rt8„wtlve kingdoms- 
maintained the rule Purail9fl The Sake, Yavano, 
according to «v«y T lc!« irt Hindus of Bharat. 

?h™- Greeks or IndcGroeks. The word ‘Yavana- 

does not mean Greek, 
=’ „ th* Sake Yavana. Huns, and Rom&k* P»™i«i 
Smce the bake, ' &1i wjthin Bharata Varsh*, 

on the northwest of Bl.a a beSoil£ to the four 

m,. »1 tt. ^^•SjSSSS'a- Aram 

srr ss*- ^ 5S5u- « *j 
retaining their Hindu subject, caste names, such as Sake, 

Y&vana, ttunap etc. 

4 While it is thus possible to reconcile th® Kiliyngeraje 

star c sf snssrs:= 

prtntCXtS. 

33] Kf ft. V. is a Genuine aticitrtl document i'll 

Further, while it is clear that the dates and years-of 
the reigning periods of the Gupta Emperors and their titles 
were taken by the author of the Kahyuga-Kaja*VricUna 
from the court-records of the Gupta kings themselves, or 
from the writings of ancient historians which ^ ^ 
in those days. Dr* Maiomdar boldly assets that they were 
ill taken from the ancient inscription* recently deciphered 
by the modem historians* As in the pttnnu bo hi the 
Kaliyuga-r&ja-Vritt&nta we have correct information regard¬ 
ing the names of kings in order of the post-Mahabh&rata 
period* their reigning periods and other particulars. AK 
all the information found id the inscriptions Is also coo- 
tamed in the cour Records of the Gupta emperors and m the 
ancient writing. So it is wrong: to suppose that mscr> 

ptions only formed the basis of history in this respect* 
Would it net be absurd to say that the inscriptions are 
forced documents and that thsy were forced on the boas 
of the ancient historical records like the Poranas and the 

Ka]iyuga-Raja-Vri ttantn etc?, 

&. Dr, R. C. Hazumdar assigns A. D t f°r Kumara* 
ffuptaTs inscription. On what authority does be assign tins 
date. The inscription does not contain that date. The 
beginning of the Gupta Era itself ia not settled. The date 
319-321} A. D+t is only s surmise by Dr. Fleet. In that 
connection he does not even mention that Alberuni points 
to the same year as the beginning of the Gupta Era. Later 
this surmise was sought to be raised to the level of a 
historical fact and this data might have been interpolated 
in AlberunPa Indies. This is an afterthought of the 

modern historian9, 
Stands-Gupta entitled Ta^&akramaadity&, was the son 

of Kumara-Gupta the I, by hla eldest wife ‘Ananta Devi\ 
'Sthiragupta alias Purugupt*’* was the son of Amanda Devi1; 
tho second wife of Kumara Gupta L Skanda-gupta succeeded 
his father to the throne, 'furugupta* is only a maintenance 
holder and he was given a smalt territory by his father merely 
out of love* He was sever the Emperor. Dr, Masumdar 
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could uofc recog nfae that £Sthiragwpte' and hfs non <Budba- 
eupta’ who ruEedl for 2b years after his father wete petty 
ru]ers and vamsIs to the Guptas only in this way. It Js quite 
usual in ancient Hindu Royal families* that the etdeat son 
gets the kingdom, while the younger son may be givers a 
smail territory out of grace, so that he may have thestituu 
of a king* 'SthEiagupta* therefore though born in the Imperial 
line of the Guptas was himsolf not an emperor* Standa 
Gupta who had no sons* adopted the son of Stbiro Gupta into 
the Imperial lino, but did not give the Empire to 5thira Gu.pta. 
The IC.R.V. was not bound to mention* Bud ha Gupta who 
was a petty king like his father^ while enumerating the 
Imperial Guptas, Therefore non-mentioning of EudhagupU 
Cannot ba a ground for supposing that the K. R. V* is of 
recent orfgion. It is not only tho name of the Budhagupta 
that is left unmentioned in K.R.V. but also the names of 
all the vassal kings of the Gupta emperors. Dr, Mazumdar 
is under u fulsc ImpreEieion that SfcMragupta and Budhagupta 
worn in the line of emperor^ and so he expected them to 
be mentioned in K+R*V, 

The name used in Ksliyugs raja VaittanU is 'Sthira- 
gupta\ while both the names Stirsgupta and Fumgupta 
might be found in the court records or Ancient writings. 
Modern historians after a long discussion for ten years 
eamo to the conclusion that Puruguptn might be the right 
name. This does not render the noma of Stturugupta in 
Kaliyuga*Rsjo-VritCanta a fictitious one, Dr. M&zumdar’s 
assumption is baseless. 

There is no evidence to show that Bhattamka the II 
belonged to 522 A.D( or before that date or 502 A.D. This 
date is a mere surmise by western scholars. Ho actually 
belonged to the end of the 2nd century B,C. The beginning 
of the Gupta era itself ffl uncertain. In the inscriptions or 
coins recently found there is no specific date given for this 
era. The nos. 9 and 5 found In some copper ptato inscriptions 
are quite vague and historians are not able to interpret them 
properly; It is too much for Dr.Mazomdflr to stand on thi* 
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weak foundation and chaw K.R.V. with modernity. It does 
not become a scholar like Maaumdar to call K.R.V a modern 

'Akhough modern historians could not get evidence as lo 
the title afTarugapti*, Dr. Mjazuradar asserts that he had the 
title of Trakasaditya/ Nothing can be more daring than this, 
Dr Ma&umdar himself liys;- **As regards Sthiragupta's tit\* 

Trakesuditya'* ‘Hoernle' was the first- to suggest in J, A.S.B. 
18S9 'part I, page 93? that this title probably belonged to 
Turuguptft'* Other scholars have accepted this suggestion 
u reasonable, though definite evidence is liking but Allan 
regarded it as highly improbable in hi* catalogue of Gupta 
coins published in 1914". How could Hoemle get this infor¬ 
mation? Perhaps* he might have borrowed it from Kalt- 
yUgarsjavrict&TitB, 

It is on the strength of such highly conjectural-conclu¬ 
sions that Dr. Mazumdar and other his tor Ians discard the 
historical evidence of Genuine ancient records.^ Nobody 
acquainted with the traditions of ancient Indian history can 
accept such dogmatic assertions of modern historians. 

An attempt vrns made centuries back in our country to 
study critically the accounts of the dynasties of the kings of 
Kali given in our Pur Lines, to detect and amend the errors 
due to ignorant scribes, end misreading and misinterpretation 
by malicious and biassed interpreters, and to evolve a valid 
and authoritative account of the dynasties of the kings of 
Kali based on the maximum of agreement among the vary- 
in* texts of the different Puranas. The result of this 
exhaustive and critical enquiry was published in the Sanskrit 
language tn the form of a treatise entitled “Kali Yaga 

Raja Vritlanta.” In this treatise a connected and con¬ 
sistent account Of’ the history of our country down to the 
eighth century after Christ has been given in detad based 
upon our Puranas and in agreement with the references in 
them to the movement of the Groat Bear 'Saptarshr Mandala}. 
This gi eat book h»s been rejected and sneered at by seme 

as a mere forgery. 
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It is ■ not fair to reject or deaplse such a treatise merely 
because it run a counter to the current accepted history. This 
book was in existence for a long time just as the various Turanian 
at least by the time the western eutopean scholar a commenced 
their attempt to construct the ancient history of India, It 
is therefore * respectable book whether we concede its 
antiquity or con aider it only, of recent origin* Modern 
historians have rashly,, if not malittously, rejected the authori- 
t stive ness of the Formas and Itjhasas, alleging them arbi¬ 
trarily* whenever it suited them, to be wrong, inconsistent 
and corrupted; accepted in their place the stray references 
to historicai events and personages in the works of fiction 
and drama such as Kathft Saritssgara* Gat-ha Sapta 5a ti. 
Bn hat K&tham&njarb Gathanuk re markka , Raja Sekhara Cha¬ 
ri tha, Knrpuramanjari* Vasavadatta, Ratnava! i, Mudrarakshass, 
Mrichchakntika. Lilavati etc., constructed their fantastic and 
mutually inconsistent historical accounts based largely on their 
own preconceptions and conjectures^ and endeavoured to bring 
down 1 he history of our country, is much as possible, nearer 
to modem times* 

The K&liyiiga Raja Vrjtt&nta, based on true historical 
treatises and effecting a re-conciliation among the varying 
versions in the texts of the different accounts in them, is 
certainly more authoritative and respectable than the so-called 

histories of our modern historians full of oague 

theories and doubtful conjectures ^ 

The time of Alexander's invasion of Northwest India 
and the starting of the Gupta rule and Era is B.C. 3?7, 
The Gupta dynasty reigned for 245 years K Its end is EX, S* 

‘ ■ 
After the close of the Gupta Imperial dynasty 

Vikramaditya of Ujjain was crowned king in B* C. 82- 
Ha conquered the whole of Bharat Varsha from the Hima¬ 
layas to the Cape and became Emperor* Ha started an era 
in his name J,Vikr&ma samvat in B- C- 57- His Great grand* 
son Saltvahana drove away the Saks invaders out of the 
country and was crowned Emperor in A.D* 73, He reigned 

K. R* V. 25 a Genuine ancient document iSi 

till 133 AJX Ho started an era in bis name In A.IX 78. 
These two emperors are historical personages and 

founders of the well-known eras named after them. 
[Vide, Chronology of Kashmir History Reconstructed/1 By 
this author, pp* 173 to 317 and f Ancient Hindu History 
P*T* t PP- to mt by this Author-) 

. treatise (K R. V.) moreover reconciles these dates 
with the movement of the Great Bear. It has been 
accepted as authoritative and used as the basis of the 
Age of Sankara by Sri T.$. Narayana Sastry B.A.B.L,, 
of 'The Age of Mahabharata war1 by Late Sri NadimpalJi 
Niraaimha Rao and of ’The History of classical Literature, 
by Dr- M, Krishna mao h-aryulu. But it deserves a wider 
and more universal recognition on the part of modern 
historians ms an invaluable historical treatise of indisputable 
authority which it is, 

The verses referring to the Movement of the Great Bear 

“n KaHyugarajaVrittanta is as follows: 

«i£r w i 

*1^ & 3^^ sjfff; 5f || 

Meaning:—JJ,In the time of Yadfafshtira the Great Bear 
was m Magha for a hundred years* By the time of 

Mahapadnuoanda it will be in Sravana 

Explanation;—Sravana is the nth star in the reverse 
direction (the dErection of the retrograde movement of 
the Great Rear! from Magha. So the interval. between 
the times of Yudhlshtfra and Nanda (Mibipadmi) is 150® 
years. This is the period specified in aJ( the Furanas. 

^ sr# mt: i 

Meaning:-4*By the time of the beginning of the 
rule of the Aandhr&s (royal dynasty of M egad ha) the 
Great Bear will reach the 24th star from Magha and 
remam therein -for a hundred years f> 
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This statement is also found id *11 the P«»- 

new 3 li 

Meaning:—“It should be known that from the birth o 
Parjkshit to the coronation of Mah epad man an da (the 

time elap »edj is 1500 yea re. . , 5 ti the 

<*“»»*-™a. £t?™in thS verT which can bo Ptiranas and there is nothing \n tnjg 
attributed to any hectare or infere^e on the Psrt of 

the author* ^ . 

list wm- wt *m ’’11 

Nanda and the commencement ot the Aan 
(Imperial Dynasty of Magadha) is Sf >ea/ ’ . s„ th(! 

Comment :-Tto statement ^ whfle the 

Pursues but the ttEure in . Vrittanta gives the 
author of this treatise, Keliyuga y , . jg j,Mra^ 
figure as 800. Further he tacks on the „ that 
to the Period of duration of - ^ w*have 
instead of J60 years -£*-*£ J of nfted to 
to assFgti '4^5 y^srg for * ,t< t-y.* refer^n^^ (0 
bring the account into oonformi ar ,nrtber 19 years 
the mo»^t.Mta G-et ; jmperjal dynasty of 
and assigns 60S years to m ^ Aandhra 
Magadha, As the beginning of the rf the 2Uh 

Kings is stated to ™ | aftcr 23O0 years 
century after the ■««*«■» 150a and S3» years 
frora 2336 year-made up of the IK ‘ q( the p£frk>a, he 

given in the Furanas for ™ together with ten 

years'more to*the *time °of^ duration of the Aandhra dynasty 

and assigns to it the figure Mb ldiuEtmcnt in the 

■MiMV. - “ — 

Ka R- Va is a Genu [tie ancienc document tS^ 

with reference to the position of the Great Bear, there is 
nothing of the nature of conjecture or ficticious construction 
h&re or? the part of the author+ 

^ qfRSft Bflqtf: gq: J 

atr !%pwii (i=js^ irr>3?fd '' ir 

Meaning:—'‘By the time the Great Bear reache* 

from^ri afrR’n,*5 th* "e5Ct c?el<?> thfl will pas* irwn the Iinoerinl Gupta dyimaty to oEhera+*( 
Comment-Punarvasu will be the W star from 

Sravana in the reverse direction ,the direction of the 
retrograde apparently according to this asifh^ri 
Of the the Great Bear from Lgha, i ™°«°" 
cycle a Che gist star an<i the end of the Gupta dvnastv 
according pj the Furanic account is 3056 years after the 
Mahabharata war i.e. Kali £020 i,9. b.C. 62. *" 

l SjlfojSt mi | 

3^ Wiq Ifsq tRT qrBR. ijPrsqfe ”|j 

Mining;--Again when the Great Bear enters 
Puirabhadra, the kingdom of the Guptas (pare of Magadha ) 
passes on to the Pal, Kings.-’ ™»geMha.) 

is the 4(lth star from Magh* 
(continuing the count into the 2nd Crete to j ’ 
direction) so the end of the later Gupta dynasty ofS ■ 

! >SfISJ!ed to 39C0 years after the Mahabharata war 
>. e- A. IX 763 <3900.3137). 4ta Wv 

i*ifSHirr«r3 

zgJi asrjs sssrsjLx 
K., Age, with very fev and slight adjustments of the 
[statements in the Ptfran&a. 

. n r° eontrsat> w« find the Western scholars and their 
followers arrogantly branding the Floras as a 2>to Z 
Unreliable for the purpose of history, ignoring the time 

■ ■ 

f Vi 
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f J“tS* Z ^.^rfnSty^ tt i*"-* 

17 Alexander of Greece and the r^e eolely 

*- jrrn 

«?rSHr Sri'S a torts ws 
V&rsha constructed by them. f 

«». ■* «““* *» rjrss* ■ 
or „ tad f «>-'?•. p™“; r." i“S»d. »d 

«* g^as^srs .. >m» -*- 

S“”«™ Z.k» « «■•—> ™1*" “*■- „ 
rt is time we regain the proper perspective and 

sstjs s% sara *.*>- 
of historical evidences. . 

The history of the 

SE^-va^lS. « • «« 

documents 

Sci Ajaata Arc Printers, Kollur, (Guntur Dc.) 

34j -)• j 

7o\ 'r- 

'cKtlipga-Ba]a-Vriifantarf is ancient and authentic 

Numismatic Evidence 

According to the fist of the Aandhra 3atay*h»Tin kings 
given in parti of this bosk, the 24th kin# is/^Stynsw^ti" 

hi9 *w» the 25th king is Gouthamiputra. These two 
kings reigned successively. Si v as Wat] reigned for 2S years 
and he was other-wise known among the people as JS*ka sens’ 
and *uJaadharipiitraJ* according to the *Kstfyuga Kaja -Yrittejita* 
These other names are no-where mentioned in any of the 
oth^r puranas. It is only the ‘Kaliyuga Raja-VriltanTa' that 
refers to these other names of the prince. Nor was it 
known to any of the modern historians till 1940 when Sri 
T, S. Nanay ana Sastry mentioned in the Appendix to his Age 
of Sankara, while giving the lest of the Aandhra Satayshana 
kings according to the version of 'Kaliyuga-Raja-Vrjttanta' 
that these alternative names were current among the people 
for king fSiyaswat:i\ 

‘V^rPTOnr enrf@i j 

TOTE JTk^I^T flt^TTM fT^r^r: If 

(Vide IS7, lines £0t 21 of Ancient Hindu History 
part It of this author.) 

He who was known as |CSakarana” or "Maadhariputra’* 
to-the people w&a fSfvaaw&tifi This Sakasen a reigned fon 28 
years. This stoka is found in the Appendix of his 'Age of 
Sankara1 published in 191 o by the learned T. S. Narayann 
Sastri. This book MUtiyuga-RaJa-V>i£t&Dta’ is rejected as a 
forgery by the modern Historical Scholars. 

Later in. Sam vat 1S9S or A. D, 1939 a treasure, trove was 
discovered in the. village "Tharhada” in the 'Akola District 
containing some 1535 coins of the Sat&vahana kings. Details 
of the trove were published in. 1940 by Prof. V. V^Mimsi of 
the Nagpur University, a historical scholar, in page So pf 
BA U Of the journal of the Numismatic—Society of India 'that 
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there was an alternative name 'Sri Saka Satakorni' for king 
‘Siva Swati’ was pot known to us, till the discovery of this 
treasure trove. The same writer, again in 0.S2 of the same 
volume further added- (the gist of his sentences ta given 
below)- "The name 'Saka Satakami' is not found in any of 
the pursues. In the ‘Kaliyoga-RajsvritUnta’ Published by 
Sri T. S. Ns ray ana Sastry more, than 26 years before the 
discovery of this treasure trwe, we find the two other isamei 
of Sivsawati namely *S.k» Sena’ and ‘Maadhariputr*’. So 
the ‘Kaliyuga-Raj*vrittante’ published by T. S. N*raJ"»na 
Sastry could not be* fabrication. He must be in possession 
of the very ancient’ treatise.” The learned scholar. Dr. Mirssi 
describes the .coins thus;- ‘On these seals we find Saka 
or (‘Sakass-) 'Ssatakanisa-. We have to examine the relation 
between these seals and the seals bearing the names ‘Uaadhan- 
putra’, ‘Sivalakura'. On the seals of 'Saks Satakarni’ we 
find the figure of the elephant Usually found on the Satavahana 
seals (Vide,’Bharatavarshaka, Itihas' by 'Pandit Bhegavadditta* 
in Hindi Ed. 1946, P- 395, ®n<J Vide. Journal of the Numismatic 
Society of India, Pt. II, PP. S8 and 92 of 19»J 

We find a lino reading 'Miadhari putra,* 'Sirivira, Puri- 
sadata* in the stone inscription 1202-4 of Luder’a list. He 
was of the Ik&hvaku dynasty. In bfa time there was another 
kiftff bearing the famous name 'MaadarP* A seal bearing the 
device ‘Maadhariputr* Sivirfakura’ has also been discovered. 
On this device the device of 'GouUmiputra* is alee found 
Impressed. So it ia cEear that the successor of this Sake 
datakarni was a king by name "Goutami putra’ according 
to Ludefs list and K. R. V* The Kaluga*Raja*Vrittwta* 
specifies that "Sake satakarni" and 'Maadhmriputra\ were 
other names of ^Sivaswati/ So "Sivasatakarnl,1 'Saksaatakarni 
*Maadhariputra,' all these names refer to one king anlyand 

Goutamiputra was his eon and successor* 

Sof on the authority of these coins, Dr, ftSjrsai and 
Luderis list, it follows that the Kaliyuga-Raj&vrlttanta’ ia an 
authentic record of ancient times. This conclusion was esta¬ 
blished even in 1940 and published, in the journal of the 
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Numismatic socioEy of India, It fs not possible that a pro* 
feased historical research scholar like Dr, R.G„ Ma;‘umdar is 
not acquainted with the authorities quoted above. Hence it 
js astounding, that In 1^44 he fDr, R.C, Maaumdar) should 
write criticising the Kaliyuga Raja-Vrlttenta and corvdemmng 
it oa a forgery. If he has not noticed the writings of Dr* 
Mjrasj so far, he should refer to them now, confess his Igno¬ 
rance and correct his mistake. As he seems to be now In 
Bombay editing the historical publications of the Bharatiya 
Vidya Bhavan, the^ suggestion is made to him and this book 
Is. despatched to him for perusal. 

The Manuscript copies of ancient roqal Dynasties 

of Bharat 

A number of such manuscripts of ancient royal dynasties 
of various States of Bharat are now available, Below are 
the details of the manuscripts available to the public* 

1* 
2, 
3. 
4* 

5, 
6. 
7. 

8. 

Tha Royal Dynasty of 
?n 

tt 

ff 

** 
w 
n 

n 

M 

H 

H 

Gad aw ai a A [mod a 

Kashmir 
Kamarupa 
Indraprasthti 
Bjkanir 
Magadba 
Nepal 
Trigartha 

The Manuscript copies of several other royal dynasties 
are said to be available iii the respective Indian states of 
Kasl, Ponchais, Kalinga. Sindh* Ujjain, Pandya, Malava etc. 
They have all been published in Voh I of the Asiastic 
Researches. The capital of the ancient kingdom ofGadawsle 
is Srinagara, Its king was ^Pradhumana Saha” In 1796 A,D* 
He had a list of kings of his dynasty from 1919 B* C. to 
179$ A,D, The royal dynasty of this state was founded hy 
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■oflfi ^Boghadamta, But the part of the manuscript giving 
details of the princes of the first 100 years 6t the 

dynasty after him has been lost, though all the details of 
the succeeding kings of the dynasty thereafter dawn:to 1796 
A, D, ara available in regular sequence - « list of 60 kings, 
.The total length of the reigns of these kings of the state 
is specified as>3774 years and S mohths; commencing 'in E.C, 
1978. -For the region of the Gadhwwala stale frefer 'The 
Himalayan districts of the North-Western provinces of India* , 
by Edwin T, Atkinson B* A., YoL IIj 

• ' L 

Details are also available of the royal dynasty of the 
state of *KamaayiiJ in the same region, according to which 
one ‘Ramadeva Rathora* ruled from A. D, 410-470 and the 
details of the kings of the dynasty are available from B.G* 
iBQff; ■ ‘ 

Kashmiri— The list of the royal dynasty of Kashmir 
eYtends from B* 0* S20S up to 1953, (Vide ‘'Chronology of 
Kashmir History Reconstructed by this author,) 

3. Ancient Kamarupai— This is no other than modern 
Assam, It was i otherwise known also as fMaha china' or 
‘‘Faro China’ of the Puranas, Pragjyotisha was its capital end 
-Ehegodatta wag the king of the state at the time of the 
Mfibabharata War, Ho took partin the war on the side of 
Duryodhans. ■ ft fs known that his armies included some 
contingents of Kjratas, Chinas, Yavanaa and of other peoples 
of islands of the Eastern Sea. The language Af the people 
was called 'BururfP* Bhagadatta was the son of "Naraka’ 
and grandson of ’Suitaa taka’* The ancestors and predecessors 
of ‘Norakfl* are specified fch the Mahe,bttiratad Kings, from 
Bhlgadatta onwards arc given In unbroken sequence in the 
dynastic list of this state, This /royal dynasty extends from 3138 
Bw C,According to this list the king who ruled in the state 3000 
years after Bbagadfitta was one HPushyavarma!'i A n pper 
plate inscription of this Pushyavarma in Che ^Buranji’ language 
fips discovered jn 1912, A translation of tbe same is 
available in p*p, 65-79 of the Volumes for. l!H3f14 of the 
Epigraphies Indice, For detaiis^refer to the article on ‘Assamese 

- 
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Historical Literature by Sri Surya Kumfir Bhuyan M. A. 
■published 3n p, p> 52S-S6 of the proceeding Of the Fifth Indian 
’Oriental’Conference,'Lahore. King 'Bboakara varmiP of this 
‘dynasty was contemporary of Harsha Vardhana Siladitya. He 
too welcomed the Chinese pilgrim Hfeuntsang and honoured 

‘him and retained him at hie court for sometime* Heuntsang 
himself has recorded that according to the dynastic jtsls of 

jthe slate as thousand kings of the dynasty had ruled over 
the kingdom in succession bsfpro ‘Bhaskcro varma-* 

‘*The Sovereignty had keen transmitted in the family for 
!W generations,1 * (Vide Beal's ' translation of Heunts&ng 
Vol, If p. 1SG and Waif I* translation-lfor foil particulars 

refer ‘Vaidika Vigmaya Itihas,1 Parti p. p. 13-36.) 
? / • ■ 

The dynastic lists of the kings of various kingdoms of 
Bharat are available from very ancient times. 

4> Indraprastha The dynastic list of the ’royal 

Ay nasty of this state was published at the end of the chap- 
ter entitled the ‘Ekudos* Samullaaa* of the ^atyardha Pra* 
kanaka of Sri Swami Day a nan-da. Saraswati, Che founder of 
the Arya Samaj. The original for the publication is a Manu¬ 
script copy dated I7®£ of the Vtkram era i, e, 1725 A, D* 
This list is in agreement on the whole, but for slight diffe¬ 

rences in details with the list of the royal dynasty ofdndra* 
‘praatha published in 1889 A. IX by Colonel Todd, the author 
of the History Of Rajasthan. According to this list 66 kings 
ruled over the state from the time of king Pariksbit 
fgrandson of the Pandavas) to the time of Vikr&ma of 3091 
Ka!i'U 101 B. C. There is another manuscriptlist known 
as * Raja tha ranging in the records of "Sav^yi Jayasimha'*, 
(:a Mahtfraja of Say spur) which could have been the original 
of the Rat of Colonel Todd, The scholar. Pandit* Yidyadbao 
Raghunath wrote of it in 1740 A* D, thus 

*fI have peruse^ many historical records* In a]] of them 
it is stated that 100 Kshatriya rulers reigried on the throne 
<jf Indrapmtha in succession from the lime of Yudhishtirn 

to the time of Pritbvjraj* The tote! length of their reigns is 
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specified in them as 4109 year*. According to the list publi¬ 
shed in the Satyardha Pr.kasik. the number of kmf that 
ruled over Indraprastha from the time of Yudhishtira to\ tkrame 
Sanivat wi or 1186 A. D. is 134 and the. total pertod of thmr 

reigns together is 4157 year® 9 months and 14 days. Recor¬ 
ding to the pur anas the period, that has eiapsed bynow i a 
A D 1956, from the coronation of Yudhishtira after the ^aba- 
bharata war, is 5994 years. The period elapsed by the end 
of the reign of Prithviraj i.e of battle of Stbeneawor in 
iinq '* j\ {e 4331 years an<T the number of the kings w 
rS ir^rn thf Ihronl at Indraprastha is 123. There are 

records of several royal dynasties of the period ^nU.,or 
the time of Yudhishtira, Thus tbs known hwtory of Bharat 
;,n be proved to bo available- for over 10,000 years by now 
Similar are the lists of the royal dynasties, available of the 
state (o> Bikanir and (6} Magadha {this hat is given even in 

^ “V^f^^rnsi.p.frVThe ft.* 

rci.rr,£^;r^s:bs 
S The Trigartha Rajacvm.avato- General Cunntn- 

*v-rri zsz si sasr-s dynasti* >>ide p* irsi + Het eives tbe names 
published by Ciinmn£b&m in Vub)* Ahe , s th* 

JwhS 0? ■L.tm.W’by Sri Bhagava- 

ddatta, B. A., author 

its— Wm 
;u;mmand the 

j2£°“ Ilf,of ‘he rul«« »f other small states of the 
Kanffdfl hi* and other dynastic Hsta, Along with the 

*“*'« of th.e rulers he happened to procure 
t *iwtl,4r document of rare historical value. It 

ooks though at one time such documents were in existence 

thevhr" K1‘b*r*‘ If aU the docuoieotsfnd been secured, 
they might have constituted a great source of strength for 
the reconstruction of our ancient history. But unfortunately 

Sp®o “e “ot available to us. Ip the one document which 
gavsddatta was lucky enough to secure - the following 

verses are found;— ™ 

rpj^r g^, 

^3*™ ftm?TVTT tPETOTST^ I] {,) 

f^Twl--nvt^cirttr [ 

5^ fitdT ^PJiT^Vir JHT || (^) 

frnijFj: f^rr# , 

%?rf^rwf if (^) 

fj®- .3*; *fra2ft 

; HWixf^ njtffh ft) 

If (?o) 

^ ^HTr: §Wt F^ffcr sfn 
mm i 

^ranrlr 

'TT 11 If (> 

. f:rf in the list of the Trigarta royal dynasty 

‘u Lhu,m j,a”dra * rhe Jiat '3 continuous from ' him to 
4g‘ fhha.c.hand.ra .,£t*e..J5I.st ^'n* °n the list. After him the 
fjth king in the list is one Harichandra, son of one Tri 

lokachandra (463rd king). (Ueghachandrs is the ' 461st, ^ 
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tho p1;w of ^Kairarkof* The. oeCppd son of weepacnm uc«. 

b'iffib»a»V ». the I'M of W ^ i. e 
-Gul«a' where his d^atendents ra.sd rt* h‘^ °Ufl 
these rulers of hi* dynasty, the 459tb on t^taV U^.by ne»e 

•Dharmachafidra' owe tp be the ro|er of .nether State, > 
sifte of ‘Jalandhar’ also. (An earlier king w the bat (25 
S»L* before) i,e„ the 4S*th was one L^shmiebapdre) 

J tho ^th king on the list. Of this *» 

recorded in the above document thus;— 

“tffcprajtimft ■svrsx: bbw^w s*swftn* i 
{W^m sPTtftvuTuir W ’PlStii W) 

sit# dm fsiTORt &*r <Ul q?#tf5Rr n^r^prs. i 

^^rrfvTO^ n w 

STfetrsT ira Htrttrter; 't^t ft*ns i 

spj-pTHjfTWU* 15*415 wrrof oi,4ft S^i *'i®! ^ 

* ROT ^ ^ VMT^ l 

fit#!! ^r^tr <w=^ w^ib W 

nT^flr SftNMfftKW ■ i 
mfrircft m£$ wr ■*"WwpCt' (*0 

5T5TW *jWWTn **5*1 
S5 *3^ &aj* II w 

« rttefcwfcwi* ft*** w «BW- WI 

fTOT^rr sreww w wKmft V&^N*i» n l®> 

irnnra^igr^ai^ *Rffr 3^ ^ 5ir^n 
£vf tri * vrtiTfk ftsrtr 1 
tr^K #misH5r ftifircft? dWtrod m 

ffitTeS apw T^rgf^rft HatPKC^i %'^ ll 

11 1.« 
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In these verses *Ramaehandra* the 453th king »de»- 
erjbed, fie was the contemporary of Sikandar Lodi among 
the Sultans of Delhi. This Sikandar Lodi had fought many 
battles with the rulers of Nagarkot of the THgarta royal 
dynasty. In every battle he w&s defeated by the Tngarta 
rulers. After the demise of Sikandar Lodi his son IbrahfmSodi 
who succeeded him to the Sultanate of Delhi sought the help of 
the Trigarta ruler in the Battle of Fanipat, Though the Lodies 
&f the Delhi Sultanate were the traditional foes of bis own 
dynasty, Ramachandra, the Itfgartha Iting appeared with his 
armies on the battlefield of Panipat ond fought for Ibrahjm Lodi 
in consonance with the traditional policy and etiquette of the 
princes of his dynasty not to refuse help sought even 
if it be by a sworn and traditional enemy. 

But in that battle of Faoipat, victory went to Babir 
the opponent of I bra him Lodr, who suffered a crushing 
defeat. Ramachandrftj the THgarta prince* who had tried 
to help his enemy Ibrahim Lodi, himself lost his life in the 
battle. 

The battle of Pinipat waged between Ibrahim Lodi of 

the Delhi Sultanate and Babar the invader from Kabul, was 
fought on the lSth of April in the year 1526 A* P. (It is 
thus evident that Ramachandrs, the Trigarta prince who died 
in the battle, died in 1526 A. D. (Yide Cambridge His¬ 
tory of India VoL lil 1928 Ed, p, 250) Bug in Cunningham 
and the Kangda Gazetter, the date of Rsmachaiidra’s[death is 
given as 35£S. The authority for the date is unkown. 

T . ■ — !■ , > "*■ _ • 

A poet named "Sathrughna1 author of the treatise *Man- 
trardha de'opikah says in the vocatory verses (MangaLa 
Slokas’J ip the beginning of the treatise of the Tdgart* 
princes,, thus:— 

5a rnifei i 

ifTKTOijhg ti {^) 
... P » ■•" *. 1,1 “ p ^ 

il g3wr#?: %r7: , 

minx 5! BJJT T?i ^51'JT pnr &fefera;ii (y) 

4 i 
4i j 
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erwr jjoiRrj rr*ft fwmst awfl* gsnmrr: i 

rTipT cfF^TT: str^TST*: ft {'*.) 

Su vim Chandra ia the 456th king in the dynastic list, 
among the descendants of Susarma,. Hifl son Frsynga-Chandra 
is the 457th on the list* Reference.! to the kings before 
him are found in the writingi of the Muslim historians. 
Kalh&na fo his RajaUranglirf refers to a Kashmir king 
‘Sankara varim* as having defeated Trigartha king of the 
name 'Frith?! chandra*. (Vide Rejatharnngini * chapter Y ' 
143* 144). 

‘Sankara varma* is the lOPth king on the list of the royal 
dynasties of Kashmir* He reigned in Kashmir from 8S0 to 
9Q01 A. D* Hut we do not find the name Prithvichandra in 
the list of the Trigarta royal dynasty, It appears the aon 
of Frithivichandrj wag named 'Bhuvana chandra1. It might 
be this Frithivi Chandra had another name by which ho wa9 
noted in the dynastic lists of the kings of Trigarta or he 
was a brother of the king or son or relation or may be a 
commander actually who had fought on behalf of the king 
with Sfinkaravarma. 

Of these kings of the Trlgarta royal dynasty 45{5 kbga 
had ruled upto king Ramachandra* inclusive of him* This 
Ram&djftndra was killed in 1&26 A. D. at the battle of 
Fan!pat. The 23lst king of the dynastic list is ‘Susarma’ or 
‘Susanna Chandra*, who had fought on the aide of the 
Kawpavas in the Maha Bharat* War* Before this Sugar mu 
230 kings of the dynasty had ruled over the Trigarta kingdom" 
Let ua now turn to the conclusions of the Western Scholars 
with regard to the reigns of the ancient kings of Bharat* 
on the basis of their own chosen principles and procedure, 

Megasthanes writes thus:— 

"Prom the days of ‘Father Bacchus* to Alexander the 
Great* their kings are reckoned at 14H> whose reigns extend 
over 6i5J years and 3 months.*’ 
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{Pliny) 

‘Father Bacchus1 was the first who invaded India and 
was the first of ail who triumphed over the vanquished 
Indians* From him to Alexander the Groat 6451 years are 
reckoned with 3 months additional the calculition befog made 
by counting the kings who reigned In the intermediate 
period* to the number of 153. tSolin 52-6), The average 
duration of each reign works out by this calculation to42t 
years. 

The Muslim pilgrim Suleiman Soudagar writes m his 
book in S51 A. 11 En this connection* The book of Suleiman 
Soudagar has been rendered into Hindi by MauJavj Prasad 
with the caption -'Suleiman Soudagar ‘Bhash&nuvada** In 
the pages £0-51 in it we find: — 

t% HTffiT itshk 

^ Hn'-iIS! ?T, ^ w'4VJ ^nrr 

Tf ^ k i v* ^ i ^ «ngsiprr 

kl ^ SIBfi WW 

fcvj 5111 

[Vide Suleiman Saudagarh Ehaahanuvada Hindi by Maulvi 
Mahesa Prag ad. p. p, 60. 51. Vtkram Sam vat i978)* 

From these sentences of Suleiman Soudagsr it is clear 
that many of the kings of ancient Bharat and Arabia had 
ruled on the average for a period of 50 years each. It Ss 
likely that the rulers of a thousand years back had reigned 
even longer, We know Sri Krishna, of the early years of 
Kali, lived for 126 years* He was only one year younger 
than Yudhisbtira, of the same age as Bhima and one year 
older than Arjuua. Yudhiahtira performed the Great journey 
to Swarga - 26 years after the demise of Sri Krishna. By 
the time he reached Swarga be was 152 years old. 

The Magadhn kings after the M ilia b ha rata war had ruled* 
22 of them together for KQQ years*., he on :tbe avenge for 
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454 jears £acha Th* t en kings of Magadhaof the Sisunag* 
dynasty ruled for 360 years i,e each for 36 years* on the 
average* Mahaprndma Nanda alone ruled for 68 years* The 
tun go kings ruled on the’ average fur 30 years each- 
According to the indisputable evidence of the inscriptions* 
the 7 Gupta kings appear to have ruled for 246 years on 
the whole* i,e for So years each on the average, faking all 
the kings of Magadha of the various dynasties together 
from the time of the Mahabharata War down toMabapadma 
Nandi and the end of the Nanda dynasty, the 39 kings all 
together ruled for 1604 years he* for 41 1/S years each on 
tho average, I here need be no surprise if we find that the 
kings of the times anterior to the Mahabharato War had 
ruled even for longer periods. Even in modern times, in the 
2D th century of the Christian era* we learn that the inha. 
hi tan la of a certain mountainous region m Russia* a people 
with a population numbering 40 lakhs, am found to be living 
for 160 to 200 years each* It is said that when one of 
them claimed to be 167 years old* American doctors examined 
him and concluded after the Scientific examination that he 
was decidedly more than 150 years old, ns published in the 
Indian Express of 27-9-66 together with his photo* Below 
the photo, these words are written '* Javier Pereira of Colum¬ 
bia reputed to he the world's oldest man at 167* snapped 
on arrival in Ufa mi Florida, *en rotitg* to J^ew York, where 
Doctors will investigate his age claim* He is four feet tall 
and weights 15 lbs* Therefore it is presumptuous on the 
part of modern historians to reject the ancient dynastic lists 
of kings as unreliable for historical, purposes as soon as it 
ie found that according to them, that some kings reigned for 
very long periods, in our opinion, from our standards, rf 
all the ancient dynastic lists of the rulers of the different 
states of Bharat are gathered and examined critically* on the 
other hand, it may be possible to reconstruct the ancient history 
of bur country even for the last 15002 years. The £31 st 
king of the Trigarta royal dynasty was Susans*, who was 
killed jn the Mahabharata War. Before him 330 kings of 
his-I dynasty had ruled. If we calculate, on the estimate of 

s' f \ 
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the Greek hiatorions Megaathancs and Arrian, at the rate of 
4£ | years for each king on the average, for the 230 kings, 
the total duration of the reigning periods works out to 230 
x 424*9698} years* 

Thereafter 'Ramachandia’ who died in the battle of 
Panipat of 1536 A, IX was the 4:8th king on the list U e. 
458-230 or 228th king after Susurma of the Mahabharata 
War. For these m kings, the total period of reign works 
out to 3138 B. a to 1526 A, D, -4664 years and the average 
reign to V*V ■* 20} years each* For the total number of 
458 of the rulers of the Trigarta kingdom before 1526 A.D> 
the total length of reign works out to 9695^+46^4^ 
11,862} years. The time elapsed after 1526 A. D, by now 
is 400 years - 14,792 years for 458 kings, an average of 
321 years for ?ach king- So the hist0*y of the Trigarta 
kingdom is available to us for a period of 14*792 years upto 
now ]*<?. since 12,836 B.C* Of this long stretch of 14,792 
years* 973(3 years belong to the latter part of the Dwapura 
Yuga and 5056 years to the Kali Yoga, So, the Irjgarta 
dynasty commenced 9786 years before the end of Div^paro* 
The royal dynasties of Bharat extend back to such remote 
times m the paak 

In view of all this voluminous evidence, it is on eggrcgious 
blunder to hold that our ancestors had no conception of 
history or practice cf historical writings The fact is, while 
the Europeans have not been able to preserve authentic 
records of their history of even 2000 years, our ancestors 
have preserved for os material for the history of over 15,1*00 
years of our country through these continuous lists of royal 
dynasties* Further, we hove a. brief and condensed history 
of even the earlier times from the commencement of the 
KriUyugo of this Mahayuga, on the basis of royal dynasties 
as units, in our Furanas, It f$ conclusively established by 
the above detailed examination of the royal dynasties that 
our kings of ancient Bharat maintained 'court records* end 
jzats of their ancestora with important happening* in their 
reigns, in every kingdom m the country. 
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To 

Sri K. D. Sethna, 
18, Bue Rangapolle, 

Pondicherry* 

Date : 2ft-U-£k 

[y dear Sethna, 

1 M. I»rf P—* “ ' 
i my reply to your letter. In ° ' ^ in 
ated H.1045 on 16-11-56. 1 ■*'»»**Material 

- »■»<«? '.f'C *..« m»£> '“irr^rt-s 
r^jrjtrsturs*-- 
-n- **-•»*• 

K„d, for the lr,,e f'^^end^vwr to lo.nilh iet«lea 
That W the reason for my en _ roised by yo(i ft 
arid elaborate explanations ^ or jnConsiatensies 
your letters. There may b* *bu3 communicated to you. 

ir my mltc5se”s°^' establishing «* inaccuracy or 
By «D°s'r* such *™ are rendering finable 
inconsistency in th*m\ . ,J„ nf #nCtfnt Bharat and thereby 
Service to me, to the history of ancient » hurt by 

to the nation.You need *«r *•» ^at 1 1 iate those 
your letter. On the other band — ^ accept my 
friends who merely applaud J _ n Bny achievement; 

opimons ’lncrt^ciUT^J^ dTbwtiiBir my faults or hnvinff 
friends who sr& incspiacjle ^ oUtof a 
detected them hesitate to !wInK ‘f ” am , historian, 

wrong conception of OTar J ‘ k ftnd what I have 
So it is off business to record historian 

been able to find bP Bn admixture of his 
to complicate the fac.- “ plausible. So you*1 <**• 
inferences or imagination, however 
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tieiams give me positive pleasure and not the least pain 

offence, let «« , .. . , 
I have been, for a long time, eagerly on the look-oot 

straws. sr^SSSS 
S£JS TS2. ».«.w.»** ~ 

=* i, "- j- h-s,zs 
witb“tae8^e that by God's grace, you will be able to tm 

the struggle and reconstruct the true history of k,lC1™ 
BWt art□ re the patronage of the government and the 
S rf™ Department for it, and Introduce it into the text 

* Uted the length of life h-lth and 

happy circumstances needful for the accomplish meat of 

th.Es great task* 
I had already despatched to you 280 Pages of printed 

matter of my Ancient Hindu History part l. yet to he com¬ 

pleted and published. 

As need was felt for further researches into the puranas 
the publication of the book has been postponed. The history 
of the rulers in the other parts of Bharat contemporary 
with the Aandhra Bhritya or Gupta rulers ; who succeeded 
the Aandhra Dynasty of the kings of Magatfbs, is available 
in the Puranas- I have attempted to bring it to light free 
it from the errors that might have crept into it, reconcile 
the various versions of it in the different puranas. evolve 
. consistent account based on the maximum measure> «* 
agreement among them, and it is also in the press. As soon 
« itT printed. I shall send the forms to yon. Please reserve 
your Judgment and pesrnone coming to any conclusions on 
the matters dealt with in them till you peruse them. They 
may reach you, in »U probability, with in a fortnight. I 
have already despatched part H of my Ancient history^ of 
Bharat, comprising 14 forms of printed matter. Pi*** bestow 

r K T 1__ is* TTrtfl Will JIM 
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, , the ne6d W ^‘“ed/pvXbl^'^6 
feel the.r- . cunsid«red opinion® *r* " their contents 

srsryas * z&sfcx* * thz 

critically. «*■ *tbem end «me to £££„ 

and «nM| def«te in th«n. *^to a !$£/** 

« “”7 £TSL.“ “ " sarsz -rr»tss. . oa „ 
Harm resulting1 ^rqm *■ T . e taken up u '" , 

Heel the burden ot the ta9 h j m proving uneaua 
^ Ite a tails noon my nGalLrN „ n+rriw. seem 

age advices an ^ ^V35cft| and ™™tal1 Hence my 

to th* »traip‘ ' demanding reli*1 anij r. .7 research* 

^1“ £frr--• 
K*^-3r-= ^»aSS 
fOT ** "" ToU will do well to explain 
ntopsr name. 
your publication# raeardins the G«P*f 

s-t«» s. ”sh“„rsi 
clearly exposed, the ^ hold on the &nd 

•rt“0T; " perused the Bntf* trt?^ reproduced his 

noted the eTBS ®!?grfHaffh*. Vikr.®aS^w*’JJJJ 
statements regsr£.J *, *^ “*££*»<** 

si V^saas i - *•*e *wara 
?S?vJSr« ot of the king of 

4. Whatever be the « “a *•«”**• 

wtowss contempt 

26] 

t C”, , ?r *U *Efee<i «■#( he was a prir.cc, o/ r. 
djna4(y of idagadh*, which succeeded to power after thJlr f 
Aandhra dynasty. Reckoning the rein nrif7h 7 J Pe 
and dynasties civ.n f„ ^ * *the ditf«ent kit 
I, , L/ a ue“ £|ven m the ptimnas from the taW , 
Mahabhar.t* War of 31SSB. C., the close of the * ^ 
dynasty works out to S£7 B G 1 - ■ -indj 

it. Alexander's invasion! datedS fi C £"° d°Ubtabc 

notspeei/y the dynasty to which this Ch.ntoL fbZ% 

irs.ts.?L atri i *•^ “- 
y-« - owSSli 1 ™" 

rrst H“—-b- “S* -« s 

the modern school of°h^frian! ihaMhe Mstor* a 
So the Ka]jyus?a Raia Vritin-nt* t ^ jStcirJ of.-tho Gupta 

tidty 0/ the*L?K R V at 5 ^ 

nhd its claim to be' considered an LSoriL™ TOT, 
document. For even the interpolated matter th,stofJcal 
interpolated, is not inconsistent in with the L^n tT* ^ " 
the inscriptions discovered. It gives us !* 1" b“ied °r 
other royal dynasties, available'fat h? ™JKC(,“nt<>f •« «■ 
the varying versions in the puraius „h pur®nstfe reconciling 
account for our benefit and it r' *v°Jv>bS * consistent 

an interpolation of to-day There sw/h* ^ partoflt “5 
regard it as a historical document of objecll0il 

It Is a thousand times more rt:liabJe6,S 1 re^rsh- 
source book of history than th* f fd more respectable 
pean Orient.li.ts flDd tbe^dLilT^ tr,'t0ct,'W5 of'Eote- 
n» MriB JSSr. ”•“?;» «»"». 
our ancient history basod on tb» - C"niMtejlt secoynt of 

«»t fo the “rfw*- 

6. It ia & sorry mistake to preaqme th»i- 

e."..™™, UMa Wrifa2s iu Z X ltrfnr',2 
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apcjent times in our country. If we stick to suet, sr: jnrea- 
son able opinion which implies that our ancient kings ruled 

over their kingdoms like barbarous Tyrants, without courts, 
court records and scholars interested in and enured in 
eommemorating the important events of thtr timesland it is 
Impossible to account for the mention of the titles of t..e 
Aondhra Satsvshanas in the putanss and in Kaliyuga Rajs 
Vrittanta, as also of the Guptas, long before the recent discovery 
of the inscriptions of the Satevahanas. Our ancestors were 

highly Civilised. Our ancient kings ruled by law very efflCI- 
ently and justly. They had courts and court records, court 
poets and court recorders. There are contemporary records 
of the different reigns in historical treatises. If *e oisciedit 

them and reject them, we betray our own ignorance and 
stupidity. Those who contend that these ancient historical 
writings are forgone?, should prove that they are forgeries. 
The burden of proof is on them. They have to show the 
statements in them not found in inscriptions or in other 

ancient historical writings. They have to show the 
or statements io them which conflict with the established 

facta of history contained in our nnecent literature* aimpjy 
becaua* of a alight difference in some of the names the 

document cannot he held a forgery. 

7. On the question whether the A&ndhra Bhritya* are 

the Guptas or no I can send you my * reply to the criticism 
of KaliFiigmja vrittanta’. Ail your doubts in this regard 
will be cleared when you peruse its The Aandbra Ehrilyns 
are Guptas and none else. The modem school of historians 
attempt to distinguish between them (The Aandhra BhrityftS 
and the Guptas) in their endeavour to justify their contention 

ia baseeless* I have recently discovered that the Puranas 

a!ao support the identity of the Aapdhra Bhrityas «id the 

Guptas, 

& The Kaliyuga Raja Vrftttnta stone mentions the 
Guptoa Sri Pnrvateeya Aandhra Hhrityas but in the puranas 
the kings of the Aandhra region are specified I? devoted 
as Sri Parvateya A&ndhra & and the Guptea are referred to 

Historic*] JDweufcraitf Contd, , 

BS Aandhra fijirltna ,■ 

iU*?b; #fter *• Asndhvs USE* ot the «*» « 

'« risjfsjs t - tbcin ss ce»pi„tivel but to sneer at 

J* Christian ere. There t T 0f datfis PMtttfor 
W jJscn’s Puranag' by Wilson p^pafate Publication entitled 

WjJ1 enabJe ?ou to ^ real S° it as it 
"■hose antiquity be ajm,. • .u^ v-T’ *“ putana, 
assigns its composition to the 4th <.P 7I3fl"q r>omn«; and be 
several of the Puranaa as ^1. "°'C’ B« 

century A. D„ and therefore nu°fl ^ th* UtH 0r 
Purpose?. The writings of the w W^hieSs for historical 
on the rejection of the P>,r. eM *1I,taf'ans are based 

treated as authorities for the CnsfrLr™1?^ °f *** 
hatory of Bharst but thdr ^ ? 7 ^ »"«ent 
authority. If th» is not sttp P “7w 110 otifrr 

Stray statements from the nuran^h t " CDuW >** 
supporting their own original theoZ T, * mised ** 

mutilating them 1ttZ ‘‘"d fa’^ 
mismterprating them to suit 'their of""7 ,hem ind 
propriety of treating every P rposes- 1 concede the 
contrary ;s proved. ‘ But we Lft J *"*•"«" till the 
gajitlcmanJiness till after peruaiW tL> l ^ *“re‘ of 
*JeaSe peruse the writings of °r ***'«*■. 
the writings Of tbs ether « well as 

historians of ancient Bharat On l , t h PMS‘nff iot «°d«rn 
appreciate the truth in ’ , then y0li be able to rta™ ,1” £K*£. "» 2 
the triJe nature of him Vn,/ *.r * “ ^ th*n 
?*nb^ thow ^ 
bem to auft hla pur noses _ amended 

ca the grounds and authority toT'r 77 modiffed verses 
7ne- «• has wrongly £££ ^ 

he covered between two St#w rrerily L * 0/ time tn 
yew^ and used it t0 eUrtBiI tL foie Jr 5 ^ 8(4 

n t me hetween the Mah« 
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bharata war and the end of Aandhri dynasty from 2811 to 
1888 years according to the movement of the Saptarshis. 
Such mischief cannot be the work of a gentleman and you 
are not justified in view of it in your estimate of him as 
a gentleman and respectable historian. Please don't be 
afraid in denouncing the statements of the mischief makers. 
Bring them to the public, 

10, Kalhano himself categorically asserts that the scho¬ 
lars in the court of each Kashmir rulers ever air.ee 3400 
B,C* used to record the events of the day as they occurred* 
that all such records were assembled in later times into 
comprehensive volumes forming continuous histories of the 
different periods and be was in his time 114^ A, Dx* acquainted 
with aa many as 12 such historical treatises of his country, 
that he found that some of these compilations contained some 
matter gathered from hearsay by the compilers, and there¬ 
fore presented some-times several inconsistencies in them 
and that therefore he had examined them all with references 
to the inscriptions of ancient kings, eulogies and scientific 
treatises available to him* removed the dubious and in-con¬ 
sistent position, ■ end evolved a consistent end continuous 
history of his country and that til ore was no additions by 
himself In bis composition, to the matter he derived from 
the earlier historical records and compositions. 

In the same manner* we are told that court records 
and histories compiled on the basis of such records in several 
states of Rajaputana covering a period;of 2000 years up to date 
records which grow continuously by the addition of reports 
of subsequent reigns from time to time were available to us 
till recently according to the observations of officers who served 
in the region like General Tod and Dr* Payne. Tho history of 
Maiwa is thus available in manuscript even to-day. Dr. Payne 
admits that he drew upon it for his account of the history of Mat wa 
from 350 B. C, in his publication, * 'Memoirs of Central India,1* 
In the face of such court records in several states of Bharat, 
it is not plausible for you to doubt the existence of court- 
records in the reigns of the GupU rulers of Magadha. (Vide 
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pp, ? & 3 of Memoirs of Central India by Dr. Payne M. A*> or 
pp. 45, 46 of ‘Indian Eras* by this author.) 

In the Bhavishya purana, the Fratisarga parva is the 3rd 
parva. The extracts from its four Khandas are referred to 
by Khsnda and Chapter as 3-2. or 3-S, The author of tho 
Kalbugaraja Vrittanta gathered the materiat relating to the 
history of the rulers in Kali from the various parts of it where 
it is available and expressed it in his own words and for matter 
not available In the Bhavishye purana he has drawn upon the 
other puranss where he could find It and thus evolved his 
treatise on the basis of all the puranas and the greatest measure 
of agreement among them where they differed from ont 
another In any detail* Thus his treatise the KaHyngs Raja 
Vriltanta k of the nature of a research document. It i? a 
grievous error find injustice to dub it a forgery. There is no 
Concoction by the author himself in any part of it, If we cannot 
believe the mutual connections among the royal families given 
in the beginning of the accounts of the royal dynasties we 
might ignore them. But such rejection of a part or parts 
does not and should not detract materially from the value of 
the treatise* 

II* The Khkiia Yavanes were devoted to the worship 
of Nag a Gods* The puranas say, In connection with the 
history of the post Aafldbra period, that when these KiUdas 
migrated from EUMla to Bahlika and settled there as 
colonists they came to be called Bahlika Yaraufi* My 
discussion of the subject with detailed references to the 
relevant verses in the puranas is in the press and wtt 
be published as eighth chapter after page 23(3 of my Ancient 
Hindu History, Ft. I, which is expected to be available to 
the public within a month. Please wait till you see it. 
There you will find on account of the 13 kings of the 
Demetrius dynasty that ruled in succession and many details* 
Of the peoples convened in course of Time to the religion 
of Islam, there were Ysvanas, Sakas and many other peoples. 
Wherever these Mabaiumadans are referred to as Yavanas, 
Sakos* Huuaa, etc., we have to take it that not their 
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religion tat the Hindu refCT^.j to, There wie 
before conversion to ^ ift the time of Kalhatia but 
Mtasmmtaans in HWJ> P - k,n?d,ro 0f AbMnr*.in 
by then'the people of th® had not been thus converted. 
the region of Modern K“^ »"M under discussion to 
We must interpret .Iva^“"e in the neAghbouring Yavara 

that a on his begging peregrinations. 

viHege used yingdom of Stn- 

12, The ’Kanaka' who r^.e fcr any confusion 

raiva was n Hindu. There is a Hindu nome. 
between Kanaka and Kenishta- K Kanaka Durga 

SU - * f°m™S Sh"tl e! d variously after Kanaka, 
Bt Vijayawada. The -Mn" " «“* da0gM«. if 
TWee or KanakadtHga. One » ’ > ity Vijayawada 

sss ssuiVs swsi'lsr 
s, - S rsa^-s Vi« nmt M U» •‘J" „ 
Turusbka, Tush or», KUs Yayati whose 10° eon 

WBl,U iS peoples of the **£££ 
tjer»l«^ #eCOtdinK to the taran.s.^ ^ ^ 

[hfkingdot of Turusta^ -s «v NDf|h „cat ofmodem 

krown ^modern lurko Vnpienl Tanashk*Btar, »13 
Afghanistan* This wes tta There „c statements in the 

included in E^sai*" ^r1^" 'of this state. You will seo the 
pursinas defining the ><«•«_£ ^ a|w itl the coming pubh 

details of the history of *h* x fliihM is aywleb'e^ 
^ttoa of mine- Ybe Story 0f tt, to lastcn 

i» SJtlSSS 
„~r„ s 

*a-ts.r sfs«»- 01 wh 
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History* It ig a trus and correct historical treatise, to questic 
the validity and value of it betrays narrow ness. Any or 
who fttrusea it carefully vtpJP nft once realise its worth. Don 
depend on lho misre preservations of the foreigners* Flftai 
go through the original text of K&lhan;*.. 

13* “Knrika'' could never be a variant or Corruption 1 

Kanishka. It h not a Turkish word at pH* It is fancif: 
indulgence on the part of modern historians to identii 
"Kanaka* as "Ramshka’ to bring him from 13th century R„( 
to 3rd century Br C. Moreover “Strirojyam* was not a mtecct 
kingdom but a Hindu kingdom fn those times on the Indu 
in the southeastern region of Modern Beliuchistam It wi 
one of the western kingdoms* to south of Afghanistan (Yens 
Gnndhara and Saindhavam. Slrirajya wits a vedic Hindu kingdor 

In the text of Heunteang there is a good dea[ of matte 
interpolated deliberately to falsify the true history of ancier 
Bharat* They ore as reliable as the Sake 24 [ in Aiberunl 
‘Indica’ of your research. Henn(fang did not belong to t> 

time of Kauithka. Be could have known nothing of K&nishk: 
Even jf we presume that ho recorded the tradition*!] infoj 
mation available to him by hearsay 19 centuries later, sue 
hearsay information could not be accented an the authorit 
for throwing away all our ancient writings and for tti 
reconstruction of our ancient history. The f-t^tements i 
Heunls&rig alleged to specify *KanikiJ and 'Kartika* ari variant 
in vogue of Kanishka might as well be interpolations in hi 
text, effected in modern times* General Cunningham m we 
bs the editors of the Bharatiya Vidya Ebavoi/s history dcofot 

that the writings of Heuntsang are not reliable.. £0 it i 
proper to consign the socalled writings of Hewntsang to th 
Bay of Bsngal and give its due honour mid recognition t 
K&lhona’s RnjataranginL 

I4+ Your conjerture that ‘Kflnakft1 might be a variant 0 

Kanlshkii is unjustified* It would be extraordinarily darfn: 
to base historical writings or such dubious conjectures fur 
dubiouc evidence* 
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15, I do not feel hurt by criticism, in any esse* On 
the other hand I svelcome it* 

16. You complain that the title Keliyuga Raj[a vrittsnta 
is not found in the Bhavishya purana, In the 3rd p&rva of 
ine Bheviihya purans, the history of kinga and roynl dynasties 
is available. It it in four K hep das or parts with 35 chapters 
ip the 2nd part, 32 chapters in the 3rd part and 26 chapters 
jn the 4th pert. At the end of each of these 93 chapters 
jqu find the description fKe!iyugfiye Itibasa samuchebaya varm- 
nam , Kaliyugs raja vrittanta comprises only the material in it 
relating to the royal dynasties and go it is KaiiyugBraja- 
\ rittanta even according to the language of the puranas. 
A& the book comprises only extracts from the Ithihasassmu- 
cchaya* it is proper to call it 'Kaliytiga Raja VritUnta1* 1 

do not think your objection will stand any serious scrutiny. 

Y&itrs faith full] 
(Sd) Kota V^enkatacheiam. 

26/11/66 
-Q- 

Dear Pandit, 
Venkatachftlam* 

13 Rue RingapoutEe; 
Pondicherry 

2G-U-56 

On one Fur&nic point I have been wanting to consult you, 
I am quoting from Vishu purana the ajoka just after the one 
in which Yudhfstire is said to put Parikshit on the throne. 

“innwfr W5^T;| 
TfjWfw ” 

In the Bhagavata purana the first line is replaced by 

11 *rar«ft q’rwfa1 ^vfqnj mfrtft ” ' 

Pargiter's rendering Is: 
“When the great bear will pass "from the Maghaas to 

Puryan&baadha, then, starting from Nanda* this Kali Age will 
attain its mBgnitude^, In afoot-note he writes; “That is the 
Great Bear was conjoined with Puryaashaadha in Mahepodma" 
Nanda'a time, MBufc how can this be'1. Nandi is put by the 
puranas 1S00 years after the birth of Fariksnit, etc, etc* 

> 
inirrn 

nr: 
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W- ■’ . •' A . =*_' , \ “■ 
KOTA VENKATACHALAM, 

yUKY±WAPA-2 
Gandhinagar 

Bucking ham pet (P„ OJ 
’ Ktoua Dt 

*1 

To 
Sri K„ D. SethnOf 
13, Rue Rangapoulle, 
PONDICHERRY 

Date 2/12/56 

Dear Setbnaf 
Received your letters D/ 26-11-56 ard 29-11-56 as well 

as your 'Mother India pamphlet No, 3 for which I am very 
thankful to you. 

Your postcard D/ 2*-li-56 
* 

I have given the same slotaa with their commentary of 
Sridhara in * Ancient Hindu History part I at p. 202t kindly 
refer to them now, in the same book at pp 34 to 37 you 
can fiqd the. five kings of Pradyota dynasty. Of them the 

rfifth is Nandivsrdh&oa (p36)* King 'Nando* (or Nandavar^ 
dhanaj mentioned in Vishnu purana 4-24-112 th sJoka +Tadha 
NendaatpralihritF* belongs to Pradyota dynasty* He is not 
mhapidmft Nsmda* of the Nanda dynasty as mentioned by 
Pargiter- {Ho i& always inclined to reduce the length of time 

■of the history of Bharat) The difference between the two 
Nendaa fa 360 years. 

f 

‘ rl 'T-1 
M 

Furvashadba, is the eleventh star, from Magha, Please 
refer to’ the commentary' of Sridhara also in the same page, 
4,Yndi ’ purvaahadkaam 'Maharsbayah* gamisbyanti tada 
Pradyotaat PrabhrUi vriddhim gamfshyantityardhah:l,. In 

this ‘Sridhara* clears your doubt which 'Nanda* is referred 
" to in thet sloka, , He is the Nanda of Pradyota dynasty and 

not 

For your letter dated 29/11/56: — In the coming publication 
-of mine you can have complete answers which you have 
raised in it* 
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- '-r- c. i: fTE * 

Tbi^re t3 strong numismatic 

Kalfyu^a Raja Vxittanta is an ancient iULKent]£;.de^tfTnent. 
It is also explained fn deUif In my boolc^^WSi* is^‘ in the 
press. You can have it b.v the en&'bf IbYs mon^B; ■" 

Than^lnfi: you, riT 
T$UTy.t,\nCt7clv* 

;r ’ (Sd) KotaV^nkatachdam. 
" ~ ■ 0 „ 

■ ■"?! f. ■ B-w-w, 
|«ib 

- 

s.'* 

• -iv.1 vl 
4 AjK*- .^Jl1 ’ 

,ut$s3 -1 

From' '••*•• ' • >•••?. ‘ 

K. IS. Seth?) d, " ' '-m& VffiwcW.nv 
13 Rue Eansapsulji, Gandhinagar1. : ' 
Pondicherry. ^ Vf ja+W^da 

IS-13-56 : : : . 4 s ■ -.v-i- 

My Dear VenkatacheKti*, : '' •&.•«&** 
ml.-.-.-.™ fi. _ T-I_* '’ 1 ’■ ! 

History: ™ 
.■- >' ■ :■• -\i P: V r 

1 Md r*ad. wfth gr<sat.: interest--your, note- on Kaliyu^ 
Raja Vrittoia. Tna.point that; S^strl had .mentioned froth 

ft what (ififlje- to be knn.win to. taysmus -.2$ 'years Jater-thir; 
point is realty important.' ■ The second, half of. your statement.’ 
Tjrftj . -V■.J . IKHWAU >■. Jr ••• J • 1,1 A •*••■'11 >•• •’• a1- *‘TIP/ 

is not clear to me, 

(lent- one wey or the 

minds fcdptn own. 
? to Dr. ft.C.-Sircar/ 

Anyhqw. I think the hast 
ctlier can cone 
So I have submitted your *r£i 
I'li fat you...know,/what he says;. ■ : 

With! kind reminds;' ■ (o Srinrith 

A 
B 

.- - 

a 

« 

J 


